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Abstract 
This thesis considers a selection of poetry and fiction written by members of 
England's friendly societies which appeared in various publications from 1860 to 
1900. While offering opportunities for sociability, friendly societies were 
primarily insurance clubs which provided financial support for working people in 
times of need. Since the movement constituted the largest form of working-class 
voluntary associations in Britain during the nineteenth century, the writers' 
representations of the experiences and concerns of working people are significant 
documents of a distinct working-class group within Victorian society. Whereas 
the societies' public discourse tended to be guarded about their relations with the 
middle-classes, the writers looked at here indicate a tension between the friendly 
societies, the middle classes, and government agencies. 
Despite the prominent role which the friendly society movement played in key 
aspects of working-class lives, ' it is absent from many histories of the nineteenth 
century. As literary historian, Brian Maidment, notes, there is a lack of attention 
to writing by working people which confronts the ways in which they were 
subjected to middle-class dependence, surveillance, and interference. 2 In the 
context of the fiiendly societies' drive for autonomy from middle-class patronage 
and rule during this period, the compositions express a sense of collective 
working-class identity while recognising the interdependence of the classes. These 
coexisting impulses, for working-class autonomy and for social integration, are 
often a creative tension in the stories and poems which appropriate both high and 
popular literary forms and resonate with diverse cultural allusions. 
The structure of the thesis is designed to illustrate how the works can be read both 
for their interest as imaginative compositions by a group of largely self-taught 
writers, and for the heightened political awareness of the friendly societies which 
did not permit open references to politics in their meetings or non-fiction journal 
articles. The Introduction is followed by a chapter on the history and ethos of the 
friendly societies. Chapters 2 and 3 look at the fiction through the themes of social 
relations, medicine and health. Chapter 4 is on poetry which demonstrates 
ambivalent, complex or dissatisfied relationships to labour and the proximity of 
death in the members' lives. The final chapter brings together some of the protest 
poetry where the rousing rhetoric and unashamed polemic accentuate how the 
writers turned to literary forms in order to foster the collective spirit of mutual 
support and solidarity, which were the foundations of the friendly societies. 
1 Alan Kidd, State, SociM and the Poor in Nineteenth-Century England (Basingstoke: Macmillan 
Press, 1999), p. 122. 
2 Brian Maidment, The Poorhouse Fugitives: Self-taught Poets and Poej! X in Victorian Englan 
1987, (Manchester. Carcanet, 1992), p. 17. 
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PREFACE 
The primary aim of this thesis is to consider the significance of the creative 
writing by members of the friendly society movement during the period 1860 to 
1900. This movement constituted the largest form of working-class self-help in 
Britain during the nineteenth century and has been described as, 'one of the 
routines of working-class life'. ' The movement acted as fictive kin for working 
people, offering 'social networks, conviviality, and personal and financial support 
at times of life crisis. '2 However, despite the prominent role which these 
organisations played in the lives of working people, there has been little 
scholarship on the history of the movement in forty years. 3 
Alongside day to day notices, information on Government legislation, 
financial statements, obituaries and reports from the various branches (known as 
4courts' or 'lodges'), the publications considered here contain stories and poems 
submitted by members. Tbus, it seemed to me that these publications were 
significant in that they offered members the opportunity to share their creative 
writing with a readership drawn not only from their own class, but from a 
collective which represented a considerable proportion of the workforce during 
the period. Because of the cultural and literary importance of these publications, I 
I Richard Hoggart, The Uses of Literacy: AMects of Working-Class Life (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1970), p. 3 1. 
2 M. Gorsky, 'The Growth and Distribution of English Friendly Societies in the early Nineteenth 
Century', Economic Histga Review 2nd series, 51, (1998), p. 507. 
3 Simon Cordery, British Friendly Societies: 1750-1914, (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2003), p. 1, referring to P. H. J. H. Gosden, The Friendly Societies in England 1815-1875, 
(Manchester. Manchester University Press, 196 1). 
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wanted to find out how members of this influential group represented themselves 
and their social relations in their creative writing. 
Given the absence of literary scholarship, the few books on the social 
4 history of the organisations usefully inform my discussions. I puzzled over two 
of social historian Trygve Tholfsen's observations which seemed to sit uneasily 
together. On the one hand he comments that the fiction in the friendly society 
journals tended to 'sentimentalise social reality and to romanticise relations 
between employers and employees. '5 On the other hand, he also states that 
'despite their total commitment to consensus values, the friendly societies had by 
no means abdicated their critical faculties or abandoned their quest for genuine 
independence 6 and that the societies 'had no trouble distinguishing between the 
professions of the middle classes and their actual behaviour and attitudes. 7 
Tbus, a further question I wanted to answer was, did this source of fiction merely 
support consensus values, as Tholfsen suggests, and was the writing solely a tool 
to entertain and retain readers? 
My investigation of this aspect of the writing is given added impetus by 
Cordcry's recent research which identifies how the friendly societies were 
&politically active, '8 despite their own written rules which banned discussion of 
politics from their meetings. He notes how many members of the friendly 
societies were also members of radical working-class organisations, how they 
funded radical printers and publishers such as Joshua Hobson, printer of the 
4 Primarily, Cordery, 2003 and Ttygve lbolfsen, Working Class Radicalism in Mid-Victorian 
Englan (London: Croom Helm, 1976). 
5 Tholfsen, 1976, p. 292. 
6 Tholfsen, 1976, p. 293. 
7 Tholfsen, 1976, pp. 293-294. 
s Cordery, 2003, p. 4. 
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Chartist Northern Star and the Owenite New Moral World, at various times, and 
openly supported the dock workers' strike at the end of the century. Indeed, 
throughout the nineteenth century, trade unions registered as friendly societies at 
particular times in order to evade government attention. I also felt that this 
interrelation of the friendly societies and some trade unions offered the 
opportunity to look at work by friendly society writers who were also members of 
a trade union, where this connection was obvious. 
Another impetus for this project came from a comment by literary 
historian, Brian Maidment. Noting studies of working-class writing, he observes 
that 'none of these studies [ ... ] have tried to read self-taught writers in relation to 
a persistent middle-class interest in them as an aspect of wider political and social 
development - especially as an aspect of class awareness. '9 
Thus, given that literature has historically been a vehicle for mobilising 
political thought, or for constructing acquiescence to its overt or covert 
propaganda, the fiction and poetry from the societies' publications would seem to 
offer the unique opportunity to consider the members' creative writing for their 
expressions of their shared, collective experience during this period. My project 
sets out to open up debates on this body of work. 
9 Brian Maidment , The Poorhouse Fugitives: Self-taupbt Poets and Poegry in Victorian Englan 1987, (Manchester Carcanet, 1992), p. 17. 
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Introduction 
'.. the friendly societies were an authentic expression of a working-class 
subculture... ' 
Fiction and poetry written by members of the friendly society movement regularly 
appeared in various publications, 2 often alongside the day to day administrative, 
social -and financial affairs of the organisationg. While the imaginative qualities of 
the stories and poems primarily sought to entertain members, as a diversion from 
the dreadful conditions in which many lived and worked, some characterisations 
and representations may be read as the expression of the writers' social and 
cultural experiences. These may suggest a tension between preserving a class 
distinctiveness and bridging class divisions, while representing shared human 
experiences. At times, the choice of forms, images and references appears to be 
politically charged. However, the most cohering feature of the work is the sense 
of the collective spirit which the societies were designed to foster. Hence, the 
most satisfying context for reading their work is as a cultural record of this group. 
1 Trygve Tholfsen, Working Class Radicalism in Mid-Victorian Engzlandý (London: Croom Helm, 
1976), p294. 
2 While all of the fiction and the majority of the poetry has been taken from the societies'journals, 
this thesis also includes a very small number of poems from sources whose precise nature remains 
obscure, but appear affiliated to the friendly society movement either by the writer's stated 
membership, or a friendly society's name or emblem on the source. 
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Since the friendly societies can be perceived as the most authentic and 
circumscribed body of working people, the writing can contribute to the 
developing category of working-class literature in the nineteenth century. 
The friendly society movement and its publications are discussed in more 
depth in Chapter 1. However, in order to place the writing in context, the social 
and political climate of the period needs to be understood, as does the movement's 
involvement in securing a respectable reputation for working people in the face of 
much suspicion of their class more generally. 
The ftiendly societies grew out of providing mutual insurance for 
members in return for regular payments. It became the largest self-help 
organisation during the nineteenth century and its membership was predominantly 
made up of those working men 'who insisted that all men should be treated 
equally regardless of class. 3 The movement developed in response to the worst 
effects of industrialisation and the excesses of capitalism, amid the fluctuating 
economies of the nineteenth century. Working people joined the friendly societies 
in order to make financial provision for themselves in times of need, with the 
opportunity of taking part in regular socialising at club nights. Certainly, the 
strongest characteristic of these organisations appears to have been that of co- 
operation, with individualism taking second place. Alan Kidd describes the 
movement as 'a significant community of interest in Victorian SoCiety,, 4 noting 
that its membership 'dwarfed' the number of people receiving state welfare 
3 Tholfsen. was not referring solely to the working men of the fiiendly society movement, but to all 
of those who belonged to the many working-class organisations of the period. Tholfsen, 1976, 
V. 157. 
Alan Kidd, State. Sociely and the Poor in Nineteenth-Centuiy Englan (Basingstoke: Macmillan 
Press, 1999), p. 122. 
2 
through the Poor Law or receiving support from voluntary charities. Yet, the 
reasons for the growth of the movement cannot be wholly attributed to the 
financial support it provided. Kidd argues that the growth of membership can be 
understood more profitably by looking for a political explanation, rather than an 
economic one. 5 Not only did the societies enable working men to maintain a 
degree of financial independence, but as a collective, membership also offered 
(some resistance to ideological and social dominations by the middle-class. 6 
This middle-class domination surfaced in varying forms. For instance, 
many mid-Victorians of all classes supported a consensus to improve the urban 
community in all aspects of life, and to instill in the individual, 'moral and 
intellectual improvement. 97 However, there was disagreement over what 
constituted 'improvement', for this emerged with class-specific interpretations. 
The pervasive middle-class hegemony intended that 'improvement' should 
parallel social stratification, that the working classes should accept their inferior 
status in all aspects of their lives. 8 Margaret Beetharn describes how many of the 
century's magazines and periodicals sought to 'improve' and inculcate workers 
with bourgeois values, and she suggests that through them, and their 
representations of social relations, grew 'the extremely rapid formulation of a 
precise middle-class ideology for describing working-class cultural activity. '9 
However, Tholfsen observes that working men were: 
5 Kidd, 1999, p. 114. 
6 Tholfsen, 1976, pp. 158-9. 
7 Tholfsen, 1976, p. 156. 
" Tholfsen, 1976, p. 156. 
9 Margaret Beetham, 'Healthy Reading', Alan J. Kidd & K. W. Roberts, eds. Cily. Class and 
Culture: Studies of Social Policy and Cultural Production in Victorian Mancheste (Manchester 
Manchester University Press, 1985), pp. 169-170. 
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quite aware of the operation of the class system and the working- 
class subculture embodied a continuing effort to resist the 
imposition of a narrowly middle-class version of shared ideals ... 
10 
Thus, the climate of social cohesion which ostensibly pervaded much mid- 
Victorian thinking was frequently fraught with conflict between social classes. " 
Indeed, some efforts to dictate what form any 'improvement' of working-class 
lives should take focused on the area of literacy. Although levels of literacy 
increased during the second half of the century, 12 the majority of working people, 
and hence, friendly society members, were self-taught, and had received little or 
no formal education beyond the age of twelve. Jonathan Rose notes how some 
educated people 'found something profoundly menacing in the efforts of working 
people to educate themselves and write for themselves. ' 13 Arguing that 'for 
centuries autodidacts; had struggled to assume direction of their own intellectual 
lives, ' 14 Rose suggests that the hierarchy of the British class structure: 
rested on the presumption that the lower orders lacked the moral 
and mental equipment necessary to play a governing role in 
society. By discrediting that assumption, autodidacts demolished 
justifications of privilege. 15 
Friendly society members were well aware of the dominant perception of their 
intellect, and it was much debated within their journals. One article, in the 
10 '17holfsen, 1976, p247. 
11 Ibolfsen, 1976, p. 156. 
12 David Vincent, Literacy & Popular Culture: England 1750-1914, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1989). Vincent notes that by the 1890s, less than five per cent of the English 
population had no literacy skills at all (following the implementation of Forster's Education Act of 
1870 and compulsory school attendance as a consequence of Mundella's Act in 1880). However, 
levels of literacy did vary, with men often being more literate than women in industrial areas. 
13 Jonathan Rose, The Intellectual Life of the British Working Classes (New Haven & London: 
Yale University Press, 2001), p. 20. 
14 Rose, 200 1, p. 12. 
15 Rose, 2001, pp. 20-21. 
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Foresters' Miscellgny. compares the intellectual ability of university-educated 
scholars to that of fellow members, 'the minnows in the ocean of thought': 16 
there is just the same difference between us and a thoro 'bred 
university scholar as there is between the pig which pokes 
cabbage-stumps out of the gutter in a miscellaneous and precarious 
fashion, and the porker which is regularly fed in its own stye ... 17 
This writer's comparison of the self-educated with university educated scholars, 
demonstrates the members' engagement with contemporary debates, and the 
societies' use of their publications as forums for its members. 
While some members of the middle classes supported the movement for 
increasing the literacy levels of working people, many others treated it as a serious 
threat to their own social position. Rose suggests that this contest 'might have 
been the most crucial arena of the class struggle. '18 A portion of the perceived 
threat stemmed from the fear that increased levels of literacy meant that working 
people were able to access information, which in turn promoted discussion and 
thought, leading to their participation in democracy; 19 hence, the link between the 
acquisition of literacy and the acquisition of political awareness. 
Even suspicion of political activity gave added impetus to the investiga- 
tions of working-class organisations. Thus the friendly society movement, along 
with trade unions, was subject to scrutiny at times of political unrest, such as 
when working-class independence became a national political issue during the 
1860s and 1870s. Trade union militancy, during the 'Sheffield Outrages' of 1867, 
16 'Classical Allusions', (unsigned, but possibly by John Mallinson) Foresters Miscellan 
(November, 1864), p. 2 10. 
17 'Classical Allusions', 1864, p. 2 10. 
18 Rose, 2001, p. 13. 
11 Vincent, 1989, pp. 54-56. 
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inspired renewed interest in workers' organisations, as did pressure for political 
reform, culminating in the passage of the 1867 Reform Act which extended the 
fi-anchise to all rate-paying householders. Although eighty per cent of the 
population was classified as 'working-class' during the last half of the nineteenth 
century, the Reform Acts of 1867 and 1884 had failed to create a democracy. 20 
However, the period did see the formation of mass party politics, although largely 
for men, and the people did acquire a sense of political identity. 
For the friendly societies, this political identity was modelled by weaving 
a path between outward conformity and compliance to the social order, and 
supporting many members who were actively involved in radical working-class 
organisations. Earlier, during the Chartist period, the friendly societies organised 
local strike action by levying members for additional contributions to support 
families of members who were on strike. It has been suggested that 'most of the 
male Chartists of Halifax were Oddfellows, 
21 and that the Oddfellows made 
funds available to a group of Owenites in Hampshire, and also to miners on strike 
in Yorkshire. 22 Oddfellows also funded radical printers and publishers, such as 
Joshua Hobson, printer of the Chartist Northern Star and the Owenite New Moral 
World at various times. Furthermore, trade unions were continuing to register as 
friendly societies in order to evade Government attention. Indeed, from the 
eighteenth through to the early nineteenth century, when colliers' attempts to form 
trade unions were defeated by colliery owners who refused to recognise them, the 
" The Reform Acts left a sizeable proportion of the male electorate unenfi-anchised. It was not 
until 1918 that enfianchisement was afforded to some women with the Representation of the 
People Act, although it took a further ten years for women to achieve equality regarding suffrage. 
21 Dorothy Thompson, ne Chartists: Pqpular Politics in the Industrial Revolutio! j, (New York: 
Pantheon, 1984), p. 159. 
22 Thompson, 1984, p. 159. 
6 
colliers formed and met as friendly societies in order to avoid the legislation of the 
Combination Acts ?3 In central Lancashire alone in the early part of the 
nineteenth century, there were some twenty-one miners' 'friendly societies'. 
Another famous example of militant worýers using friendly society status to avoid 
censure were the 'Tolpuddle Martyrs', who registered themselves as the Friendly 
Society of Agricultural Laborers in 1834. These examples are useful as they 
illustrate the point that while publicly the societies' discourse served to 'protect 
, 24 and enhance their respectable status, some branches maintained and supported 
connections with radical working-class organisations throughout the whole of the 
nineteenth century, while the movement was united in openly supporting dock 
workers in the late 1890s. This suggests that the societies were a resource for the 
working classes, to be used according to changing circumstances. Being a 
member of a friendly society did not preclude membership of overtly radical 
organisations. 
Some of the writing considered in this project is by individuals who were 
members of both a friendly society and a trade union. Many friendly societies 
were formed by trade unions in times of Particular hardship, in order to provide 
financial support to their members. For example, there were many hosiery and 
garment trade unions which were often virtually indistinguishable at a local level 
from neighbouring friendly societies. Details of specific friendly society writers 
who had links with trade unions, are given with their biographical details in 
Appendix IL However, despite this interconnectedness, the focus of this project is 
23Essentially, the Combination Laws (1780 and 1799) made it illegal for workers to unite against 
employers in their demands for better pay and working conditions. 24Simon Cordery, 'Friendly Societies and the Discourse of Respectability in Britain, 1825-1875', 
Journal of British Studies. 34, (January, 1995), p. 48. 
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upon writing from the friendly societies and not the trade union movement. Any 
links with trade unions is noted primarily as an alert to possible readings of their 
work. 
Political uncertainty was not the only concern for the societies' members 
during the period. Despite the drive to bring social and environmental factors like 
health and housing to the fore during the 1880s, the gulf between the rich and the 
poor deepened as the century progressed. Social commentator and writer, Francis 
Peek, criticised the failure to relieve poverty during recurring depressions. Citing 
demonstrations of lawlessness, Peek deemed it unsurprising that 'preachers of 
anarchy find an attentive audience when they denounce modem government as 
tyranny, and the rulers of the state as oppressors of the poor. 25 In 1886, 
campaigner for the poor, Samuel Barnett, observed that poverty in London was 
increasing, and drew attention to the appalling living conditions of the poor, 
noting how their possessions are more often at the pawnbrokers than in the 
home. 26 He commented that against this backdrop, the preoccupation with 
fashionable luxury and national wealth appeared 'but cruel satire. -)27 
in some spheres, it was feared that the franchise extension would be 
followed by the proletarianisation of national political culture. The 1880s also saw 
the United Kingdom's politics transposed into politics of Empire, whereby the 
British workforce came to be viewed as the raw material for a new imperial race. 
Both institutions and social structures came under public scrutiny at this time. 
2 -5 Francis Peek, 'The Workless, The Thriftless and the Worthless', The Contempgrary-R-envie-w-, I 
(1888a), 53, pp. 39-52; II(1888b), 53, pp. 276-285. 
26 S. Barnetý 'Distress in East London, The Nineteenth CeRM 20 (July-December, 1886), 
680. 
Bamet4 1886, p. 680. 
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As members of the workforce, it is pertinent that not only were the writers 
of the friendly societies predominantly working-class, but their intended audience 
was too. This is in contrast to much so called 'working-class' fiction, which was 
written by middle-class novelists and largely aimed at a middle-class audience. As 
Gill Davis states: 
Mor most writers, the 'discovery' of the East End [of London] was 
synonymous with the 'problem' of the East End and to be recorded 
in an 'objective' mode: statistics, factual description, literary 
naturalism, first-hand accounts of journeys into the lower depths, 
and so on. [ ... ] This serves the ideological purpose of imposing 
meaning and reassuring the middle-class reader - drawing the 
curtain back, then presenting a knowable image; knowable through 
statistics of wages and living conditions, or through individual 
fictional types. 28 
Supporting Davis's analysis, Gary Day observes that the representation of the 
working classes found in many middle-class novels and stories depicts working 
people as passive victims, where if justice is achieved, it is by 'fortuitous events' 
rather than by direct action by working-class individuals. 
29 Day also identifies 
how the human status of the working classes was even less in evidence in the 
factory than outside it. 30 Consequently, since the majority of the friendly society 
writers were themselves working-class, and were also writing for a working-class 
audience, their representations of their own class, if not all classes, might 
reasonably offer alternative perspectives. There is a considerable body of critical 
work drawn from other sources of writing by working people and these may 
28 Gill Davies, 'Foreign Bodies: Images of the London Working Class at the end of the 19'h 
Century', 1ýitgratureapnd HistoM 14. (1988), pp. 64-65. 
29 Gary Day, Class (London: Routledge, 2001), p. 133. 
30 Day, 200 1, p. 133. 
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usefully inform any discussion. Notably, Alan Kidd and K. W. Roberts3l have 
examined the representation of the working classes in Victorian fiction and its 
wider relation to cultural production and social policy. Gustav Klaus's 32 edited 
collection of essays considers the relationship between socialist and mainstream 
fictions. While the latter's primary focus is upon bound novels, hence more 
expensive and less accessible to many working people, Jack Mitchel133 argues for 
the importance of fiction's entertainment value in the socialist press, a medium 
more readily afforded by its intended audience. Mitchell also remarks on the 
powerful role that fiction played in promoting the socialist movement in the press. 
William ChriStMaS34 and Brian Maidmentý5 have also explored the output of 
working-class poets, although Maidment prioritises the literary elements of the 
self-taught tradition, over a more political or economic interpretation. 
Certainly, the difficulties of self-education cannot be under-estimated. 
Martha Vicinus recognises that one of the major difficulties faced by working 
people was to combine literary enthusiasm with political beliefs in a manner 
attractive to their less educated peers. 36 Yet, the lack of leisure time often seemed 
insurmountable, and working-class autobiographies describe how the desire to 
31 Alan J. Kidd. & K. W. Roberts, eds. Cily. Class and Culture: Studies of Social Policy and 
Cultural Production in Victorian Manchest (Manchester Manchester University Press, 1985). 
32 H. Gustav Klaus, The Rise of Socialist Fiction 1880-1914, (Brighton: Harvester, 1997). 
33 Jack Mitchell, 'Tendencies in Narrative Fiction in the London-based Socialist Press of the 1880s 
and 1890s', H. Gustav Klaus, The Rise of Socialist Fiction 1880-1914 (Brighton: Harvester, 
1987). 
34 William Christmas, Work. Writing and the Social Order in English Plebeian PoeM 1730-1830, 
(New Jersey: Associated University Presses, 200 1). 
33 Brian Maidment, The Poorhouse Fugitives: Self-taupht Poets and Poegy in Victorian Eng-lan 
1987, (Manchester: Carcanet, 1992). 
36 Martha Vicinus, The Industrial Muse: a Study of Nineteenth Cenwa British Working-Class 
Lite (London: Croom Helm, 1974), p. 107. 
10 
read or write meant foregoing meals and walking many miles to buy a book? 7 
Often there was much opposition within the family to any literary pursuit, since 
time spent in reading or writing ultimately cost money in one form or another. 
The opposition was sometimes simply because a literary career was considered 
unsuitable and inappropriate for a working person. 38 
The stories being considered in this thesis have been selected because they appear 
to construct alternative representations of working people and their lives, to those 
of the dominant bourgeois ideology. For example, the interrelation and 
interdependence of one social class upon another is a much mooted theme and 
perhaps suggests that for these writers, social and economic dependence spans 
class barriers. Furthermore, rather than create a revolutionary genre, or simply 
explore fictive worlds which ultimately maintain the status quo, the fiction re- 
works the social order in one or more areas, whereby protagonists or themes are 
used to fi-ame and criticise the unequal relations between social groups, 
emphasising the hierarchical relations existing between the middle and the 
working classes. Rather than simply offer an economic critique of the capitalist 
society, the writing overall seeks to create a coherent unified political group 
through the writers' visions of a more equal, and moral, social order. This 
suggests that the writers sought to consolidate the political unity of their 
organisations as centre to their readers, by reinforcing their specific doctrines, 
37 Vicinus, 1974, p. 107. 
38 PL Lithgow, The Life of John Critchley Prince, (Manchester: Abel Heywood, 1880), ch. l, pp. 1- 
57 document the hostility of Prince's father to his son's intellectual and poetry writing activities. 
11 
without attracting censure. For example, both Keedy Kingston's and Charles 
Marshall's narratives discussed in Chapter 2 weave a course between an anti- 
capitalist discourse and one which depicts more equal social relations; but within 
the existing stratifications of society, rather than as a socialist polemic. As Engels 
observes: 
A socialist-based novel fully achieves its purpose [ ... ] if by 
conscientiously describing the real mutual relations, breaking down 
conventional illusions about them, it shatters the optimism of the 
bourgeois world, instils doubt as to the eternal character of the 
existing order, although the author does not offer any defulite 
solution or does not even line up openly on any particular side. 39 
Accordingly, the fiction may be described as socialist-based, in that the writers do 
not depict socialism as a desired outcome. Like stories found in the contemporary 
socialist press, some of the writing from the friendly societies, but by no means all 
of it, had the potential to inform and raise the consciousness of the working-class 
reader, to reinforce the ideology of the movement, and to unite and mobilise 
members behind the banner of the organisation, in a form that was both instructive 
and entertaining. 
Of course, any semblance of a unified vision articulated by the writers 
may first express the politics of the friendly societies, rather thart be representative 
of the concerns of working people as a whole. This is not to suggest that friendly 
society members felt in any way apart from their own class, more that the ideals 
they explored within their writing can be readily traced back to their collective 
identity, rather than be ascribed to their class per se. Additionally, to homogenise 
39 Friedrich Engel's letter to Minna Kautsky, (London, November 26,1885) 
in John Goode, 'William Morris and the Dream of Revolution', John Lucas ed. Literature and 
Politics in the Nineteenth CenW (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1971), pp. 224-225. 
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the sentiments of the friendly society writers with the remainder of the working 
classes would require too many presumptions of agency on a small, and ultimately 
distinct, cohort. Even in the process of reclaiming the writing of the friendly 
societies as a group, caution must be exercised with regard to homogenisation and 
generalisation. 40 
To introduce all of the creative writing found within the friendly society 
publications without a specific purpose would prove a wide and perhaps 
unmanageable project. This analysis of members' writing primarily investigates 
three areas of interest and concern to the movement which were intrinsic both to 
their survival as organisations and to the interests of individual members. These 
three areas are social relations, healthcare and labour. 
The importance of social relations stems from the societies' involvement 
with both the middle classes and the working classes during the period of this 
thesis, offering the opportunity to examine the writers' representations of their 
relations with these other social groups. The societies constructed themselves as 
both part of, but apart from, the working classes at different times, according to 
their own political agendas. As mentioned, the movement tried to appear both 
distant from militant trade unionism, while supporting the latter in times of 
40 Perry Nodelman cautions that in the very process of deconstructing assumptions about a specific 
group, the use of terms such as 'outcast' or an 'outcast society' may have the effect of reinforcing 
such assumptions Yerry Nodehnan. 'The Urge To Sameness', Children's Literature 28, (2000), 
p. 38. 
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protest. 41 At the same time, as a collective, they were 'brought [ ... ] into the most 
direct contact with the harshest side of middle-class social attitudes, 4ý and sought 
to court and free themselves from attempts by both the state and some of the 
middle-classes, to direct working-class lives. Representations of their social 
relations reflect both a connectedness and a resistance to other social groups 
throughout. 
Analysing the creative writing in terms of healthcare is of specific interest 
because the friendly societies' vital function was to fund medical care when 
members were ill. The societies appointed their own panel of doctors to attend to 
their members on a fixed-fee basis, and as such, they became employers of 
middle-class professionals. The contests between these two groups exposed wider 
issues at the heart of the Victorian class structure. Similarly, the fmal area being 
investigated, that of labour, necessarily brought the friendly society members into 
direct contact with the class from which they wanted independence. Thus the 
writers' representations of healthcare and labour also offer the opportunity to 
understand their concerns. 
Given the diverse and uneven records of the friendly society movement 
that survive, 43 fiather rationalisations have been made in order to manage this 
project in a coherent way. For instance, the literature of those friendly societies 
that had a primary purpose, other than that of mutual assurance and friendship, 
41 Cordery, 1995, pp. 35-58. 
42 Tholfsen, 1976, p. 294- 
43 For example, many records have been disposed of since their value was not recognised, and the 
London Blitz destroyed vast collections. Furthermore, the originals of some of the poems 
discussed in this thesis have been lost since starting this project, due to flooding of the basements 
that they were stored in. 
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has been excluded. Examples are those societies that were formed within 
companies, and usually subsidised by them, since their concerns were generally 
limited to inter;. company issues. 44 Similarly, societies which primarily inculcated, 
say, temperance values, have not been included since it was felt that works with 
such a narrow agenda would fall outside the scope of this project. Undoubtedly, 
however, they would be valuable resources for extending the argument. 
The writing produced by a finther self-help movement of the period, the 
co-operatives, will not be included in this thesis for two reasons. First, so diverse 
was the co-operative movement during the whole of the latter part of the century, 
that to have included it would not pennit a balanced discussion of its work 
alongside that of the friendly societies. This does leave the opportunity for 
research into the writers of the co-operative movement, as this also remains a 
much neglected area. The second rationale for selecting the friendly society 
movement over and above that of the co-operatives is to identify and record their 
publications, since many that do survive are in a poor, and often deteriorating, 
condition. 
Research into the literature and history of women-only friendly societies is 
still minimal. It has not been included in this project because women's friendly 
societies declined in the second half of the nineteenth century, as did their 
involvement in the movement as a whole. Segregation within the societies 
reflected the gendered division of labour taking place in the wider world. 
Although withdrawal from the workforce for the majority of working-class 
women was not a fmancial possibility, and women-only friendly societies did 
44 The Railway Friendly Societies are an example of these organisations. 
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continue in some form, they tended to be small, local societies, usually formed in 
industrial areas, possibly with few records remaining. It is often difficult to be 
clear about the gender of the writer within the friendly society publications as 
their work may be among the many poems or stories submitted anonymously, or 
simply with initials. 
To offer a more detailed insight into the publications consulted, the nature of the 
friendly society movement and their publications are discussed more fully in 
Chapter 1. Their internal organisation and stratification are examined, as is their 
prominence in Victorian society. However, since these publications are pertinent 
to the analysis of this writing, their publishing context is outlined here. 
Much of the writing for this project has been taken from either the 
4 publications of the Ancient Order of Foresters, (Eoresters' Miscellmy) ,5 or that 
of the Oddfellows, (Oddfellows' Magazin . 
These are the journals of the two 
largest societies to emerge in this period, being formed from amalgamations of 
smaller and diverse : ftiendly societies, and thus could reasonably be taken as 
representative of the movement's literature as a whole. They also include the 
most comprehensive collections to have survived. 
Both the Oddfellows' Magazine and the Foresters' MiscellgRy share 
similar publishing histories for the period in terms of their purpose and editorship. 
The Foresters' MiscellM was launched as a monthly j ournal in March 183 6. In 
January, 1857, the first number of the revived Oddfellows, Magazine was 
45 At times, the monthly Foresters' MiscellanY was also published in bound format, as The 
Foresters' Miscellany and Quarterly Review. The differences between the two are in the extent of 
the contents, rather than in the nature of them. 
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published. Despite the stratification and hierarchy within the friendly societies in 
terms of the positions of responsibility held, the election of editors and editorial 
board members appears to have mirrored the democratic ethos of the 
organisations. Editors and editorial boards comprised members who were elected 
by their fellows, usually annually. They formed part of what was termed the 
'Annual Movable Committee', because they were removed from their position 
each year while fresh elections were held. These were meritocratic organisations, 
with their self-governing character being one of the strongest attractions to 
members. 46 Speaking about the Ancient Order of Foresters, David Green 
comments how the approach to democracy within all spheres of the society's 
organisation, 'was that all lawful authority originated, with and from the Members 
at large. -, 47 Green also cites how: 
the rights of every individual member are scrupulously respected 
and guarded; each individual has equal rights and privileges; merit 
alone is the medium th[rlough which posts of honour may be 
arrived at, and no artificial barriers are permitted to prevent virtue 
and talent from occupying their fitting station. ' (Ancient Order of 
Foresters, 1857). 48 
This egalitarian approach to all aspects of internal organisation is confirmed by 
the fact that many members appear to have held positions across the societies' 
internal hierarchies. Because of the largely democratic selection of editors, and 
the power of the editor to set the parameters of the literary material in accordance 
with the societies' overall ethos, these publications may have provided a source 
where the writers could be relatively free in their reference to many of their shared 
46 David Green, 'Ile Evolution of Friendly Societies in Britain', Institute for Economic Affairs, 
1993, http: //www. caledonia. org. uk/friendlies. htin, accessed November 2004. 
47 Green, 1993, p. 7. 
48 Green, 1993, p. 6. 
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and working-class ideals. As far as can be determined, the only evidence of 
editorial principles took the form of a standard disclaimer, advising that the views 
contained within the publications were not necessarily representative of those of 
the board. 
However, it would seem that space was sometimes a key factor, and it 
could result in a story or poem being reproduced either in whole, or in part, or 
omitted altogether, often simply according to the space available. This was 
perhaps the case when there were regional issues produced; precedence may have 
been given to local authors or issues, to the exclusion of articles of more general 
importance, or vice versa. The impact of this is that the form or extent of a story 
or poem may differ from issue to issue. Because of the random and apparently 
inconsequential nature of these anomalies, they do not in any way appear 
symptomatic of editorial censorship, but need to be bom in mind. Thus, while the 
British Library does hold two copies of the Foresters' Miscellanies, each 
comprising a compilation of several years of their monthly journals, the Foresters' 
Miscellanies consulted for this project were held at the Foresters' Heritage Trust 
in Southampton. As far as can be ascertained from surviving accounts, there are 
no records of payments being made to members for their stories or poems. 
Given that much of this source of writing remains little known and with 
access to it restricted, 49 where possible, photocopies or digitally photographed 
copies of the primary texts have been included in Appendix I. Where this has not 
been pbssible due to the fragile nature of the primary sources, or because of 
"' For example, the archives of the Ancient Order of Foresters have been closed since late 200 1 due 
to the reorganisation of the society. Oddfellows' Magazines may be consulted at the Manchester 
offices of the former society, by prior arrangement and within working hours. 
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restrictions governing access to the material, the works discussed are quoted at 
length. 
As this source of writing has not been the subject of any previous literary 
criticism, choosing the most suitable methodology was challenging. Foremost, 
such a methodology needed to consider the writers' expressions in context with 
their immediate collectivity and their material world. Choices have also had to be 
made in the terminology used to refer to the writers as a group. While terms such 
as 'plebeian', or 'labouring class', 'or self-educated' do satisfy some criteria, as a 
whole they seemed unsatisfactory in that they can be perceived to be reductive or 
limiting. This can also be true for the term 'working-class' when it is applied 
subjectively. However, the use of this term here seeks to be objective and refers 
to the fact that the majority of the writers come from an occupational stratum 
defmed by the Registrar General's categorisation of social class. 50 
It could be argued that the term 'class' be taken out of the equation, that 
the writers be called 'friendly society writers' throughout. But the nineteenth 
century also saw the term 'class' take on new meanings. The social upheavals 
from 1780, not least the French Revolution, meant that society shifted from any 
sense of homogeneity to one of division, and in the nineteenth century, this 
3' The British population was first classified according to occupation and industry in 185 1, with 
occupational sub-categories being adjusted at several points during the remainder of the century. 
The Registrar General's Annual Report for 1911 (published 1913) included a summary of 
occupations designed to represent 'social grades. ' This became known as the Registrar General's 
category of Social Classes, and was used for collating and understanding mortality data, as well as 
other phenomena. 
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separation was seen in terms of the group's position within the productive 
econoMy. 51 The valuation returns published in 1880 showed that most members 
of the friendly societies were engaged in manual labour, 52 while the remaining 
members were non-manual workers, or from skilled, partly skilled or unskilled 
occupations. Thus, defining the writers as 'working-class' seeks to recognise the 
diversity of people from the lower occupational groupings who made up the 
friendly society movement, and their remarkable achievements as a group. This 
approach to defining 'class' also seems appropriate since many former craft and 
skilled workers underwent a process of de-skilling in the predominantly factory- 
based workforce between 1860 and 1900. Casual work, a lack of relevant skills, 
incidence of ill health, and old age, meant that all classes of workers could find 
themselves below the poverty line. Hence, as a working-class collective, the 
writers experienced shared economic divisions and inequalities even though they 
were occupied in a diverse range of trades, from labourers to artisans. 53 As part of 
this collective, the writers frequently express shared sentiments of powerlessness, 
exploitation and poverty; experiences which divide those who experience it from 
those who 'perpetrate and perpetuate it., 54 Their creative texts will thus be 
considered as a positive expression of the movement's consciousness, rather than 
51 Geoffrey Crossick, 'From Gentleman to the Residuum: Languages of Social Description in 
Victorian Britain', 'Tbe Labour Aristocracy and Its Values: A Study of Mid-Victorian Kentish 
London', Victorian Studies, 19,3, (March, 1976), pp. 306,310,320, cited in Day, 2003, p. 114. 
52 For more detailed analysis of the class composition, see, P. H. J. H. Gosden, The Friendly 
Societies in Enaland 1815-1875 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1961), p. 74. For 
sample analysis of membership, see Eric Hopkins, Working-Class Self-Help in Nineteenth- 
CO= England: Responses to Industrializati (London: UCL Press, 1995), p. 34 and 
registration document from a branch of the Oddfellows in Appendix III. 
53 While a few members attained professional standing, as members, they also shared the 
collective experiences and expressions of this group. 
54 Day, 200 1, p. 127. 
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as 'a diversion from politics. '55 Ian Haywood's approach to the close reading of 
texts, 'to show that all such texts were embedded in the wider public debate'56 
provides the most useful exemplar. Although 'utilising a metanarrative, the 
57 
ongoing campaign for the radical political transformation of Britain" Haywood 
explains that: 
While this metanarrative is not homogeneous or monolithic, it does 
provide a coherent context for the variety of publications which 
participated in the construction of an alternative intellectual and 
cultural tradition. 58 
However, in deciding upon this approach, it is not necessary to exclude or relegate 
perhaps equally appropriate ones. For example, the theory derived from the so- 
called 'linguistic turn' has had considerable impact upon interpretations of social 
history. James Vemon states that: 
[t]he ability to narrativize politics [ ... I was in a very real sense the 
source of power, because it created and fixed the identities of 
decentred subjects in ways which enabled them to make sense of 
the world and their role in it. 59 
Thus, the linguistic turn theory does permit a focus on the discourse strategies of 
de-centred subjects, and opens opportunities to explore issues of agency in the 
writers' narrative strategies and discourse. This could equally determine an 
alternative approach and prove useful as a way into the texts at various points. 
Some writers did produce their own fictive narratives to create a centre, in order 
15 Haywood refers to Louis James's view that the rise in fiction for the working man was 'in 
essence, a political defeat. ' Ian Haywood, The Revolution in Pppular Literature: Print Politics. 
and the Peole. L790-1860, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), p. 4. 
56 Haywood, 2004, p. 4. 
57 Haywood, 2004, p. 4. 
58 Haywood, 2004, p. 4. 
59 James Vernon, 'Who's Afraid of the 'Linguistic Turn'? The Politics of Social History and Its 
Discontents', Social Histo 19, (January 1994), 1, p. 93. 
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to articulate and re-define the dominant representations of their class, which 
sought to isolate and present all working people as an homogenised and distinct 
sub group. By creating these narratives, the writers conveyed the movement's 
politics to its members and observers. However, any single approach must be in 
context with T. R. Bums' argument that 'the study of labour politics is deemed 
non-reducible to a simple teleological model, as labour politics and tactical 
reasoning were themselves open and contentious. 60 
It will be argued that cross-class and intra-class relations are re-negotiated 
within the narratives from a collective centre, and that the signifiers for the 
friendly society movement are invested with agency to articulate the movement's 
perception of social reality. Raymond Williams has observed the relationship 
between the rise in bourgeois power and the expansion of literary genres from the 
base categories of verse and prose, to include "historical' or 'philosophical' or 
'descriptive' or 'didactic' [ ... ] writing, as well as 
[ ... ] 'imaginative' or 'dramatic' 
or 'fictional' or 'personal' writing experience. 
61 Williams argues that this 
expanding formation of genres held both 'clear social and historical relations 
between particular forms and the societies and periods in which they were 
originated or practised 6' and 'continuities of literary forms through and beyond 
the societies and periods to which they have such relations. 63 Thus, throughout 
the second half of the nineteenth century and the fluctuating relations between the 
friendly societies and external groups, the writers of the friendly societies 
60 T. R. Bums, 'Strategy, Language and Leadership in the British Working Class Movement 1830- 
1875', Ph. D. thesis, (Manchester, 1993). 
61 Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), pp. 147- 
148. 
62 Williams, 1977, pp. 182-183. 
63 Williams, 1977, pp. 182-183. 
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constructed the societies' political and social perspective as a unified and 
homogenous centre to counter bourgeois representations which de-centred 
working people as 'other'. In terms of Williams' cultural materialist approach, 
the texts will be analysed for how they reproduce and resist aspects of the 
dominant order, given the social and collective position of the writers. 
By no means did all of the creative writing found in the friendly society 
publications set out to construct an alternative intellectual and cultural tradition. 
However, glimpses of re-worked social relations in context with the movement's 
ethos, rather than the viewpoint of the working classes per se, are evident. In the 
fiction, sometimes the 'alternative tradition' is evident through an exchange 
between characters although the plot replicates more dominant representations. 
For example, in a predictable tale about love between two people of different 
social classes, 64 the author distinguishes between the benevolent members of an 
'aristocratic community', the villagers of the same locality who possess 'a strong 
feeling of class pride, ' and those who 'hold their heads' above all local people, 
and for whom money determines all social relations. While the author naturalises, 
inherent inequalities and assumptions about such issues as the unsuitability of 
marrying above one's class, the censure is both cross-class and intra-class. 
Margaret Beetharn suggests that '[t]he magazine as 'text' interacts with the 
culture which produced it and which it produces. It is a place where meanings are 
contested and made'. 65 In this tale, and this is a common theme throughout, the 
64 Charles Marshall, 'Frank Newton: A Sketch of Village Life', Foresters' Miscellan (January, 
1878), p. 34. (Appendix 1, p. 241). 
-dn ly an 
65 Margaret Beetham, A Magazine of Her Own? Domestici and Desire in the Wom 's 
Magazine. 1800-1914, (London: Routledge, 1996, ) p. 5. 
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protagonist is distinguished by his membership of a friendly society, and his 
relationships and actions are at all times honourable and apart from class 
antagonisms, while at the same time censuring the perceived faults of all classes. 
Thus, the 'centre' of the friendly society movement reworks 'normal' social 
relations. 
The interconnectedness of themes across the range of work is examined 
along with the metaphor, imagery and symbolism used in constructing and 
naturalising representations of de-centred ideas and identities, such as that of an 
'outsider'. Aware of wider social and political attempts to shape their identity, 
some writers transpose the sense of 'otherness' onto the middle and/or capital- 
owning classes. The representation of social structures within their work and the 
inversion or reconfiguration of social and power relations in terms of social class 
and authority may be read as the literary consciousness of the writers in their 
workaday worlds and as members of a collective which fought an ongoing 
ideological contest throughout the period with other groups. Thus, an analysis 
informed by the societies' negotiations and struggles with external hierarchies 66 
provides the link between their 'real' histories and their fictional reconfigurations 
of social power relations, or demonstrations of agency. 
Although it must be acknowledged that writing in a widely accepted 
traditional form is of itself a major achievement for those with little or no formal 
education, some of the poetry selected shows both an influence and an 
engagement with dominant contemporary poetic forms. The friendly society 
publications suggest that there was genuine engagement by many working people 
66 Cordery, 1995, p. 35. 
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with literature from a wide range of writers, since poems by canonical authors 
such as Shakespeare, Longfellow, Milton and Shelley can be found alongside the 
members' own compositions. Perhaps it is not surprising therefore, that allusions 
to, and echoes of, the work of canonical writers can be found in their poetry. It is, 
however, impossible and undesirable to scan the poetry for connections with 
canonical writers as if to validate it. Noting how literature was an instrument of 
liberation for working people, Jonathan Rose remarks that many appropriated and 
interpreted dominant forms. For example, he cites how 'Scripture supplied a fund 
of imagery, allusions, parables, and quotations for the first generation of Labour 
Party orators, 67 and also records how one individual, Helen Crawfurd: 
found Communist propaganda in Scripture, [ ... ] According to her 
unauthorized version, "The Lamb dumb before her shearers, 
represented the uncritical exploited working class. " In the Book of 
Esther, Queen Vashti, who would not parade before her king, was 
"my first suffragette. " For the Book of Revelation she read 
Revolution, and the Children of Israel who danced before the 
Golden Calf were obviously the running dogs of the capitalists. [... ] 
And when she had studied the Psalms long enough, she somehow 
discerned there the materialist conception of history. 68 
Rose also observes how 'the Bible and Bunyan [ ... ] were both read through the 
same set of interchangeable frames: literal, fictional, allegorical, spiritual, 
political. '69 Similarly, speaking about earlier, eighteenth-century plebeian 
women writers, Donna Landry observes that canonical models seem to have been 
a source which inspired working-class writers to produce 'a far from servile 
discourse ... potentially more culturally critical in its implications than many later, 
67 Rose, 200 1, p. 106. 
68 Rose, 200 1, p. 106. 
69 Rose, 200 1, p. 106. 
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more 'authentic' working-class self-representations. 70 This evidence of 
appropriation by working-class readers is useful when responding to some of the 
writing from the friendly society publications. Although religion was banned 
from discussion within the publications, it arguably follows that covert allusions 
to received ideologies could be read and interpreted by readers accordingly, in 
keeping with the accounts given by Rose and Landry, and particularly in view of 
the political activities of the societies. 
This study's priority is to offer a means of access into these hitherto 
uncharted texts. In opening up debate about the value of these texts, it has to be 
acknowledged that diverse readings are possible, and that caution must be 
exercised in terms of the assumptions that can be made about the influence or 
71 
effect of a text simply by textual examination. As a source of literary 
endeavour, it is argued that they offer an insight into aspects of a particular sector 
of working-class life. The writing may also add to the ongoing debates about 
working-class literary traditions, as well as working- class consciousness, and the 
questions of continuities or watersheds in the political, social, economic and 
cultural history of the second half of the nineteenth century. 
Frustratingly, little can be gleaned about the lives of many of the writers. 
Certainly some, like Charles Marshall, did manage to rise to the position of 
secretary of his local branch of the Foresters, in Rogate, Hampshire. John 
70 Donna Landry, The Muses of Resistance: Labourinp_ Class Women's Poetry in Britain. 1739- 
1796. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), cited in Rose, 200 1, p. 18. 
71 Rose, Jonathan, 'How Historians Study Reader Response: or What Did Jo Tbink of Bleak 
HouseT, J. 0. Jordan & R. L. Patten, eds. Literature in the Market Place: Nineteenth-Ce 
British Publishing and Reading Practices (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p. 209. 
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Mallinson was a card setter at a Yorkshire cotton mill. He was fortunate in that at 
thirteen, some of the money he earned by working there was put towards his 
continuing schooling by his parents, who also worked at the mill. He lived and 
died in the same house near the mill at Wyke, rising from working as a card setter 
to becoming a clerk for the company. For most of the authors, particularly the 
female writers, little consistent information is available. This is despite annual 
records surviving in some instances, and the popularity of obituaries in the 
publications. Biographical details are given in Appendix II of this thesis. 
Having established in the first chapter the nature and prominence of the 
friendly society movement among nineteenth century workers, and the 
involvement of the societies in political debate, the second chapter will analyse 
fictional representations of social relations. The writers foreground issues of 
poverty and inequality, and expand upon their visions for social cohesion from 
these injustices. Representations of place can be seen to interact with wider 
cultural images, perceptions and social attitudes. Also, it will be argued that 
fictional characters serve as signifiers of and for distinct social groups. For 
example, working-class protagonists are often constructed as 'outsiders', while 
the perpetrators of capitalist greed and avarice are referred to in terms of 
professional middle-class characters, whose actions impact upon all classes. one 
of the writers, Keedy Kingston '72 depicts corrupt, middle-class character-types as 
'professors' and 'bankers', that is, as key players in the processes of capital 
production. He identifies these middle-class figures, and not the urban poor, as 
72 K. D. Kingston, 'Not Gilded, But Golden', Oddfellows' Magazine, (May, 1884), p. 12. 
(Appendix I, p. 218). 
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the source of society's ills. Kingston also utilises the urban and rural 
environments as' metaphors for the dichotomy of class and social relations. 
Although the use of town and country is a dominant social metaphor found in 
much literature, 73 Kingston's engagement with this theme offers a class-specific 
portrayal. While he interconnects all classes, the protagonist possesses the 
respectable, thoughtful qualities the friendly society movement as a collective 
sought to project. He is independent of all classes, and resists interference from 
middle-class representatives. Perhaps a more pointed attack on the excesses of 
capitalism can be found in the story of 'Old Misery, The Miser'. 74 Here, the 
working-class protagonist is faced with corrupt capitalism and mob rule. 
However, here, the writing does not serve to heighten political tension, nor does it 
serve to provide an explanation for social injustice, but it does direct characters 
and events in a manner that would perhaps engage with its intended audience. 
Chapter 3 will consider the writers' representations of healthcare 
predominantly through their representations of the physician. The relevance of 
healthcare and medicine is manifold. As mentioned earlier, medical provision was 
ftmdamental to the existence of the friendly societies, and the stories offer an 
insight into both the internal fears and values of the organisations, and to the 
perception of their public role as an efficient and effective source of self-help for 
working people. There is obvious self-interest in the stories in favour of the 
friendly society system of medical support since they were the key providers of 
73 For example, this metaphor is discussed in Raymond Williams, The Counl[y and The Ci 
1973, (London: The Hogarth Press, 1985) and Linda Nochlin, Realism 197 1, (Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1991). 
74 'Old Misery, The Miser', Foresters' Miscellan (January, 1864), p. 88. (Appendix 1, p. 235). 
Although unsigned, records suggest that this story was written by Charles Marshall and will be 
attributed to him in this thesis.. 
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health-care for the working classes during the period, and the success of many of 
the societies depended upon the subscriptions they accrued for the medical cover. 
they provided. Beyond this bias, the writers' representations address issues of 
surveillance of the working classes, and the conflation of medical knowledge with 
other forms of power and authority. 
These explorations continue in the fourth and fifth chapters by 
considering the poetry written by both men and women. Recent publications have 
finther demonstrated the range and diversity of verse by working people and its 
development during the nineteenth century. Notably, Anne Janowitz' S75 treatise 
draws on the work of lesser known poets of the Victorian labour movement to 
explore how they used lyric poetry to express their communal identity. Similarly, 
John Goodridge, as editor, 76 brings together previously little known primary 
material for such writers in a comprehensive collection of newly edited and 
annotated texts. Indeed, William Christmas's recent book on the poetry of 
labouring poets provides a particularly valuable model for reading poetry from the 
friendly society movement. He maintains that: 
any expression of resistance or negotiation must be within the 
poetic forms and discourses available to the writers ... [and that] the 
critical task is to embrace this limitation and situate [these poets] 
and their work within relevant cultural/historical contexts in order 
to come to terms with the extent of their participation in counter- 
hegemonic practice. 77 
"Anne Janowitz, Lydc and Labour in the Romantic Traditi0% (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998). 
76 John Goodridge, gen. ed. Eighteenth Cent-ga English Labouring-Class Poets. 1700-1800 
(London: Pickering & Chatto, 2003). 
77 Christmas, 2001, p. 62. 
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The poetry selected does frequently echo the movement's own areas of interests, 
particularly those of labour and the sense of the writers' unity and solidarity as a 
group. At times, the writers make wry comparisons between their class position 
and their role or status as a poet; in other poems, they express social concerns, or 
they evoke the sense of alienation. T. Williams, for example, explores the vision 
of himself, as both 'poet and warrior', while Effie's poem, 'The Muse', satirically 
describes her own class position as before the gate - which bars her from entering 
not only the poet's world, but also the natural environment, which was often 
exalted in contemporary pastorals. J. Plummer's striking poem sets up images of 
labour, while perhaps alluding to the worker's unequal position in the labour 
force. Some writing may suggest a conflict between the writers' struggles and the 
ideals presented to them. For example, the promises of received wisdom may be 
treated ironically, in quotation marks. Using conventional symbols and 
metaphors, they appropriate traditional forms such as hymns or elegies, to voice 
their dissatisfaction. 
Towards the end of the century, the focus of many poems shifts from 
material landscapes to psychological themes, and often there is a sense of loss. 
No doubt much of this sense of loss stems from the writers' awareness of many 
young lives cut short well before maturity. Obituaries are a regular feature in the 
publications, and the short span of their members' lives is a terrible reminder of 
the conditions in which they lived and worked. The interplay of life with death 
features prominently, and must reflect that the Bible was a key educational text 
for many, and that chapel and churchgoing was a way of life. Perhaps the protest 
poetry in chapter five sees the strongest expression of exclusion from the literary 
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and social worlds, whereby James Welsh's 'The Miner', is set literally away from 
both, underground. 
In order to place the creative writing in context, the next chapter examines the 
internal organisation. of the friendly societies, their publications, and their 
involvement in nineteenth-century culture, politics and society. 
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The poetry selected does frequently echo the movement's own areas of interests, 
particularly those of labour and the sense of the writers' unity and solidarity as a 
group. At times, the writers make wry comparisons between their class position 
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of himself, as both 'poet and warrior', while Effie's poem, 'The Muse', satirically 
describes her own class position as before the gate - which bars her from entering 
not only the poet's world, but also the natural environment, which was often 
exalted in contemporary pastorals. J. Plummer's striking poem sets up images of 
labour, while perhaps alluding to the worker's unequal position in the labour 
force. Some writing may suggest a conflict between the writers' struggles and the 
ideals presented to them. For example, the promises of received wisdom may be 
treated ironically, in quotation marks. Using conventional symbols and 
metaphors, they appropriate traditional forms such as hymns or elegies, to voice 
their dissatisfaction. 
Towards the end of the century, the focus of many poems shifts from 
material landscapes to psychological themes, and often there is a sense of loss. 
No doubt much of this sense of loss stems from the writers' awareness of many 
young lives cut short well before maturity. Obituaries are a regular feature in the 
publications, and the short span of their members' lives is a terrible reminder of 
the conditions in which they lived and worked. The interplay of life with death 
features prominently, and must reflect that the Bible was a key educational text 
for many, and that chapel and churchgoing was a way of life. Perhaps the protest 
poetry in chapter five sees the strongest expression of exclusion from the literary 
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fluctuations of the industrialised economy. 3 The workers' previous source of 
local charitable relief was left behind in the move to the towns and in times of 
economic slumps, and in the absence of welfare provision, very many workers 
realised that they needed to help one another. The funeral insurance provided by 
the societies 'represented the baseline of respectability in working-class 
communities. g4 As Hopkins sums up, the friendly society movement of the 
nineteenth century was 'a striking example of working-class self-help at a time of 
great economic fluctuation and social change. 's 
The creative writing by the friendly societies' writers conveys that poverty 
and the excesses of capitalism were key concerns, resulting from the writers' first- 
hand experiences within the new wage-labour workforce. Poverty was not simply 
the experience of a particular group of working people, but a regular feature of the 
life of almost all working families at times. 
6 While one of the largest of the 
societies, the Ancient Order of Foresters, did keep their subscriptions low enough 
to allow many low-paid, agricultural workers to join, the very lowest classes, 
those that lived simply from hand to mouth, could not be expected to afford even 
modest membership fees. Indeed, only a very small minority of this group could 
afford to pay even into a burial club. 7 Despite the success of the friendly society 
movement, their provision could only ameliorate people's harsh living conditions, 
3 Eric Hopkins, Working-Class Self-Help in Nineteenth-Cen= England: Responses to 
Industrializatio (London: UCL Press, 1995), pl. 
4 F. M. L. Thompson, The Rise of ResRectable SocigV: A Social Histoly of Victorian Britain. 1830- 
1900, (London- Fontana, 1988) p-200. 
'Hopkins, 1995, p-35. 
6 John Foster, Class Struggle and the Industrial Revolution. Early Industrial Cgpitalism in Three 
English Towns. (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1974), pp. 96-97. 
7 For detailed analysis of the econon-dc stratification of the working classes in London, see Charles 
Booth, East London: Life and Labour of the PeWle in London, 1889, (London: Macmillan, 1902). 
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rather than 'offer immunity from poverty. 8 Hence, friendly society members 
experienced the crippling effects of poverty alongside those of their class outside 
of the movement and Kidd argues that 'they should not be classed as separate in 
experience or aspiration from those who were not protected. '9 
Successful local businessmen and tradesmen managed the majority of the 
societies' branches, called courts or lodges. 10 These men were invariably of 
humble, or comparatively humble, origins and the majority had received little or 
nothing in the way of formal education. " Although the precise social 
composition of membership is disputed, and there were regional variations, during 
the period of this study members were predominantly working-class and male, 
and drawn from the local labour market. 12 As discussed in the Introduction, the 
valuation returns published by the Registrar in 1880 showed that most members of 
the registered societies were engaged in manual labour. 13 
One or more friendly societies could be found in virtually every town. 
The societies consisted of one of two types, either local clubs or affiliated orders. 
The former were usually small, independent societies while the affiliated orders 
had lodges throughout the country. These were nationally organised and gov- 
8 Alan Kidd, State. Sociejy and the Poor in Nineteenth-Century Enjzlan (Basingstoke: Macmillan 
Press, 1999), p. 13 5. 
9 Kidd, 1999, p. 13 S. 
10 For the Oddfellows, branches were known as lodges, and for the Foresters, they were referred to 
as courts. 
11 Prior to 1863 this was not always the case, when few who attained positions of responsibility or 
office within the societies, could be described as employees 
12 Tholfsen argues that membership comprised mainly of workers from the upper strata of the 
working classes, but this is not borne out by the Registrar's data of 1880 which shows that 
members were mainly engaged in manual labour. Kidd argues that 'it may be reasonable to 
conclude that [membership] extended deep into the social structure of the male working class. ' 
Kidd, 1999, p. 125. 
13 For more detailed analysis of class composition, see P. H. J. H. Gosden, The Friendly Societies in 
England 18 15-1875 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 196 1), p. 74. 
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erned by a single rule book. 14 During the first quarter of the century, the majority 
of the smaller, local clubs amalgamated with the affiliated orders, to the extent 
that after 1830 the affiliated orders became dominant. 
Although the friendly society journals were not primarily literary 
publications, poetry and fiction were a consistent presence. As a guide, it might 
form only between three and ten per cent of a single publication overall, with the 
remaining space devoted to society business and social affairs. The format of the 
publications consulted for this thesis ranges from single sheets to monthly 
journals, to annual compilations of both. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the Foresters' Miscellmy was (and still 
is) a journal produced by and for the society's members. Under the editorship of 
the then permanent secretary of the society, Samuel Shawcross, many pages were 
devoted to legislation affecting the role of the societies. He also introduced travel 
features and serialised stories, as well as detailing activities from the local friendly 
society courts. John Hinchliffe became editor in 1872 and in 1880, George Abbott 
took the editorial role for the next twenty-eight years. 15 He continued to report on 
contemporary issues of concern to working-class members, such as the Poor Law, 
the incidence of tuberculosis, provision for the old and poor, as well as the 
admission of women into the Order. In 1886, the cover price of the Foresters' 
MiscellMy was reduced and the format expanded to include articles on gardening 
and a section for young readers. Annual sales for the Foresters' Miscelloy reveal 
that in July 1859, approximately 10,000 copies were distributed, peaking in 1892 
14 The majority of surviving records are Rule books, which do not include details of the social 
activities of the organisations. 
13 George Abbott's daughter became the first female Forester on the executive council. 
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at about 170,000 copies, falling back to around 124,000 copies by April, 1900.16 
These figures do not include the free copies left in local libraries or at working 
men's institutes. 
The revived Oddfellows' Magazine was first published in January 1857 
with William Atkin as its editor for the subsequent three quarterly numbers. He 
was succeeded later in that year by C. F. Pardon, who was in turn followed, in 
1862, by Charles Hardwick, who resigned in 1883. Up to this time, the magazine 
had cost sixpence per quarterly, but in 1883 it became a monthly, costing one 
penny. James Curtis became editor until his death in 1887. The journals of the 
larger societies were published by their own executive councils. 
As much as the main function of the societies' publications served to 
disseminate their unified collective culture, the weekly meetings of the members 
offered opportunities for fellowship and a sense of belonging. Kidd observes that 
the lodges: 
encouraged an atmosphere of social cohesion and solidarity which 
went beyond the simple employment of the insurance principle... 
[and that] the lodge structure and club rituals were further 
expressions of fraternalism which could transcend the principle of 
sickness insurance. 17 
Indeed, the fraternalism extended to creating a sense of unity that sought to 
envelop many aspects of the members' lives. They were '-a place where Political 
16 These circulation figures have been calculated from the societies' available records, rather than 
from an official distribution source. 
17 Kidd, 1999, p. 116. 
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or Religious discussions -those banes of society- are never suffered to enter... '" 
A rule book of the Royal Foresters 19 states that: 
No Man can be prevented from becoming a Forester on account of 
Religion, provided he believes in the Creator of Heaven and Earth 
and practises the sacred duty of morality. The object of Forestry is 
to unite the virtuous and good in all sects and denominations of 
man in the sacred bonds of brotherhood so that while wandering 
through the Forest of this World they may render mutual aid and 
assistance to each other. 20 
The need for strong personal morality was emphasised. For example, the Ancient 
Order of Foresters saw its provision extend to the families of members, whether or 
not they themselves subscribed to the society. A pamphlet warns, members: 
In your domestic relationships we look to find you, if a husband, 
affectionate and trustful; if a father, regardful of the moral and 
material well-being of your children and dependents; as a son, 
dutiful and exemplary, and as a friend, steadfast and true. These 
qualities will command the admiration of mankind, and in you, as a 
member of our Society, they will di" our Order, consolidate its 
power, and extend its benign influence. 2 
The societies fostered their respectable status by maintaining a prominent and 
active role in their local communities. Apart from regular weekly meetings, other 
opportunities for socialising took the form of annual dinners and fetes, excursions, 
or organising local events. Importantly, working people were offered the 
opportunity to take responsibility for managing their local society's branches and 
to achieve positions of some status, if desired, within the movement. 
18 Walter G. Cooper, Ile Ancient Order of Foresters Friendly Society, 150 Years. 1834-1984. 
(Suffolk: Ancient House Press, 1984), p. 4. 
19 The Royal Foresters are believed to be the precursors of the Ancient Order of Foresters. The 
first recorded reference of their meeting is dated 29d' October 1745 in Knaresborough, Yorkshire. 
As with much of the existing friendly society records, the connection between the two societies 
cannot be confirmed. 
20 Cooper, 1984, p. 2. 
21 A. Fisk and R. Logan, Grandfather was in the Ancient Order of Foresters (Southampton: 
Ancient Order of Foresters Heritage Trust, 1994). 
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In keeping with the societies' wide-ranging mix of conviviality, ritual and 
prescriptive codes for conduct, the tenor of the societies' journals and other 
publications was overall one of tolerance and fraternity, promoting opportunities 
for leisure alongside didactic and consciousness-raising material. The journals 
contain a lively correspondence section, preceded by an editorial disclaimer: 
[With a view of assisting in the interchange of ideas, we throw our 
columns open to the members for the free discussion of matters 
affecting the interests of the society, so long as each discussion is 
conducted with good feeling, reserving ourselves to the right of 
refusing the insertion of any communication we may deem to be of 
an objectionable character ... ED. O. F. MJ22 
However, the journals also aired members' protests at the inequality that they had 
to endure. For example, Mr J. Plummer, a factory operative from Kettering: 
It is high time that the employed should have a fair share of the 
benefits rising from the productive industry of the country, as well 
as the employer, and not to be obliged in his old age to finish a life 
of labour in a poor-law Bastile [sic], and a pauper's grave, while 
those for whorne [sic] he has toiled hard, are allowed to dictate 
their own terms to the workmen, and the carrying out of their 
favourite dogma of unrestricted competition. 23 
While Plummer's protests are considered in context with his poem in Chapter 4, 
his views reflect the members' dissatisfaction and awareness of their shared 
injustice. They direct their criticism of both Government and employers at 
specific issues, such as low pay, rather than articulate a general socialist dogma. 
This theme echoes a frequently occurring image emerging from their creative 
writing, namely an acceptance and commitment to their work (and their right to 
work), while protesting at the unequal rewards it attracted. There is also a 
22 Oddfellows' Magazine (December, 1884), p. 244. 
23 J. Plummer, Oddfellows' sheet (1862). 
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rejection of doctrines which suggest that this inequality must be endured until 
after death, as part of God's plan. 
Often, but by no means always, a young man would join the society when single 
to build up his contributions. During the nineteenth century, a man might accrue 
EIO or E12 in death benefits, which was a significant amount when compared to 
the weekly wage of a skilled artisan, which was around fl. 25p. Thus the death 
benefit would pay for the burial and provide financial support for a few weeks 
until any dependents could find work. Although the Ancient Order of Foresters 
24 
estimate that they had 647,077 members in 1888, accurate returns of 
membership in Britain were not available until the end of the nineteenth century. 
This was largely due to the reluctance of the societies to keep detailed records or 
to register with the Government's Registrar of Friendly Societies. They feared that 
this data might be used to survey their activities at times of conflict with the state 
or the middle classes. This is discussed more fully later in this chapter. However, 
it is known that the century saw a huge growth in membership, from about seven 
thousand societies to some thirty thousand registered by the century's end . 
25 By 
1904, membership is estimated at almost six million, which was almost half of all 
adult males. - 26 This recorded membership does not include women who belonged 
to female-only friendly societies, since this is undocumented, although it does 
include the very few societies that did not segregate membership by gender. 
24 Cooper, 1984, p. 21. 
25 For a guide to the statistics of membership see: Hopkins, 1995, p. 60. 
26 Cordery, 2003, p. 1. 
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The earliest societies date from the seventeenth century, although 
organisations set up to provide mutuality and reciprocity may be traced back to 
the medieval guilds. There is still much disagreement about the precise origins of 
the movement. Dr. Bob James argues that, 'the state of friendly society 
scholarship can be gauged from the fact that reliable information relating to the 
largest and best known grouping of Orders before 1830 is practically non 
existent. 27 However, the lack of early written records is not surprising given that 
organised working-class groups were suspected of plotting revolution against the 
state, or of being instrumental in convening workers to form trade unions, which 
were illegal under the Combination Acts, and which were not repealed until 1824. 
What is known is that they are first mentioned in Parliamentary records in 1793, 
when the first Friendly Society Act was introduced. This Act afforded legal status 
to those friendly societies that registered with local magistrates, and signalled the 
start of Government attempts at regulating these working-class organisations. 28 
These attempts would persist throughout the nineteenth century. 
The societies' moves to free themselves from interference by the middle 
classes and the state surfaced during the first quarter of the nineteenth century, 
when the Government sought to penalise working-class organisations, an attempt 
that was symptomatic of wider class antagonism and mistrust. The friendly 
societies should thus have been a target for punitive legislation that sought to 
suppress a potentially dangerous working class. However, the societies' declared 
27 Bob James, 'Problems with UK and US Odd Fellow Literature', 
httD: //www. takver. com/hist2a/benefiVofshis. htm accessed December 2004. 
28 This Act for the Relief and Encouragement of Friendly Societies invoked a system of local 
registration, and represented the first of the Government's attempts to quantify and regulate the 
movement 
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ideals of thrift and compliance to the social order, that is their respectability, had 
won them the protection of middle-class patrons who interceded with Government 
on their behalf, The patrons, drawn from the ranks of magistrates, landowners, 
and clergymen, supported working-class voluntarism, arguing 'that friendly 
societies lowered the poor rates and rejected unrespectable behaviour, such as 
drunkenness, embezzlement, and trade unionism. 29 Patronage afforded the 
societies the respectability of middle-class governance, since the assumption was 
that 'workers were financially prodigal and morally profligate, and therefore 
incapable of managing independent organisations., 30 
However, while not being the immediate target for punitive legislation, 
and despite the umbrella of respectability provided by middle-class patronage, the 
fear persisted among some elites that the societies were being used by radical 
working-class groups for inciting revolution. Response to these suspicions 
prompted public investigation and scrutiny of their organisations at times of 
specific crises, while they were subjected to general surveillance and attempts to 
regulate or suppress them at most other times. This suspicion was, to some extent 
warranted, for while the Combination Act of 1800 made trade unions illegal, 
friendly societies remained lawful organisations, and therefore many trade unions 
adopted the structure of a friendly society to disguise their union activities. This 
extended to their using friendly society symbols, such as mottoes and emblems, to 
29 Simon Cordery, 'Friendly Societies and the Discourse of Respectability in Britain, 1825-1875', 
Journal of British Studies. 34, (January, 1995), p. 41. 
30 Cordery, 1995, pp. 41-42. 
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deflect surveillance. Cordery concludes that often, 'friendly societies became a 
legal mask for trade unions. ' 31 
In the fiiendly societies' eschewal of dependence upon the state, there 
was much resistance expressed by ordinary members against the prospect of state 
interference and surveillance of the day to day running of their lives. A letter to 
the editor of the Foresters sets out this fear, prompted by the prospect of a Royal 
Commission to regulate the societies' financial affairs: 
and much as we prize the habit - for in England it has become a 
habit - of making provision against sickness and other 
contingencies, we would rather that that habit should cease, than 
such an inquisitorial system should prevail in regard to it. Indeed, 
we have no doubt, that if Government went thus far, it would be 
compelled by the force of circumstances to go fin-ther, and to take 
upon itself the whole business of Sick and Death Assurance. If this 
were done, we all know what a flood-gate would be opened for 
fraud and imposition on the one hand - and espionage, neglect and 
cruelty upon the other. 32 
Historians have generally accepted that friendly societies were 'above 
politics', and substantiate this by reference to the organisations' surviving Rule 
books which banned the discussion of politics. It does seem that in their public 
discourse and conduct, the societies generally supported consensus values to the 
extent that more than any other working-class organisation, they appeared 'most 
in harmony with the culture as a whole. 33 This harmony between classes is 
typified in the opening poem recited at some of the later meetings of the 
Oddfellows: 
31 Cordery, 2003, p. 54. 
32 unsigned letter, Foresters' Miscellany. (October 1864), p. 324. 33 Tholfsen, 1976, pp. 288. 
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Oddfellowship 
Life is too short to make our stay 
A scene of discord, day by day, 
Or as 'tis sometimes found, alas! 
A battlefield! 'twixt class and class; 
No! rather let love's golden tether 
Embrace and bind us all together, 
And let us then, with heart and voice, 
Take courage, labour, and rejoice; 
That in our Order may be found 
A neutral, safe, and hallow'd ground 
Where all may ease, apart from strife, 
The hard, harsh, grating wheels of life! 
And where as brothers all may stand 
With kindly, loving, helping hand, 
A strong, united, noble band; 
A band endow'd with heavenly powers, 
To bless this chequer'd world of ours. 34 
Although rather trite in its vocabulary and its jog-trot rhythm, this verse projects 
the unity and solidarity the friendly societies sought to impart to its members, and 
the concord between classes it ostensibly sought, a key feature which emerges in 
their creative writing. However, as Simon Cordery argues, this does not mean 
that they were not politically active. He observes that: 
they pressured parliament by submitting petitions, testifying before 
hearings, and carving a space for their activities within Victorian 
culture. Friendly societies defmed politics as the actions of 
political parties and eschewed party-political identification while 
fending off any attempt by the state to control them. 35 
Thus although not party political, the societies operated as an organised pressure 
group, seeking to influence parliamentary committees and commissions, and 
34 Sam Newman, 'Oddfellowship', Oddfellows' Magazine (ApriL 1886), p. 155. (Appendix 1, 
ri304). 
Cordery, 2003, pp. 4-5. 
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thereby influence legislation that protected their interests. 36 They sought to 
defend the principle that people's needs are best served by self-help and without 
the need for state intervention. Tholfsen states that although they pursued 
consensus values, it was: 
within a framework of a working-class subculture [ ... ] not an expression 
of acquiescence in class rule, but an attempt to achieve a degree of 
emancipation from its constraints. 37 
Tholfsen's observation provides insight into the nature of the negotiations 
that took place between the friendly societies and the middle classes and/or the 
Government. For example, one area of contest concerned the societies' practice 
of holding their meetings in public houses. Many middle-class observers pointed 
to the societies' habits of mixing financial business with the consumption of 
alcohol as evidence that friendly society members were immoral and incapable of 
governing their own affairs. As a consequence, a House of Commons Committee 
directed that meetings were not to be held in public houses, and that middle-class 
patrons retain friendly society funds in their own hands. 38 However, these 
conditions of patronage were not readily accepted by the friendly societies, not 
least because they were aware that meeting in public houses and the conviviality it 
afforded were instrumental in attracting and retaining membership. A further Bill 
was proposed but was dropped in the face of protest from the societies. 39 
36 Cordery, 2003, p. 5. 
37 Tholfsen, 1976, p. 288. 
38 In 1825, the Reverend IT. Becher, patron of the Southwell Friendly Society, testified before a 
House of Commons Select Committee that 'unregulated [public house] meetings encouraged 
drunkenness and wasted scarce resources ... [and inculcated] habits of idleness and intoxication. ' Cordery, 1995, p. 44. 39 The 1828 bill sought to regulate the societies even further but met with protest from over one 
hundred metropolitan societies petitioning Parliament. 
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The Government was left with the paradox that whilst it acknowledged 
that friendly societies were respectable because they continued to submit to 
middle-class patronage and their activities lowered the poor rates, it also felt that 
the societies encouraged secrecy, drunkenness, and trade unionism. It was felt that 
tighter control of the organisations and their assets was required, particularly in 
view of the growing number of members and the substantial nature of funds 
involved. Further regulation followed which sought to centralise supervision of 
the societies, cuhninating in the 1846 Friendly Society Act. 40 
The 1846 Act offered some protection for the societies' fimds but required 
the societies to relinquish local control over registration. It required them to 
supply details of their membership to a central register, thus allowing the 
Government greater insight into the scale and nature of the movement. Although 
many smaller societies did register, the large affiliated orders refused to accept 
these terms of regulation, not least because the cost of registering would prove 
prohibitive on such a large scale. At two Select Committee hearings (in 1848 by 
the House of Lords and 1849 by the House of Commons), concerns of both the 
Government and the friendly societies were aired . 
41 For the Government, 
registration was only one matter addressed. Another was the question of the 
societies' 'secrecy', namely their secret signs, oaths, and rituals which gave rise to 
the fear that they were clandestine organisations, capable of rising against the 
40 The effect of the Act was that it took control out of the hands of the smaller, local societies in 
exchange for giving their funds some legal protection 
41 As late as 1878, the issue of registration was still a topic aired within the friendly society 
journals. One article exhorts the scale of the movement, outlines the requirements of registration, 
and notes that the scale of funds held by the registered societies alone was E28,662,888: Urquhart 
A. Forbes, 'Social Notes', Foresters' Miscellan (January, 1878), p. 167. 
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State. The response from the societies was to emphasise their loyalty, and dismiss 
the importance of rituals for their organisations. Cordery argues that: 
friendly society leaders deployed the discourse of respectability to 
claim independence from patrons, whether clergymen or 
Government bureaucrats. They [also] countered middle-class con- 
cerns by labelling public-house meetings respectable, given the 
constraints and expectations of working-class life. 42 
Thus, one ftuther important outcome of negotiations between the Government and 
the friendly societies was that the reference to 'Secret Societies and Seditious 
Meetings and Assemblies, ' introduced in 1793 Act, was repealed. 43 
However, Cordery observes that although at the Parliamentary hearings the 
societies' leaders promised to abolish secrecy, " in practice, secrecy and rituals 
continued to play a significant role for members. The hierarchies of office within 
the organisations defined members and their orders as being part of a distinct and 
separate society. While ordinary members were called 'brother' or 'sister', higher 
posts held titles such as Noble Grand, or Provincial Grand Master, denoting the 
holder to be a local or district Chairman. Initiation ceremonies were part of the 
induction for new candidates. These might include candidates being 'tested' by 
combat, using swords, or being anointed with oil. The swearing of a solemn oath 
was almost universally practised. Usually initiation required candidates to vow to 
help fellow members, and not to reveal any of the secrets learned within the 
society to outsiders. The Ancient Order of Foresters produced lecture books, 
which consisted of twelve questions and answers on biblical references supporting 
the ritual, and also ritual books that could be used at the funeral of a member. It 
42 Cordery, 1995, pA7. 
43 this was incorporated in the 1850 Friendly Societies Act 
" Cordery, 1995, p. 47. 
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was also usual for a member to act as a 'beadle', remaining outside while 
meetings proceeded, to warn of possible intrusion by 'outsiders. 45 
The ritualistic nature of the societies extended to special funeral services for 
members. Each member could be assured of a funeral that displayed the 
respectability of the deceased. Attendance by fellow members was obligatory. 
The procession, with members and officials of the society dressed in the regalia of 
the Order, 46 would stop at the regular meeting place, usually a public house, and 
then proceed to the graveside. Here, a non-liturgical funeral service would be 
read by a leading member of the society, wearing medals of office. The service 
emphasised the significance of the deceased's membership of the Order, to the 
extent that it attracted much criticism from both Government and clergy, with 
accusations that the societies were separate religious sects, challenging the 
authority of the Church. 47 
Despite these concerns, the continued support of patrons in public debate 
did situate friendly societies within the respectable strata of Victorian society, 
even though patronage had declined drastically as more and more societies 
became self-governing. 48 The ongoing contest between society members and the 
middle classes over the use of public houses for society meetings came to a head 
when a Commons committee, again in 1849, discussed this and the societies' 
growing demands for autonomy. At stake was the societies' claim to 
respectability, and on this their future autonomy depended. Witnesses contested 
45 Cooper, 1984, pp. 8-10. 
46 This could comprise of scarf, neck ribbon or sash, and carrying the emblem of the order. 
47 Cordery, 1995, p. 49. 
" At the beginning of the 1870s there were just 43,417 members of societies controlled by patrons 
in England and Wales, out of two million registered friendly society members -see Cordery 1995, 
p. 45. 
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that the presence of alcohol was detrimental to the respectable conduct of any 
organisation. Yet, since many societies were founded by publicans, while others 
met in public houses because alternatives were either unavailable or too costly, 
the friendly societies' assertion that they offered respectable opportunities for 
fellowship and an innocent conviviality seemed to end ftirther debate of the 
mafter. 
VAlile the outcomes of these Committees were piecemeal in terms of 
registration, there was an important power-shift by Parliament in favour of the 
friendly societies. Firstly, it was acknowledged that the workers, and not patrons 
or middle class elites, controlled the large, affiliated orders. Secondly, 
concessions were made to register the larger affiliated societies as unitary 
organisations, and thus extend legal protection to them, since the 1848 Committee 
commented that they 'consider[ed] it advisable to increase the attachment of so 
numerous a body of the industrious classes to the social order. 49 
These outcomes also reflected a general softening of attitudes towards the 
societies. The 1850 repeal of the 1793 Act conceming the societies' 'secrecy', 
arguably reflected a growing awareness by the Government that to confront all 
aspects of the societies' social activities displayed a continued distrust, which sat 
uneasily with organisations that publicly declared loyalty to the Queen. 
Furthermore, at a time of heightened working-class militancy, the last significant 
Chartist rallies in Britain, and revolution on the Continent in 1848, the friendly 
societies declared themselves to be patriotic and loyal subjects and it was a 
49 pp, 184748 (H. L. 648), 16: 4 (report) cited in Cordery, 1995, p. 5 1. 
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measure of the respectability that the societies had acquired, that they avoided 
investigation at this time. 
The notion of respectability engaged with an ideological contest which 
was at the heart of Victorian society. The importance for many working people to 
appear 'respectable' was complex. Since many Government agencies and middle 
classes felt that the working classes could not be relied upon to regulate their 
behaviour in any collective, appearing respectable was key to winning autonomy. 
Although there is no definitive interpretation of what it meant to be respectable in 
Victorian society, 'respectability' as a concept and tool for examining a culture or 
society is well-documented by historians. 50 Cordery considers that being 
respectable offered working people the opportunity to engage with middle-class 
society in terms of dress and manner to compensate for 'the manifest economic 
inequalities of Victorian society. '51 He also considers that it was 'a strategy 
employed to gain benefits from those with greater resources. ' 52 Neville Kirk 
notes that working-class institutions dissipated a mindset of conventional values 
of respectability which could be applied to changing contexts. For instance, 
respectability was interpreted in terms of collective class solidarity in the Chartist 
period, and changed to embrace the tenets of individualism as a later Victorian 
society also embraced these ideals. 53 Peter Bailey suggests that in the context of 
30 For example, although not agreeing that interpretations of respectability were class-specific, 
see: F. M. L. Thompson, The Rise of Respectable Socie! y: A Social History of Victorian Britain. 
1830-1900 (London: Fontana, 1988); GeofErey Best, Mid-Victorian Britain 1851-75.1971, 
(London: Fontana, 1982); Peter Bailey, 'Will the Real Bill Banks Please Stand Up?: Towards a 
Role Analysis of Mid-Victorian Working-Class respectability', Journal of Social Hi 12, 
(Spring, 1979), pp. 336-353. 
51 Cordery, 1995, p. 37. 
52 Cordery, 1995, p. 37. 
53 Neville Kirk, The Growth of Working Class Reformism in Mid-Victorian England (London: 
Croom Helm, 1985). 
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shifting social relations and roles around the mid-nineteenth century, appearing 
respectable permitted individuals a guise which could be appropriated by them, in 
differing forms and in varying contexts, and according to individual social 
interactions. 54 Recognising the subjective nature of respectability in both cross- 
class and intra-class relations, Bailey concludes that 'role discontinuities' were 
possible. 55 Thus, for Victorians in general, and for friendly societies in particular, 
respectability became a generic status quo, appearing in varying forms, coloured 
by social relations and aspirations, and adapted according to context. 
As discussed in the Introduction, being a member of a friendly society did not 
preclude membership of overtly radical organisations. But by constructing 
themselves as respectable, the societies built an important space for the working- 
class voice. The mix of membership suggests a vibrant, political climate to have 
persisted in the societies throughout the nineteenth century, regardless of their 
4respectable' and 'non political' public discourse. It is this climate that forms the 
context for discussion of their writing, beginning with the next chapter which 
j 
examines some of the members' fiction, and their representations of themselves in 
terms of all social classes. 
14 Bailey, 1979, p. 34 1. 
55 Bailey, 1979, p. 34 1. 
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Chapter 2 
Social Relations 
This chapter will examine representations of social relations found in a selection 
of fiction. The work is by writers who had a prominent and frequent presence 
within the publications, and thus could reasonably. be considered to be popular 
with the members. The key themes which emerge in this chapter are the writers' 
visions of the interdependence and interrelation of all classes. It will be argued 
that the representations do not suggest a society where all classes are equal, but a 
more equal society within the existing class structure. Censure is of the excesses 
of capitalism, rather than of capitalism per se. 
The range of fiction within the publications is diverse. Genres range from 
didactic tracts and semi-autobiographical reminiscences, to swashbuckling tales of 
adventure or romance. Few narratives fail to miss the opportunity to reinforce the 
respectability and moral rectitude of their characters who signify members of the 
friendly society movement, or to boost and retain membership. For example, overt 
warnings to members considering leaving friendly society membership are 
enclosed in the tale, 'Two January Incidents'. ' The narrator encounters two 
people who have suffered because they have ignored the continuing need for 
financial provision in times of distress, only to suffer death and poverty as a 
result. Morality triumphing over greed is the key message of many tales. 
1 J. W. N., 'Two January Incidents: A Narrative of Facts', Foresters' Miscellan (January, 1879), 
p. 9. (Appendix I, p. 213). 
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'Outward and Homeward Bound" is a romance, in which the heroine, Grace 
Harding, was '[not] by any means a beauty' but possessed a 'broad fair brow, full 
of intelligence. 3 Her fortitude is demonstrated in her love for a young man who 
exchanges compassion and tolerance, for greed, avarice and drunkenness, as a 
result of his move away from her, to London, to pursue a career in a bank. He 
redeems himself by the constancy of Grace's adherence to what is good. She 
reminds him that, 'Prosperity is some men's greatest enemy; it seems to canker 
and destroy all that is good in them. 
Some concerns and criticism within the fiction are more event-specific. In 
5 'How Misery & Poverty Came to be Always On Earth" J. Redding Ware depicts 
two fairies and a poor, but independent, blacksmith, who refuses to charge for his 
labour, but instead accepts three wishes from the fairies. One fairy, Prudenza, 
tries to get the blacksmith to wish for a pension, but this is rejected. This story 
overtly refers to national debate about implementing contributory pension 
schemes, and the societies' resistance to compulsory deductions from people's 
wages for future pension provision. The societies' resistance was because they felt 
that the payment of adequate wages would allow people make their own 
provision. The interaction between the blacksmith and the fairies also conveys 
Ware's assessment of the shortcomings of all levels of society. 'Me blacksmith is 
criticised because he fails to make a realistic charge for his labour, thus is author 
of his own continuing poverty. Censure of working people's passive acceptance 
2 W. E. Bailey, 'Outward & Homeward Bound', -Foresters' Miscellmy (October, 1887), p. 206. 
(Appendix 1, p. 202). 
3 Bailey, 1887, p. 206. (Appendix 1, p. 202). 
4 Bailey, 1887, p. 209. (Appendix 1, p. 203). 
5 J. Redding Ware, 'How Misery and Poverty came to be Always on Earth: A Fairy Tale', 
Oddfellows' Magazine, (June, 1885), p. 24 1. (Appendix I, p. 268). 
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of inequalities is conveyed by the second fairy, Mensconscia, 'the guardian of 
truth and plain speaking'. 6 She is outspoken against many obvious inequalities 
and is cautioned by the blacksmith to 'speak not out your mind in the very next 
town, or of a surety they will pelt YOU!, )7 Ware also censures the behaviour of 
some Christians in the dialogue between the two fairies. The old blacksmith's 
dog is petted by Prudenza who suggests that it 'looks up like a ChriStian!, 8 
Mensoncia retorts, 'More so than many promising Christians I have met, ' which 
earns Prudenza's rebuke that Mensconcia should silence such 'straightforward 
remarks. '9 
The friendly societies' unified centre is frequently woven into the fabric 
of a narrative. In 'Frank Newton', 10 the protagonist upholds the local friendly 
society's respectability, although he is tested by the dishonourable actions of an 
aristocratic fellow suitor for the hand of his betrothed in an otherwise 
conventional tale of a 'love triangle'. Both of these interests strive to support 
each other in the otherwise thin plot and storyline. In 'Christmas at Bishops 
Langton', " the friendly societies' ethos surfaces as the poverty, yet the 
respectability, of the characters are accentuated. The tale depicts how a young 
mother and child are found in the snow outside a village and receive help from the 
villagers. Here, the local curate was a welcome visitor in the homes of the 
'deserving and respectable poor. ' Within the text of a crime adventure story, 
6 Ware, 1885, p. 243. (Appendix 1, p. 270). 
7 Ware, 1885, p. 244. (Appendix 1, p. 27 1). 
a Ware, 1885, p. 242. (Appendix 1, p. 269). 
9 Ware, 1885, p. 242. (Appendix 1, p. 269). 
10 Charles Marshall, 'Frank Newton: A Sketch of Village Life', Foresters' Miscellany (January, 
1878), p. 34. (Appendix I, p. 24 1). 
11 Y. S. N., Thristinas at Bishops Langton, Foresters' Miscellany (January, 1887), p. 9. 
(Appendix 1, p. 284). 
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'The Rainy Sunday', 12 stereotypical images of good and bad characters are re- 
worked. The villain is 'tall, fresh-faced and bright-eyed' whereas the respectable 
protagonist, Slade, is ajourneyman cabinet-maker, whose appearance was neither: 
but there was a softness in the dark eye, a thoughtfulness on the calm 
brow, and an expression of self-command about the well-formed mouth 
that would prepossess the unbiased observer in favour of [him]. 13 
The use of 'unbiased' alludes to the more usual stereotyping of handsome 
physical features with strong, sound principles. By redefining dominant 
representations of their own class, and that of other classes, often found within 
contemporary mainstream literature, the writers create a centre for themselves. 
As with Grace Harding, appearances are superficial in comparison with the 
respectability of the character. Many representations in the stories see the friendly 
society figure constructed as classless to the extent that s/he does not conform to 
dominant stereotypes of either the working or the middle classes. Two stories, 
14 15 'Not Gilded But Golden' by Keedy Kingston, and 'Old Misery, The Miser" 
by Charles Marshall provide a template for analysing the treatment of social 
relations. 
The characters in 'Not Gilded, But Golden' are types which represent 
distinct social groups, whose interaction is threaded through a plot of intrigue and 
romance. The exploited, but not entirely honest, working classes are represented 
by the Clicks, a family whose father is tenant landlord of a run-down inn. The 
Hardens symbolise a well-meaning, but essentially ignorant middle class. 
12 Anon, 'The Rainy Sunday', Foresters' Miscellany (July, 1869), p. 3 89. (Appendix 1, p. 29 1) 
13 'The Rainy Sunday', 1869, p. 389. (Appendix 1, p. 291). 
14 Keedy Kingston, 'Not Gilded, But Golden', Oddfellows' Magazine (May, 1884), p. 12. This 
story is in twenty five chapters, from May to December, 1884. (Appendix 1, p. 218) 
15 Charles Marshall, 'Old Misery, The Miser', Foresters' Miscellan (January, 1864), p. 88. 
(Appendix I, p. 23 5) 
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Kingston also sets up binary opposition within these two social groups. That of 
the 'Reverend', whose title and dress would suggest social standing and integrity, 
and an itinerant carver, an outsider, whose strange appearance and unknown 
origin might suggest negative traits to the positive ones of the Reverend. 
In the opening paragraph of his story, Kingston establishes the precise 
topography of a social group, that of the working-class Clicks and their neglected 
rural habitat. It begins: 
At the foot of a very steep hill about three miles from a village 
known as Beetsmand, 16 stood a small inn. It had, no doubt, once 
possessed a sign, but whatever had been painted on the old post 
leaning towards the roadway had long since become unintelligible. 
The inn was a low built tenement of wood, and was fast turning to 
decay, but the ivy creeping over it hid many imperfections from 
sight. A few old trees stood in front of the dismal dwelling, and 
bent their boughs down towards it, and a belt of high chalk cliffs 
stood at the back. The roadway in front was very narrow, and on 
the opposite side chalk cliffs were again to be seen. This inn, 
being the only house of refreshment within a distance of about 
fifteen miles from the nearest town, occasionally had a passing 
visitor, but the liquors retailed were not of the most inviting 
description, consequently the trade done was very small. 17 
Anthony Clicks is first introduced outside of this decaying inn, and this 
demonstrates how Kingston denotes specific social groups by their environment 
throughout the story. Clicks has an unkempt appearance and is slow to offer 
service to any passing customer to the inn, but he takes 'good care to make up the 
16 The name 'Beetsmand' could possibly be a compound of the surname of Nikolaas Beets (18 14- 
1903) and the latter's pseudonym, 'Hildebrand'. Often referred to as the 'Dutch Dickens', Beets' 
most famous work, Camera Obsc (1839) was widely reprinted, as were his collected works 
which were published in 1873 and 1875. In April 1883, at the time when Kingston was possibly 
composing 'Not Gilded But Golden', Beets was awarded the honorary degree of LL. D. at 
Edinburgh University. 
17 Kingston, 18 84, p. 12. (Appendix 1, p. 218) 
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reckoning' 18 when it came to calculating any customer's bill. The father is 'afi-aid 
to offer opposition' 19 to his son and the mother is 'unable to detect any fault in 
her only offspring. 20 The family group parallels the middle-class family, the 
Hardens, yet to be introduced. What is important at this point is the rural, run- 
down habitat and workplace of this working-class family whose livelihood 
depends upon Anthony's attempts to divert any passing trade to his inn from the 
roadway, by shovelling snow so as to form a barrier that could not be by-passed. 
Eustace Claremontly, 'a gentleman', is one such passer-by who is directed by the 
barrier of shovelled snow and forced to take shelter at the inn. There then follow 
accounts of Anthony Click's attempts to extract money and possessions from 
Clarem6ntly. After spending a night in the Click's strange guest bedroom, with 
its four-poster bed 'decorated with a remarkable patterned array of chintz' 21 and 
'two or three grotesque-looking models in china which did duty for match 
holders, 22 Claremontly leaves the inn to continue his journey to the 'luxuriant 
apartments 923 of Hardwicke Place, the home of his betrothed and her family, the 
Hardens: 
Mr Harden, the owner and occupier of the mansion, was looked 
upon by the outside world as a very fortunate man, chiefly because 
he was wealthy. He, however, used his riches to good ends; -he 
patronised many charitable institutions, looked after the wants of 
the poor in the surrounding districts, and withheld not the aid 
sought by the wayfarer. 24 
is - Kingston, 1884, p. 12. (Appendix I, p. 218). 
19 Kingston, 1884, p. 12. (Appendix I, p. 218). 
20 Kingston, 1884, p. 12. (Appendix 1, p. 218). 
21 Kingston, 1884, p. 42. (Appendix 1, p. 223). 
22 Kingston, 1884, p. 42. (Appendix 1, p. 223). 
23 Kingston, 1884, p. 72. (Appendix 1, p. 225). 
24 Kingston, 1884, p. 72. (Appendix 1, p. 225). 
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By interconnecting place, persona and plot, whereby the depiction of the various 
exteriors and interiors suggests a paradigm of social tensions and relations, 
Kingston implies the interrelation and interdependence of one social class upon 
another. With Mr Harden, his daughters Gertrude and Mabel and Claremontly 
gathered in the drawing room of Hardwicke Place, the ensuing conversation 
reveals that the inn where Claremontly had stayed the previous night was in fact 
owned by the Hardens. Gertrude exclaims: 
... it belongs to papa [ ... I You wait and see for yourself we look after everybody and every diing ... 
25 
Furthermore, Kingston's imagery suggests that dependence spans class barriers, 
rather than is hierarchically structured. He depicts all classes as economically 
interdependent. The Clicks of the Inn are revealed to be dependent upon the 
Hardens, for the Hardens own their inn. The Hardens too, become interrelated to 
the characters of the next chapter. This is revealed by Gertrude, when she recounts 
the good deeds of her sister, Mabel: 
The postman brings us a lot of tracts, and these are followed up by 
a visit from a 'Rev. Mr Someone; ' . then off goes Mabel to distribute them at the cottages ... 
26 
It transpires from this conversation that a 'preacher', the 'Reverend', had visited 
the Claremontly's house, tricked Mabel while selling her some religious tracts, 
and stole some of the family's possessions. This Reverend is then found in the 
next chapter, at No. I Arched Alley. The sense of linear time, although somewhat 
25 Kingston, 1884, p. 73. (Appendix 1, p. 226). 
26 Kingston, 1884, p. 73. (Appendix 1, p. 226). 
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vague up to this point, is halted here by the abrupt shift in both time and place to 
London, and No. I Arched Alley: 
No. 1, Arched Alley, was a very dilapidated building, if building it 
may be called. The outside of the structure was certainly composed 
of bricks, but time and London smoke had made them so black that 
they were hardly recognisable. The door did not possess the 
slightest adornment; the paint, once applied, had vanished years 
ago, and if ever there had been a knocker no one in the alley could 
remember seeing it ... [ ... ] No one would imagine that any inmate 
of Arched Alley was a tradesman, and they would perhaps as little 
think there were any professors to be found there, but their number 
for all that was legion. 27 
While the Clicks and the Hardens are set in correspondingly poor or grand 
environments, according to their social class, the correlation between place and 
class is disrupted in the narrative's move to the city. Kingston describes the 
'dilapidated' building and then observes that it would be less likely that a 
'tradesman' than a 'professor' could be found there. Whereas the Clicks and 
Hardens were set in enviromnents that stereotype their social class, Arched Alley 
and its occupants serve to blur this association. To demonstrate the effect of 
Kingston's strategy, Gissing's introduction to Litany Lane in his novel, The 
Unclassed , 
28 invites comparison: 
Litany Lane was a narrow passage, with houses on one side... 
There were two or three dirty little shops, but the rest were 
ordinary lodging houses, the front doors standing wide open as a 
matter of course, exhibiting a dusky passage, filthy stairs with 
generally a glimpse right through into the yard at the rear. 29 
A description follows of the wretched urban working-class characters who occupy 
this place follows, again conflating people with place. Even in his most 
27 Kingston, 1887, p. 74. (Appendix 1, p. 227). 
28 George Gissing, The Unclassa 1884, (London: Ernest Benn, 1930). 
29 Gissing, 1884, p. 95. 
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sympathetic portrayal of the working classes in Tb the exactness of locality 
and sympathy of presentation is closely married with description of the occupants 
of the urban slums amongst 'the acrid exhalation from the shops where fried fish 
and boiling potatoes hissed in boiling grease. 30 Such negative images of the 
working classes could be found in much nineteenth century literature, where they 
were constructed as an alien species. For instance, in Arthur Morrison's 'Jago', 31 
the urban working class were described as 'slinking forms, as of great rats'. 
Towards the end of the century, the naturalist novelist might appropriate Social 
DarwinisM32 to support distinctions between the middle-class and working-class 
character. The point is this: no matter how sympathetically or unsympathetically 
the working classes are portrayed in much published nineteenth-century fiction, 
they form an intrinsic part of all that is negative about the urban/industrial 
environment. Kingston manipulates the dominant association of class and place so 
that corrupt, middle-class figures, the 'professors', are his occupants of the urban 
building, No. 1 Arched Alley. The sordid and dilapidated building is paralleled to 
the money-extorting schemes conducted inside. 
[the occupants] were bankers and in their mint all the coins of the 
realm, from sovereigns to sixpences, had their "portraits taken7 on 
the shortest notice, and were turned out "wholesale, retail, and for 
expoftation! 99.33 
Kingston gives the occupants urban anonymity; in particular the coiners, as 
'bankers', are symbolic figures involved in the production of capital. It can only 
30 George Gissing, Thym: AF iry Tate, 1887, (Brighton: Tbe Harvester Press, 1974), ch. IV, p. 37. 
31 Arthur Morrison, A Child of the Jago rA novell, (London: Methuen, 1896), p. 11 
32 'Social Darwinism' relates to the application of Charles Darwin's theories, such as 'adaptation' 
and 'survival of the fittest, ' to social thought. It was used to support hierarchical social systems as 
natural and inevitable, if not desirable. 
33 Kingston, 1887, p. 74. (Appendix 1, p. 227). 
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be speculated how far Kingston intends his imagery of 'the coins of the realm' to 
suggest a Marxist vision of capital production, but as the story unfolds, it emerges 
that the money-extorting schemes of the occupants of No. 1 Arched Alley, 'the 
professors', exploit both the working-class Clicks and the middle-class Hardens. 
His focus is upon the corruption within a capitalist economy, perhaps as much as 
its excesses, for he intimates that acquiring 'coins of the realm' ultimately taints 
all social groups. 
Kingston expands his description of the occupants of No. 1 Arched Alley 
as symbolic, but corrupt figures, of dominant social groups, 'in addition to 
bankers, a chemist and a preacher are there too., 34 It transpires that it is Us very 
'preacher' who calls upon the Hardens with tracts, and under the guise of doing 
good works, is actually robbing Mabel. The characters are all engaged in schemes 
to exploit the rich. Wearing recognisable attire of the professions, they gain the 
trust of those who judge character by appearance. It would be difficult not to read 
the subtext of their exchanges. Articles of value, extracted from rich people like 
Mabel, are brought here and rendered into new products, to be sold again back to 
those who can afford to buy them. A 'gold bouquet-holder' has 'sundry 
applications of a chisel' which 'rendered the article beyond recognition. 
35 The 
preacher bemoans that those present have the easy tasks, and that they 'don't 
understand the preaching business. 36 He also mentions that in his work, he has 
, 37 to 'fight your own conscience, which prompts the retort, 'Conscience we 
34 - 
3 
Kingston, 1887, p. 74. (Appendix 1, p. 227). 
5 Kingston, 1887, p. 74. (Appendix 1, p. 227). 
36 Kingston, 1887, p. 76. (Appendix 1, p. 229). 
37 Kingston, 1887, p. 76. (Appendix I, p. 229). 
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don't know anything about him and we don't want to... ' whereupon another 
concludes, 'Not until we retires from business. 38 
The sum of Kingston's narrative strategy is to shift the gaze from the 
working-class poor being representative of social problems, to portray all classes 
as victims of those engaged in capital exploitation and corruption. Tbus, 
distinguishing between good and bad within all social groupings by exposing the 
corrupt element of the middle class well as working class figures, he re-positions 
friendly society members more centrally. His use of the urban/rural metaphor 
adds to this depiction. Observing how the city and country have always 
functioned in terms of a 'mythic dichotomy, 39 Linda Nochlin notes that with the 
growth of the urban/industrial environment, the city versus country debate gained 
greater hold in contemporary literature, such that the: 
urban environment not only became viewed as the site of all that 
was alien in the industrialised society, but became perceived as the 
very breeder of society's indifference to either communal value or 
individual feeling, to the extent that one became representative of 
the other. 40 
Thus, Kingston's discourse of town and country, like that found in much 
literature, serves to elicit his concerns. This is also exemplified by his use of 
darkness and light, for he extends this metaphor to his representations of all 
interiors to form part of the action, rather than serve merely as backdrops for it. In 
turn, these interiors are intimately linked to the characters and their actions 
whereby representations of d6cor are paralleled to his characters' social standing 
3: Kingston, 1887, p. 76. (Appendix 1, p. 229). 
3 Linda Nochlin, Realism 197 1, (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 199 1), p. 150. 
40 Nochlin, 199 1, p. 15 1. However, this literary representation of the urban space must be 
qualified. Whilst it became a literary metaphor for all that was wrong with society, this perhaps 
did not recognise that for many, the urban environment offered a sense of freedom from close-knit 
communities and their local, social controls. 
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and psyche. The zoological notion of habitat applies to the sordid wretchedness of 
No. I Arched Alley, whose interior is described by its 'darkness' and by its 
occupants' exploitative 'trades'. The genteel shabbiness of the inn's interior is 
contrasted to the other extreme, the opulence of Hardwicke Place and the 
impeccable elegance of its 'light' apartments. The shabbiness of the inn, the 
expensive ostentation of Hardwicke Place and the sordid interior of Arched Alley 
all represent and suggest three different worlds and their inhabitants. The Clicks 
appear trapped within their own decaying environment, where even the trees bend 
toward the decay. 41 The occupants of No. 1 Arched Alley are also locked into the 
processes of exploitative capital production, perpetuated by the Reverend, and 
although the Hardens' lives revolve around a 'light' environment, it is one that is 
being contaminated by the Reverend, with his associations of darkness and decay 
brought from No. I Arched Alley. 
Parallels of Kingston's No. 1 Arched Alley are found in one form or 
another in much of this writing. For instance, in Thomas Williams' story, 'A Tale 
of the City', 42 Richard Sharpston, a wealthy jeweller serves a similar function to 
the occupants of Arched Alley. He too, occupies a dilapidated building: 
In a well-known street in the City of London there stood, many 
years ago [ ... ]a large well-built house, whose grimy aspect was 
dismal to the eye. Superior to its neighbours in size and finish, it 
stood out in the bright and busy street like a withered tree in a leafy 
forest. No sign of care adorned its squalid front-all paint had 
vanished years ago; A more suitable inhabitant could not 
43 have been found for this dirty old house... 
41 - 
42 
Kingston, 1887, p. 12. (Appendix 1, p. 218). 
Thomas Williams, 'A Tale of the City', Foresters' Miscellan (April, 1970), p. 79. (Appendix 
1, p. 276). 
43 Williams, 1870, p. 79. (Appendix 1, p. 276). 
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Again, the derelict building reinforces the negative processes involved in 
exploitation. Similarly, Williams' jeweller, like the professors, is not engaged in 
honourable work or production but is obsessed with gaining wealth at the expense 
of others: 
in the many strong drawers of the blackened counter looked 
sparkling jewels and glittering gold, enough to have purchased half 
the street. Strange were the ways and customs of the man: he sold 
jewels, he bought jewels, and he took jewels in pledge; and in this 
musty den received daily visitors of nobility and fashion. Freely 
and openly they came; some to purchase -and no merchant in the 
city could tempt their longing eyes with rarer and more costly 
gems; for mind you, he had long been wealthy, and could 
command the market -others came to sell; and some, as I have 
hinted, came to pawn the jewels they were loath to part with 
irredeemably 44 
This 'musty den 45 is the scene for these suspicious dealings, and Williams' 
characters, like those occupying No. I Arched Alley, are contained in a dark and 
corrupt world. 
Kingston's story suggests social relationships to be constituted through, 
and constrained by, economic realities and social pressures and perceptions. 'Not 
Gilded But Golden' was published at a time when the sharp divide between the 
East End and West End of London was synonymous with capital, either the lack 
of it or the profiting by it. Thus, a critique of the cash nexus society is key to its 
characterisation. Kingston's characters, in one way or another, stress the power of 
money; the wretchedness of having too little and the obsession of acquiring more, 
and he depicts a moral bankruptcy at the heart of a society whose wealth 
production stemmed from No. 1 Arched Alley. The paradox is that the occupants 
44 Williams, 1870, p. 80. (Appendix 1, p. 277). 43 Williams, 1870, p. 80. (Appendix I, p. 277). 
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of the inn grab at the wealth of passers-by but it renders them no long-term 
benefit. The occupants of No. 1 Arched Alley and their money extorting activities 
suggest a cycle of corruption of morals, wealth and religion, affecting all who 
come into contact. Thomas Williams' narrative also supports this vision. He 
points out that the jeweller manipulates his rich clients with his intimate 
knowledge of their own deceptions. He comments that: 
It is a matter worth more than a passing thought, what curious 
relations frequently exist in life between some, whose outward 
circumstances would seem to say that no close link could probably 
connect them. 46 
These 'curious relations' hold true for Kingston's characters of Mabel and 
the Reverend. Alone at Hardwicke Place, Mabel cannot bring herself to believe 
that the Reverend is a conman, simply because of his ostensibly elevated position 
in society. Kingston also suggests that Mabel's blindness to the corrupt character 
of the Reverend is equalled by her blindness to the causes of the poor's suffering. 
He implies that Mabel's visits to the local poor perpetuate, rather than relieve, 
their suffering. Mary Poovey describes the effect of such visits on the poor. She 
argues that the leaving of instructive tracts and 'the assumption that the poor 
should be read to and given charity belonged to a theory of improvement that 
rested on and reinforced the superiority of the agents administering the help. 47 
Accordingly, the symbolism of the tracts that Mabel passes on to the poor, the fact 
46 Williams, 1870, p. 8 1. (Appendix 1, p. 277). 
47 Mary Poovey, Making A Social Body: British Cultural Formation 1830-1864 (Chicago & 
London: Ile University of Chicago Press, 1995), p. 47. 
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that they were mass-produced at the heart of No. 1 Arched Alley and then sold by 
the Reverend to Mabel, perhaps may be read as an indication of Kingston's 
attitude towards those religious doctrines that ultimately reinforce capitalism's 
values and the poor's place within society. Mabel is passing on the very tracts that 
she has bought from the preacher, in essence, passing on a worthless symbol of 
society's corruption. Kingston suggests that Mabel is blind to this and that for all 
her well meaning, she has been shaped by her milieu. and is trapped in it. Perhaps 
this is why he describes the characters of the inn, Arched Alley and Hardwicke 
Place without overt censure, but implies that they are products of their immediate 
society. Hence, the figure of the travelling carver serves as a catalyst for their 
faults. 
Kingston then makes his association of character and place more 
pronounced to rework the social relationships he has established, and to signify a 
shift in the balance of authority between the characters. The scene moves to a 
metaphorically neutral site, a road beyond the hedge surrounding Hardwicke 
Place. By re-positioning the characters, Kingston is possibly trying to remove his 
reader's own resistance to social parameters. Here, the hedge divides the figure of 
the carver and the middle-class group of the Harden sisters and Claremontly 
Mabel and Gertrude, along with Mabel's admirer, were peering 
over a hedge into a lane, at a travelling carver who was sitting 
under a tree. They engage him in conversation, and Gertrude, the 
less sensible of the two sisters exclaimed, 'He talks like a 
book ... But not one of superfine binding, ' she added. 
48 
48 Kingston, 1887, p. 106. (Appendix 1, p. 233). 
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A conversation follows as to the worthiness of admiring books because of their 
gorgeous covers. This conversation moves to the topic ofjudging people by their 
appearances. Gertrude asks, 'I suppose you'll admit that the rich coverings do not 
always cover deceiff whereupon the carver, although unwilling to be drawn into 
the conversation, replies: 
Readily, but deceit wrapt in wealth is not so pardonable as when it 
is covered in rags, because we expect great things from great 
appearances, but with the poor we do not look for so many 
virtues. 49 
The carver, in the face of Gertrude's insistence, corrects Gertrude: 
'You mistake me, miss', responded the workman; 'it's the rich 
people that are always trying to make out their poorer brethren to 
be all that's bad, whilst they cover their own faults with the 
affluence they possess. ' 50 
As here, Kingston is given to moralising through the interaction of his characters. 
This encounter illustrates how Kingston sees the gulf between the classes 
systernised in Victorian society. Nowhere is this made clearer than in the 
confrontation between the carver and Gertrude in the neutral setting of the 
roadway. As the conversation between the Harden sisters and the carver 
develops, the carver accurately identifies Gertrude's narrow vision, but his 
reasoning with her cannot change the way she judges an individual, and a social 
grouping, by their appearance. Kingston suggests that all social relations are 
constituted or distorted by socioeconomic divisions. Although it would be an 
oversimplification to generalise, this can be found across much of this fiction to a 
greater or lesser extent. Corruption too is passed on from one social grouping to 
49 Kingston, 1887, p. 106. (Appendix 1, p. 233). 
50 Kingston, 1887, p. 106. (Appendix I, p. 233). 
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another. The corrupt Reverend brings worthless tracts to Mabel from the town, 
and in turn, Mabel's visits to the village poor to pass on these tracts reinforces the 
cycle of corruption and resultant inequalities. In YSN's, 'The Pauper Funeral' 
(1864), discussed in the next chapter, 51 it is the callous doctor's visit to a poor 
patient which extends the cyclical impact of indifferent social relations and 
corruption, to issues of life and death; for poverty and disease are perpetuated by 
the doctor's iporance. 
Kingston depicts the gulf between the classes, and wider issues of 
corruption, as emanating from the centre of the city and No. I Arched Alley. His 
use of the urban/rural divide echoes, whether or not intentionally, both Marx and 
Engels' vision that 'the bourgeoisie had subjected the country to the rule of the 
towns. ' 52 His characters, in different kinds of habitat, depict different social 
groups, and at the same time expose paradoxes and misunderstandings, so that the 
conscious and unconscious construction of distinctions and divisions between 
classes are overtly highlighted. Hence, Kingston uses the symmetry and paradox 
of place, (the road beyond the hedge), away from conventional social structures, 
to open up possibilities for exploration of social relations. It is here that the carver 
is able to assert his own identity and values in face of middle-class intrusion into 
his world. It is a place where social relations and common presumptions may be 
challenged. Perhaps the strength of Kingston's writing is that it illuminates a 
Y. S. N., 'Tbe Pauper Funeral', Foresters' Miscellany (January, 1864), p. 36. (Appendix I, 
280). 'Raymond Williams, The Coungy and ne Ci 1973, (London: The Hogarth Press, 1985), 
p. 303. 
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complex network of class relations, highlighting the friendly societies' dialogue 
with predominantly middle-class social concerns and discussions. 
The subtext of 'Not Gilded, But Golden' progresses to expand and 
elucidate the singularity of 'judging a book by its cover. ' At times Kingston 
barely disguises his critique of aspects of social relations and attitudes, at others, 
such challenges are implicit or perhaps unconscious, and interact with naturalised 
assumptions or external agendas. In terms of wider literary and cultural 
discourses, his representations reflect contemporary debates and power struggles. 
He re-forms associations of class with place to complicate contemporary 
constructions of an homogenised working-class. The carver resents the Hardens' 
intrusion into his work and he resists being drawn into conversation with them. 
Having established Mr Harden as a patron earlier, ('he patronised many charitable 
institutions, ') 53 the carver symbolises the independent friendly society movement 
and their resistance to middle-class patronage. The link between the carver and 
the friendly society movement is later revealed when it is disclosed that the carver 
is known as 'The Bear, ' which was the surname of the Oddfellows' Past Grand 
Master at that time, R. C. Bear. 
Kingston criticises the actions of all classes, (for the working-class Clicks 
are not without many faults), and this reflects the public stance of the friendly 
society movement. It is only the carver, whose origin is at first unknown, and 
whose social class is not immediately apparent, who is able to see the faults of his 
53 Kingston, 1887, p. 72. (Appendix I, p. 225). 
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companions and highlight the actions of all social groups. As such, Kingston's 
narrative attempts to ameliorate class relations rather than to polarise them. 
Kingston and his fellow writers use the 'outsider' motif to position 
themselves apart from any negative association with cross/intra-class behaviour. 
By assuming the position of outsiders with apparently disinterested social 
positions, they afford their characters the most authoritative platform from which 
to comment on political issues and from which to levy criticism. The carver, as an 
'outsider' de-familiarises a situation. Such characters are in some way alienated, 
socially and metaphysically alone, or simply apart, from a dominant culture, thus 
serve as a means for depicting an alternative social reality. 54 Ostensibly, the 
carver represents the 'wild-man type' or 'anti-social man' whose proximity poses 
a threat to civil society. 55 However, his intellectual powers enable him to 
articulate his own course of actions in the face of hegemonic domination and here, 
as signifier of the friendly society movement, to challenge the middle classes and 
their perception of social relations. An 'outsider' figure, representing the friendly 
society movement, is found in many forms in the friendly societies' fictions. In 
Henry Owgan's narrative, ' Making The Best of It: Or Peace, Union and 
Goodwill', 56 the outsider is Captain Black, a former sea captain whose 
54 For example, the character of Etienne in tmile Zola's Kierminal, (1885); Oliver in Charles 
Dickens' Oliver Twist (1837-8); Jane in Charlotte Bronta's JaneEyre(1848). Similar purpose is 
served by the use of aliens in science fiction, to depict 'otherness'. 
55 Paul Brown, discussing Shakespeare's Caliban in 'This thing of darkness I acknowledge mine: 
'The Tempest' and the Discourse of Colonialism', J. Dollimore & A. Sinfield, eds. Political 
ShakeMeare: Essgys in Cultural Materialism (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1994), 
M2. 
Henry Owgan, 'Making The Best of It: or Peace, Union, and Good Will', Foresters' 
MiscellanL (January, 1864), p. 9. (Appendix 1, p. 249). 
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background is little known, and who has settled in a small, sea-faring community. 
Owgan describes the strange appearance of the Captain thus: 
the person so addressed was a rather tall and slight but actively 
formed man, apparently about the age of forty-if any near guess 
could be formed of one so bronzed and weather-beaten-with clear 
dark complexion and abundant hair, still perfectly brown, which he 
wore in long and carefully cultivated ringlets. His costume was 
unmistakably nautical, consisting of long heavy boots, a red India 
handkerchief loosely tied P on his neck, and a couple of massive 
557p gold rings upon his hands. 
The storyline and plot are fairly predictable; events revolve around a newly 
appointed clergyman, settling into a small rural sea-faring community, a thwarted 
love affair and unjustified accusations of crime. However, like the protagonists 
mentioned earlier in this chapter such as Slade, Owgan blurs traditional 
stereotyped characterisations. Again, physical characteristics do not denote the 
character's morals or behaviour. The Captain's 'strange' appearance is countered 
with the information that he was 'a philanthropist' who established the Friendly 
Society lodge and would 'do some good. '58 Following a conversation between 
the Captain and the clergyman, the latter speculates: 
respecting the real character of a man whose mind and manners 
were so strangely inconsistent with, and of a so much higher order, 
than his outward appearance. 59 
Owgan's story confronts many of the public criticisms of the friendly societies. 
His working-class characters are both respectable and honourable. It is noted that 
the friendly society will become 'a steady and permanent influence' widiin the 
57 Owgan, 1864, p. 9. (Appendix 1, p. 249). 
58 Owgan, 1864, p. 12. (Appendix 1, p. 25 1). 
59 Owgan, 1864, p. 12. (Appendix 1, p. 25 1). 
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community. 60 Furthermore, his narrative is set within a 'respectable public house' 
which is frequented by a group of young men who: 
were members of the same Friendly Society and 'would stand by 
each other to the last extremity, where they believed their help was 
deserved. 61 
Using the outsider figures of the Carver and the Captain, both Kingston and 
Owgan harness negative perceptions of their own place in the socio-political order 
and re-present them in their narratives as central, investing them with agency and 
meaning. Furthermore, in turn, they de-centre popular dominant social groupings, 
(such as Kingston's 'Reverend'), and depict them as 'other'. Similarly, 
Owgan's clergyman is the 'collegian', the respectable middle class figure, but he 
realises that it is he who will have to change to succeed in the working-class 
community that he has joined: 
and he began to hope that he should get on agreeably enough with 
his congregation, if he could only contrive to make himself 
intelligible to them. 62 
The clergyman realises that it is he who will need to learn the community's 
language and ways, rather than they learn his. A shift perhaps takes place in the 
characterisation of the Captain and the clergyman. The Captain is the original 
outsider, but when the clergyman arrives, although he is a stock middle-class 
figure of any community, he finds himself on the outside of this close-knit social 
grouping. Like Kingston, Owgan presents the middle class clergyman as 'other' in 
several encounters within his narrative: two local, young girls run away from the 
60 Owgan, 1864, p. 12. (Appendix 1, p. 25 1). 
61 Owgan, 1864, p. 11. (Appendix 1, p. 250). 
62 Owgan, 1864, p. 12. (Appendix 1, p. 25 1). 
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clergyman, startled, he assumes, because he was a stranger. He reasons that 'the 
ugliest animals are not the most dangerous. '63 Owgan also manipulates 
stereotypes here; for it is not the poor and/or working-class figures that are a 
separate species to be studied and understood by the middle classes, but vice 
versa. This theme is repeated as the Captain's history unfolds, when it is 
revealed that he found himself aboard a pirate vessel, whose captain is 
'effeminate' and 'softly spoken', with a 'gentle, musical voice, 64 again resisting 
conflations of persona and social stereotypes. These allusions and metaphors 
substantiate the clergyman's observation of the inconsistencies between 
appearances and character. 65 
All the protagonists in the friendly society fiction possess one or more of 
these qualities: a superior intellect, independence, a strong social and moral 
conscience. However, their class origins do differ. It emerges that in both 
Owgan's and Kingston's stories, the protagonists had been exiled from the middle 
and upper classes, having suffered a downfall in fortunes as a result of social 
injustice. While this fate can be widely found in contemporary literature, it sits 
somewhat uneasily in fiction for a working-class audience. It could signify the 
writers' real or articulated conformity to dominant perceptions of progress and 
attaimuent. More possibly, the characters that were once of a higher class, but 
have joined the labouring or working classes due to some misfortune, do reinforce 
the writers' themes of the interconnectedness of classes. Furthermore, this cross- 
class activity highlights the subjective criteria, (that is, work or appearance) that 
63 oWgan, 1864, p. 16. (Appendix 1, p. 252). 
64 Owgan, 1864, p. 72. (Appendix 1, p. 256). 
65 Owgan, 1864, p. 12. (Appendix 1, p. 25 1). 
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ostensibly divides and distinguishes all classes. However, to give their 
protagonists a noble background might simply reflect a lack of originality in their 
writing. 
The social class of the protagonist found in Charles Marshall's story, 'Old 
Misery, The Miser', 66 is unclear, although he does not enjoy upward social 
mobility as a reward for his deeds. It is not just this or the manner in which 
Marshall ends his narrative that distinguishes his style of writing from that of 
Kingston and Owgan. Marshall's writing is representative of a fin-ther range of 
fiction found in the journals which use more overtly confrontational 
representations than have been considered so far. Although sharing similar 
narrative strategies and motifs, alternative political positions and resolutions are 
mooted, and, as stated, the protagonists are not restored, nor do they ascend to, 
higher social positions. In Marshall's story, the motif of an outsider is again 
central. This time it is a youth who is the focus of the story; his character mediates 
between the story's images which range from the caprices of capitalism, 
symboliscd by the old Miser, and the anger of the mob, as the portent of 
revolution. 
A fire marks the opening scene and sets up the narrative's articulation of 
social unrest. The fire spreads through a factory and then a terrace of houses. A 
figure, sighted on the roof of a nearby house, which is also alight, turns out to be 
the daughter of an old miser. She had been married that day and her groom was 
among those perishing in the fire below. The plot follows the old miser's 
66 Marshall, 1864, p. 89. (Appendix I, p. 235). 
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subsequent loss of his newly married daughter in the fire, and his attempts to 
make good his misdeeds of the past: 
A quantity of oil contained in the building had ignited, and the 
whole pile became one glowing mass. Higher and higher the 
flames mounted, roaring and leaping till the sky grew red, blood 
red, as it overhung the scene.... Suddenly on the top ... on the 
outermost wall of the roofless building, appeared a female figure. 
Beneath, the flaming abyss glowed like a crater. 67 
Although fires were certainly a common experience in mid nineteenth- 
century Britain, they were also a potent symbol of change or destruction much 
used in Victorian fiction. 68 'Old Misery, The Miser' appeared during a decade 
when the societies were again subject to investigations by parliamentary 
committees and the Royal Commission on Friendly Societies. Concern focused 
upon the burial societies and the mismanagement of funds, but Cordery suggests 
that these investigations, 'also provided an opportunity for old prejudices about 
working-class culture [ ... ] to re-emerge under the guise of solicitude for working 
people's pennies. 69 It was also a time of economic slump, and when working- 
class independence was a national political issue, with incidents of trade union 
defiance leading to renewed interest in workers' organisations. The pressure for 
67 Marshall, 1864, p. 88. (Appendix 1, p. 235). 
68 Rick Allen, The Moving Pageant: a LiteM Source Book on London Life 1700-1914. (London: 
Routledge, 1998), p. 13: Allen notes that 'the Dante revival in English Romantic and post- 
Romantic culture no doubt encouraged the use of inferno imagery to represent the urban 
environment and those trapped within it', although he suggests that' very few writers on London 
subscribed to the idea of absolute perdition implied by that imagery. He also notes that 'the 
inferno imagery was generally replaced with, or merged with, that of the abyss. ' 
69 Simon Cordery, British Friendly Societies: 1750-1914 (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2003), p. 1 18. 
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political and educational reform 70 added to the impetus of government investiga- 
tions; of working-class organisations. 
Marshall's young protagonist appears when the fire is raging. He calls for 
the crowd to help. In response, a ladder is eventually fetched but an attempt to 
reach the girl fails as she disappears into the flames. Another spectator points to 
a dog on the roof, whereupon the dog's owner suddenly appears and offers a 
reward for its rescue. The dog's successful rescue seems to compensate the crowd 
for the loss of the girl, although amid recriminations from some for the slow 
response to the girl's plight: 
When all ftu-ther aid was thus rendered unavailing, and nothing 
remained to be done, the voices of the spectators grew imperious 
and many were heard to wonder why the ladder had not been 
reared before. 71 
The old Miser then appears, struggling to push his way through the crowd and, 
distraught, he asks why no one had attempted to save his daughter. At this point, 
the youth was pushed forward. A conversation then takes place between the 
Miser and the youth, listened to intently by the crowd. The Miser expresses his 
gratitude for the youth's attempts to save his daughter. The owner of the rescued 
dog is standing next to the Miser, 'whose child, less fortunate than the brute, had 
perished. 972 Too distressed to remain at the scene, the Miser is urged away to a 
nearby inn, aided by the youth. At the inn, in a room away from the peering eyes 
of curious onlookers who have followed them from the fire, the Miser appears to 
die, overcome by grief News of his death spreads quickly to the outside crowd: 
70 The 1867 Reform Act which extended the franchise to all rate-paying householders and Forster's 
Education Act of 1870, which led to the creating of local school boards 
71 Marshall, 1864, p. 89. (Appendix 1, p. 235). 
72 Marshall, 1864, p. 90. (Appendix I, p. 236). 
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And when the sad event was made known to them, they were not, 
as those within the room where the dead man sat in his chair like 
sleeping life, hushed by awe and terror. Comments were loudly 
and coarsely made. Rude men broke into noisy speech, and 
declared that the deceased ought to have died years before, and so 
have spared the world much wrong and misery. 73 
Here Marshall sets up the interaction between the crowd, the youth and the Miser, 
as the three social signifiets of the plot. The youth arguably represents the 
friendly societies' stance because he inculcates values of respectability and 
rational action, while remaining apart from the crowd and the Miser. The crowd 
signifies the more militant working classes, and the Miser, the excess of capital 
exploitation. By using three signifiers, the distinction between not only the masses 
and the capital-owning class is established, but the distinction between the 
friendly societies and the rest of the mob (working classes) is also mooted. 
Shocked at the crowd's reaction and keen to escape the immediate vicinity of the 
inn, the youth returned to the scene of the fire: 
But here also - for the news preceded him-he heard the same 
comment delivered with much emphasis. If he shifted his position 
-and that, in the working to and fro of the crowd, was unavoidable 
- the same words rang in his ears, reaching him from every side. 
And at last, the youth, without being able to obtain a plausible 
reason for this opinion, so seemingly universal, caught himself 
subscribing to the uncharitable sentiment, and echoing the remark 
of the crowd, that the deceased should have died years before. 74 
The crowd is united in its condemnation of the Miser, and under pressure from 
this, the youth also begins to share their sentiments. His wavering allegiances in 
the face of the pressure being exerted by the crowd projects a vision whereby the 
73 Marshall, 1864, p. 9 1. (Appendix I, p. 236). 
74 Marshall, 1864, p. 9 1. (Appendix I, p. 236). 
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respectable working classes of the friendly societies could unite with the more 
militant of their class, to confront the excesses of capital. Hence, beneath the 
playing out of melodramatic events, the mysterious, anonymous figure of the 
youth and the Miser, and their somewhat mechanical connections as characters, 
dichotomise society. 
The story follows a predictable course. The Miser was not dead; he had 
apparently swooned, and was now in bed, eagerly awaiting the youth's return. On 
their meeting, the Miser expresses his remorse for his past unscrupulous ways and 
his desire to recompense for them: "'Let us be stiffing, " he said, "I swear I will 
not break my fast till I have undone what mischief I can reach to undo. ", 75 As in 
Kingston's story, the settings are merely backdrops for the characters, except 
where they suggest events. The tavern where the Miser 'dies' carries biblical 
imagery of a 'stable', where the old social order enters to become reborn into a 
more equal and caring political and social order. 
Ibernes of life and death being bought or lost through the processes of 
exploitative capitalism are worked through. For example, the Miser, accompanied 
by the youth, heads for a street, described as 'the least enviable as a place of 
residence 06 to visit a young, married couple, whose suffering is material as well 
as emotional: 
In the lower room of one of the dwellings in the street, a woman, 
scarcely turned thirty - she should have been young at that age, but 
she was not - held a sickly infant in her arms, and drew nearer the 
window, that she might the better note what change had taken 
place in its features since she placed it asleep in the bed at an 
earlier hour of the morning: 
75 Marshall, 1864, p. 94. (Appendix 1, p. 238). 
76 Marshall, 1864, p. 94. (Appendix 1, p. 23 8). 
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c 
"It will die, George, " she said, speaking softly and mournfully to 
her husband, who was trying to warni himself at the scanty fire in 
the grate. 77 
The husband had been present at the fire earlier and the couple werediscussing 
the supposed death of the Miser, when the latter arrived. It transpires that the 
Miser had previously wronged this couple. The father had asked the Miser for a 
small sum of money to save his first child's life, but had received no help. It is 
the Miser who now pleads for the chance to help the baby in the woman's arms, 
but only reluctantly, does the husband eventually accept his offer. The fact that 
the couple's first child had died as a result of the Miser's wrongdoing, but that he 
was given the opportunity to save their surviving child, elaborates on Marshall's 
view that not all of the casualties of capitalist economy may be addressed, 
although with the obvious implication that valuable attempts may still be 
achieved. The Miser and the youth then depart in order that the Miser may call on 
other people that he has injured. Sometimes the Miser's attempts at undoing his 
past wrongs are unsuccessful. On one occasion, he reaches ajail where one of his 
victims had died the day before, having languished there unjustly for seventeen 
years. Thus, he dramatises how the lives and deaths of working people are 
dependent upon the vagaries of a capitalist economy, and inevitably warns those 
who have not joined the friendly societies' provision. 
Marshall essentially articulates class conflicts rather than seeks to heighten 
them. He uses the inferno imagery in a manner that suggests that all classes are 
threatened if the working classes revolt. He employs such imagery not as an idea 
77 Marshall, 1864, p. 94. (Appendix 1, p. 23 8). 
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of absolute perdition, but as a threat to all. The loss of the Miser's daughter, 
alongside the rescue of the dog, suggests that survival or death is a random, and 
not a rational, process. The 'red, blood red' imagery of the opening scenes is an 
overt portent of violence; it constructs the threat that the narrative both expresses, 
and then contains. Marshall's tale shares many similarities with Dickens' earlier 
portrayals of social unrest in both Bamaby Rudge 8 and A Tale of Two Cities. 79 
While both Marshall and Dickens use fire as a threat of revolution, the differences 
between Dickens' portrayals and those found in Marshall's tale are interesting. 
Marshall's mob is not violent as the mob sometimes is in A Tale of Two Cities, 
(1859) and this does align with the friendly societies' non-militant image. Dickens 
arguably depicts revolution as justifiable, but this prospect is expressed as an 
alternative rather than as a solution in Marshall's narrative. Perhaps more 
pertinent is that it is not the aristocracy that Marshall's criticism targets, but the 
greedy capitalist. Since Marshall's story is set in the 1830s, he may be drawing 
on the social unrest which gave rise to the Chartist movement during 1830s, in 
order to provide a parallel with contemporary injustice. Thus, Marshall is not 
exciting sympathy for the mob, but offering his readers other possibilities. 
The fact that Marshall's criticism is of capitalism's excesses, rather than 
simply of the middle classes, is also evident when comparing the Miser's 
character to that of the man, 'having all the appearance of a gentleman in his 
bearing, though shabbily dressed. '80 Together, these characters may signify two 
aspects of society. If the old Miser symbolises a capitalist economy, the shabbily 
79 Charles Dickens, Bamaby Rudge, 1841, (New York: William H. Colyer, 1842). 
79 Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities 1859, (London: Cassell & Co., 1907). 
go Marshall, 1864, p. 92. (Appendix 1, p. 237). 
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dressed old 'gentleman' may symbolise an aristocracy in decline. Certainly, 
much of Marshall's imagery cannot be understood purely in terms of a 
Marxist vision, and must be put in context with the friendly society movement 
and the widespread surveillance and censure that it was subjected to throughout 
the period. Like Kingston, he does not flinch from portraying characteristics he 
sees as weaknesses of all classes. Furthermore, his writing certainly does not sit 
within polemical anarchist or socialist thought, yet the symbolic weight of the 
opening scenes - the 'blood red' of the fire indiscriminately consuming both 
property and the kin of the Miser, along with visions of the angry mob's attempt 
to rescue the Miser's daughter only when money is offered - pre-empt later scenes 
where life and death are bought at the discretion of financial considerations, as is 
the case with the young couple's baby. 
Marshall's use of a London crowd to denote an alternative working-class 
perspective is significant. The city's population grew to such an extent between 
1800 and 1900 that crowds were a real aspect of London life at the time. Thus the 
phenomenon of crowds influenced the representations of public and private spaces 
in some of the literature of the period, as well as notions of public life and 
privacy. 81 In Marshall's story, the crowd is a phenomenon arising directly out of 
the incident of the fire - it gathers in response to the fire, and then moves away to 
stalk the Miser to the inn. The mob becomes a force which equals the earlier 
presence of the fire that has consumed life and property. George Rud682 and Eric 
a' John Plotz, The Crowd: British Literature & Public Politics (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2000). 
82G. Rudd, The Crowd in the French Revolution (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959). 
93 Eric J. Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels. Studies in Archaic Forms of Social Movement in the 19'h 
and 2& Centuries (Manchester Manchester University Press, 1959). 
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Hobsbawm 83 argue that a crowd which was socio-economically representative of 
the general population was a positive depiction of radicalism. Drawing on the 
eighteenth and nineteenth century European food and industrial riots, they argue 
that where there was a specific purpose, then riotous action by the disempowered 
may be pivotal in gaining concessions to their demands. Their protest is 
legitimated by recognition by both the people and hierarchies. In keeping with 
Rud6's and Hobsbawm's research, the mob in Marshall's tale does emerge as a 
unified and politicised group, censuring the Miser's previous exploitation of the 
people, and like the fire, the mob cannot be controlled. It is a metaphor for the 
militant public voice and its presence symbolises the majority psyche. Thus, 
assuming that Marshall's mob is allegorical for mass political agency, the youth 
momentarily legitimates the mob's cause for dissent, when his loyalties waver. 
Hence, Marshall symbolises the crowd as an alternative perspective, without 
overtly condoning or condemning its actions. Although the mob may be a force or 
a catalyst for social change, the youth moves away from it, which suggests 
Marshall's rejection of mob protest. 84 This more readily aligns the writing with 
the friendly societies' ethos of independence, and also supports the societies' 
public displays of respectability. Yet by offering the prospect of revolt, the writing 
reinforces their role as a working-class pressure group. 
One ftirther significance of Marshall's narrative may be that it appeared 
at the time of 'a nationwide movement to differentiate respectable, independent 
34 Further discussion of the use of the crowd or mob may be found in: Donald Richter, 'The Role 
of Mob Riot in Victorian Elections, 1865-1885', Victorian Studies 15: 1 (September, 197 1). 
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working men from the "'rough residuum, "' 85 Cordery describes how 'Debates 
over the lines between respectable and rough, and between insurance and charity, 
flourished within the friendly society movement during this decade. ' 86 Hence, the 
juxtaposition of the mob and the youth may not only explore the friendly 
societies' position both in terms of the state and/or the middle classes, but also 
offer analysis of the organisations' internal debates regarding their allegiances. 
For example, components of internal and external politics are found in a range of 
contemporary texts from the joumals. In 'The Rival Schoolmasters'87 the 
societies' debates are explored through the life of Mr Bounce, the long serving 
schoolmaster of a village, whose position and authority and old way of doing 
things, are challenged by the arrival of a young, progressive schoolmaster, h4r 
Trotter, who establishes a separate school. Whilst 'easily satisfied with a glass of 
grog' and 'a pinch of snuff' during the good times, for Bounce and his pupils 
there is the ever presence of poverty: 
Poor fellow! you would have admired his courageous bearing of 
poverty; he never complained, even though on the brink of 
starvation, but bore it all with heroic resignation [ ... ] He had kept 
the school in the village, time out of mind, without a rival; but 
now a new school was opened by a young man of four or five-and- 
twenty, which threatened the Bounce dynasty most terribly. 88 
In this story, competition between the two new establishments is mainly felt by 
the old schoolmaster. He taunts the capabilities of his rival, culminating in a 
physical confrontation, whereby the old order, Mr Bounce, is the one to suffer. 
5 Cordery, 2003, p. 108. 6 
:6 
Cordery, 2003, p. 108. 97 'The Rival Schoolmasters', Foresters' Miscell (October, 1867), p. 406. (Appendix L p245). 
Unsigned, records suggest that this story is by J. Northey, and thus will be attributed to him 
throughout this thesis. 
as Northey, 1967, p. 406. (Appendix 1, p. 245). 
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Rather than gloat, Trotter has compassion and aids Bounce back to his home, 
where they become 'as old friends. ' The new generation in the form of Bounce's 
daughter offers unity, and her falling in love with Trotter depicts the way forward. 
They marry with Bounce's blessing. It can only be speculated as to exactly what 
political parallels are being drawn here, if any. Given that this was written at the 
time of the Enfranchisement of urban working-class men, it may be that Bounce 
personifies a diminishing but resistant middle class in the face of political and 
social change, and Northey is seeking to suggest to his readers and fellow 
members that the way forward must be by compromise, and their acceptance of 
such change. Perhaps, the Bounce regime merely suggests Tory populism and/or 
Northey may be articulating other internal debates of the organisations, such as 
their rejection of patronage, (in the persona of Bounce), which raged within the 
friendly society movement at that time. 
A further number of literary techniques are common to Marshall and 
Northey's writing. There is a period of disruption in both. In Marshall's story it is 
the fire and the old Miser's apparent 'death', whereas in Northey's narrative it is a 
fight which takes place between Bounce and Trotter. The result is that each is 
followed by a new social order. Marshall appropriates the symbolism of fire as 
providential and an instrument of change, as both a destructive and progressive 
89 force. In his short story, 'The Old Wiltshire Fiddler' , it is the symbol of fire 
that provokes the downward spiral for the capital owning classes. Again a 
symbolic outsider, the wandering fiddler is employed as a marker of otherness and 
89 Charles Marshall, 'The Old Wiltshire Fiddler, Foresters' Miscellan (July, 1870), ch. 1, 
p. 204. (Appendix 1, p. 239). 
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serves to explore the writer's own issues. In 'The Old Wiltshire Fiddler', the 
fiddler is a man whose physical appearance was 'breaking up. '90 The people in 
one of the towns that he regularly visited thought it would be the last time they 
would see him: 
He that day reaped a richer harvest than he usually had done. 
Everybody gave him what they thought would be a farewell coin; 
and so it proved. . 
91 
It was the Fiddler's last appearance in the town and everybody assumed that he 
had gone to his last resting place. However, a year or so later, the narrator 
chances to see the old familiar figure standing in a graveyard of a neighbouring 
town, long after he had thought the Fiddler to be dead. Despite the narrator's 
past knowledge of the Fiddler, it is only here, that they speak: 
I cautiously moved toward him, and before either of us spoke I 
recognised the features to be those of the old Wiltshire fiddler. An 
almost indescribable feeling came over me, it being so strongly 
impressed on my mind that he was dead. 92 
Death, or the enactment of it, is a significant event in Marshall's tales. In 'Old 
Misery, The Miser, ' the Miser is thought to die at the inn, only for it to be found 
that he had swooned. When he recovers, he sets out to amend his past 
wrongdoings. Again, rebirth and resurrection are themes in Dickens's A Tale of 
Two Citiems 93 and like Dickens, Marshall uses the imagery of death to signify the 
end of old social relations, thus allowing the birth of new and more equal ones. 
90 Marshall, 1870, p. 204. (Appendix I, p. 239). 
91 Marshall, 1870, p. 204. (Appendix 1, p. 239). 
92 Marshall, 1870, p. 204. (Appendix 1, p. 239). 
93 Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities, 1859, (London: Cassell & Co., 1907). 
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As much as he uses the symbol of fire, he depicts death as the precursor of rebirth. 
In 'The Old Wiltshire Fiddler', this is emphasised by using a graveyard setting, as 
a device that is both socially-levelling, and enables free exchange between the 
characters. 
On meeting, the old Fiddler proceeds to tell the tale of his life, but first 
cautions that, 'I must tell it at once, and be brief, as the time is growing late. ' 
The significance of this urgency becomes apparent at the end of the tale. The 
Fiddler reveals a childhood passion for music, encouraged and developed by 'one 
of the best teachers in the neighbourhood. 04 As a young man, he falls in love 
with the daughter of a neighbouring farmer 'who fully reciprocated [his] own 
feeling'. 95 However, during this happy courtship, the destruction of the home of 
the Fiddler and his parents by fire signals a reverse in their fortunes and his 'father 
was now compelled to work as a day labourer. 96 His parents lived only a short 
while after, for 'the change was too great. 97 And for the Fiddler, there follows 
some forty years of 'precarious' living as a wandering fiddler, until he sought 'a 
resting place - in the workhouse'98 near the grave of his sweetheart Clara. The 
Fiddler then leaves quickly, for 'the workhouse clock struck the hour for the 
inmates to retire'99 and 'placing one more coin in his hand, at the same time 
giving it a gentle shake, "00 the narrator bade the old fiddler farewell, 'in all 
94 Marshall, 1870, p. 205. (Appendix 1, p. 239). 
95 Marshall, 1870, p. 205. (Appendix 1, p. 239). 
96 Marshall, 1870, p. 205. (Appendix 1, p. 239). 
97 Marshall, 1870, p. 205. (Appendix 1, p. 239). 
98 Marshall, 1870, p. 206. (Appendix 1, p. 240). 
99 Marshall, 1870, p. 206. (Appendix 1, p. 240)., 
100 Marshall, 1870, p. 206. (Appendix 1, p. 240). 
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probability for the rest of his earthly journey. "O' The early and mysterious sense 
of urgency on the part of the Fiddler is explained when 'the workhouse clock 
struck the hour for the irunates to retire. "02 Here, the workhouse clock intrudes 
into the conversation between the two characters, signalling the Fiddler to 
withdraw. This may or may not have been the intention of Marshall here, but the 
sense of an intruding, authoritative voice is a recurrent feature found within this 
body of writing and discussion of this will be looked at in later chapters. 
In both of Marshall's tales, relationships are constituted through, and 
constrained by, economic realities and social pressures. A fire precedes economic 
misfortune, which in turn leads to the characters' decline in all other spheres, 
ultimately determining both health and social relations. In 'The Old Wiltshire 
Fiddler', it is the change in the Fiddler's financial prospects that prompted the 
father of his fiancde to alter his opinion of the Fiddler's suitability as a husband 
for his daughter, and so to end their engagement. The daughter's health 'soon 
gave way' 103 and she fell prey to consumption. Although an accomplished 
musician, the Fiddler became an occupant of the workhouse, and the economic 
loss suffered by his family led to their demise. 
Marshall's writing does not openly offer hope for a better future, but 
suggests a vision of what might happen if the old, unjust order does not reform. 
While his stories do not offer character development or unified action, in 'Old 
Misery, The Miser', the misfortune of the poor young couple derives from the 
101 Marshall, 1870, p. 206. (Appendix 1, p. 240). 
102 Marshall, 1870, p. 206. (Appendix 1, p. 240). 
103 Marshall, 1870, p. 205. (Appendix 1, p. 240). 
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past economic actions of the Miser, as much as the latter's present suffering is the 
effect of bis past relations with that couple. Certainly, a story purely about 
nineteenth-century politics might have stirred up the readers' prejudices and 
distracted their attention from the 'normal relations' that the fiction depicts. Thus, 
he does not openly seek to challenge his readers' convictions or political ideas. 
His characters do not die when death would mean that oppression would remain. 
Had Marshall allowed the Miser to die without attempting to make amends, he 
would be condoning political change by his use of the 'angry crowd'. Yet 
equally, if he allowed the Miser to reverse all of his wrongdoings, and bring about 
a satisfying catharsis, he could have suggested that capitalism would ultimately be 
reversed without any active intervention. By portraying the youth accompanying 
the Miser on his journeys to repair the darnage that he has caused in the past, 
Marshall probably implies that despite many promises of reform that were uttered 
in public, each promise would have to be monitored to achieve actual progress. 
Marshall and Kingston have no doubt accommodated their criticism within 
a format readily accessible to their readers. Although their stories may perhaps be 
considered little more than moral tales, or a throwback compared to, say, much 
Chartist fiction, they only loosely follow what Keating describes as standard 
formats of Victorian fiction. 104 For instance, while some aspects of 'Old Misery, 
The Miser' and 'Not Gilded, But Golden', fit into 'the condition of the people' 105 
type of Victorian fiction, they do not attempt to transform the manners or habits of 
the working classes. Secondly, the working classes are not represented as ugly or 
104 P. J. Keating, The Working Classes in Victorian Fiction 197 1, (London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1979), pp. 24-30. 
105 Keating, 197 1. 
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debased, but working-class characters are represented in sympathetic rather than 
insensitive tenns. In Kingston's story, Anthony Click's unscrupulous behaviour 
is to some extent legitimated by his family's dependence on external factors, such 
as their reliance upon 'passing trade' and the Hardens' benevolence. The Hardens 
are not represented as all that is bad about the middle classes, but perhaps ignorant 
of social reality, or simply naYve. These representations of social relations suggest 
the writers' awareness of a complex class structure, rather than simply a 
dichotomy of class between proletariat and bourgeoisie. 
Marshall's narrative may be read as a juxtaposition between the 
alternatives facing his friendly society - either change by the capital owning 
classes, or his movement's overt complicity in working-class militancy. The 
ending of Marshall's narrative sees the youth retire or withdraw after the Miser 
failed to compensate one of his victims. Perhaps for him to receive rich rewards 
from the Miser, or to acquire high status, would sit uneasily with Marshall's 
readers, for as Martha Vicinus notes of Chartist fiction, 'the difficulties of 
affecting change are insurmountable, and the reader will not believe in the 
promise of fulfilment. ' 106 It may also be that the youth symbolises Marshall's 
failure to 'achieve a major confrontation between his protagonists and the social 
order from which they recoil. ' 107 The reader is reminded that social conditions 
under the old 'Bounce' regime, whereby the working classes may 'consume grog 
and snuff, ' 108 are also social conditions where the working classes are equally as 
106 Martha Vicinus, The Industrial Muse: a Study of Nineteenth Century British Working-Class 
Literature, (London: Croom Helm, 1974), p 115. 
107 John Goode, 'William Morris and the Dream of Revolution', John Lucas ed. Literature and 
Politics in the Nineteenth CenLigy (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1971), p. 221. 
108 Northey, 1867, p. 406. (Appendix 1, p. 245). 
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likely to suffer starvation. Certainly, the fictional narratives offer an alternative 
vision of social reality, one whereby working people are able to act independently. 
The themes in the creative writing relate on a wider scale to the complex 
interactions, pressures and disturbances of an active social history. 
Working people were perhaps never as vulnerable as when ill-health prevented 
them from being able to work. Since the friendly societies formed the origins of 
formal health care provision for working people, the next chapter draws upon the 
writers' constructions of the physician and healthcare at a time when the working 
classes were regarded through a process of physiological and pathological 
definition. As much as mobs or crowds symbolised a growing mass identity, the 
interpretation of working-class bodies came to the fore in the era! s political 
imagination. 
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Chapter 3 
Medicine and Health Care 
This chapter looks at the writers' representations of health and medical care, 
focusing upon their perceptions of doctor/paticnt relationships and the role of the 
physician. The stories arc analysed from the writers' standpoint as patients, and 
also as members of the friendly society movement which provided health care, 
and were employers of medical practitioners. The stories' themes often reinforce 
the societies" wish for autonomy through expressions of resistance to 
mcdicalisadon, l with its consequent professional dominance and need for 
surveillance over areas of their lives. One theme is the impact internal conflicts in 
the medical profession have on patients. For instance, in 'Keeping A Conscience 2 
the author attributes the death of a patient to the rivalries and power struggles 
within the medical profession. Another theme is the correlation of poverty with 
ill health, and this is found in 'T'he Pauper Funcral 93 by Y. S. N.. This tale also 
emphasiscs the 'business' which informs certain doctor/paticnt rclationshipsý 
as well as drawing attention to contemporary issues about the role 
1 Medicalisation theory does not challenge the basis of medical knowledge, but challenges its 
application as a product of unequal social interactions/negotiations-ic professional determination 
of %hat counts as sickness may Involve arvu of life previously the concern of non-medical, lay 
r mnL 
'Ke; lng a Conscience', Foresim' Miscellan (October, 1964ý p325. (Appendix L p. 207). 
Unsign4 records suggest that this story Is by John. I linchcliffe. 3 Y. S. N, 'The Pauper Funcral', Forestm' MiscellAny (January. 1964ý p. 37. (Appendix L p180ý 
4 INS structuralist perspective views welfare provision as acting as an institution for social control 
within a capitalist economy. As a consequence, doctor/patient relationships am Implicitly 
governed by, and concerned witk the reproduction and maintenance of capitalist social relations. 
Medical kno%% ledge thereby mediates social relations, and explanations of disease may serve to 
reinforce existing social structures. 
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of women in healthcare. At the same time as cmphasising the societies' desire 
for independence, their intcrconnectcdncss %ith all classes is also depicted, 
reinforcing their %%ish for more equal social relations. To place the writers' 
concerns and preoccupations in context both the prevailing health issues and the 
friendly societies" involvement in medical provision during the period need to be 
understood. 
The 1860s %%us a decade when Britain was almost under siege from 
infectious disease. From 1861 to 1869, an epidemic of typhus pervaded London, 
the Prince Consort being its most notable victim in 1861. In Lancashire, the 
poverty and distress resulting from the cotton famine also saw typhus sweep 
through the textile districts. The cholera outbreak- in 1866, coupled with a virulcnt 
strain of mcaslcs, prcccdcd an epidcmic of scarlet fcvcr in 1869 and the century's 
scvcrest epidcmic of smallpox began the next decade. Furthermore, despite the 
public health movement, the death rate and the control of disease appeared little 
improved, and in 1860, life expectancy for adult males averaged forty years. 5 III 
health and poverty continued as a direct result of structural factors such as 
inadequate nutrition and housing. 6 In 1871, an estimated scvcnty-two per cent of 
Medical kno%% ledge thereby mediates social relations, and explanations of disease may save to 
reinforce existing social structures. 
Supplement to the Registrar-Gencral's 65'6 Report. 50. Source: Department of I lealth 
A key Issue In the sociology of health and Illness is the extent to which levels of mortality and 
morbidity are mediated by soclo-structural variables such as class. These structural theories am of 
major concern to issues surrounding Inequalities In healtlu arguing that it Is the structure of society 
that produces inequalities such as working class people suffering more III health than their middle- 
class Counterparts. For analysis of this approach. see R. G. Wilkinson. 'Class Mortality 
Differtntials, Income Distribution and Trends In Poverty, 1921-198 1'. Journal of W31 Pol ijX 
18(3), (July, 1989ý pp. 307-35 (although outside of the period of this prqjmtý this gives the 
substance to this perspectivc); M. Nk'hitchcad. The Ilealth Divide (London: Ilealth Education 
Council, 1997). 
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7 pauperism resulted from ill-hcalth. This relationship between ill health and 
povcrty is summed up by one member, William Norris, who calls for'bread pills, 
frequently administered with results of a satisfying and drastic naturc. 's 
Yet, for much of the period from 1860 to the end of the century, medical 
care remained piecemeal. Major illnesses were not automatically thought to 
require institutional treatment - the rich were nursed at home, while the poor were 
sometimes afforded treatment within the workhouse infirmary or sick ward. Tlicre 
were a few volunt:, uy hospitals funded by charities that catered for a small 
segment of the poorer sections of the sick population. The poor would have to 
present themselves at such a hospital bearing a letter of recommcndation from a 
subscriber or patron. Athena Vrcttos notes that in George Moore's novel, E. -sthcr 
Wp-tmý 'the impoverished young hcroine"O enters the ward of a London charity 
hospital where the patient has no privacy-, it is 'a room full of people, eight or nine 
young men and women, eating sweets, discussing the latest plays and shilling 
novels. "' Although the fact that Esther Waters did have access to public health 
care is a positive note, her treatment highlights the class and moral differentiation 
in such provision. Moore shows that Esther received medical treatment not simply 
because she was poor and sick-, but because her devoutly Christian beliefs made 
her 'deserving' too. III health %vas perceived as a 'problem' not only of the poor, 
7 Ruth 0.1 lodgkinson, 
Mw P" IAw. 1834-187 1. (London: Wellcome Medical Library. 1967). 
5 W. Non* extrza from Journal of tht Amalgamated SQciM of Tailors. reprinted in 1887 
ramphlet of the Oddicilows. 
George Moore. Lsther WatM- a noveL (Edinburgh: Ballantyne, I lanson & Co., 1894) p. 115, 
cited In Athena Vrcttos. Somatic Fictions- Im3eining Illness In Victorian Culture (California: 
Stanford University Press. 1995). p. 7. 
VrCtios. 1995, p. 7. 
Vrcttos. 1995, p. 7. 
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but also of the poor's o%%m mak-ing. 12 Thus, medical treatment was perceived as 
class-spccific. Poverty and ill-hcalth were conflated %%ith moral debility, and the 
working classes were pcrccivcd as a deviant group as a whole, confirmcd by their 
high incidcncc of ill health. 13 Accounts of illness found in both medical and 
literary texts contributed to this perception, whereby social identities came to be 
constructed through the incidence of disease and contagion. 14 For cxample, the 
character of the physician and the carly promise of medicine are found in two 
major novels, Madame Ilovary's and Middlemarch. 16 In both texts, social 
relations and cultural formations are articulated through the physician and 
interventionist medicine. 
lIcncc, the health or sickness of an individual could be interpreted 
according to varying and subjective criteria. Cordery observes that 'friendly 
societies participated in the process by which a new category of individual 
idcntity, "the sick" emerged. ' 17 fie elaborates that 'sickness is both an objective 
and subjective state, [%vhcrcbyl subjectively sickness is the socially agreed 
definition of what it means to be ill. "' Friendly societies defined sickness as the 
inability to work and so they paid bencrits accordingly. 
It was not just the incidcncc of ill health and disease which formed the 
backdrop to the fiction of the friendly societ-ics. The period also saw bitter rivalry 
12 S. Nettleton. IMe 52giology of I lc3lth and Illness- (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1995), ch. 2. 13 Eliot Freidson, Profasim of Medicine: Studx of the Sociology of Arplied Kno%% ledge (New 
YOrL, Dodd, Mead & Co, 1970). 
4 VrCttos. 1995, ppl-3. :3 
Gustave Flaubert. Madame llovaM 1857. trans. E. NILAveling. (New York: Random I louse, 
1946ý 
16 George Eliot. Middlemarch. A Study of Provincial Life. (Edinburgh & London: William 
Blackwood& Sonsý 1871.74 
17 Simon Cordery, I]riiiih FriendIX Socicties: 1750-1914 (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan. 
2003ý p. 129. 11 Cordery, 2003. p. 129. 
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within the medical profession between general practitioners, consultants and 
apothecaries, which the 1858 Mcdical Act hoped to ameliorate, but which 
persisted through much of the ensuing period. In contrast to the wrangling within 
the medical profcssion, David Green describes the extraordinary success of the 
friendly society movement in providing social insurance and primary medical care 
for almost thrcc-quartcrs of manual workers by the late nineteenth century. 19 
Largely due to the friendly societies' success in organising affordable medical 
provision, the 1860s saw the start of working people who belonged to friendly 
societies, gaining increasing access to orthodox medical services. 20 This increase 
%%us in contrast to a narrowing access to skilled care for the wider population, 
which was a direct result of the General Medical Council's attempts to end the 
tripartite systcmil of healthcare and to regulate the medical profession. 22 The 
societies %rrc so cfficicntly organiscd that they offered a range of medical care. 
71is might be a system where each lodge retained a contract practitioner who 
would attend the societies' members as needed; alternatively, many of the larger 
societies provided convalescent homes solely for their members. The provision 
became even more sophisticated in some areas, where the societies opened and 
operated medical ccntrcs, each permanently staffcd by medical practitioners. 
19 David G. Green. Working-Clais Patients god the Medical Establishment: Sclf-1102 in Brit3in 
ft2m the Mid-Ninctecrilb Centua to 1948 (Hampshire: Gower Publishing, 1995), pp. 1-2. 
"JamesC. Riley, Sick Not JýSaj: the IlCalth of British Workingmen during the Mort3li 
Y! ahas, (London: Johns I lopLins University Press, 1997). pp. 49-5 1. 
Tbe tripartite system comprised of general practitioners, consultants and apothecaries who, to a 
ffeat Cxten4 acted Independently from each other. 
For further analysis of the medical profession, sce Ivan Waddington, ne Medical Profession in 
The IndUstrial RevoluliOL (Dublin: Gill and Macmillan I lumanities Press, 1994). 
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Green remarks that so successful %vas this model of health care provision, that it 
, 23 'formed the model for the early welfare state. 
Whether practitioners were hired to staff the friendly society medical 
ccntres, or were to be available simply when needed, the practitioners first had to 
satisfy the friendly society of their suitability. Ilis entailed being intcrvic%%, cd by 
the friendly society committee, and if successful at this stage, their appointment 
had to then be approved by ordinary members, and their fees had to be negotiated 
and agreed at a compctitivc rate. This very process became the subject of much 
disscnt by the medical profession 24 and its governing body, the General Medical 
Council, not least because their fees were considerably reduced in comparison 
with their normal charges. Yet, the doctors were often powerless to increase their 
charges due to the competition that they faced from ncwly-qualified doctors to 
secure such a post. and who were prepared to charge less. Importantly, aspects of 
the rclationsWp between the friendly societies and medical practitioners incised 
the Victorian class structure, because the societies' success in organising 
healthcare meant that they became 'employers' of middle-class, professional men. 
T'hus, despite doctors holding a professional status, they had to be 'employed, ' 
and thus be subservient to, poor and/or working-class paticntsý because the latter 
were members of such a powerful group. 25 Ile medical profession made many 
attempts to %%in the ideological highground in this situation, but they were oflcn 
powcrlcss in the face of the friendly socicty collective. 
23 Green. 1985. pl. 24 An article in IMC Order of Druids Quartaly Journal, (January, 1990) p. 15, notes the genend 
fcCling of &version by the medical profession to what is termed 'club practice. ' 25 Royal Commission on the Poor Laws. 1909, pp 870-871. 
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In summary, the relationship between the medical profession and the 
friendly societies was colourcd by more complex and %Nidc ranging issues than the 
immediate provision of medicine. Class differentiation and interpretations of 
what it meant to be ill, with the ever present threat of the Poor Law for those 
debilitated by ill health, were also features of the interaction between the societies 
and the medical profession throughout much of the second half of the century. 26 
So although the century witnessed new medical innovations and discoveries, such 
as anacsthcsia, inoculation, routine surgical operations and the discovery of 
microbial infection, these were accompanied by struggles for professional and 
personal authority by medical practitioners, and by the friendly societies' contests 
to win for their collectives, both authority and independence. 
Indeed, the friendly societies' ongoing call for independence and 
autonomy did not surface solely in the fiction. Many members were hosfile to any 
proposal that might lead to their dependency on employer or state. For example, 
many were against any state provision of welfare or pensions because of the 
dependency these entailed, and, importandy, because they might encourage 
employers to pay insufficicrit, wages for them to make their own provision. One 
member %%Totc: 
Ile needs not charity's humbling dole 
I [is name's kept from the paugr's roll 
And what the poor laws afford. 
As much as this %%Titcr confirms that dependence upon charity was 
eschewed, reliance upon medicines to maintain health %%-as resisted too. 
26 Extensive discussion of the negotiations between the ftiendly societies, modical practitioners, 
Royal Commissions and the General Macal Council may be found in Green, 1985. 27 T Buckingham. Maidstone lodge of Oddfcllows' supplcmen4 (1979). 
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One article encapsulates the members' vic%%s of medical treatment, and 
underpins representations of medical practice in their stories: 
Regimen and medicine arc the means by which man cndeavours to 
preserve health and prolong life. Ile former embraces the proper 
regulation of the diet and habits of an individual; the latter regards 
the administraflon of medicines, both external and internal. In 
health, little or no medicine is required, and the habitual use of it is 
extremely prejudicial [ ... ] It appears to us that the importance of 
rcgiminal treatment has been very much underrated by many 
medical as well as non-mcdical persons... [ ... ] and violent 
medical treatment must soon be numbered among the things that 
were. 23 
Ilis article sho%%s how the societies encouraged members to take responsibility 
for their o%m health and to culdvate a sense of well-being, and also censures what 
%%-as fclt to be increasing medical intervention by some of the medical profession, 
into areas of life previously self-managed. 29 
Certainly, not all rcprcscntaflons of the physician and medical treatment 
are harsh and critical. For example, in 'Two January Incidents', the physician is a 
welcome attendant in the sick room. 30 A friendly society visitor is visiting a sick 
member, Mr llarpcr, at the same time as the doctor is in attendance. The worry 
that poverty could so easily result from ill health is aired in the %ife's dialogue 
with the doctor. nc conversation between the doctor and film flarpcr 
20'Excrcise', Fomsters' NliscellanX- (January, 1865), p348. 29 During the second half of the nineteenth century, the dominant model of medicine was 
biomedical. 'Mis model gives primacy to a mechanical interpretation of the body, %%, hereby 
explanations of disease focus on biological changes. This reductionist account of ill health was 
supported by the 'Scrm theory' of disease, which assumes dial a specific, Identifiable agent, such 
as a virus or parasite. causes every disease. As a consequence, this contemporary approach to 
medicine faits to acLno% ledge the impact of social and psychological factors on health. orto 
account for social inequalities that affect health. Equally. it does not recognise that lay people have 
their own valid Inter1xvtations and accounts of their experiences of health and illness, Thus, self- 
care, and cam by Immediate family and friends, came to be regarded as inferior to that provided by 
trained health professionals. 30 J. W. N.. Two January Incidents: A Narrative of Facts', Foresters' Miscellany (January. 1879ý 
P. 9. (Appendix 1, p. 213). 
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forcgrounds the importance of financial provision and its role in allcviating stress 
and so aiding recovery. Mrs Ilarpcr, the member's wife, declares, 'What a 
blessing a Forester's Court is to a working man when he becomes ill... 93 1 and 
she also confirms her love for her husband who insured his life, which 'provided a 
great relief to his mind. 932 The doctor agrees with Mrs I larpcr on the benefits of 
friendly society provision, adding: 
For the mind has a wonderful influence over the body for good or 
evil. And many a man's life has been saved because of his having 
insured it ... for it relieves a sick man's mind to a great extent to know that those dear to him are provided for to some extent. And 
many a man has gone down to the grave before he ought to have 
gone, because of his anxiety for his family, when he has made no 
provision for them. Sickness is bad enough to bear without the 
addition of anxiety and grief.. I lowevcr, in this case, 'tis al I right. 
Ile Insurance Society may slccp quietly for the time, as our friend 
I larpcr is doing. 33 
Ilis part of the story ends with a friendly society visitor handing over the week's 
sick-pay to the wifc. Outside, the doctor and the friendly society visitor discuss 
the patient. The doctor confidcs that he, too, bcncrits from a paficnt's life being 
insured, since: 
securing the sufferer's mind from harassing anxiety, is a very great 
help to a medical man, for grief and fretfulness are a doctor's 
enemies, you may be sure, inasmuch as they ensure conditions of 
body entirely opposite to those which assist rccovcry. 34 
Like many stories found in the fficndly society publications, 'T%%, o January 
Incidcnts" is an overt piece of propaganda in support of the friendly society 
movement. Yet the sickroom scene cmphasises the societies' view of their equal 
31 J. W. N, 1979, p. 12. (Appendix L pl 15). 32 J. W. N, 1979. p. 12. (Appen4ix 1, p. 215). 33 M. N., 1979, p. 12. (Appendix L pl 15). "J. W. N., 1979, p. 13. (Appendix I. p115). 
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standing %kith the medical profession, for it depicts a network of lay support in 
conjunction with the doctor, but not subsumed by it. For example, the doctor is 
constructed as a valued, but equal, carer, along with the member's 'Aife and the 
visiting friendly society member. The doctor is rarely portrayed in the journals as 
someone superior to the patient or lay carcrs. At the beginning of the story, when 
the friendly society visitor arrives, Mrs Harper advises the visitor that she will 
know how well her husband is once she has heard the doctor's opinion, 'and then 
I shall be better able to form my own opinion. '33 Although the visitor responds, 'I 
darc say that the doctor will be the best judge of his condition, 36 the ensuing 
sick-room scene sees both the doctor and the visitor each holding one of the 
patient's hands, symbolising connectivity rather than hierarchy. 
Whereas the doctor in 'Two January Incidents' is employed by the 
friendly society, and thus more equal relations between padcnt and doctor are 
found, some of the friendly society stories explore medical care where relations 
between doctor and patient arc contoured by money. In 'The Pauper Funeral', 37 
by Y. S. N.. the author describes a visit by the parish doctor to an impoverished old 
widow. Ile doctor is: 
a rough, coarse man, with a dim, obtuse countenance, which indicated 
insensibility of heart so obviously, that you instinctively shrank from his 
approach [... ] Tbere was a coarse sinister grin upon his features as be 
entered, which showed how little he %%-as affected by scenes of human 
suffering. 38 
35 J. W. N.. 1879. p. 11. (Appendix 1. pl 14). 36 J. W. N.. 1879, p. 11. (Appendix 1. p. 214). 37 Y. S. N, 1864. p. 36. (Appendix 1. p. 280). 31 Y. S. N, 1864. pp. 3 8-9. (Appendix 1. p. 28 1). 
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The physician is little more than a caricature, and the harshness of his character is 
a symptom of the societies' hostility toward medical care provided through parish 
relief 39 However, while some of the implicit antipathy on the writer's part may 
be simply due to the loss of income which would result if friendly society 
members relied on this type of care, much of the hostility is directed at the 
patient's vulnerability, being dependent upon the doctor's benevolence for her 
medical needs. By highlighting the doctor's disregard for the old widow's plight, 
(he prescribes remedies beyond her means), Y. S. N. 's story emphasises bio- 
medicine's disregard of the impact of structural factors, such as poverty and 
unsanitary living conditions, on health. 40 
To some extent, this story follows the 'condition of the people' format of 
fiction that featured medicine in one or more of its forins, whether that was the 
physician, the sanitary inspector or, simply through representations of medical 
authority. In 'The Pauper Funeral', the old widow is 'in her eightieth year, [and] 
so curved by age and infirmity as to be almost dwarfed, and so feeble as to be all 
but helpless. 41 Her home is a 'hovel' once occupied by cattle. It did not have a 
ceiling and the one window consisted mostly of paper, the glass having been 
broken over the years and not replaced. 42 The widow's bed was a straw pallet 
which was invaded nightly by voracious rats. Stories, such as William Gilbert's 
39 This medical provision was offered as charitable relief for the poor and was a constant concern 
for the friendly societies, primarily because of the unequal relationships patients often had to 
endure as recipients of charity, when at their most vulnerable. This obviously contrasted with the 
more equal doctorlpatient relationships which their own medical provision afforded. 
40 see Thomas McKeown, The Role of Medicine: Dream. Mirage or Nemesis? (London: Nuffield 
Provincial Hospitals Trust 1976) where he demonstrates by way of historical demographic studies 
that the decline in mortality which has occurred in Western societies has had more to do with 
nutrition, hygiene and patterns of reproduction (essentially social phenomena) than it has with 
vaccinations, treatments or other modes of medical interventions. 
41 Y. S. N., 1864, pp. 36-37. (Appendix 1, p. 280). 
42 Y. S. N., 1864, p. 37. (Appendix 1, p. 280). 
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Dives & Lazarusý 3, usually depict poverty-stricken aspects of working-class 
industrial and urban life, and often, the language reveals the author's surveillance 
of the working classes. Sometimes this surveillance takes the form of conflating 
the working-class individual with scenes of decay, and/or descriptions that 
consciously or unconsciously reveal the author's individual and social pathology. 
A later example is George Gissing's use of grotesque images and extreme human 
situations to sensationalise aspects of working-class characters in Workers in the 
Dawn. 44 For example: 
Out of the very depths of human depravity bubbled up the foulest 
miasmata which the rottenness of the human heart can breed, 
usurping the dominion of the pure air of heaven, stifling a whole 
city with their infernal reek. [ ... ]Here was a dense, surging crowd 
around the doors of such a house, surrounding two men who had 
been flung bodily forth by half a dozen policemen, and who now 
wallowed in the filth of the gutter, rending each other with tooth 
and nail, till one of them was carried off insensible or dead. Here 
rushed along the street a band of women, raving mad with drink 
and the passions it had aroused, rendering the gift of speech a 
hideous curse by the language they yelled aloud. Here were 
children, all but naked, wrangling and fighting for the possession 
of a jug of liquor which they had somehow procured. [ ... ]Here was 
poverty cheating poverty of its last pence; here was garbage sold 
for meat and poison for bread; from every hole and comer of the 
street and its foul alleys peered vice and crime. 45 
This was written at a time when Gissing's allegiances to the working classes were 
faltering, and demonstrates the possible conflicts in the portrayal of working 
people by those from a different class. These images of the poor are 
43 Although sympathetic to their plight, Gilbert's descriptions contain implicit moraIjudgements 
of the poor. For example, describing a home of the poor, he observes 'That dirty, disreputable look 
of squalid poverty was over it'. W. Gilbert, Dives and Lazarus: or the Adventures of an Obscure 
Medical Man in a Low Neighbourhood. 1858, (New York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1912), p. 30. 
44 George Gissing, Workers in the Dawn. 1880, (Brighton: The Harvester Press, 1985). 
45 Gissing, 1880, part 1, ch. v, p. 73. 
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unsympathetic and hostile. However, the narrative of 'The Pauper Funeral' 
invites sympathy for the old woman. The social pathology lies in the writer's 
surveillance of the physician; his large silver watch and his great insensitivity to 
his patient, depict both economic superiority and social indifference. %ile the 
physician cannot be expected to cure poverty, his prescriptions of whiskey are 
beyond the old widow's means, with the implication that poverty is somehow her 
personal failing. 
The nature of the physician's visit also highlights the friendly societies' 
concern at intrusion in their afNirs. The brusque indifference of the physician and 
the contrast of his manners to those of the old widow in her own home, points to 
the sense of contagion by the intrusion and intervention of the middle classes into 
the friendly societies' own sphere. This sense of interference is seen in 
Kingston's 'Not Gilded But Golden', where the carver is persistently accosted and 
questioned by the young women of the local manor house while he tries to 
continue with his own business. This intrusion echoes and inverts the more usual 
Victorian fear of contagion coming from the working classes. For example, debate 
which originally stemmed from concern over the increasing incidence of syphilis 
in middle-class families, escalated to 'theories of moral contagion arising from the 
proximity of the different classes in the midst of the crowd. A6 Vrettos cites 
Dickens' famous example of Us sense of contagion found in Bleak House 47 and 
argues that Krook's "'spontaneous combustion" - the dispersal of his body over 
the bricks and alleyways of London - [was] Dickens's metaphor for the workings 
46 Vrettos, 1995, pp. 7-8. 
47 Charles Dickens, Bleak House. 1856, (London: Dent 1907). 
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of all disease; that is -an explosion of the private body into the public domain. 
48 
Although disease was not solely a class-specific experience, fictional working- 
class characters were often the implied carriers, like Jo in Bleak House. 49 
This sense of contagion is further heightened in 'The Pauper Funeral' by 
depicting the old widow with cholera. Mary Poovey observes that contemporary 
reporting of the incidence of cholera drew 'all of society's problems into a single 
conceptual cluster. '50 For two aspects of the social issues and the public 
approach to this disease need to be stressed. First, cholera was endemic 
throughout much of the century and its incidence instigated a detailed surveillance 
of proletarian conditions. The social differences and inequalities that emerged 
from the resulting data, in particular the deprivation of the urban poor, formed the 
basis for reform. Yet, two conflicting hypotheses sought to account for the 
incidence of cholera. The miasma theory held that the poor sanitation and poor 
hygiene of the working classes lay at the root of the disease, and this theory was 
sanctioned by leading state physicians. 51 By re-ordering working people's lives, it 
was felt that the disease would be eradicated. This theory gained favour arguably 
because it legitimated the need for state surveillance and control of the 
population. 52 Medical surveillance was just part of the wider surveillance of the 
working classes, not only on the streets, but within their places of entertainment, 
such as music halls and public houses. Carolyn Steedman suggests that the 1860s 
49 VrettoS, 1995, p. 5. 
49 Vrettos, 1995, pp. 6-7. 
50 Mary Poovey, Making A Social Body: British Cultural Formation 1830-1864. (Chicago & 
London: The University of Chicago Press, 1995), p. 58. 
51 for a detailed analysis of the social significance of disease in the period, see: Bruce Haley. The 
Healthy Body and Victorian Culture . 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1978). 
52 see Poovey, 1995, ch. 6. This theory was discredited by John Snow's bacterial hypothesis, see: 
Kari S. McLeod, 'Our Sense of Snow: The Myth of John Snow in Medical Geography', Social 
Sciences and Medicine 50, (2000), 923-935. 
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and early 1870s witnessed such fervour for observing and inspecting working 
people's lives that even senior police officers supported the argument that the 
homes of the poor should be inspected by the police for cleanliness and against 
overcrowding. 53 Poovey, too, observes how a member of the medical 
establishment, (J. P. Kay), used: 
such rhetoric [that helped] assimilate the politicised violence of 
laborers and trade unionists to the violence of cholera, thereby 
displacing arguments [ ... ] that the root of the problem was the inequitable distribution of economic resources'. 54 
By utilising the incidence of cholera, Y. S. N. depicts the physician as the site of, 
and representative of, a wider social disease. It is the physician who brings the 
disease of professional ignorance or class-specific indifference, to the old 
widow's home. Certainly, this may also voice another strand of growing fears 
within Victorian society, namely the suspicion that physicians may be behind the 
spread of disease. Such suspicions were aired publicly, fuelled by the fear that 
cholera was being spread especially to provide medical trainees and dissectionists, 
with more corpses. 
In spite of the predictable narrative and the doctor's possibly far-fetched 
brusqueness, this short story is also interesting for the interaction between the 
physician and the visitor. 'The Pauper Funeral' was written at a time when the 
struggles for professional and personal authority by medical practitioners, meant 
that attempts to regulate the medical profession led to the marginalisation of 'non 
qualified' practitioners, such as women midwives and lay health workers. Only 
those people with professionally recognised training were able to register as 
53 Carolyn Steedman, Policing the Victorian Community: the Formation of English Provincial 
Police Forces. 1856-1880 (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984). 
54 Poovey, 1995, pp. 59-60. 
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physicians and Us advantaged men, since women were largely excluded from 
access to this training. Thus, the discriminatory registration process effectively 
contributed to the rise in power of the male-dominated orthodox medical 
profession. As a consequence, female counterparts of the medical profession, 
such as sanitary workers and midwives, became marginalised, while the 
profession of doctors gained a high status. This inequality was resisted and 
challenged during the 1860s and 1870s by the Female Medical Society and the 
Obstetrical Association of Midwives. Hence, as much as interpretations of health 
were class specific, what constituted a health 'professional' was gender specific. 
Y. S. N., possibly a female sanitary inspector, explores these contemporary 
questions regarding the role of women in health care in her story. The dialogue 
between the doctor and the visitor in the old widow's home codifies the wider 
power struggles between lay workers and physicians. The female visitor, who is 
the narrator, had gone to the old widow's home with the intent of offering any 
help that could be obtained. The physician prescribes whiskey for the old widow, 
among other things, and charges the visitor to obtain them on behalf of the widow. 
The narrator replies, "I shall, sir [ ... 
] though I have not much faith in the 
prescription. "55 The physician scorns: "What should you know about it? -A she- 
,, 56 doctor, I suppose. Ye had better leave this, ma'am, to men. The physician had 
ignored the woman visitor until he makes the derisory retort of 'she-doctor'. He 
is presented as didactic and misogynous, emphasised by his use of such terms as 
55 Y. S. N., 1864, p. 39. (Appendix 1, p. 28 1). 
56 Y. S. N., 1864, p. 39. (Appendix I, p. 28 1). 
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'mother' when addressing the old widow, and accusing the latter of relying upon 
'old wives' tales' when she protests that she is very ill. 
This misogyny within medical practice surfaced in many forms. By 
questioning the physician's prescription, the female visitor had thereby questioned 
his authority. Much resistance to women gaining medical power focused on a 
woman's perceived lack of 'visual authority', namely that childbirth precluded 
women from abstract reasoning and the sentiment of justice, as well as rendering 
them intellectually and emotionally incapable of serious study. 57 Vrettos notes 
the link between visual authority and patriarchal dominance of medicine, whereby 
'the doctor's vision was a crucial symbolic territory. ' 58 Harriot Hunt, a physician, 
challenged this dominance by calling for women to be present at dissections, 
maintaining that 'women's eyes become stronger the more they are allowed to 
, 59 see. She argued that: 
to transfer the power of clinical vision to female physicians was to purge 
medicine of its patriarchal authority over women's bodies and to disrupt 
traditional associations between femininity and passive, limited, or 
obstructed forms of viewing. 60 
Thus, these concerns about women in medical practice may be discerned in 'The 
Pauper Funeral' when Y. S. N. empowers the female lay visitor, not the physician, 
with visual authority. She foregrounds the old widow's poverty as a key 
detenninant of the quality of her life and her death. Overtly and covertly her 
57 For a history of women in medicine, see: Enid Hester Chataway Moberley BelL, Storming the 
Citadel. The Rise of the Woman Doctor [With Mecial reference to Elizabeth Blackwell. Elizabeth 
Garrett Anderson and Sophia Jex-Blakel, (London: Constable & Co., 1953). 
58 Vrettos, 1995, p. 9 1. 
59 VrettoS' 1995, p. 95. 
60 Vrettos, 1995, p. 95. 
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frailty and lack of means are presented to the physician, but he ignores this 
successively. The widow states that she cannot wak but the physician rejects her 
complaints. Oblivious of the old widow's poverty-stricken home which he has 
entered, he prescribes treatment that is obviously beyond her means. His 
insistence ends with his blaming the widow and then her visitor, for not adhering 
to his prescription. He effectively passes responsibility for her condition back to 
the patient, thereby being seen to discharge his own role. Here, the physician is 
not a privileged interpreter of the working-class body, but constructs a 
prescription that is not tailored to the real disease, that of poverty. His 
prescriptions are superfluous and inappropriate in the face of such poverty and his 
harsh approach perpetrates indifference to those reliant upon him. So, as well as 
seeking to foster new arguments for a more feminine model of health care, Y. S. N. 
ultimately uses the female narrator as the authoritative observer and interpreter of 
the old widow's living conditions. It is her lack of 'faith in the prescription 61 
that counters the dominance of the physician over the lives of both working-class 
patients, and women. 
Finally, perhaps an off-hand reference at the end of Y. S. N. 's tale gives a 
further inkling of the author's criticism of the delineation between lay and 
professional medical workers. She reduces the physician's status to that of his 
having 'purchased a diploma somewhere, 962 and on informing the physician of 
the old widow's death, she requests he notifies the 'parish authorities, ' 
highlighting the fact that the doctor was in the employ of the parish. 63 
61 Y. S. N., 1864, p. 39. (Appendix 1, p. 28 1). 
62 Y. S. N., 1864, p. 4 1. (Appendix I, p. 282). 
63 Y. S. N., 1864, p. 4 1. (Appendix 1, p. 282). 
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While Y. S. N. 's tale is overtly biased in favour of the friendly societies' 
own provision of medical care, members also argued that the quality of medicines 
prescribed under this arrangement was superior too. One member notes that 
friendly society members: 
are no longer under that &spQtic system from which sprang the 
everlasting "magenta and water" which did them no earthly good, 
and from whence also they were continually hearing the remark, 
"what can you expect for a penny a week. )-)64 
The 'penny a week' was the cost to the parish for providing medical charity, and 
the 'magenta and water' was a widely prescribed concoction which members felt 
held few medical benefits, but was primarily dispensed to justify the parish 
doctor's consultation fee. Also, as mentioned earlier, members were urged to take 
some responsibility for their own fitness since the dominant biomedical model's 
emphasis on prescribing medicines to treat ailments was regarded with some 
suspicion. This suspicion was two-fold, both over the effectiveness and safety of 
the substances prescribed, and also the requirement of the individual to submit to 
the superiority of medical knowledge and thus relinquish control over his/her own 
well-being. These tensions are expressed in 'Keeping A Conscience'. 65 This 
story draws attention to the detrimental effects that the over-prescribing of 
medicines has on a patient, as well as the disastrous consequences that the 
conflicts within the medical profession has on one who falls victim to its 
professional power struggles, jealousies and ambitions. Nevertheless, the narrative 
invites support for the role of a physician, depicting him becoming powerless 
64 Foresters' Miscellan (April, 1881), pp. 400401. 
65. John Hinchdiffe, 'Keeping A Conscience', Foresters' Miscella (October, 1864), p. 325. 
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within his own profession in the face of its medical hierarchy and the 'business' of 
medicine. Furthermore, as much as 'Two January Incidents' depicts the 
connectedness between the friendly society, the patient and the doctor, 
Hinchcliffe's manipulation of the interplay between professional interests and the 
interests of the patient, also implies that the outcome of conflict between these 
groups afficts all classes. 
The plot of 'Keeping a Conscience' is the struggle of a young and 
dedicated physician who is trying to establish a living in an area which is already 
dominated by an indifferent surgeon who frequents public houses and consumes 
large amounts of alcohol to court favour with prospective clients. To a great 
extent the story is a temperance tale, and its warning against the over-prescribing 
of stimulants reflects the concerns of tile mass temperance movement of the 
nineteenth century which sought a ban on the sale of alcohol. 66 However, 
Hinchcliffe's tale also serves as a caution against the over zealous prescription of 
narcotics. It opens with a young wife, Jessy, waiting at a window for her 
husband's return: 
It was a rough winter night. The wind, in long heavy blasts, swept 
a wild moorland tract in the north of England, and rushed down 
upon a little town that lay just over the edge of the moor, with a 
ftu-y that soon cleared the steep ill-paved streets of all passengers 
but such as were compelled to face its rage. 67 
66 This movement succeeded in restricting the sale of alcohol with the introduction of 7je Intoxicating Liquor (Licensing) Bill of 1872. By the end of the nineteenth century, there were many temperance clubs and societies which offered friendly society beneflts. For example, railway temperance societies flourished in response to fears of potential accidents caused by dnmken railway workers 67 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 325. (Appendix 1, p. 207). 
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The husband approaches and stops to gaze for a moment at his wife's anxious 
face. Then entering the house, the narrator describes the comfort of the room: 
Yes! comfortable - that was the word for the meal and the room. It 
was very plainly furnished -a round centre-table, a few cane 
chairs, a well stocked book-case, fall crimson curtains, now drawn 
closely over the one wide window, and a hearth whose bright 
fender and irons multiplied the dancing light of the glowing fire, 
and gleamed o'er the neat checked carpet. 68 
The husband's name is Walter and it transpires that he was a young physician who 
had earlier been given the news that his application to become the parish surgeon 
had been turned down. Further into the text, Walter and his wife sit and discuss 
the day's events. Walter expresses his concern that the surgeon who had been 
elected to the parish in preference to him was one who spent much of his time 
cultivating undesirable social connections and drinking heavily. Then a sound 
coming from outside disturbs them. It is Walter's Uncle Smithson, and they 'met 
their unexpected visitor on the threshold with many words of greeting, mingled 
with a surprise they could not check. 69 Their surprise was because Smithson, also 
a physician, had been to a consultation at a neighbouring town, when it was 
assumed by those who knew him, that he had retired: 
For Dr Smithson had suddenly given up practice some years 
before, no one knew why, though as he wrote extensively on 
medical subjects, it became gradually the general opinion that he 
wanted to devote himself to the literature of his profession. His 
skill was undoubted, but he refused all applications, though his 
means were far from ample. 70 
68 Hinchcliffe, 1864, pp. 325-6. (Appendix 1, pp. 207-208). 
69 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 327. (Appendix 1, p. 208). 
70 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 328. (Appendix 1, p. 209). 
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It was explained that, only 'At the urgent solicitation of an old personal friend, 
that Dr Smithson had attended this evening's consultation. 71 A description 
follows of their visitor: 
Dr Smithson was a small thin man, with an anxious nervous 
expression of countenance. He was bald, his high forehead was 
furrowed with deep lines of care, rather than age, and an agitated 
twitching of the mouth told a tale of irresolution that the clear grey 
eyes contradicted. There was evidently a contest in his nature. 72 
The cause of the contest evident in Smithson's demeanour emerges as Jessy 
proceeds to describe to their visitor her husband's disappointment at not securing 
election as the parish physician, and also of his feelings that such a post could 
only be procured by sacrificing both his moral and ethical principles. This news 
was met by Dr Smithson with silence and then: 
He fell into a deep reverie, which neither Jessy nor Walter 
disturbed by a single word. This reverie was eventually broken by 
their uncle asking, "You find keeping a conscience expensive, no 
doubt, but you must not flag, for if you do not cling to a conscience 
as a friend, it will cling to you as an enemy. " A sigh so heavy 
followed the words, and the speaker after a while resumed, saying, 
"I'll open a page of my experience for you, a page I had thought 
closed for ever- and if you are halting irresolute as to your course, 
what I have to tell may be useful. v)73 
Dr Smithson recounts why he gave up his prospects of a successful career and 
'sunk in the prime of [his] life into a mere recluse. 74 He continued: 
Among my patients was the family of a merchant, one of those 
delightful households that remind one of a better world. 75 
71 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 328. (Appendix 1, p. 209). 
72 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 328. (Appendix 1, p. 209). 
73 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 328. (Appendix I, p. 209). 
74 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 328. (Appendix 1, p. 209). 
75 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 328. (Appendix 1, p. 209). 
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Detailed description follows of the family, the Morrells, and a romantic 
connection between Dr Smithson and Mrs Morrell's unmarried sister, Maria, is 
also implied. After knowing the family for some time, a freak accident results in 
an injury to Mrs Morrell's knee, which 'threatened serious consequences. 76 Dr 
Smithson called in a celebrated surgeon to consult on this case: 
C. , the celebrated surgeon was my coadjutor in the treatment 
of the case. Though he was consulted at a very early stage, his 
skill was baffled and there was no hope of saving the limb. When 
amputation was resolved on, I trembled for the result, for Mrs 
Morrell's constitution had been weakened by the many demands 
her family had made on it. 77 
The story then censures the seemingly unchecked dispensing of stimulants, 
as well as criticising the medical Profession which stifles the concerns of 
one lower down in its hierarchy. Dr Smithson observes that although the 
patient bore the operation with 'fortitude, 78 that he and his colleagues: 
resorted, both before and after the operation, to stimulants, to 
sustain nature. as we say. I knew that women were often the 
victims of medical advice, but, 
judgment, stifled my convictions. 
innocence by the patient unt 
indispensable. 79 
coward that I was, I yielded my 
The potion was taken daily in all 
il such time as she found it 
The patient's condition deteriorated, but then: 
in a fitful way she began to mend. Narcotics as well as stimulants 
were freely administered ... [ ... ] The effects of the stimulants were 
such that the patient alternately clung to life for her children's sake 
and at other times, her soul soared heavenward. 80 
76 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 329. (Appendix 1, p. 209). 
77 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 329. (Appendix 1, p. 209). 
78 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 329. (Appendix 1, p. 209). 
79 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 329. (Appendix 1, p. 209). 
so Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 329. (Appendix 1, p. 209). 
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On one visit, Dr Smithson found Mrs Morrell in a state of 'strange 
incoherence' . 
81 He advised a change of environment, suggesting that she go to a 
cottage that her husband had taken on the banks of a river, with woods about it. 
The next visit found her still agitated and it transpired that the nurse had been 
administering stimulants freely. Dr Smithson declared that 'in vain I tried to 
reduce the dose', 82 and that he would have 'given my right arm to have undone 
the injury that stimulants, scientifically prescribed, were doing to both mind and 
body. ' 83 Dr Smithson also called in a finiher colleague physician and expressed 
his concerns, but he also dismissed Dr Smithson's plea that the dose of stimulants 
be reduced. 
Dr Smithson's growing concern about Mrs Morrell was justified. 
On a visit, and finding her missing from her sick room, he and Mrs 
Morrell's husband and her sister, Maria, searched the house and garden 
until their attention was drawn to a well at the bottom of the garden: 
Even in the darkness of night, [Maria] found that the cover of the 
well, placed there as a precaution against accident to the children, 
had been removed, and by the brink Maria's feet were entangled in 
some obstacle. She lifted it in her hands, and by the feel she knew 
it was Mrs Morrell's Angola shawl! The maid servants, aroused by 
the cries, and after what seemed to the distracted sister a dreadful 
delay, brought lanterns to the well, and there in its depths, to their 
amazement as well as horror, lay, in the stillness of death, the well- 
known form. 84 
The family is distraught and the narrative elaborates on their consequent despair. 
Soon afterwards, Maria too dies, through 'losing her mind. ' Dr Smithson relates 
81 Hinchcliffe, 1964, p. 330. (Appendix 1, p. 210). 
82 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 330. (Appendix 1, p. 2 10). 
93 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 330. (Appendix 1, p. 210). 
" Hinchcliffe, 1864, pp. 331-32. (Appendix 1, pp. 210-21 1). 
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the effects upon himself 'I gave up my practice, and went abroad as you 
remember. 85 Jessy interrupted, "But no-one blamed you, uncle. v)86 Smithson 
replied: 
No; but my own conscience blamed me. For a time I was a 
wanderer. I visited the most famous hospitals in Europe, and gave 
myself up to study. I rallied, and wrote, as you know - not, I trust, 
without benefit to science; but the practical part of the noble art for 
which I was trained has been to me a dead letter from that time. 
Perhaps in this I have been wrong. 87 
'Keeping a Conscience' is a lens for reading the themes and traditions of 
the political, social and economic implications of Hinchdiffe's subject. For the 
most part, the text reveals the author's focus on the social and moral 
responsibilities of the physician. The death scene is crucial. Mrs Morrell was the 
hub of a social and family network - that is, she was someone's mother, wife, 
sister, friend and neighbour. Hinchcliffe sets this vision against that of Dr 
Smithson gazing down at her corpse, depicting the doctor's helplessness in the 
face of the patient who has become the victim of the failings of medical practice. 
Furthermore, the characters of Walter and Smithson represent the 
polarisations in the practice of medicine. First, Hinchcliffe depicts the life of 
Walter, a newly qualified young surgeon, at the bottom of medicine's hierarchy. 
We are informed that Walter is an orphan who became the charge of his uncle, Dr 
Smithson. The use of an orphan figure as a literary device often symbolises a 
character's isolation from society. Writing about the child orphan, Melanie 
Kimball suggests that: 
g5 Hinchc1iffe, I W, p. 333. (Appendix 1, p. 21 1). 
86 Hinchc1iffe, 1864, p. 333. (Appendix 1, p. 21 1). 
87 Hinchc1iffe, 1864, p. 333. (Appendix 1, p. 21 1). 
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the figure embodies the hope for future growth and change, and 
this is observed through the character's development. The 
character is a blank canvas with no conflicting background to 
interfere with their creative direction ... [but] the same orphaning 
which allows fictional writers freedom of expression, generates a 
never-ending nightmare of unanswered questions for the orphans 
88 themselves. 
The character of Walter reflects Kimball's vision of the orphan figure being a 
blank canvas. His first appearance in the story is as a solitary figure, a traveller 
and his unanswered questions surface as Walter listens to Smithson's account. 
The latter's character fulfils the parental guide who encourages Walter to make 
the best of an unfortunate situation in his life and Walter's response is to utter 
enlightened phrases, such as the need to make medical care available to the poor 
as well as the wealthy, while noting that in order to treat the poor, one must gain 
the favours of the rich and influential. Dr Smithson is one who is further up the 
medical hierarchy but who has been injured by its practices. Tbus medicine is 
represented within a social network of both physicians and patients, as a 
microcosm of the medical society. The other representations of the medical 
profession are the indifferent great surgeon C and the colleague Smithson 
called upon in desperation when he saw Mrs Morrell's health was declining due to 
the very prescription of her doctors. The 'stimulants' which destroyed both the 
patient and ultimately her physician, may be read as the tangible effects of 
intervention, and the method of their being dispensed, as both destructive and 
symbolic of corruptions within the medical profession and wider societal 
pressures and inequalities. 
as Melanie A. Kimball, 'From Folktales; to Fiction: Orphan Characters in Children's Literature', 
htW: //www. highbeam. com/libEn accessed November 2004 
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Hinchcliffe's portrayal of the medical hierarchy and its practices connects 
with nineteenth-century realist novels that revert to physicians articulating the 
early promise of medicine, 89 as does the character of Walter with his 
determination to champion the health of the poor. This notion of the promise of 
medicine is developed through the character of Dr Smithson, who becomes the 
attentive physician to his patients and enjoys a social as well as professional 
relationship with them. Parallels may be drawn between the structure of the story 
and that of Madame Bovga published some seven years prior. The amputation of 
a leg in both texts precedes the decline of all the characters involved. In 'Keeping 
a Conscience', the accident sees Mrs Morrell falter between life and death 
according to the treatments she is alternatively given. Finally, medicine in the 
form of surgery, cures the ailment but kills the body; it has become what 
Smithson calls 'the destructive art of healing. '90 Hinchcliffe also reinforces the 
interconnectedness of all classes, as did the writers in Chapter 2, by the fact that 
Mrs Morrell is a middle-class patient, and this in some ways adds to the 
cautionary vision he sets up. Were he to focus upon a poor patient, then the 
drama perhaps would be too obvious and inflammatory, and reduce his writing to 
a two-sided, class-based confrontation. By using the middle-class figure of Mrs 
Morrell, Hinchcliffe is expressing the potential for destruction faced by all social 
groups, both from the inappropriate prescription of drugs, and from potentially 
conflicting interests among those in the medical profession. 
" for example, Honord de Balzac, Scýnes do la vie de c=agne; Le mddecin de cgMRagne, 
1833; George Eliot, Middlemarch. A Study of Provincial Life 1871,72. 
90 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 332. (Appendix 1, p. 21 1). 
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The censure found in both Y. S. N. 's and Hinchlicffe's stories is symbolic 
of the concems expressed by these writers over the perceived business of 
medicine, whereby they felt that medical practitioners gained an ideological 
stronghold in defining their individual and social bodies. Dr Smithson extolled the 
necessity of retaining moral values, that is, 'keeping a conscience', and thereby 
expresses a desire for an ideal 'medical' society, yet many directions and many 
options are presented in his search for his professional and moral identity. For Dr 
Smithson and his wanderings through Europe after the death of Mrs Morrell, none 
of the choices seem worthy, nor provide a solid foundation, from which he can 
rebuild his existence. Smithson's encounters with those of his own profession lead 
him to write the literature of medicine, for he states that its practice had become 'a 
dead letter. ' 91 
By examining the fictional narratives of the friendly society writers as a 
component of cultural history, the ways in which the writers engage with, and 
resist, popular assumptions about their identities, emerge. Indeed, it is the 
symbolic force of medicine in the context of Victorian culture that suggests why 
health and disease were popular subjects for fiction writers in the nineteenth 
century, and the ideological purposes these served. Victorian medical texts 
expounded medical knowledge not only as a scientific venture, but as the key to 
unlock most aspects of the human condition. 92 Vrettos suggests that: 
the ways in which people talked about health and disease are not 
only issues of medical history, but also forms of cultural fiction 
making, providing a set of collective stories middle-class 
Victorians told about their social and material and relations. 93 
91 Hinchcliffe, 1864, p. 333. (Appendix 1, p. 21 1). 
92 Vrettos, 1995, p. 3. 
93 Vrettos, 1995, p. 3. 
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The friendly society writers also provide 'a set of collective stories', but from a 
working person's perspective. They appropriate the normative role of medicine to 
represent their own views of physical and social reality, in a climate where 
medicine increasingly assumed the status of defming human potentials, powers 
and prohibitions. This power encompassed deciding which literary genres were 
suitable for males and females, and defining and fixing gendered roles. Thus, the 
friendly society writers' portrayals of the physician and poverty may be perceived 
as their negotiation to reshape traditional constructions of authority, and like 
Y. S. N. 's female health visitor, to question Victorian concepts of class, gender and 
their relationship to power. Although the characters and textual narratives in both 
'Keeping a Conscience' and 'The Pauper Funeral' share the values and fates of 
much contemporary fiction, they also make some resistance to dominant 
ideologies. For these writers, the boundaries of the medical profession might be 
considered as the outcome of socio-political. struggles rather than being based 
entirely on scientific knowledge. 
Having looked at the writers' representations of surveillance and intrusion within 
the wider context of the Victorian programme of progressive statism, the next 
section moves on from their fiction to their poetry. The writers' articulation of 
their lowly place within the labour market, and their own place as individuals 
within an industrial economy, are explored. 
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Chapter 4 
Poetry 
Labour, Identity and Death 
The popularity of poetry in the friendly society publications is suggested by the 
frequency with which members' poetry appeared, often alongside the work of 
Shakespeare, Thomas Holloway, George Milner, Edwin Shute, Milton, Byron, 
and Shelley. The inclusion of canonical authors reflects the members' earnest 
endeavour and engagement with what Jonathan Rose describes as 'the passionate 
pursuit of knowledge" in the period. Again, the focus of this chapter is upon the 
writers' expressions which reflect the nature of the friendly society movement, 
notably their position within the labour market and their place in the social order. 
While landscapes are prominent motifs within this range of work, the poems do 
not neatly fit into a single linear tradition from the major working-class 
predecessors, Stephen Duck and John Clare, through to Joseph Skipsey at the end 
of the century. The poems are textured with allusions from many sources, both 
literary and lived. It will be argued that some poems suggest a tension between the 
writers' pride in their labour, while censuring its poor rewards. Furthermore, 
while the focus of many poems is ostensibly upon leisure and the writers' escape 
from labour, their poems are explored for a link between 'the exploitation and 
1 Jonathan Rose, The Intellectual Life of the British Working Classes (New Haven & London: 
Yale University Press, 200 1), p. 4. 
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oppression of nature and the exploitation and oppression of the lower classes of 
society. 2 Perhaps the overriding voice that emerges from this body of poetry is 
the communitarian 'we', namely that the friendly society's unified centre is either 
implicitly or explicitly expressed, 'as a site for insisting upon the connections 
amongst persons above the assertion of the inwardness of a single subject. , 
Altogether, the publications do contain a diverse range of the members' 
poems. Many are amateur versifying, maybe hailing the seasons or celebrating the 
spiritual warmth of Christmas. Perhaps the most frequent theme that emerges 
from the majority of their poetry is the writers' sense of unity and belonging to a 
collective. For example, typical poems call for solidarity, and largely follow the 
form of 'United Worts, ' by JH Eccles, whose rousing six stanzas assert the 
necessity for collective effort: 
WHY idly stand, and live alone, 
My brother, day by day - 
Is there not work for willing hands 
Upon the world's highway ? 
Oh yes! my good and faiffiffilffiend, 
There's work for me and you; 
And what can labour not attain, 
When men are firm and true ? 
United efforts build the ship 
'Mat ploughs the stormy main 
By many hands the decks are mann'd, 
And thus great ends they gain. 
United efforts form the bridge 
That spans the road and stream- 
O'er which the pond'rous engine speeds 
By giant power of steam. 
2 Bridget Keegan, 'Lambs to the Slaughter: Leisure and Laboring-Class Poetry' . Romanticism on the Net, No. 27,2002, hgl2: //www. erudit. org/revue/ýon/2002/V/ý27/006562ar. html. 
3 Anne Janowitz, L. 31ic and Labour in the Romantic Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1998), p. 8. 
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"What need have I to join the cause T' 
You sometimes hear men say, 
As if there was no place for them 
Upon the great highway ; 
Yet 'tis but want of earnest thought 
That Prompts them thus to speak 
Tbere's need of each and every one 
Who man's advancement seek. 
The woodsmen of the olden times 
Found need of friendly aid, 
When hunger'd and athirst they roamed 
Beneath the forest shade ; 
And though but rude their thoughts and ways, 
And oft in feudal strife, 
By unity they raised themselves 
To social forms of life. 
The brave old woodsman loved his clan, 
And lived not all alone, 
But met in forms of brotherhood, 
Around the altar stone ; 
And there the groundwork first was laid, 
And first was form'd the plan- 
'Twas in the ancient forest nooks 
Progression first began. 
And on and on, through centuries fled, 
The work hath still progress'd, 
While generations wiser grown, 
Their happy fate have bless'd. 
Then why stand idly on the road, 
My brother, day by day, 
While there is work for willing hands 
Upon the world's highway ?4 
Eccles' calls for solidarity and brotherhood clearly identify the ethos of the 
, friendly society movement. The positive tone of this poem draws on a collective 
history to offer strength to the movement's contemporary brotherhood, to 'form 
the bridge/That spans the road and stream-'. This sense of history links the 
4jH Eccles, 'United Efforts', Foresters' Miscellany (September, 1865), pA69. (Appendix 1, 
p. 299). 
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members of the Ancient Order of Foresters to their possible (although not 
substantiated) origins as 'woodsmen' who loved [their] 'clan' and this vision 
offers a united, communitarian past to members in their otherwise often isolated 
industrialised lives. Many of the friendly societies gave themselves names which 
implied that they had enjoyed a long history, but this had little basis. The purpose 
of this practice was to engender an image of historical permanence which was 
important to their success. More importantly, it is suggested that the implied 
historical links 'helped to preserve stability in English society. 's 
Their predecessors' meetings 'in forms of brotherhood/Around the altar 
stone' legitimates the societies' modem social gatherings and rituals, where the 
sense of brotherhood continued. Eccles' address focuses on existing friendly 
society members, with just a short reference to dissenters, "What need have I to 
join the cause? /You sometimes hear men say. ' By contrast, William Heaton's 
poem, 'Brotherly Love' makes a wider appeal, this time for cross-class unity as 
well as for the positive prospects of brotherhood: 
Brotherly Love 
This world would be a world of love, 
If each one acted as a brother ; 
Life's bitter weeds would soon be gone, 
If men would feel for one another. 
The golden calf would quickly fall, 
Which causes so much grief and sadness 
While right would triumph over might, 
And fill the earth with joy and gladness. 
5 Robert E. Veto, 'The "Friendly Societies" and the Fabian Society as Mechanisms for Gradualism 
in Industrial Era Britain', Summer 2000, hltp: //www. umassd. edu/ir/rveto/friendly societies. htm.. 
accessed November, 2004. 
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This world would be a world of love, 
If man were measured by the standard 
Of that great instrument - the mind ; 
Too oft by wealth and folly slandered. 
Merit would meet its due reward, 
While growing hopes would not be stunted 
Man's actions would outweigh his words, 
And wrong with right would be confronted. 
This world would be a world of love, 
If candour governed every action; 
If man would sympathize with man, 
Instead of bowing down to faction. 
Labour would meet its just reward, 
While each to each would act with kindness; 
The sword would rest beside the spear, 
Forgetful of each other's blindness. 
This world would be a world of love, 
And peace flow through it like a river, 
If that dread enemy, termed war, 
Would not two kindred nations sever, 
Joy, universal joy, would crown 
The good and wise of every station, 
While golden words and famous deeds 
Would be the glory of our nation. 6 
While Heaton's wish is for 'the world' to be united as brothers, his tone is perhaps 
more accusing than that of Eccles, since he alludes to contemporary inequalities 
by calling for a time when 'Labour' and 'merit' would meet its just reward and 
when people would be judged by ... 'that great instrument - the mind. ' 11is 
reference to war in the final stanza could have had multiple associations in 1864, 
which was a turbulent time. He may be addressing the riots in Ireland, the war 
between Denmark-Germany-Austria, the American Civil war, or even the 'war' at 
home between employers and employees. 
6w. M. Heaton, 'Brotherly Love', Foresters' Miscellany (January, 1864), p. 145. (Appendix 1, 
p. 302). 
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Heaton's vision of brotherhood was actively shared among friendly 
society members, and the death of a prominent member was occasion for 
eulogising the deceased, often in verse. One such verse is titled, 'Lines, Sacred to 
the Memory of John Roach - Boiler-Maker Late of Manchester: A Son of Labour 
-a True Democrat -a Firm Friend -a Determined Advocate - an Unpaid Patriot - 
a Pure Philanthropist - and AN HONEST MANV and takes eight verses to praise 
the deceased, who 'inspire[d] the humble muse to try the stream'. 7 
While Stott's lines were obviously penned for a specific occasion, a 
number of the other selected poems show an influence by, and engagement with, 
the poetic forms they enjoyed. As stated in the Introduction, many working 
people were aware of the uses of literature, and it was noted how they 
appropriated and interpreted dominant forms for their own purposes. 8 In this 
context, it is perhaps possible to discern, in some of the poems, a thread of 
resistance to the exploitation of their labour (rather than to labour itself). 
Whether or not their poetry was intentionally political, the recurrent themes do 
suggest that the writers were often able to express their experiences in 
conventional pastoral or anti-pastoral images. For example, the Introduction to 
this thesis mentions a Mr. J. Plummer, a factory operative from Kettering, who 
attacks the poor rewards for labour endured by working people. Given his 
antagonism towards this injustice, could it be that the energetic images of labour 
in his poem contrast with the inadequate rewards for the worker, the 'lowly 
7 B. Stott, 'Lines to the sacred Memory of John Roach'. Although very poor quality copy, it seems 
that Stott was a member of the Independent Order of Oddfellows, possibly Lodge 5,511. Single 
sheet, circa 1880. (Appendix I, p. 307). 
a Rose, 200 1, p. 106. 
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homes in the byeways dim/ Where the sun scarce smiles on the poor man's 
door', and thus operate as muted criticism?: 
From the glowing forge, where the red sparks fly 
And the anvil bright with the loud stroke rings; 
From the rich comfields where the lark soars high, 
And the ripe ears fall as the reaper sings. 
From the swift-paced looms, where the weaver's skill 
Into fabrics gay, bids the soft threads twine, 
From the crowded halls of the storied mill, 
Where the toilers' brows with the workdew shine. 
From the workshop's dust, from the factory grim, 
Where the engines pant with a muffled roar; 
From the lowly homes in the byeways dim, 
Where the sun scarce smiles on the poor man's door- 
From the deep, dark mine, from the green hill side, 
From the cool, soft shade of the leafy grove; 
In your brawny strength, in your stalwart pick, 
With your toil-stained hands and your hearts of love 
As weary peasant, who at evening close 
Gladly lays down his daily load of toil 
And in the land of dreams shakes gently off 
His heaven appointed burden. 9 
The visions of rural industry, 'the glowing fbrgeýAnd the anvil bright' sit easily 
with the pastoral landscape of cornfields, larks and the reaper, and suggest the 
writer's pleasure in labour itself. In the first two lines of the second stanza, the 
setting is wnbiguous. It is not clear whether it is a rural weaver that 'bids the soft 
threads twine' or whether the worker has moved, in place and time, to 'the 
crowded halls of the storied mill. ' Yet this stanza does link the pre-industrial to 
the industrial landscape. Also, there is the irony of 'workdew' having supplanted 
9 John Plummer, untitled poem, possibly produced for a garment & staymakers' society ,a trade friendly society. (186 1). Plummer was believed to also be a member of the Oddfellows friendly 
society. 
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nature's dew in the industrialised landscape. The third stanza continues a removal 
from the natural world, with images of the 'workshop's dust' and the 'factory 
grim', where 'engines', rather than plough-horses, 'pant'. There is a sense of 
growing darkness and enclosure, which continues as the sequence moves to the 
centre of the poem, and the heart of the industrialised landscape, where the lowly 
home of the worker is found. 
Is it possible that the anapaestic rhythm of Plummer's stanzas imparts the 
mechanical, cyclical pace of labour? This rhythm persists throughout the sequence 
until the final two stanzas, where the alternate rhyming scheme falters. Here, the 
movement of the journey is halted and the final stanza sees these visions of 
industrial landscapes, peopled by labourers, buffered into a resolution that appears 
consolatory and heaven ordained. The use of 'His heaven appointed burden' may 
suggest Plummer's positive perception of work, and that he does not question the 
labourer's place in the social order, but is merely criticising the scant reward for 
this labour. While this conclusion would have reinforced the respectability of the 
friendly society member in the eyes of observers, and most probably would sit 
comfortably with some of the friendly society's church-going members, the 
change of rhythm and imagery might also render the fmal stanza bathetic. William 
Christmas notes Stephen Duck's use of Sisyphus in The Thresher's Labour. and 
how this image 'serves [ ... ] as polite reference point... 
"O Plummer's image of 
labour being 'heaven appointed' may similarly question the Church's and 
10 William Christmas, Work. Writing and the Social Order in English Plebeian Poetry. 1730-1830, 
(New Jersey: Associated University Presses, 2001), p. 84. 
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society's bait of heavenly rewards to justify or to compensate for earth's lack of 
them for working people. 
While Plummer seems to both affmn and undermine the solace of 
Heavenly rest, his poem is of a unified workforce, engaged in wide-ranging forms 
of labour. Referring to Stephen Duck's, The Thresher's Labour, Christmas argues 
that: 
work is shown to have lasting psychological effects that the worker 
cannot simply escape from when the day is ended. Though 
ostensibly removed from work, [ ... ] the work is not so easily 
removed from the laborer ... [... ] Duck realizes a sense of hopeless inevitability with regard to labor. "' 
Taking Christmas's analysis, the cyclical inevitability of work and sleep in 
Plummer's poem may also be read as a protest against the exploitative labour 
processes. Plummer's poem seems to have a stronger edge when taking into 
account his outspoken attacks on the scant rewards for days spent labouring. It 
would not be unreasonable to place his work in the history of working people who 
wrote poetry to articulate their fight for social and economic justice. 12 As in 
Plummer's poem, the ambiguous endings of other poems may suggest the writers' 
problematic relationship with their labour. The tension between an ideal and their 
experience is indicated in these poems' absence of closure or resolution. 
Many of the friendly society poems evoke moments of longed-for leisure 
away from their workaday worlds. For example, in this untitled poem, the blue- 
bell symbolises a yearning for the peace of the natural environment: 
11 Christmas, 2001, pp. 83-84. 
12 Martha Vicinus, The Industrial Muse: a Study of Nineteenth CenqU British Working-CIgs 
Literature. (London: Croom Helm, 1974), p. 1. 
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Away! Away! From my noisy loom, 
In fancy I go where wild flowers bloom, 
Transported, as if by magic spell, 
In sight of thy graceful, nodding plume, 
Fairy Blue-bell ! 
Again I see the sunny beam 
Over the white foam sparkle and gleam, 
Where the turbulent waters swell ; 
There in beauty grows, beside the strearn, 
The bright Blue-bell ! 
In fancy, I hear the cooling breeze, 
With its gentle rustling through the trees, 
Where happy birds contented dwell 
And the drowsy humming of the bees 
The chorus swell. 
Over rustic bridge, through damp morass, 
The well-known landmarks I, dreaming, 
pass, 
Farther down to you bonnie dell, 
Where thou did'st wave 'mid the quivering grass, 
This mom, Blue-bell ! 
Short-lived thy beauty, alas ! sweet flow'r; 
Was it wrong to pluck thee from thy bower 
And kindred, who loved thee well, 
To beguiie, from the passing hour, 
Mine own, Blue-bell ? 
In lifting my heart above Earth's strife, 
To the Land where Death no more is rife 
(Of fadeless flow'rs thy blossoms tell), 
Not vainly spent thy fair young life, 
My sweet Blue-bell ! 13 
Although rather linguistically trite and sentimental, the use of 'In fancy' echoes 
John Keats's use of the term in 'Ode to a Nightingale' 14 where he recalls a 
13 Effie, 'The Blue Bell'. (circa 1860/62). May have been produced for a friendly society in Elland 
and a garment workers' association. Original lost in flood at archives. (Appendix 1, p. 300). 
14 John Keats 'Ode to a Nightingale' composed 1819, V pub. 1820. D. Enright, (ed) 'Ode to a 
Nightingale' and other Roems/John Keats. (London: Michael O'Mara, 2002). 
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brief escape from an intolerable period of suffering. Keats is transported by his 
imagination, only returning when his 'fancy' fails. Thus for Effie too, the mental 
escape is from her 'noisy loom'. The contrived repetition of 'Blue Bell' and the 
sequenced scenic descriptions invoke the poet's journey over the countryside, 
leading to a possible solution or resolution in the final stanza. Here, the journey 
ends as she confronts her own mortality and possibly, the only escape she can 
foresee, 'In lifting my heart above Earth's strife/To the Land where Death no 
more is rife. ' When she asks, 'was it wrong to pluck thee from thy bower/ And 
kindred, who loved thee well', she is comparing the bluebell's removal from its 
natural environment with her own removal to her industrial loom. Her 'young life' 
is compared to that of the blue bell and the final pathetic image is of 'fadeless 
flowers' which suggest that the bluebell's life is 'not vainly spent', but that her 
own life will be. 
Although Effie's real or metaphorical journey is into a rural idyll, it is set 
up in opposition to the opening images of being at her loom. While the journey 
offers an escape, it is from, and in reaction to, her working life. While Emily 
Bronte used the symbol of the blue bell to express her longing to return to her 
home, 15 for Effie, it projects a sense of alienation and separation from her natural 
world. The oppositions between her industrial 'noisy loom' and a pastoral idyll, 
present the conflict between systems of industry and commerce and the 
humanising and consolatory effects of literature, especially poetry. 16 Like Effie's 
15 'The Bluebell', lines 45-48, p. 99, C. W. Hatfield, ed. The Complete Poems of Emily Jane 
Bronte (New York: Columbia University Press, 194 1), pp. 97-99. 
16 Raymond Williams suggests that pastoral and industrial contrasts are a dominant structural 
device, which indicate a mode of perceiving in early accounts of the industrial city. Raymond 
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'Bluebell', Ruth Wills' poem, 'The Summer Sea', published in 1862, engages 
with the contemporary drive for the pursuit of leisure: 
Summer Sea 
When summer days were longest, 
And Nature's face most fair, 
We sought for health and pleasure 
Afar from daily care, 
We turned our backs on labour, 
Our hands and brains were free; 
We went to dwell with Leisure 
Beside the Summer Sea 
0, the golden Leisure, 
The precious, prizdd Leisure, 
The cheery, welcome Leisure, 
Beside the Summer Sea. 
'Twas pleasant, sitting, strolling, 
Upon the sun-warmed sand, 
With faces all turned seaward, 
And losing thought of land; 
To rest or roarn at pleasure 
In perfect liberty, 
How sweet to dwell with Leisure 
Beside the Summer Sea. 
0, the blessed Leisure, 
The needed, God-sent Leisure, 
The brief, but glorious Leisure, 
Beside the Summer Sea. 17 
The sequence is that of an outward j ourney, with a pause for recollection, and then 
the return journey. The repetition of 'Leisure' is like a mantra, culminating in the 
final stanza whereby representations of escape become a vision of Leisure, as 
'god-sent'. Although the rhyming is restricted and the rhythm rather a jog-trot, 
there is something of Shelley's desire to imbue familiar and well-defined 
Williams, The Coun! Ky and The Ci 1973, (London: The Hogarth Press, 1985), particularly 
introduction and ch. 5. 
17 Ruth Wills, 'Summer Sea', (circa 1861). (Appendix I, p. 3 10). This was possibly produced for a 
trade friendly society, the Circular Framework Knitters' Society. 
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abstractions such as Liberty and Freedom with a mythic importance. Leisure, as 
the signifier for freedom, is articulated in opposition to labour, as the seascape 
reflects back to the world of work. By equating the brief vision of escape into 
nature purely as a metaphor for being free, Wills is more interested in juxtaposing 
the sense of freedom with incarceration, rather than in the ethereal qualities of the 
natural world. The imagery of 'sitting, strolling on the sun-warmed sand' points to 
opposite states of being, when 'hands and brains' are not free, and when 'backs' 
had to be engaged in labour. There is the sense that Wills occupies two worlds, 
and that in moments of leisure, the worker mentally, cannot leave the world of 
work. 's 
Furthermore, the mantra-like use of 'Bluebell' and 'Leisure' may be read 
as signposts, emphasising the writers' brief absence from the world of work, 
which has become their norm. Describing literary responses to the industrialised 
cities and the overwhelming stress which such an environment could bring to the 
individual, Raymond Williams observes that 'its people were often seen in a 
single way: as a crowd, as 'masses' or as a 'workforce. '19 He cites George 
Gissing's observations of London in the 1880s and his description of the crowds, 
'a predictable movernent[ ... ] has replaced the sense of randomness and variety 
... And the people are then seen through their general condition: the majority 
had 
to leave to wend stablewards. 20 In this context, Wills replaces the sense of 
spontaneity and relaxation of a day spent away from factory discipline, with the 
predictable movement of what her industrialised life has become; even in a 
18 Christmas, 2001, pp. 83-84. 
19 Williams, 1973, p. 222. 
20 Williams, 1973, p. 223. 
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moment of a brief escape, she knows that she has to 'wend stablewards. ' This 
reading is further supported by Brian Maidment's view that 'escape' into both the 
countryside and into introspection is also constantly shadowed by 'the unspoken, 
yet invariably implied, presence of the city, that is, their world of labour. 21 ThUS, 
industrial labour becomes an assault on all aspects of their private lives, and 
ultimately on the individual's sense of self, rendering the word 'Leisure' ironic. 22 
Put in context, after 1850, the growth of 'respectable' leisure pursuits for 
the working class was encouraged by the middle-class desire to stabilise society 
from the prospect of working-class unrest, as well as to address the unacceptable 
level of health endured by the urban poor. Yet for workers in the new industries, 
lack of free time was a major constraint upon any prospect of leisure. This was not 
helped by the increasing restrictions to their access to land following the 
enclosures, finiher highlighting a sense of entrapment within the industrial 
processes. 
Perhaps Wills felt alienated from her work-a-day world, but not from her 
fellow worker. As in Eccles' poem 'United Efforts', the plural 'we' of Wills' 
poem stresses the collective experience. Again, this shows the sense of unity that 
the friendly society movement seems to have afforded its members. Writing about 
the significance of poetry for the Chartist movement, Anne Janowitz usefully 
notes that: 
Poetry was both a flattering mirror to a movement-in-formation, 
offering conventions for group identity, and a social matrix within 
21 Maidment, 1985, p. 150. 
22 Maidment, 1985, p. 150. 
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which people could discover themselves as belonging to an on- 
going set of traditions, goals, and expectations. 23 
Whereas Eccles's poem does embrace the group identity of the friendly society 
movement, other writers within the group's social matrix express their identities 
by collective rejection of popular perceptions. For example, Me Age of Gold, ' 
by Ruth Wills, unsettles the role of the poet as privileged interpreter of their lives: 
The Age of Gold 
POET, away with thy golden age, 
'Tis a myth, 'tis a shadow, a dream of thine own; 
I find not its record on chronicled page, 
It lives in thy dream-haunted fancy alone. 
No era of time hath been wholly dark, 
Each age hath been blest by some stray beams from 
heaven, 
But none standeth out with such radiant mark 
As to warrant the worship thou often hast given. 24 
It also undercuts any implication of a classless homogeneity. The ironic title, 
'T'he Age of Gold', alludes to the cash-based, industrialised society, and a pastoral 
ideal of a 'Golden Age' - one where democracy and equality may one day be 
restored. Wills' poem takes the form of a mock epistle to her contemporary poets, 
criticising their grand vision of the world. The notion of a poet's 'dream haunted 
fancy' suggests that the 'golden age' is merely a reflection of the contemporary 
poets' own imagined identity and place in society, rather than having an external 
existence. Her elevated language, such as 'thy' and 'chronicled', parodies the 
23 Janowitz, 1998, p. 8. 
24 Ruth Wills, 'The Age of Gold', (circa 1861). This was possibly produced for a trade friendly 
society, the Circular Framework Knitters, Society. (Appendix 1, p. 31 1). 
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outworn rhetoric she censures. Similarly, she mocks suggestions of complicity 
with her contemporary poets' vision, by the sequential use of first and second 
person pronouns, ie T and 'thy', to distinguish her own view of humanity and 
society. Like the anti-pastoral poets George Crabbe and Stephen Duck, Wills 
distinguishes between poetic vision and the material world and her distancing 
from their unified vision perhaps suggests her own sense of distance from the 
literary and social worlds. She calls attention to the limitations of contemporary 
poetry as a force in the face of economic and cultural determinants. Like Wills, 
Effie too parodies the role of the muse. She must find her own creativity, outside 
of the 'shady wood and stream': 
Muse 
Alas, my Muse ! no more thy theme 
Shall be of shady wood and stream ! 
One mom I sought the pleasant grove, 
Where I was wont at will to rove- 
With bolt and bar, oh, hapless fate 
An unknown hand had closed the gate. 
Along the old familiar way 
Fain would my willing footsteps stray: 
In vain I gaze with wistful eyes, 
While memories dear and bright arise, 
To mock my grief with visions fair 
Of dewy mead and wild flowers rare 
Here have I heard gay warblers sing 
Their welcome carols to the spring ; 
Here found the first sweet primrose pale 
'Twas in this dear secluded vale 
My Muse its first faint utterance spoke- 
My silent heart to song awoke ! 
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I thought once more, 'mid roses bright, 
To cull the fairest red and white, 
Entwining all with careless art, 
To cheer a patient sufferer's heart 
Their brightness might long hours beguile, 
My sweet reward her loving smile. 
'Tis always thus ; in silent grief 
I turn away-earth's joys how brief! 
In vain for me wild roses bloom ; 
I may not breathe their sweet perfume 
With bolt and bar, oh hapless fate ! 
An unknown hand still holds the gate. 25 
Effie's imagery unites the physical restrictions to her access to the countryside, 
with the social exclusions that face her as a working-class poet. If the gate is 
locked to the countryside, she claims that she cannot enter the realm that inspires 
her to write poetry, 'this dear secluded vale/My Muse its first faint utterance 
spoke. ' Outside the gate, she recalls what she has lost, 'In vain I gaze with wistful 
eye&fWhile memories dear and bright arise. ' The 'unknown hand' of the final line 
juxtaposes the 'bolt and bar' of the gate that prevents her access to the land, with 
the symbolic restrictions that symbolise her workaday life, the 'bolt and bar' of 
the loom at which she works. For Effie, it is not just an isolated and physical 
incident of exclusion, for she confirms that, "Tis always thus. ' Hence, the state 
of exclusion is both permanent and wide ranging, reflecting her awareness of her 
position in society, and her dissatisfaction with the inequalities and restrictions 
that had to be endured because of it. 
25 Effie, 11be Muse', circa 1860/62. (Appendix L p. 30 1). May have been produced for a friendly 
society in Elland and a garment workers' association. Original lost in flood at archives. 
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It may be that in Effie's 'Muse', both the restrictions she feels because of 
her class, and those as a woman, vie almost equally to restrict her access to the 
public domain. Susan Zlotnick's observations of Fanny Forrester's work could 
also apply to Effie's poem. Zlotnick considers whether Forrester's poetry can be 
read as: 
a rhetorical effort to make a poetic identity, or more precisely, to construct 
a poetic identity out of the constituent elements of her social identity. 
Twice removed -by class and gender- from the center of the English 
poetic tradition to which she aspires ... 
26 
In this context, Effie's parody of the Muse extends to her isolation as a woman 
from the centre of literature, and perhaps the 'unknown hand' is not only a 
middle-class one, but possibly a male one too. 
Some of Wills' critique of the privileged place of the poet may relate to 
the fact that many of the poems refer to the difficulties of snatching time to write, 
since the demands of their working days meant that many resorted to writing at 
night. In T. Williams's poem, 'Changeable' the poet becomes a night worker: 
Changeable 
When weary nature sinks to rest, 
And rosy Sol drowns in the west, 
And when the silence of the gave, 
Rests on the world of cold blue wave; 
When dews fall unobserved apace, 
Like tears bedewing nature's face; 
Oh! then I feel as if my soul, 
Would fain dissolve and join the whole. 
And to oblivion float away, 
Where melancholy holds her sway. 
26 Susan Zlotnick, 'Lowly Bards & Incomplete Lyres - Fanny Forrester and the Construction of a 
Working-Class Woman's Poetic Identity', Victorian Po 36 (Spring, 1998), 1,18. 
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But when the morning sun doth glow, 
And nature waketh bright below, 
When modest daisies scan the sky, 
With tears of gladness in each eye, 
When rows of pearls, and diamonds rare, 
Hang on each thorn, and hawthorn fair, 
When with sweet notes on airy wings, 
From unimpaired throats, the welkin rings, 
Oh! Then my soul swift takes her Right, 
And blendeth with the love and light. 
But when the cloud hangs overhead, 
Where thunder storms are born and bred, 
Or when the lightning cleaves the sky, 
Or when the whirlwind passes by, 
When cataracts roar, and spout, and splash, 
When all seems one tremendous crash, 
To battle then. I'm nerved and bound. 
My foes by millions strew the ground. 
It is not L 'tis nature bums, 
27 I'm poet and warrior all in turns. 
There is a connectedness between the poet and nature's cycle. The first stanza 
depicts all-consuming decline. Images of 'sinking' and 'the grave' find the author 
too, 'fain to dissolve and join the whole', while the second stanza is regenerative, 
for as 'the sun doth glow/And nature waketh bright below', so his 'soul swift 
takes her flight. ' Similarly, 'tears bedewing nature's face' become 'tears of 
gladness' in each eye. The fmal stanza sees the connectedness become 
empowering. Williams describes thunder storms as 'born, and bred. ' Although 
ostensibly a colloquialism, this could also distinguish natural thunder storms 
from those that are 'bred' (ie. conflicts that arise from artificial social divisions 
and inequalities), and would predicate the final four lines where the individual 
becomes, in the face of threatening, stormy conditions, both 'poet and warrior. ' 
27 T. Williams, 'Changeable', Foresters Miscgllany, (April 1870), p. 78. (Appendix 1, p. 309). 
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This ambiguity could allude to Wordsworth's 'Happy Warrior' - engaged not in 
arms, but in social reform, bearing in mind that Williams was an active trade 
unionist as well as member of the friendly society movement. The mood, imagery 
and diction of the poem often struggle, not least due to the awkward hyperbaton, 
'diamonds rare' and 'hawthorn fair. ' Similarly, the dawn chorus is stretched into, 
'When with sweet notes on airy wings/From unimpaired throats, the welkin 
rings'. Williams' use of 'rosy Sol' in the first stanza, becomes 'the sun' in the 
second. Whether this implies a more powerfully destructive, god-like force in the 
first instance is unclear, although this would sit awkwardly with the equally 
strong, powerful images in the second stanza. However, images of Phoebus and 
the sun in the first and second stanzas, are countered with that of Tbor in the final 
one, where the writer gains strength in more turbulent periods. The progress of 
the poem culminates in an image of Keatsian wish-fulfilment as it moves from 
(melancholy' in the first stanza, to the 'poet and warrior' in the final stanza. 
The effects of the impersonal processes of industrialisation are frequently 
transmuted into a sense of loss. Visions of the Romantic pastoral are countered 
with a material realism. For example, in the poem, 'The Notch in the Tree', the 
poet acknowledges that although the pastoral idyll may once have given an 
individual solace or inspiration, this has now gone: 
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The Notch in the Tree 
Ah long loved spot, I visit thee 
But not, as once, without a care; 
My favourite bower again I see, 
And all the past seems present there. 
Oh what a little scene is this 
We flutter like the flies of Spring 
And seeking Summer's transient bliss 
Are snatched while on the sportive wing. 28 
This poem echoes Thomas Gray's 'Ode on the Spring' (1748) in which Gray's 
'insect youth' (line 25) become the 'flies' of Spring (line 26). Both poems use the 
term 'sportive' when alluding to the youth and both contemplate how man's life is 
led and ends. In 'The Notch in the Tree', the initial private felicity of that 'long 
loved spot' is intruded upon by contemplation of the tension between the short life 
of humankind and the unpredictable and ironic transience of life itself; the 'notch' 
of the title suggesting the impact of human life in proportion to a tree. 
The sentiments expressed in 'The Notch in the Tree' are often repeated. In 
Peter Bum's 'Lilies Of The Valley', 29 there is an acknowledgement that once the 
landscape did bring solace, 'There was a time ye lilies spake', but life's events 
overtook and diminished this: "My lot has been the common lot-/To find that love 
abideth notjBut nestles in the skies. ' This sense of dissatisfaction or dislocation is 
amplified by many writers and cannot be defined by any chronological reference 
to timelines. It is as evident in poetry written at mid century, as it is in that 
written at the end of the period. It is explored here in the following poem, 
28 Anon, 'The Notch', Foresters' Miscella (July, 1865) p. 42 1. 
29 Peter Bum, 'Lilies of the Valley', Oddfellows' Magazine (July, 1879), p. 142. 
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'Again', which plays with the sense of being cut off from both a past and a future: 
confiised, they 'are not the same/ oh never, never more. ' The physical landscape 
has become one that is hostile; the vision of waves that once 'sang' but which 
now 'beat' the shore: 
Again 
Oh sweet and fair ! oh rich and rare 
That day so long ago, 
The autumn sunshine everywhere, 
The heather all aglow, 
The ferns were clad in cloth of gold, 
T'he waves sang on the shore ; 
Such suns will shine, such waves will sing, 
For ever, evermore. 
Oh fit and few ! oh tried and true 
The friends who met that day, 
Each one the other's spirit knew; 
And so in earnest play 
The hours flew past, until at last 
The twilight kissed the shore ; 
We said, ' Such days shall come again 
For ever, evermore.. ' 30 
The initial hope in the early stanzas, that 'suns will shine and waves will sing/ for 
ever more, ' shifts in the third and final stanzas to a psychological landscape: 
One day again, no cloud of pain 
A shadow o'er us cast, 
And yet we strove in vain, in vain, 
To conjure up the past ; 
Like, but unlike, the sun that shone, 
The waves that beat the shore, 
The words we said, the songs we sung, 
Like-unlike-evermore, 
30 Anon, 'Again' Foresters' MiscellanL (July 1869), p. 397. (Appendix I, p. 312). 
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For ghosts unseen crept in between, 
And, when our songs flowed free, 
Sang discords in an undertone 
And marred the harmony. 
The past is ours, not yours, ' they said, 
' The waves that beat the shore, 
Though like the same, are not the same, 
Oh! never, never more !' 
Any continuity between their past and present becomes fractured, and an ensuing 
loss sees the communal 'we' become dissipated, dislocated from the physical 
enviromnent. The poet describes how the people's own 'past' has been taken, 
"'the past is ours, not yours, "' they said! This sense of dislocation from their 
own sense of identity and place is then blurred with an image of the real 
landscape, one where 'the waves beat the shore'; but even these waves are 'like 
the sarne' but 'are not the same, " for whilst they once 'sang' on the shore, they 
now 'beat' upon it. The mix of the past, present and future tenses completes this 
sense of dislocation from a past when the 'suns' shone. 
Another important feature of 'Again' is the dialogue between the first and 
second voices. The use of quoted phrases within poems was fairly standard poetic 
practice, but can also be read in context with the history of the friendly societies' 
struggles to resist intrusion and dominance. Sometimes the quotation marks 
within their poems are a device for distancing themselves from received wisdom. 
The technique might reflect the writers' resistance to what is being said, or 
highlight an issue of concern. In 'Again', for example, the second voice, ('they') 
is claiming the collective experience of the past which the poet expresses, "'The 
past is ours, not yours, "' they said: this mysterious 'they' is in conflict with the 
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writer. Similarly, Henry Owgan' S 31 poem, 'January' on one level describes a 
hostile landscape, with the reassurance and consolation that there was "a soul of 
good" in all Us ill: 
January 
Stem January, like a giant, now hath come. 
Trampling with marble feet on everything; 
Yet, though the tortured forests create and swing, 
And sturdiest bushes to the snow succumb, 
And th' unsheltered beasts are cold and numb, 
And bats for warmth close to each other cling, 
And e'en the well housed feel the frost's sharp sting 
And the warp'd streams are paralysed and dumb; 
There is "a soul of good" in all this ill; 
For, 'midst the weather's havoc and turmoil, 
Calm nature is at work beneath the soil, 
Tempering the 'stubborn glebe' for ploughs to till, 
And nursing half formed flowers in Spring to rise 
From their death cells and look up to the skies 
Owgan catalogues the disaster and suffering in the physical landscape, the 
downside of winter's effects: that of January's 'trampling' with 'marble feet'; of 
'tortured forests', and the 'sturdiest bushes' succumbing to winter. The second 
stanza may be a justification for this suffering. Yet, by enclosing 'a soul of good' 
in speech marks, maybe, as in 'Again', this voice is in conflict with the poet. 
Furthennore, the use of 'stubbom glebe' could symbolise an altemative 
perspective. Whilst it may comment on and support Thomas Gray's use of the 
phrase in his 'Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard' (1751) and thus his 
acceptance of working-class compliance, equally, it could allude to Shelley's use 
31H. Owgan, 'January', Foresters' Miscellany (January 1864), p. 48. 
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of the phrase in Queen Mab (1813), and his revolutionary vision of a regenerated 
world: 
The drones of the community; they feed 
On the mechanic's labor; the starved hind 
For them compels the stubborn glebe to yield 
Its unshared harvests; ... 
If this latter reading is favoured, then visions of 'half formed flowers' rising from 
their 'death cells' to 'look up to the skies' suggests suffering rather than any sense 
of hope; 'half formed' being imagery of retarded growth. This interpretation may 
extend to the image of the working classes 'rising up, ' from their 'cells', as a 
portent of revolution or social change, rather than being consolatory. Whatever 
was intended by Owgan, the ambiguity might have his allowed his fellow 
members alternative readings. 
Although the political intent of these poems is open to debate, many 
poems do urge the reader to bide their time, possibly from taking retaliatory 
action. For example, in a poem titled, 'True Nobility', the message is that 'Our 
part is to work and to wait' and asserts that, 'For he who is honest is noble/ 
Whatever his fortune or birth. 02 This call supports the argument that the friendly 
societies acted as a safety-valve for working people. 33 By engaging with such a 
unified and powerful collective, it is suggested that their self-help ethos mirrored 
the gradualism which allowed England to avoid the revolutionary climate of 
Europe, by involving the members in public debate, and taking them 'beyond their 
32 Anon, 'True Nobility', The Order of Druids Quarterly Journal (October, 189 1), p. 19 1. 
33 Robert E. Veto, 'The "Friendly Societies" and the Fabian Society as Mechanisms for 
Gradualism in Industrial Era Britain', Summer, 2000, 
bn: //www. umassd. edu/ir/rveto/friendly societies. htm., accessed November, 2004. 
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immediate mill-level or even town-level. 04 E. Williams' poem, 'To The Quaking 
Grass' expresses similar calls for patience: 
To The Quaking Grass 
Quivering with timorous doubts and fears, 
When not a foe in sight appears, 
How like art thou to my poor life! 
The summer insect fluttering by, 
Prompts thee to yield the tremulous sigh, 
With apprehension rife. 
The glittering drops of pearly dew 
Which deck thy stalk, oppress thee too, 
With weight beyond thy strength to bear; 
As honours bow the head of worth, 
In deep humility to earth, 
Beneath increase of care. 
But yet though feeble, thou art wise, 
And in thy wisdom, safety lies, 
Far from the ftu-y of the blast 
Meek cowering to thy humble bed, 
Thou stoopest low thy pensile head, 
Until the storm has passed. 35 
Williams, a working man from Bristol, depicts his own life as that of the 'quaking 
grass' which reacts with fear to even the passing of summer flies. Yet he says that 
even a blade of grass, 'cowering to [its] humble bed' is wise to wait until 'the 
storm has passed. ' Williams sees the self initially posited as an autonomous 
reflexive, 'stooping'. Although at first this suggests little agency, the final line 
shows that this is a temporary situation, one which is adopted 'until the 'storm has 
passed. ' Thus, Williams' verse serves as a caution to his fellow members to bide 
34 Veto, 2000. 
35 E. Williams, 'Quaking Grass', Foresters' MiscellM (October, 1887), p. 92. 
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their time. As discussed, the friendly societies did not 'cower' during the period of 
this project, but their approach was one of apparent consensus and compliance, 
while they negotiated their own agendas. 
The majority of poems do reflect the writers' sense that they are writing 
for a considerable audience, in terms of the societies' presence in the period. 
Robert Leighton considers the place of the individual in terms of 'the wheels of 
history. ' The opening stanza mimics the whimsical observations of an individual's 
progress through the urban landscape. The solitary progress is initially rewarding, 
a 0' sweet yoke': 
Solitude 
How sweet the yoke of chosen solitude 
With the allurements of the town, and 
To take or leave according to the mood, 
How easy to withstand. 
We let the buskind stage spend its wit, 
The panorama of the streets go by, 
The orator declaim unheard, and sit 
At home in lonelyjoy. 
But solitude afar from all that moves 
The wheels of history; the hearts of men, 
Beyond the range of life's accustomed grooves, 
How hard the yoke is then! 
We do not live, but longingly exist 
Upon the combustion of the heart. "' 
His appeal is for unity. The opening imagery marries an easy, Biblical vision of 
the 'yoke 937 with the gentle sense of freedom and pleasure to be found within the 
urban landscape, where solitude, is 'sweet. ' He shifts from using the collective 
pronoun, 'we', (to indicate solitary individuals) in the second stanza, to a 
36 Robert Leighton, I Solitude', Foresters' Miscellan (April, 1870), p. 76. 
37 Matthew 11: 29-30: Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in 
heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden is light" 
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universal, collective 'we' in the final stanza, since the solitary 'we' finds the 
-'yoke' 
hard. Here, it is only 'upon the combustion of the heart, ' 'combustion' 
ýJmplying love, that one is afforded the opportunity to 'live' as opposed to 
'longingly exist. ' Perhaps Leighton may also be distinguishing between those who 
enjoy 'chosen solitude' from those historically isolated; those who live beyond 
', Aife's accustomed grooves, ' emphasising all the more the need for solidarity. 
Unlike Leighton's urban landscape, some of the poetry explores a dystopic 
panorama, expressing images of uncertainty and tension. These images may 
reflect the concerns within the movement in the 1880s that changes in the 
organisation and structure of friendly societies were needed to stem the spectre of 
insolvency. Such concerns were exacerbated by public fears that malingering was 
endemic among friendly society members, due to the safety net that insurance 
provided in times of ill-health . 
38 As discussed in Chapter 1, the awareness by 
both the state and the friendly societies that more universal provision was needed 
in the face of widespread poverty, brought with it the realisation that the 
movement would not continue in its existing form. This necessarily brought 
anxieties for members who relied upon its provision and who drew strength from 
their association with such a powerful group. Perhaps it is this tension that may 
be found in the destructive iconography of a poem, 'Pontypridd', 39 written by 
-, Edward Spawton in 1887. Its, themes are of the individual being consumed, or 
vulnerable to, predatory forces, 'Shadows of Death fly here and there/Despair 
comes swooping by/Horror wrapped in mantle of fear/Drowns the voice of 
38 Simon Cordery, British Friendly Societies: 1750-1914 (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2003), p. 15 0. 
39 Edward Spawton, 'Pontypridd', Oddfellows Magazine (January 1877), p. 27 1. 
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hopeful cry. ' This sense of doom is countered in the final stanza by the assertion, 
'But Courage and Science again and again/Are storming each stronghold dim. 00 
The uncertainties expressed in 'Pontypridd' are also found in Spawton's later 
poem, 'A Lonely Path' (1893), which also contains a fin de si6cle, apocalyptic 
vision, but one which is left unresolved. Comparisons may be made with 
W. B. Yeats' 'The Eternal Moods' (1899) in the sense that perpetual elemental 
forces encompass and permeate human beings: 
A Lonely Path 
I wandered on - all else save this was still. 
And as I strayed the gloom denser grew, 
'till sense of feeling took the sense of sight, 
As, when the dungeon's space enclosed, the mind 
O'comes the body with dark dismay - 
And finds instinctive knowledge to afright... 
Spawton removes the senses from the persona by immediately setting up a solitary 
physical journey, 'I wandered on - all else save this was still'. Tben, the use of 
'strayed' and 'gloom' removes the natural focal pointers until the third line where 
there is a transition from the physical to the mental world, 'till sense of feeling 
took the sense of sight', and where the mind 'O'comes the body with dark 
dismay. ' This sense of descent or loss is accentuated by the imagery of the human 
moving according to 'instinctive knowledge', where actions cannot be controlled 
by reason gleaned from awareness or familiarity of surroundings. The vision of 
solitude is devoid of comfort, or of resolution, and there is an implicit radical 
counter-dialogue to the solitary amble found in the first stanza of William 
40 Edward Spawton, 'A Lonely Path', Oddfellows' Magazine (January 1893), p. 271. 
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Wordsworth's 'Daffodils; Or, I Wandered Lonely As A Cloud' (1804). The 
hesitation in the pace of Spawton's poem heightens the mood of the work; the 
sense of moving forward, losing 'sense of sight', then moving on to a state of 
entrapment. It may be that the lack of a physical landscape in Spawton's verse, or 
simply the absence of any physical referent points, reflects the artificial landscape 
of one whose life is spent within an unnatural, industrialised or urban 
environment. The Shelleyan impulse toward the heavenly is reversed. The 
complicated sentence structure of Spawton's verse, adds to the sense of hesitation 
and uncertainty, however unintentional that might have been. 
Spawton's future is explored in terms of fear and uncertainty, and these 
motifs can be found in this poetry throughout the second half of the century, and 
may reflect the precarious existence of many members' lives. Written at the end 
of the century, Spawton's poem contains many widely recorded concerns of the 
fin de si6cle. The recurring motifs found within this body of poetry reflect the 
dark moods of late Victorian poetry, negotiating with the prospects of 
degeneration, cultural or racial. E. P. Thompson suggests that: 
the best and most honest literature at the end of the nineteenth 
century is marked by a profound disillusion, a searching for private 
reassurance, limited personal objectives, in the midst of a hostile 
environment. 41 
The environment in 'The Orange Tree', published in 1878, is flushed with a 
strange ripeness, where the future portends horizons of 'Fear and Joy', but 'dimly 
mark[ed]': 
41 E. P. Thompson, William Morris: Romantic to Revolutionga (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 
1955), p. 763. 
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THE ORANGE TREE 
THE man lies darkling in the boy, 
The Future dimly marks its mom: 
Flushed with strange ripeness, Fear and Joy, 
Which fit our later life, are born. 
The boy springs brightening in the man, 
Frolics, at times, as years before, 
Runs gay and wild, as once he ran, 
Breathes the free life of days of yore. 
Happy the boy in manlike thought, 
Happy the man in boylike play; 
Heart unto heart for ever wrought, 
Our earliest and our latest day ! 
Thus dark-bright trees by tropic floods 
Mingle the con-dng with the old ; 
The deep-hued fruitage shades the buds- 
The bud lies white amid the gold. 42 
The vision of the poem is cyclical and the connectedness between man and boy 
encapsulates the friendly societies' vision of the interdependence of all people: 
'the man lies darkling in the boy' as much as the 'boy springs brightening in the 
man. ' The poem ends with the vision of 'tropic floods, ' which tempers any sense 
of growth with fear as well as joy. The alternate rhyme scheme adds a sense of 
regularity and inevitability to what is being said. The selective use of capital 
letters, 'Future, Fear, Joy, ' are focal signposts and the whole form flows from a 
sense of birth, through to that of life spent in a strange landscape, ending in the 
fmal stanza with regression, or progress, back to a beginning, 'the bud. ' All 
imagery returns to the knowledge that the child is the father of the man, as much 
42 'The Orange Tree', Foresters' Miscellany. (January, 1878), p. 293. (Appendix 1, p. 315). 
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as the man is father of the child, a theme much aired through the societies' 
emphasis on family responsibility and duty. 
The cyclical vision of the 'Orange Tree' extends and contrasts with the 
range of poetry on death. These poems are reminders of death's ever-immediate 
proximity to their lives, and the climate of religious understanding. 43 Most 
friendly societies aimed to provide funeral benefits for its members, such was the 
fear of a pauper's funeral. All friendly society members could expect a prominent 
member, as well as many ordinary fellow members, of their local branch to attend 
their funeral. The importance and ritual of this ceremony aimed to ensure that 
working people did not suffer the indignities in death that they had so often 
endured in life. Importantly, the society's own non-liturgical funeral service was 
read at the graveside to distinguish that the deceased was member of a distinct 
collective. 
As mentioned previously, this non-liturgical funeral service attracted much 
criticism and censure from both the middle classes and the Church. This was in a 
climate where religious doctrines were under scrutiny. The publication in 1860 
of seven essays on religioný4 covering topics such as the Biblical researches of the 
German critics, the evidences of Christianity, religious thought in England, and 
the cosmology of Genesis, engendered widespread outrage. Appearing one year 
after Darwin's Origins of the Species-0859), the essays challenged Biblical 
history. One, by Benjamin Jowett, titled 'On the Interpretation of Scripture', 
43 For Victorian approaches to death see two books by Michael Wheeler Heaven. Hell. and the 
Victorians (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994); Death and the Future Life in 
Victorian Literature and Tbeology. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1990). 
44See: Victor Shea and William Whitla, Essgys and Reviews: the 1860 Text and its Reading, 
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1999). 
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argued, amongst other things, that the Bible should be read like any other book, 
namely that it should be read for the authors' original meaning within their own 
context. The impact of these essays paralleled widespread thinking among many 
other Victorian intellectuals. These questions about religion perhaps gave added 
authority to the friendly society poets, who use the depiction of death and its 
, 
ceremonies to appraise the conditions of their lives. 
Many writers, but by no means all, unsettle the elegy's conventional 
consolation of an 'other worldly' existence after death, despite being religious in 
, the 'church/chapel going' sense. Others, more typically, contain visions of a 
heaven, or the sense of an afterlife, which frequently offer release from human 
suffering, rather than as a spiritual goal. The churchyard is often the place from 
which to look out to the living and society, and the inequalities that existed. This 
reflects the wider preoccupation with social issues towards the end of the 
century. 45 Criticism is levelled at religious doctrines that preach acceptance of 
the writers' unequal place in society, and occasional vehement attacks on the 
institution of the Church can be found. For example, a poem written in 1850, but 
which appeared in an 1865 publication, was written by a William Whitmore to his 
local Reverend: 
Priest! Wilt thou, in this ripening age, restore 
Old outworn, monkish customs, and by strict 
Routine of prayerful services, addict 
The poor thy church's shrine to bend before? 
Tbine is a hopeless task! Since Monkery bore 
All-powerful sway, the book, stearn, commerce, thought, 
Have amongst us wondrous transformations wrought: 
Usage of the past befit no more 
45 Gertrude Himmelfarb, Poverty and Compassion: the Moral Imagination of the Late Victorians 
(New York: Knopf, 199 1), pp. 4-5. 
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Hear'st not, on every hand, the anthem swell 
Of work-devotion, though with pain and care 
Commingled? Rest assured, the ancient spell 
Of priestly might, for age is broken! Spare 
Thy thriftless pains; for hark! The factory bell 
Is more imperative than thy call to prayer146 
While the allusion to high Anglican reforms may serve as the opening subject of 
the first two lines, the whole poem moves to compare churchgoing, if not religion, 
to the dominance of industrial progress. Not just industrial progress, but 'thought' 
has relegated, 'Thy church's shrine' so that it will no longer 'addict' the poor. For 
'The factory bell/ Is more imperative than thy call to prayer. ' Whether the writer 
regrets the dominance of the 'factory bell' over the 'church's shrine' can only be 
guessed at, but he points to the gap between the religious rituals and the lives of 
the poor. In general, the writers did not reject religious faith, but they tried to 
articulate their own versions of a religion that encompassed the working classes 
too. 
Much poetry moves out from the churchyard, or graveside, to the living 
world that has been left, exploring social divisions and inequality. There is an 
absence of an 'other-worldly' existence in some of the poetry found, as in the 
following poem by Thomas Hind: 
46 William Whitmore, 'Priest, (1865). Whitmore was a member of the Oddfellows friendly 
society, but this poem appears to have been produced for a Leicester trade friendly society and 
originally appeared in a periodical, 'The Leicestershire Movement; or, voices from the frame and 
the factory, the field and the rail', (Leicester, 1850). 
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THE SNOWDROP 
I come in bright angelic robes array'd, 
To bloom in garden or in woodland's shade 
I come in Nature's brightest, gentlest form, 
And bow my head in either calm or storm. 
I come, an emblem of sweet Spring's return, 
And sing in silence, Winter's nearly gone. 
I come the border'd gravel walk to grace, 
And in the field or meadow find a place. 
I come to deck the statesman's marble hall, 
Alike I bloom beside the cottage wall 
I shed my lustre on the palace ground, 
And on the meanest peasant's plot I'm found. 
I come to glitter on the hill's green top, 
And in the vale is seen my silver cup ; 
As pearls upon the garlands fair I shine, 
And oft my nature's said to be divine. 
I hang my drooping head o'er mould'ring clay, 
In form I weep for man that's passed away; 
And there in mourning attitude I grow 
Where some fair form in death's cold arms lies low. 
I preach to all, whilst on the grave I mourn- 
"From dust thou art, to dust shalt thou return. ". "' 
., 
The snowdrop is a favoured symbol of life for these oets. It is symbolic of the p 
fragility of the human form. Hind draws this image through into the last stanza, 
closing with the line which was read at many funeral services. 48 Here, this line 
reinforces the levelling effects of death more than it extends to any sense of a 
'47 Thomas Hind, 'The Snowdrop', Foresters' Miscellany. (October, 1867), p. 92. (Appendix 1, 
F203). 
'the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return unto the ground; for out of it wast thou 
taken: for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou retum'. -Genesis 3: 19. Importantly, this line did 
not necessarily form a part of the non-liturgical friendly society funeral service. 
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heaven. As much as the fiction reworks. representations of all classes, Hind's 
images are not class-specific and may be read as both consolatory and political. 
The snowdrop is a classless symbol since it lives both with the wealthy and on 
'the meanest peasant's plot'. It is an arbiter between life and death and stands as 
an observer, 'on the grave'. The natural form of the flower may be likened to the 
adopted pose of the mourners, and perhaps urges the reader to look back from the 
graveside to the living, to consider the way their lives are spent. The sense of 
loss here is universal, with the loss being that of human understanding. This 
imagery certainly reinforces the friendly societies' calls for a niore equal society, 
and the writers' expressions of a shared humanity. 
Indeed, one symbol of the inequality endured by working people was that 
of the workhouse. Discussion of this institution and its penalties was prolific 
throughout the friendly society journals and publications. The consensus was that 
the workhouse was a further weapon in the middle-class armoury to punish the 
poor. However, the staff of specific institutions were sometimes commended for 
their attempts to ameliorate otherwise dreadful conditions! 9 In Charles 
Marshall's poem, 'The Pauper's Funeral', the workhouse is treated as if it were a 
site for the production of pauper's corpses. Marshall often attacked the hated 
place, no doubt also as a warning to those members of the friendly societies who 
were thinking about stopping their subscriptions. In his poem, he depicts the low 
social position of the working classes being perpetuated in the very processes of 
burial. At first his image of the pauper is genderless, a being whose only status is 
49 For example, see reference to the staff of a workhouse in 'Frank Newton: A Sketch of Village 
Life', (Foresters' MisCellanL (January, 1878), p. 3 5. (Appendix 1, p. 24 1). 
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that of poverty inflicted by the regime of the workhouse system. His bleak vision 
is of the corpse being brought straight from the workhouse and 'laid in the mould' 
not so much to be buried, but to be disposed of, or of being cast out: 
The Pauper's Funeral 
Into the churchyard a pauper is bome 
Brought from the workhouse and laid in the mould, 
Not from ftiends nor from home, by death was she tome, 
The world to the pauper is silent and cold. 
Her ashes will mingle with those of the great, 
No more will she feel the neglect or the scom 
Of those who live on in the splendour of State. 
Death levels distinctions, the daisies will bloom 
The wind passes oft and the robin will sing 
As sweet o'er the grave, as the rich marble tomb 
Wherein lies at rest, the prince or the king. 50 
The starkness of the pauper's burial is in contrast to the grand Victorian death 
ceremonies of the churchyard. The frequent monosyllables and the sombre 
rhythm mimic a death toll and march: although the tone is elegiac, the voice does 
not pay tribute to the individual being buried, but speaks to the living, to 'those 
who live on in the splendour of State. ' With disarming simplicity, Marshall points 
out how the treatment of the pauper at their death is a continuation of a pauper's 
treatment in life: 'The world to the pauper is silent and cold' [my emphasis]. At 
the same time, the graveyard and death level social distinctions: 'No more will she 
feel the neglect or the scom. ' 
50 Charles Marshall, The Pauper's Funeral', appeared in St Crispin (The Boot & Shoemaker) 
jongm-al, (January, 1869), p. 1 1. Marshall was secretary of the Rogate Branch of the Ancient Order 
of Foresters fiiendlY society. 
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Death poetry for these writers tends not to eulogise a specific individual. 
The poems instead reflect the shared sense of suffering for 
those left behind. Maybe the futility and strife of the deceased's own life also 
explains why some of the poetry does not overstate the sense of loss from a world 
that holds much suffering. Often, life appears to be little more than a brief or 
temporary reprieve from death. For example, the image of snow encapsulates 
life's hardships and brevity: 
Under The Snow 
Sweet little loving thing, low, low, low, 
Down in the cold, cold grave she lies: 
Deep 'neath the daisy-knoll under the snow, 
Silenced for ever her carols and cries. 
Sweet little dimpled chin, how she would dance! 
Dear little laughing eyes, how she would smile! 
Still are her tiny feet now, and her glance 
Beams not on me for a weary long while. 
"Dead"I do my neighbours say? Death is a dream; 
In the mid Maytime she went out to play; 
Daily I see her by meadow and stream, 
Couch'd 'mid the golden cups, sunny as they, 
Weep, my eyes, scalding tears, weep, weep, weep; 
Bleed, my soul; throb, my heart, heavy with pain 
When shall my tender one wake from her sleep ? 
When shall I gaze on my beauty again ? 
Sweet little loving thing, low, low, low, 
Down in the cold, cold grave she lies; 
Deep 'neath the daisy-knoll under the snow, 
. 51 Silenced for ever her carols and cries. 
Although death is no more than 'a dream', the final stanza acknowledges that 
'death 
silences 'for ever. ' Perhaps there is a hint of a world-weary scepticism that 
sits alongside the poet's religious beliefs. This theme of death being no more real 
5'Anon, 'Underlbe Snow', Foresters' Miscell (January, 1869), p. 284. (Appendix I, p. 316). 
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than life, and 'living' meaning being kept alive in memory alone, is explored 
more overtly in 'Dead': 
Dead 
"To live in hearts we leave behind is not to die. " - Campbell 
Dead? No! thou'rt living yet- 
For, while fond memory holds thee thus, 
And love we give not to the dead 
Is thine, thou still art one of us; 
Not dead till we forget. 
Living, but far away; 
Distance divides our hearts from thee- 
But Time shall bring thee here again, 
And brighter than all dreams shall be 
That one glad meeting day. 
Alas I not so thou'rt dead! 
For it was sadly dear to me 
To think thy spirit might be near; 
From Earth's restraining bands set free, 
Yet here, by memory led. 
"Sweet could our hearts be known 
Now, by some keener sympathy. " 
Such my first thoughts when thou wert gone; 
But soon the fancy ceased to be: 
We felt thy soul was flown. 
Dead? No! thou'rt living yet- 
Distant, but we shall meet again, 
And heart be read by faithftd heart, 
When Love more closely draws her chain 
Round hearts for ever met. 52 
The use of the vernacular generally makes no pretensions to elegiac formality or 
to grandeur. While the substance of this poem is perhaps little more than a series 
52 Anon, 'Dead', Foresters' Miscell (April, 1865), p. 459. (Appendix 1, p. 313). 
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of images loosely based on awkward, familiar clich6s, there is an ambiguity 
between a religious vision of death and a secular one, affording varying 
interpretations of the meaning of resurrection and the after-life. For example, 
while there is the sense of a future where the living and the dead 'shall meet 
again, ' there is also a sense of vagueness about the nature of such a reunion, for 
the wish that, 'Time shall bring thee here again' inverts the more usual vision of 
the dead ascending to a heaven, perhaps accentuating the writer's spiritual rather 
than religious beliefs. Although this poem is less successful than, say, that of 
Williams or Marshall, its emotional appeal cannot be doubted, and *its content and 
form were popular amongst these writers, as can be gauged from how very 
frequently such work appears. 
By no means did all of the poetry shun an 'other worldly' vision. Millicent 
Langton's religious beliefs do offset the daily grind of her life to a great extent, 
giving it both perspective and purpose. Millicent Langton is recorded as 
describing her life as 'one of constant toil, morning to evening, ' and for a great 
portion of the time, 'amid the monstrous din of machinery. ' She remarked that, 'I 
have thus been deprived of the benefits of a liberal education. '53 Birth and death 
so often quickly followed each other and this is reflected in her poem about a visit 
to a child's grave: 
To A Snowdrop, found on an Infant's Grave 
Welcome lovely flower, sweet snowdrop, 
Bending down thy tiny head; 
Where infant form lies sleeping, 
O'er the cradle of the dead. 
-" Millicent Langton, Musin I-s of the Work-Room, (Leicester, London: 1865), preface. 
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Harbinger of laughing hours, 
Come to cheer the drooping heart; 
Light the stricken cheek of sorrow, 
Bid each phantom shade depart. 
Tell of fruits and flowers now hidden, 
In the bosom of the earth ; 
Smiling, bursting into being, 
'Mid a new creation's birth. 
Woodbine climbing up the casement, 
Sending forth a fragrance sweet ; 
And the meek-eyed modest daisy, 
Standing humbly at its feet. 
Lily blooming in the valley; 
Rosebuds peeping through the bower, 
Cowslips, jessamine, and bluebells, 
Kissed by gentle summer showers. 
Orchards groaning 'neath their burdens 
Waving fields of golden com. 
Notes of spirit-stirring music, 
Waking up the dewy mom. 
Hopes of weary hearts reviving ; 
Faith, which penetrates the tomb 
Tells of summer hours undying, 
And of flowers which ever bloom. 
Of a new creation dawning, 
When the dead their bonds shall break 
Bodies glorified, immortal, 
54 From their long, long sleep awake. 
i 
The poem celebrates the proximity of nature continuing to grow amongst the 
dead, where images of the snowdroP and the baby are paralleled as metaphor for 
each other; the foetal pose of the snowdrop, is mirrored below, 'Where infant form 
lies sleeping. ' The dead child shares the same place as the snowdrop's 'birth. ' 
Alliteration of 'sweet snowdrop' projects the atmosphere of a hushed visit to a 
54 Millicent Langton, 'To A Snowdrop, found on an Infant's Grave', Lancashire tailors or garment 
workers' friendly society pamphlet, (circa 1866). This poem also appears in Musings of the Work- 
R. oom, (London, 1865). 
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nursery to check on a sleeping child. There is the vision of 'sweet' life above the 
'cradle of the dead, ' and the silence of the dead infant, 'sleeping' below. 
Oppositions are presented as natural, rather than melancholic. The ubiquitousness 
of death in life is a recurrent theme in Langton's work. She counters the loss of 
life with the hope of 'a new creation dawning. ' The presence of overtly religious 
poetry in the friendly societies' publications, alongside verse which shuns any 
visions of an afterlife, confirms the diversity of the membership which assembled 
under the unified banner of the movement. 
If any homogeneity could be found in this body of poetry, it is the articulation of a 
collective spirit and shared experience. The poets build up the solidarity which 
was integral to the ethos of the friendly societies in the face of life's adversities. 
Although not often sophisticated in a literary way, they draw upon the dichotomy 
between rural idealisations and growing industrialisation common in this period. 
For example, Wills' poem, 'The Golden Age' shuns rhetoric of grand, universal 
progress and 'The Notch in the Tree' suggests that passing time has eroded, rather 
than enriched, the writers' lives. Or maybe the writers' visions simply foreground 
the daily work cycle that their life has become, as in Plummer's poem. Effie's 
'Bluebell' and Wills' 'Summer Sea' ostensibly recall or construct a rural idyll, or 
an excursion, but both are written in the knowledge that their escapes must 
ultimately see them 'wend stablewards. ' Although their work-a-day worlds are 
not always overtly recorded, they are writing from, and are thus contained within, 
the daily cycle of labour. Often, a rural idyll offers its own form of oppression, 
rather than solace, as expressed in Williams' poem, 'Changeable'. Similarly, the 
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'Notch in the Tree' and 'Again', also suggest that any physical retreat or escape to 
nature may be a form of regression, or at best, futile. 
As noted, the communitarian 'we' is predominant in much of this poetry, 
although towards the end of the century, T becomes the more dominant pronoun. 
In, terms of the history of the friendly society movement, the last two decades of 
the century were the period when the responsibility for providing support for 
working people in the form of pensions and medical care, began to shift from the 
societies' private domain to that of the State. It may be that this shift to the 
individual speaker parallels the 'voluntaristic identity' that Anne Janowitz 
suggests: 
offered the means for choosing positions of solidarity [ ... ]. This movement 
pushed liberalism to accommodate aspects of a community vision of 
society, and put pressure on it to make sense of the developing self- 
consciousness of the 'new unionism' and working-class self-organisation 
in the 1880s and 1890s. 55 
The poems discussed are characterised by mixed feelings about work and 
other hardships which typified their lives. Poetry allows them to express and to 
ýxplore some of their inner conflicts and tensions and to invoke concepts which 
they do not know how to, or do not dare to, express directly. Sometimes, there is 
the impression that writing poetry is an end in itself, a source of release and 
pleasure. By contrast, the small, but distinct group of protest poetry discussed in 
the next chapter, is the most public of all of the texts. The poets want to reach an 
audience, desirous of stirring up the collective spirit. 
53 
. Janowitz, 1998, pp. 31-32. 
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Chapter 5 
Poetry 
Unity and Protest 
This final chapter examines a range of radical poetry which appeared in the 
friendly society publications in the late Victorian era (1880 to 1900), and where 
the form's inherent public address demonstrates the more militantly collective 
spirit of the organisations. It will be argued that the majority of the poetry in this 
chapter does not defuse frustrations, but foregrounds them. All of the poems 
spread a sense of solidarity and communality, and the content is humanitarian and 
outspoken. 
The late 1880s and 1890s witnessed the move to more radical politics, 
with the rise of New Unionism and the formation of the Independent Labour Party 
in 1893. It was also a period when uncertainties about Britain's future prosperity 
surfaced.. The rise of Germany and the U. S. A. as trading rivals led to a sense of 
crisis, although this was not wholly supported by economic indicators. Any 
widespread sense of insecurity was likely to have emanated from a perceived 
threat to Britain's dominance, rather than an actual one, and this reformulated into 
a desire to defend the British Empire. Rhetoric of Empire, as a cornerstone of 
Tory Democracy, sought to unite the classes under a flagship of imperial pride. ' 
For the friendly societies, any sense of malaise was perhaps more justified. The 
success of the organisations often proved, ironically, to be the downfall of many 
of the smaller societies, because although an increased membership base meant 
1 An account of this may be found in Francois Bddarida, A Social Histojy of England 1851-1990 
2 nd ed. (London: Routledge, 1991), pp. 99-109. 
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more revenue in the form of membership, fees, it was also correlated to a greater 
increase in expenditure in benefits. In particular, expenditure on pensions 
increased considerably due to the lower mortality rates. 
The prospect of insolvency, although not always actually absent, loomed 
ever more during this period. Added to this, the friendly society movement saw 
competition from members leaving to join specific trade unions. The sociability 
offered by the societies also became just one of many possible options for leisure 
pursuits. In the face of this, many societies cut back, or even cancelled, hitherto 
annual social events, with competition coming from the music halls, or the 
popularity of watching local football teams play. 2 
However, the friendly societies continued to be politically active. In 1897, 
London's India Docks Company launched a compulsory friendly society scheme 
for workers, whereby failure to join meant the loss of the workers' jobs. Yetthis 
company friendly society (or shop-club society) gave the employer, mther than its 
worker-members, control over its administration. The London India Docks 
Company declared that it was forming the society to end 'malingering. ' The 
response by the friendly society movement was considemble. They joined dock 
workers in demonstrating against the company society and spearheaded a 
campaign to the Home Office to make this type of society illegal, taking part in 
demonstrations and protest meetings. However, as the new century arrived, and in 
the face of the growing inability of the societies to cater for a population that 
experienced increasing levels of sickness, and lower levels of mortality, their call 
2 Simon Cordery, Bri s nendly Societies: 1750-1914, (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2003), p. 136. 
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for a ban on shop-club societies faltered when it became evident that only the state 
could mobilise sufficient resources to cater for the people. Yet Cordery argues 
that these events at the end of the century: 
stripped away the fiction of the friendly societies as 
apolitical ... Though they claimed to stand above politics, the 
societies were devoutly and habitually engaged in political 
activism. Banning political discussions from club nights 
[ ... ]should not blind us to their long-term involvement in the 
national political arena, as it seems to have done. 3 
As British socialism gained some momentum in the early 1880s, poets were 
among the many artists and writers who became involved with the socialist 
movement. As a consequence of their involvement, poetry could be found 
alongside reports of industrial unrest in the socialist periodicals of the time. 4 
William Morris's Chants for Socialists (1884) and The PilRfims of HoRe (1885) 
and Edward Carpenter's Towards Democracy (1883-1903) articulated the hope 
for a socialist future. Ruth Livesey5 describes how both men were actively 
engaged in supporting socialist organisations, creating a high profile link between 
aesthetic expression and socialism from the early 1880s. 6 Livesey also notes that 
at: 
gatherings of the Socialist League and within the Labour Church 
movement popular in the north of England, socialist verse in hymn 
metre was sung to familiar airs from Christian worship ... in some 
cases the singers were invited to appreciate this re-scripting as an 
explicit piece of socialist commentary. ' 7 
3 Cordery, 2003, p. 154-5. 
4 i. e. The Commonweal or TQday. Ruth Livesey, 2004, 'Socialism and Victorian Poetry: Politics, 
Revolution, Rebellion & Protest', bn: //www, literature-compass. com/vieMMoint. 
5 Livesey, 2004. 
6 Livesey, 2004. 
7 Livesey, 2004. 
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Again, this evidence of working people adapting doctrines or literature to 
articulate their own political identities, in tandem with the wider political climate, 
informs the reading of the more radical poetry found within these organisations' 
publications. Some work was written for a specific occasion, or surfaced in 
response to a particular protest and was frequently revived in one forin or another 
as the need arose, like this verse by Tbor Coles: 
An Elegy (National Insurance is as dead as Queen Anne) 
The Canon's scheme is dead and gone, 
No patriot could approve it. 
And if in case it came fidl blown, 
'Twould take a power to move it. 
In English hearts, it ne'er would float, 
Had it been set in motion. 
And like a leaky craft or boat 
'Twould sink ere't reached mid ocean 
The 'Canon' is Canon Blackley who devised a plan in 1878 for the compulsory 
purchase of pensions. This plan was met with great hostility in the friendly 
society journals -a key argument being that it was wrong in principle to make 
compulsory deductions from an individual's wages. 
The specific business areas of the organisations were often encapsulated 
into forms that resembled those found in the popular street Broadsides. The 
following two are typical. The first one attacks the medical profession: 
When any sick to me apply, 
I physics, bleeds and swets 'em 
If after that they choose to die, 
9 What's that to me? -I lets 'em. 
8 Thor Coles, 'An Elegy (National Insurance is as Dead as Queen Anne)', Oddfellows' Maggazine 
(October, 1885). 
9 Anon, 'When any sick to me apply', possibly Oddfellows' sheet, (January, 1885). 
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The incidence of low wages meant that the members were still kept in 
poverty, even when in work. This concern was often expressed in verse, like this 
one by G. H., who was a labourer and then a travelling carpenter: 
Stitching with maniac haste 
To gain a scanty meal 
That I could live on what many waste, 
I far too keenly feel. 10 
Much poetry called for action that would directly benefit all humankind. 
Tom Coales, suggests that a neighbour is one who is found everywhere, in all 
places and people: 
Thy Neighbour 
Thy neighbour ? It is he whom thou 
Hast power to aid and bless ; 
Whose aching heart, or burning brow, 
Tby soothing hand may press. 
Thy neighbour ? 'Tis the fainting poor 
Whose eye with want is dim; 
Whom hunger sends from door to door- 
Go thou and comfort him. 
Thy neighbour ? 'Tis the weary man 
Whose years are at their brim ; 
But low with sickness, care, and pain- 
Go thou and comfort him. 
Thy neighbour ? 'Tis the heart bereft 
Of every earthly gem; 
Widows and orphans helpless left- 
Go thou and comfort them. 
Thy neighbour ? Yonder toiling slave, 
Fettered in thought and lirnb, 
Whose hopes are all beyond the grave- 
Go thou and ransom him. 
10 G. H., 'Stitching with maniac haste', Ancient Order of Foresters' pamphlet, (circa 1884). 
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Where'er thou meet'st a human form 
Less favoured than thine own, 
Remember 'tis thy neighbour born, 
Thy brother, or thy son. 
Oh ! pass not, pass not heedless by, 
Perhaps thou canst redeem 
The breaking heart from mise T 
Go share thy lot with him. 
This type of versifying was popular in the journals because its sentiments were 
'adapted' to reflect more closely the friendly societies' own inclusive ethos, and 
to instil this sense of shared purpose and focus to members. The response to the 
opening question of who is a neighbour, affmns the friendly societies' ethos of 
collectivity and mutuality, where all members are 'neighbours' to be helped in 
times of need. The themes of the fifth stanza are much-found. They criticise 
justification of working-class suffering on earth because of the rewards that await 
them in an after-life. The call to 'ransom him' articulates a radical vision of 
holding the worker (and hence his labour) to ransom until a better reward is 
offered. 
Typical of the poetry which combined overt protest with calls for unity is 
'Capital and Labour. ' This poem was read at a meeting of the Boiler Makers' 
Society and a local branch of a friendly society: 
11 Tom Coales, 'Thy Neighbour', Oddfellows' Magazine. (October, 1886), p. 346. (Appendix I, 
pp. 297-298). 
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Capital and Labour 
Firm and fast in closest bond, 
Stand we one and all ; 
In compactest Union strong, 
Who apart would fall; 
Onward is our noble aim, 
To upraise the worlanan's fame, 
Diligence and skill, 
And by thrifty store laid by, 
Stave we off the needy's cry, 
In the day of ill. 
Blind mistake and harsh mistrust, 
'Gainst us raise a few; 
But we'll prove their slanderous dust, 
Utterly untrue 
For when food and fuel were high, 
And our dames for their supply 
Asked for a trifle more, 
Then, by whom we all respect, 
Our just want was duly met, 
And the case was o'er. 
Capital and Labour seem 
By our Maker joined ; 
Are they not like giant twins 
In the world of mind ? 
What can Labour do alone ? 
Grind its nose against the stone, 
Turn a gristless mill ! 
What can Capital indeed 
By itself ? But hoard its seed, 
Eat a golden pill. (4th swm) 
But 'tis true that Capital 
All the risk must run, 
Like a ship exposed to all 
Winds beneath the sun; 
Feels the first trade's ebb and flow, 
Most keen competition know, 
So 'tis just and meet, 
Labour should co-operate, 
And to help with all their might 
Masters to compete. ('fl stanza) 
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In this age of enterprise 
We must never lag, 
When within our port there flies 
Every nation's flag; 
Nor permit to meet his eye, 
Who so keenly could decry, 
German, Frank, or Russ; 
What has been exposed too far, 
Trades disputes and social jar, 
th /f nal Star= 12 In the midst of us. (8 1 
Although the rhyme scheme of the eight stanzas is uneven and the language is 
awkward, the imagery reinforces not only the unified stance of the societies, but 
also their interconnectedness with 'Capital'. Perhaps the strongest censure here is 
the 'slanderous dust' found in the second stanza, but this reference to a specific 
dispute is mitigated by the prospect of co-operation and cohesion with the 
'Masters'. This poem is more specifically trade orientated and offers a rare 
glimpse, in terms of the friendly society publications, of the common ground 
between the trade unions and the friendly societies, in the face of industrial 
disputes and international competition. Importantly, it distinguishes between the 
members' calls for responsibility in the reciprocal relationships between 
employers and employees, as opposed to visions of socialism. 
Towards the end of the century, a stronger sense of anger is found 
in a selection of the poetry. M. Moor's verse rejects Thor Coles' images of 
'patriots' and 'English hearts': 
12 'Capital & Labour', Public dinner of Boiler Makers' and HuH South Friendly Society, pamphlet 
1872 (Appendix 1, p. 314). 
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I have heard of freedom. Men say 
Her name is on British ground. 
To sweeten the toil of the passing day 
To brighten life's dull round. 
Yet she is but little else to me 
Than an empty, meaningless sound. 13 
The personification of freedom as an absent companion adds weight to the 
writer's personal expression of despair, thus making 'her' absence felt all the 
more keenly. As mentioned, much of the later poetry echoes this writer's stance. It 
perhaps reflects the loss of individual control over the friendly societies' domain 
as it began to be absorbed by the state. Alternatively, it may solely express 
scepticism about public life. 
Moor's anger is forcefully voiced in the poetry of miner, James Welsh. 
The militant tone of much of Welsh's poetry reflects the friendly societies' more 
public militancy in the final years of the nineteenth century, and their support for 
striking trade unionists, as discussed in Chapter 1. His writing probably drew 
added strength from the growth of the Socialist movements of the time, and more 
particularly, from the emergence of the Independent Labour Party, which he was 
to join later. Welsh combines personal anger and social injustice with a literary 
method at once accessible and profound, marrying social and economic systems 
with the mining landscape, as in his poem, Tabour': 
Labour 
Bom to the thom and the rod 
With only the dreams of sublime, 
Where life like a storm shod god 
Romps down the halls of time; 
Bright gleam the stars in the sky, 
13 M. Moor, 11 have heard of freedom, men say', possibly produced for Cirencester Friendly 
Society, circa 1898. 
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Sweet is the wind on the moor, 
Grovel I must and pass by 
To die, 'mid the slime and the hoar 
I know not the sweets of the rose, 
Bend, grind and labour I must, 
Wind 'mong the pines never blows 
For me - only wild storms of lust, 
Surge through my big hulking frame, 
(Love for me was never meanQ 
Braised by their force and their flame, 
Tamed only when they are spent. 
Robbed of the laurels of life 
Robbed of the power to enjoy 
Robbed of desire to employ 
Ideals and efforts and dreams 
Tastes that are almost divine 
Giving the poet his themes, 
AM, what a heritage mine- 
Conceived in the mine and the murk 
Born in the slut 14 and the slime 
Rocked in the tempest of work 
Fed on the garbage and grime. 
Lasted thro' the dungeons of life 
Like sins thro' the horrors of hell 
Stabbed by the storm like a knife- 
Curse on the things that I tell! 
Brute-lust and self rule my lot, 
Ideals for me can't exist. 
Fancy with me cannot float 
Where gods by the angels are kissed; 
Braised in a hell upon earth 
Scorched in a hell when I die 
I should have sought better by birth 
When calling to life passing by. " 
14 The precise meaning for the word 'slut' in this context can only be guessed at. 'Sluther' was an 
early (c 1900) Scottish term for any wet or slimy substance, mud, mire, or filth. Also, a, slut' 
was a rag which had been greased, usually with animal fat, and this was used as a candle, one of 
the original ways of providing light in coal mines before the development of tallow lamps. The 
word 'slut' is also used in a slightly different version of this poem which appeared in Welsh's later 
collection of poems, James C. Welsh, Songs of a Min (London: Herbert Jenkins 
Limited, 1917), pp. 72-74. 
15 James Welsh, Nottingham branch of Odffellows, 'Labour' pamphlet, c 1900. 
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For Welsh, there is no freedom of will. One is, 'bom to the thorn and the rod. ' 
Such a life is predestined to be lived and to end, 'mid the slime and the hoar. ' 
Welsh's speaker is perhaps parodying Satan. In the Miltonesque hell of his world, 
perdition is a result of birth rather than circumstance. For example, Milton's Satan 
1, ý 
was: 
Hurl'd headlong flaming from th' Ethereal Sky 
With hideous ruin and combustion down 
To bottomless perdition, there to dwell 
In Adamantine Chains and penal Fire, (1.33-48) 
In Welsh's imagery, his speaker does not descend to hell, nor does he escape it, 
for he is 'conceived' and lives there, in 'the dungeons of life'. The sublime 
powerful forces of nature capture and merge the miner's human form with the 
subterranean landscape. Even lust is not accompanied by love, 'Love for me was 
never meant, ' but lust too, becomes a quickly spent force. The speaker has been, 
'Robbed of the power to enjoy. ' There is no journey to a Garden of Eden. The 
physical body is a victim of a world of brutality, and the spiritual self is reduced 
to one where, 'Ideals [for me] can't exist. ' The mind is not a temporal site imbued 
with a spiritual love for the world, but reduced to its physical output, 'a big 
hulking frame' where 'Brute-lust and self rule my lot. ' 
Welsh's poem neither appeals for help nor does it call for action; its 
images are ones of degradation and oppression. His ironic reference to his own 
environment and inspiration, that of 'slime and hoar', are contrasted to those 
which give a 'poet his themes' in the third stanza, and which he has been 'robbed 
of. ' The poem's strategy is realised through the interrelation between its title and 
the imagery of being 'conceived', 'born' and 'labour[ing]' amongst the slut and 
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the slime. Images of 'laurels' are a play on words between those found in nature, 
and material rewards. The irony of the penultimate line, 'I should have sought 
better by birth' alludes to hegemonic domination, knowing the impossibility of 
'seeking' better by 'birth. ' Unlike, say, Plummer's poem, Welsh censures the 
dreadfid nature of his work, rather than simply its poor rewards. His anger takes a 
more specific focus in this next poem. Here, he relates coal, as the product of his 
labour, back to those who consume it: 
THE MINER 
Down in the deep, sunless murk, 
Guiltless of laughter and mirth, 
Playing an epic of work, 
Here in the guts of the earth 
That which was forests of trees- 
Flowers of the ages long gone, 
Come we to hive-human bees- 
Honey of gold for the drone. 
You who in comfort and ease 
Sit by your fireside and mourn, 
Tom by imagined disease, 
Know ye 'tis life that ye bum; 
Life in the lives of strong men 
Crude with the task of their toil, 
Work that's a prayer full of pain 
Prayed to the gods of the soil. 
Prayers that are curses and groans, 
Agonies moulded in tears, 
Pictures in jettest of tones 
Paint we to portray our years 
Hope of the ages we know 
Only in times of our dreams... 
Masters, why should it be so ? 
Why should life prosper your schemes ? 
We've fashioned your fabric of dreams, 
Built by the gold of our blood. 
Passions we spill as Life streams 
And roars to its rim in full flood 
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We'll laugh at the threats of your god,, 
We'll yet mock the things that you tell, 
Death cannot equal Life's load, 
We'll live a Utopia in Hell. 
You've built from our lives your success, 
Ye swear now 'tis war to the knife, 
Your progress is shaped to oppress, 
Ye spare neither children nor wife ; 
The gold ye have set for your crown 
We'll melt in the streams of your blood, 
By the god that ye worship and own 
We'll whelm all your schemes in its flood. 
Down in the deep, sunless murk, 
Guiltless of laughter and mirth, 
Playing an epic of work, 
Here in the guts of the earth 
Hell has no terrors for men 
Born to forbear with such load, 
Scorn we its promise of pain 
16 And laugh in the face of your god. 
Again, confinement Mi an underground Miltonesque hell is narrated through a 
vision of the sublime. The mine becomes a site for the realization and rising up of 
human potential, 'in the guts of the earth/Hell has no terrors for men'. 'Me irony 
of the opening images is in the counter-pastoral, antonymic rural scene of, 'That 
which was forests of trees-'. The trees of the subterranean forest are now coal, the 
pastoral landscape is subverted into a dystopic world where the 'Pictures [are] in 
jettest of tones'. His creativity is reduced to 'Playing an epic of work' amid the 
'sunless murk. ' The hegemonic relationship between the worker and the 'drone' 
is imbued with visions of exploitation and oppression; the miners have become 
'human bees' to 'hive/honey of gold for the drone. ' This imagery is extended in 
16 James Welsh, 'The Miner', Oddfellows pamphlet, 0900. (Appendix 1, p. 308). 
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-, the second stanza with the charge to those that bum the coal, 'Know ye 'tis life 
that ye burn. ' This assessment of hegemonic relations is escalated by the shift 
from the 'drone' of the first stanza, to 'Masters' in the third stanza. Although the 
, metaphor for 'gold' becomes a little vague - it starts as 'honey' in the first stanza 
and becomes 'fabric' in the fourth - this does not detract from the intense voice of 
Welsh's poem, nor its rich and powerful metaphor. 
Tommy Armstrong, also a miner, wrote ballads during the 1880s and 
1890s. Martha Vicinus comments that Armstrong's works 'are closer in feeling to 
the protest songs of an earlier generation. ' 17 She argues that one of Armstrong's 
songs, in contrast to the songs written during the 1844 strike, articulates 'a sense 
of self-pride that the candymen cannot destroy. '18 This sense of self-pride is 
implicit in Welsh's poems. His tone reflects authority and confidence in his 
collective class position, to the extent that he challenges the 'Masters' with the 
threat that, 'The gold ye have set for your crown /We'll melt in the streams of 
your blood. ' The final stanza repeats the visions of suffering of the first stanza, 
but charges it with an uncompromising threat to his exploiters to 'laugh in the face 
of your god' since, 'Death cannot equal Life's load'. Thus, Welsh does not 
identify with a higher cause, which Vicinus observes to be present in the writing 
of miners during the first half of the century. 19 An active trade unionist, Welsh 
declared that, 'Miner I am, poet I may be - but let not the world think there is a 
17 Martha Vicinus, The Industrial Muse: a Study of Nineteenth COM British Working-Class 
Literature (London: Croom Helm, 1974), pp. 220-221. 
13 candymen were rag-and-bone merchants hired to help with evictions from company-owned 
housing during a strike -Vicinus, 1974, p220. 19 Vicinus, 1974, p. 62. 
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virtue in the combination. '" Perhaps Welsh felt that the increasingly organised. 
working classes did not now need this religious imagery to give them the courage 
to pursue social justice. He was anxious that his writing received recognition for 
its working-class culture, its politics and economics Obviously, coming from a 
g family, the history of the miners' struggles would have been part of his 
education, and he was active within the trade union movement from an early age. 
The vision of collective and united action in Welsh's poems is found in 
varying forms. Many of the poems appearing during this period leave no doubt as 
to their purpose, such as the following poem by W. S. Rennie: 
Lines to the Zurich Congress 
Ye comrades bravely toiling through the turmoil of the years, 
See, at last, the sacred cause ye spread in every land appears; 
The toilers of the nations, with a grand accord through all, 
Uprise to smite oppression down and bid their tyrants fall. 
Through immemorial darkness, now the sunbeams burst their way. 
The dreary night dispels, and lo! the dawning of the day ; 
And the glow of freedom's morning, from the nations evermore, 
Scatters all the sullen shadows and the bitter strifes of yore. 
No barriers shall divide them when the tyrant's vain commands 
Shall not rouse the poor to smite the poor, and stain the smiling lands. 
The onward sweep of progress halts not for the great of earth; 
They may hug their gods unheeding till they perish in their mirth 
The patient, deathless Right shall mount her own imperial throne, 
And bid her hosts of every clime to march relentless on, 
Till want, and woe, and fraud, and hoary shackles of the past 
Are dead and done and crushed to earth, and men are free at last. 
To live the lives that seers dreamed, in harmony sublime, 
Unknown upon the face of earth since e'er the birth of time, 
Oh, fair and free the world will be, and glad its harvests then 
121 For the neighbourhood and brotherhood of all the race of men. 
20 James Welsh, 'Labour', 1900. 
21 W. S. Rennie, 'Lines to the Zurich Congress'. 1894. (Appendix 1, p. 306). Possibly produced for 
a local friendly society, the poem's title relates to one of the many annual conferences for 
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The pluralistic address delivers an uncensored vision of social action. Images of 
oppressors 'hug[ging] their gods unheeding' projects the poet's vision of how the 
world could change in the face of united working-class uprising. The poem is also 
populist in its address, directed to an international audience who shared a long 
history of injustice. The somewhat awkward composition does not detract from 
the writer's anticipation of successfid, collective achievement. Also written in 
1894, by Cameron, the following poem demonstrates melodrama, pathos and 
declamatory energy: 
Freedom 
Daring thoughts to-day are moving in the world's uneasy breast. 
And her fitful hopes are streaming with an ominous unrest; 
Now a vague suspense is brooding over court and mart and slum, 
And the Czars and Kings are dreading that their day of doom has come, 
For the world upheaves for freedom and she will not strive in vain, 
As of old when racial hatred darkened all her heart and brain. 
The estranging bars are falling from her children ever more, 
'Till the foremen turn to brothers, knowing neither rich nor poor; 
Sharing all the gifts of science and her wonders manifold; 
All the glory of her triumphs over nature's want and cold; 
Sharing each in her revealing of the wonders near and far, 
All the sparkle of the shell and all the splendour of the star... 
So the poet sheds his glamour, but the miserable poor 
Have no share in winter's glory, but for them disasters sure, 
But the sordid, slushy alley, and the broken mouldy stair, 
The dripping roofs and cheerless streets, their ugly homes are bare. 
They know how little children, in the weird December light, 
Shiver round their empty grates, and how their mothers in afftight, 
Shun the drunken wretch who sought him, from his frenzy of despair, 
Refuge in the deadly gin shop, till he left his manhood there, 
workers' movements were held in Zurich during the last decade of the nineteenth century, 
typically to discuss Socialism and the protection and advancement of working people. 
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Oh, the hapless sires that infant lips so vainly ask for bread. 
While the shameless idlers riot in the wealth their hands have made. 
Ah; the human souls that sink to gulfs that hold them ever more 
When the winter's icy spectre brings starvation to the poor. ' 
The poet identifies himself with the suffering poor. For Cameron, poetry is 
to do with oppression, and not pastoral idylls: what can the 'miserable poor' know 
1, , 
of winter's glory. The address is populist, accentuated by rhyming couplets. His 
reference to a poet 'shed'[ding] his glamour contrasts a poet's idealised vision of 
winter to the misery winter brings to the poor. This reference may also allude to 
the involvement of many well known poets in the socialist movement of the time. 
The lack of metaphors enhances the contrast between the images of the first 
stanza and that of the last, the shift from a national vision to a local, domestic one. 
It is unasharnedly polemical, and its sentiments are designed to appeal to the 
shared experiences of a working-class collective, as its intended audience. 
While reflecting the era's socialist movements more closely, it would be difficult 
to argue that the friendly societies envisaged (or indeed, wanted) socialism as a 
future prospect, despite their writers' most radical verse. Although the incidence 
I 
of this protest poetry is small, its significance is in the historical sweep of the 
narrative, and the sense in which exploitation is the product of a long history of 
injustice. This gives the poetry both a sense of seriousness and a sense of 
purpose. It also points to the writers' view of poetry as a trans-historical discourse 
on national matters. 
22 W. N. Cameron, in W. N. Cameron & W. S. Rennie, 1894. Possibly produced for a local friendly 
society. (Appendix 1, p. 296). 
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Conclusion 
The little researched area of the friendly society movement prompted this project 
while the work of historians Simon Cordery and Trygve Tholfsen were the most 
relevant to the task of sifting and evaluating it. Both historians identified the 
tension between the societies' public discourse, which appeared to support the 
mid-Victorian 'consensus, ' and the societies' 'conscious and responsible decision 
not , to surrender to middle-class values. " They also argued that the friendly 
societies were engaged in an ideological contest to gain independence from both 
the state and middle-class supervision, and that they were 'politically active, 2 and 
this approach was applied to the creative writing, which has been selected for its 
implicit political edge. While Tholfsen's dismissal of the publications' fiction as 
merely 'sentimentalizing social reality and romanticizing relations between 
employers and employees, 3 may apply to some of the work, much of the material 
that has been examined here, as has been seen, engages with the political tension 
identified by these historians. 
It may be that such writing is significant not only for its touches of 
literary skill, but also for the articulation of its authors' place in society. Certainly, 
being able to write imaginatively at all is notable, given the demands of the 
1 Simon Cordery, 'Friendly Societies and the Discourse of Respectability in Britain, 1825-1875', 
Journal of British Studies. 34, (January, 1995), pp. 404 1. 
2 Simon Cordery, British Friendly Societies: 1750-1914 (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2003), p. 4. 
3 Trygve Tholfsen, Working Class Radicalism in Mid-Victorian England (London: Croom Helin, 
1976), p. 292. 
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members' working lives. As for merely supporting consensus values, their 
writing suggests a tension between establishing a balance between artistic form 
and expression of their movement's position in Victorian society. For example, 
the young protagonist in Charles Marshall's story, 'Old Misery, The Miser', is the 
mouthpiece for the author, carrying the moral dilemma of condoning or 
condemning the 'mob's' actions, or supporting the miser's attempts to make good 
his past wrongs. He does not conform to the character-type that Jonathan Rose 
observes in novels, namely that the working classes may be represented as many 
things, but not thoughtful. 4 The portrayal of the working person as rational and 
thoughtful may be seen not only in Marshall's writing, but also in Kingston's, 
'Not Gilded, But Golden' where it is the carver who challenges the middle-class 
Hardens' negative summary of working people. Kingston's story also represents 
the organisations' wish that they be allowed to work independently, without 
intrusion into their lives. He also depicts the interrelation of all classes through 
work, and the cycle of dependency this entails for all social groups, but 
importantly, without one group being subsumed by another. Sometimes, the 
political and social messages in their fiction may appear to be confined by the 
societies' desire to present a 'respectable' face to the ever vigilant observers of 
their organisations during the period. The political consciousness that these 
writers sought to engender, however couched, would affmn their organisations' 
continual exposd of their members' vulnerability and their struggle, as did John 
Hinchliffe's depiction of the medical hierarchy and its impact on all classes. 
4 Rose, Jonathan, The Intellectual Life of the British Working Classes (New Haven & London: 
Yale University Press, 2001), p. 398. 
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The focus on medical provision highlighted working people's resistance to 
their health and welfare being constructed without regard to the impact of 
structural factors upon their lives, such as extreme poverty. This response may be 
viewed as a locus of State intervention into this previously self-managed area of 
people's lives, a debate that is current today. Their perceptions may also suggest 
how health and disease, and health or sickness-related behaviour, may have fitted 
in with the everyday pattern of their lives. The relationship between biomedicine 
and individual accounts of health is, of course, ongoing. 
Apart from constructing sequences in their stories to reinforce their own 
respectability, the absence of overt class bias (as opposed to censure of the 
excesses of capitalism) in their fiction may serve to mediate between their own 
political thinking and that of their working-class readers; they thereby sought to 
awaken or heighten the latter's political awareness rather than use literature to 
increase social tension. In places, they amalgamate and re-present class conflict in 
ways which counteract the negative stereotyping of their class and which explore 
the potential for change. The most common feature of the writing is the emphasis 
on collective interests above individual ones; additionally, it stresses the 
reciprocal responsibilities of capital and labour. 
The poetry too, frequently speaks in a collective voice. The poets' subjects 
range from wry comparisons of their own class position in context with their lives 
as poets, to contemporary social concerns of inequality and injustice, and to the 
sense of alienation wrought by their newly industrialised lives. For instance, Ruth 
Wills's, 'Age of Gold', questions the universal visions of poetry, whilst Williams 
juggles with his vision of himself, as both 'poet and warrior. ' Effie's poem, 'The 
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Muse', questions her exclusion from not only the poet's world, but also her 
enforced exclusion from the natural environment. James Welsh's sense of 
exclusion from the natural world may be a metaphor for varying degrees of 
entrapment. There was a certain shift towards the end of the century; perhaps this 
indicates that there was an increasing sense of alienation, and this was considered 
through E. Spawton's expression of dystopic, psychological landscapes. 
This feeling of alienation or isolation may not have resulted solely from 
top- down power structures by any means, for the respectability that the friendly 
societies sought to achieve for their working-class members as individuals, was 
undermined on many fronts, not least by the contemporary fictional 
representations of working people. In the writing of Arthur Morrison's, A Child 
of the Jago 5 Morrison's representations of the working classes added to earlier 
negative stereotypical images of working people. These counteract the image of 
sobriety and responsibility which these organisations worked to develop, and the 
reworking of such negative images surfaces in their writing. As such, their writing 
adds to the literary histories of that time. 
On a wider scale, their fiction intercedes and adds to contemporary 
fictional representations of working people's place in a nation where the 
population was being increasingly represented as an aggregate. It engages with 
many naturalised assumptions or external agendas and contradictions that are 
characteristic of the complexities of Victorian society. For example, the writers 
expose attempts to conflate their identities with social problems, legitimating 
-5 Arthur Morrison, A Child of the Jago FA novell, (London: Methuen, 1896). 
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surveillance and ultimately intervention into their lives, both within contemporary 
literature and in the public sphere. 
However, as with any other historical source, the writing contains inherent 
distortions and biases. Certainly, the writers are not entirely representative of 
their organisations' membership, if only because they are unusually articulate. 
Furthermore, the obvious bias in favour of collectivism is to be expected given 
that the essence of the organisations was co-operation rather than individual 
striving. However, having said this, in many ways it seems likely that the writing 
is representative of the outlook of a large proportion of working people, since the 
membership was made up of people who could see that help could only come 
from their own class at that time, and only through financial support. This bias 
can also be mitigated by the fact that the majority of writers were not prominent 
members of these organisations. Although Tom Coales achieved the position of 
Provincial Grand Master, and Charles Marshall did rise to the position of 
secretary of his local branch, many others held no position at all. As such, they 
would have little vested interest in promoting the aims of the organisations above 
their own. 
Other limitations of this thesis stem from locating sources that are 
representative of what is ultimately a large body of writing. For example, the two 
main friendly societies alone, the Oddfellows and Ancient Order of Foresters, 
produced monthly and/or quarterly publications throughout the greater part of the 
century, and there were regional variations among these. Furthermore, the extent 
of loose leaf extracts of others friendly societies' publications can only be guessed 
at, since many record offices have some local friendly society material. Also, 
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some friendly societies which still exist, but have become commercial assurance 
organisations, may possibly have further holdings in their possession. This has 
necessarily meant being selective. Some individual writers deserve a complete 
study of their own, as no doubt do some who do not appear in this project at all. 
Certainly future research could experiment with a different sample or approach. 
For instance, selecting writing by women only might provide a fascinating, but 
equally substantial investigation, where a critical feminist approach might allow 
for wider readings. But as mentioned in the Introduction, this would be more 
fruitful if taken from an earlier period when women-only friendly societies, or 
friendly societies where women played an active role, were more plentiful than in 
the period of this project. Having said this, it may be that other organisations that 
were formed with a specifically feminist agenda, such as The Women's Co- 
operative Guild, founded in 1883 as a female mutual improvement association, 
would possibly prove to be a valuable source of writing by working-class women 
during this period. However, since the majority of the friendly societies were 
formed to protect the position of the working class individual in relation to the 
harsh conditions that prevailed for both men and women, social relations between 
classes, rather than specifically gender relations, were considered to be paramount 
for this study. 
A finiher limitation of this study is that by considering their work from a 
cultural materialist stance, there is the danger of merely constructing an 
alternative identity for the writers, by applying the very tools of a cultural 
pedagogy that the writers sought to challenge. However, perhaps only by being 
incorporated into the debates centring on literature, values, attitudes and moral 
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and social distinctions of the period can their writing challenge ways in which 
norms are contested. We must presume that the writers wanted their imaginative 
writing to be read for its own value, without the focus of attention being merely 
upon them and their lowly positions within society. 
The organisations were undoubtedly successful in setting out to provide 
for a large number of working people in the absence of any wide-ranging state 
provision during a period when both the economy and also political tensions 
fluctuated quite drastically. Against this background, the very characteristics of 
class-consciousness and solidarity that united these writers were also the 
characteristics that isolated them from a middle class public who feared and 
mistrusted their demands for better wages and working conditions. Choosing to 
represent their class position in the context of these external forces, both 
fictionally and within the conventions of the literary establishment, the writers 
suggest an intellectual as well as a political command of their relationship to both 
literature and to the state. To dismiss the creative writing without first considering 
its potential for agency 6, would leave the writers marginalised. and outside of 
literary discussions and histories, which is, without question, what they sought to 
redress in all aspects of their lives. 
6 Here, 'agency' is used in the Marxist sense, that is, as the positive and creative act/power of an 
individual. 
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Chapters I to VI of 25 chapters 
ODDrZLLOWS' WAGAMM 
Sildd, but (601itu. 
BY KZRDT F-MCSTOW. 
AuTuoz or 0Txs OLD ToLL nouslk* "Awica Rim-wAys AND max=, 
" 
WS AN nZ WIND TRAT SLOW$ NOBODY ANY OOOD, " ITM, IM 
CHAPTER L 
AT the fooL of a very Bteep hill, about throe miles from Is T11IMP kROwD SM 
Beetaceando stood a unall inn. It bull so doubI6 once posesend a sign# but 
I whatever had been painted on the old post leaning towards the zoadway bad 
!: f since become unintelligible. The inn was it low-built tenoment of wood, 
was fast turning to demy. but the Ivy creeping over it hid many impartse- 
tious from sight. A few old tress, stood in front of the dismal dwelling. and 
beat their boughs down towards it, wA a belt of high chalk clifft stood at the 
beck. The roadway in front was very narrow, and an the opposite side -1--Ikr 
cliffis again viet to be seen. - This inn, being the only house of refreshment 
within a distance of about fifteen milas from the newest town. occasionally 
bad a passing visitor, but the liquors retailed were not of the most inviting 
descriptiun, consequently the trade done was very sisall. - 
The inmates wers throe in number--= old man, whom whitened hair and 
furrowed cheeks proclaimed the allotted tam of years to frail humanity to 
have 
nearly run out; an old damthis partner, over when head the winter of age 
Lod was feet descending; and air son, a rough-lookiag follow, fully grown to 
man'sontate. This said son, Antony Clicks, he&** --rancoazAmannas 
of what might be termed a busbranger. His hak not the acquaint- 
&see of those useful articles called brushes for a number of yous, and his 
whinkgrg 16- A 16 t an the Covering of his head. Be always wor* 
a thisk wrapper of one pseticul-ar pattern and velour around his tbmt, mid as 
he seldom maw strangers he was not very particular as to the style of bin 
clothing. Being the only offspring, be had always had his own way and does 
as he liked ; his old father was afraid tojft oppositiontand his mother ftW 
to dated any faults in bar only child. Is MOAftar cam to the inn perhaps 
Antony would condescend to wait upon him, perhaps not, but he always took 
good am to 0 make up the reckonine and to And out an about his ou 
before he left. 
The maw was fiMing lask and Antony busily employed Ikimsel in the road- 
way opposite the inn in sweepin scow so as to form a barrier that could 
not be passed. He well knew 
witith 
way travellers would come who would be 
be 
SMIL 
b. ga es, Of 0 Wava 
MIAMI, 
0 clifre extended, dad, LW'a why, and the enow keeps falUng. 
0Ah I Antony, " mid old Clicks. again clouding the room. and . his 
snowy I*ks, 'I dmet like this giune of yourL I never did it, "a trade was 
better than -0 besides, it gets us a bad name. " 
a Va just it, &A. thaVs 
. not 
it. It we &Wk got so trade we nevat main 
it- (I to DRU10, where can Y%m find the man as will my that Antony Clock 'a 
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has got a foul mark on it I None dam do it, or else the well would have him. - 
Rom Antony thumped his heavy fist on the slender table, which made the 
glasses on the shelves tremble. " Now, dad, late you and I have , game at 
cards. It's no use your s%ying no, nor *baking your head like that - I'm going 
to play, and so am you. Xother, bring us some beer. Now, here's the cards 
and now my ancient, just you play a little more careful to-night, and none 
o' your 
ýhesting like you did last time when I turned my back for a minuta-" 
He bid the cards down, pointed the old man to the table, got's short pipe, 
took a long drink from the large stone mug contaiDID th beer be had called for, and then sat himself opposite his father. The ca 
ý. 
re cut, and the old 
inan stated it was his first deal. , 
"How do you make that out I Cheating already I We'll Call it mine for a 
change 2nyhow. " said Antony. 
Old Clicks had long since found out the advisability of keeping quiet now his son had so long had his own wilful way; so with accustomed resignation 
he nodded assent. 
"Now, governor, lead off. " 
"Tau, " began the old man. 
"Two tens ; that's two to me, " sad Antony. 
But old Clicks happened to have another card of like value, and triumphantly 
Played it. 
"Why did'Dt you say what you'd got r' demanded bin son. "You know I 
hate cheating. " , 
Away puffed old Clicks at his pipe, leaving Antony to mark the scores. 
Again the cards wen dealt round, and Antony laid his on the table whilst 
lie took another drink of the beer. Then he walked outside the inn, and as 
the Bngw had accumulated on the ground the broom and spade wen again 
called into use. Once more he went in, and nested himself A the table. 
"H&Uo&, dad; here, come on, I'm sure it LWt cold to-night; getting so 
close to the fire. You should take & turn outside-that 'ud warm you. Oh, 
leave of that head-shaking, and play on. " 
The old man chanced to hold some go6a card* and perhaps it was more luck 
than management that caused bini to make a good &core. 
I mil]ht 'eve been sure I couldn't trust you, " said Antony but rn have 
you yet. ' He shuffled away at the euxis, dealt them out, but suddenly 
stretched his head as far as he could towards the door, then started up, for 
sure enough he heard the sound of horses' feet outside. He throw the cards 
oyer to his father, si-i g" Has d&4 clear away sharp. for it don't look 
nice or respectable to we sYi old min like you trying to bounce a youngster 
like me out of his bepence afore a stranger. " . Hallos, there, " shouted a voice from outside. 
.. IM Antony in no small voice, an he All right, we're a-coming, rep i motioned tA) bin father to stow away the cards. When he thought everything 
was ready to his liking, he Walked outside, and innocently saked, " Where am 
you I It's so precious dark, I cRWt see. " 
The stranger urged his horse up nearer to the inn door, jumped from his 
saddle. banded the reins to Antony, asking an he did so. "What pliee do you 
call this, my -an I" 
"Beetsmand, sir, in the name of the village. and thil is the inn. You'll find 
good accommodation both for yourself and horse; mes snug parloor for yon, 
and good stable for the steed; and we're very quiet sort 6' people, air. " With this cut and dried speech Antony waved his hand as an intimation for 
the stranger to walk inside, while he proceeded towards a nun shed used to 
store the fire logo, which would have to serve an a stable now for want of any 
other larger building. 
As the stranger entered Mrs. Clicks &rose from her accustomed seat in the 
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chimney corner, and wheeled a wassive old square built armchair 
towards the 
Are, then curtseyed to her visitor, and "hoped he would be comfortsible -" 
f wbilat old Clicks was 
just visible behind a cloud of smoke, toucbinj, & Ivory 
ringlet hanging over his wrimUed forehead with the forefioger of his f 
The stranger glanced round the room, and no doubt wondered wherever he 
bad got to. The feeble light emitted from the solitary candle standing upon 
the high xpantelshelf enabled him to discern tha contents of the apartment but 
imlverfectly. His long cost almost touching the ground was thickly cmted 
with snow, and his furry travelling cap, drawn down to protect his ears, had 
Ploo obtained a thick layer of the Tspot)eq whito ;" and as his beard was aho 
thickly plastered with the cold gift of Nature he looked not unlike the plaster 
representations of old Father Christmas. Theever-roady Antony wasquickly in 
from the stable, and at dboo proceeded toýhelp the guest to take off his big coat, 
Antony took the cost to the door to abake the snow o1E " Rough night, sirý', 
axid Mr. Clicks, jun, violently shAing the garment, "Snow's as thick an't an 
can IwL" More violent shaking followed, and this had the effect of bnDgig a 
small packet from one of the pockets to the ground. Antony continued to 
abako the coat, and as he did so he pushed the fallen treasure under the door 
mat with his foot; then he turned inside the parlour, and hung the coat up on 
a mail in the wall. 
The stranger had in the meantime seated himself in the big chairý and 
Antony mow came forward to take off his bootL 
at 
Wait a bitý my man, " @aid the stronger. as Antony =&do a vigorous clutch, 
the"cleL 'Wait until I loosen the straps. " 
Antony's eyes glistened as he saw the silver buckles, and reckoned that he bad now landed a big fish. 
Old Clicks had been quietly puZvg away at his pipe, but vow removed it 
*1 to his mouth, and issued the usual cloud, remarking, "Youll find Ant6ny a 
very handy chap, air. " Then he had another pA and continued, " but he's 
His son turned sharply round, and gave the venerable parent such a look 
that the speech remained unfinished. 
R! booft were removed, and placed in the corner o; the room. Is my borm all rigbk Azzooy I 841tightleatrivok air. lumderstwdeboress: 9 
" He'siavery handy chs "i ked the father, "only he's got a---.?, 
ti 
Th. yo.. g . Lllud: 
jPt. *=l "a 
p . 
7to 
be behind the big chLirý and this 
me he shook his fist towards the venerable speaker. and as the argument tb us 
manifested was sufficiently- conclusive for the old gentleman, he contented himsell by fibiabing the interrupted sPtt& with. again sayin& "a veri hamdy 
ChLIL" 
Antony pnxlueed some worm drink for the visitor, ad then &. used hiumelf by lounging over the back of the big chair and speculating upon the 
worth of the rings upon his visitoes ingers, &ad the probable total he could 
m, k, the bill rOr lOdginl;, &xL- Come W. The visitor dozed off to sleep, there- fur" the handy attendant had the mom opportnuity of scrutinizing hiwý and j,, at an Antony was about to form an opinion of the straoM from a &omt -view the "11*14 Of the chair opened his eyes. and called for his boots to be brought 
I'll-ftc to the horse, air. You *gust be tired, " pleaded Antony. He 8 used to borsesý*' chimed in old Clickg_ý-Almoljt bor, in the Stable, and &'though I Bay it, You'll find him & bandy chap, only he's go& a crooked arm:, Th" last shot waS too much for the Alial affection of the beir to the house of Clicks, and be bOiGg Dear the silver-buckled boot@ raised one as thd- about to hurl it at the Offender, but the stranger turned round in time to sto emch proceeding. p 
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Hey I Antony, what am you doing I" 
Just &-looking to Oft if there's 111y ZZIOW On 'eu), sizý thaVs all, " replied the 
young man. 
Antony took an old i-t-rn, pa - rusty key, aproceeaed to the &table, 
wherefrom he returned in a abort space of time, remarking that the horse 
' appeared to know he was well carea for, and that he could 'tend to lem, better 
than any man breatLing. " 
The old dame exhausted the store of her Plender pantry to adorn the table 
for an evening Meal, and bedtime daly arriving, Antony volunteered to show 
the stranger to his room. 
(To be continued. ) 
0 
gut 1LAXOTIftflat Commemoration. 
ZY F- C. ZF&P, P. C. 
Noynoxit. 8th, 2883, must henceforth assuredly rank as tLe most memorable 
day in the history of Ramagat4-- The occasion wax unique in all respects, for 
where could be found an individual, like Sir Moses Montefiore, who by 
Almighty blessing had been Id in health &Tid vigour to continue into 
the 100th year of life, the 1. 
ril 
and self-sacrificing work of promoting in 
my lauds the happiness and welfare of his fellow creatures. 
In unanimity it was a model meeting. The local committee formed 
comprised the names of the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Duke of Cam. 
bridge, FArls Sydney and Granville, the Deans of Canterbury and Windsor, 
Lord Brabourne, &c., whilst as a representative of the working classes, 
Mr. F. E. Heirett! s (the delegate of the Ramagate Oddfellowie Lodge) a 
was included. 
Ramagato is not prone to public processions &nd display, lacking, as it does, the 
J-s of - m. Lyr a corporation ," but this deficiency in no wise detractea from the success of the procession organized fot 112kis o-casic., .a which formed 
about two miles long on a line of road-at the west of the Unvxi. a wended its 
way by the grandly decomted route (to and from East Cliff Lodge) of nearly 
four miles distance. Conspicuous in tb* procession were the members of the 
Isle of Thanet Lodge, beAring banners, &c., headed by their deputation (P. G. 
Bow, P. G. Ile-ett. and Per. See. Acock) with engrossed address, the District 
being represented by Prov. GAL Bro. Sandwell and C. S. Millard. 
On arriving at East Clifr Lodge various deputatiom axsembled in the libmry. Each and all had a coidial reception, the kind sd encouraging word& 
of " the worthy bout" to the deputation* testifying to his mental vigour. 
Below is the text of the address of the Isle of Tbanet Lodge, which was pre. 
muted by P. G. Ilear, senior member of the lodge : - 
" Y%e Loyal Isle of 7hand ZAwIA Vs. $, 511 of the Indepro" "er of Vd4fd1ows, Jis-herter 
VXity, ASTA80414, 
"To SIR Massa XON-wriour, BAx-L. J. P. -Tbe members of the Loyal Ide of Thanat Lodge of Oddiellaws, Manebexter Unity, to general mectinx assecobled. tumnisnouslY desire hereby to give fornma ex7raWnn of their sincere and boundless joy upon the 
occasion of your entering an tho hundredth year of your Ufa. 1* Permit us, dew Sir Moses, sincerely to offer our heartfelt congrutulations on this bAPPY avent. We humbly prey that yourvaluable Ufa may be prolonged with heath, 14POD019, Rod every b1buiDg. " United as we are under the banners of I Friendship, Love, and Truth. ' 'Fui* Hope, 
and Charity, ' we yield to nons in high apprcýAatjon of your long and noble services an 
behalf of the suffering and oppressed. 
Be assured, dear Sir Mom, thme words of ours csýn, ýDly feeblT express the 
gratitude of our hearts. C. BWAS, r. G. 
Faro. X S. Hrwrrr, P. O. 
"A. W. Acom. Secretary. " 
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BY KIRDY KMCSTOlf. 
AUTHOU OF "TIM OLD TOLL BOUSZ, " "ALONG BYE-WATS AND JUDGES. " 
rr's Az ILL-WJND TILAT ISLOW8 NOBODY AV f GOOD, " kTc., L-rc. 
CHAPTER IL 
THzuz I" exclaimed Antony, As he placed the candle an a small table naox 
the window in the bedroom. "I think 7oull agree with lue, that A WougKor 
room couldn't be found no whom Directly you waken you look out of this 
windy, and you'll see the most lovely country in the worldL That bed is the 
softest and the comfortAblest, you can have ; I've slept there many & night, and 
soIoughttoknow. " The stranger, no doubk thought he was not in a position 
to refute the assertion, and Uierefor* stid nothing. 
Antony walked downstairs. First of all he stopped at the door qI04 and 
ýickn up 
. 
Allen packet. which be put carefully in his pock-a% then he sat 
OW thTbifg chair, mad thus accosted his venerable father: - "Now look ban. gor'nor ; you keep those fine speeches of yours to yourselff 
theWs no occasion for you to interfere. I kuow what rm up to, and can 
manage without your help ; no leave oft" "He's a decent sorV' beg= his father. "All the more reason you should keep quieL We doret got a customer 
eveny nigh% sad if it hadn t been for me we shouldn't have had him, " 
responded Antony. 
Old Clicks dropped the argument. 
Antony took the light from the shelf, and placed it on the table, fumbled in his pocket and brought forth the packe% which proved to be a po&-st-book. 
This he opened, took out some letters and read them in turn, then replaced 
them ; took out some a"&, handed one to his father, saying, " Look, that's his name-Rustace Claremoutly; " put them back spin, and drew, forth a larger emd, on which he found the portrait of a Wy. Ante drew the candle 
closer to him, opened his eyes as wide an he could, look: 
1 
more earnestly, 
rubbed his dirty cown hands &arm his forehead. and exclaimed, "Well, 
that in a face and no mistake, I could look ab that for hours. " 
The room door upstairs was opened, and the stranger called " Anton: 7. " 
" Coming, air, coming: ' exclaimed he, as he bundled the portrait into the book, which he laid upon the table. 
As Antony left the room Old Clicks thought his time had now arrived, so he took the book and its contents in band; but the old =&n. 's eyes were too dim to notice the letter he dropped on the floor as he raised the pocketbook. 
Autouy returned, snatched the article from his father's hands, ere his 
venumblo parent anything but a benediction, and then ru. h. a pptaira with 
the stranger's overconk placing the book in the breast pocket as he wtut. He 
cat in the old chair again on his return, but did not notice the letter on the 
fk)or until some time after his parents had retired to rest. " That pottering old nuisance, " ejaculated Antony, as be picked up the letter. "Just as though he could" Ask we for anything he wanted to know, instead of meddling with other people's things. He's always prying into what don't concern him. " During tLe while be turned the envelope over and over, 
and noticing it bad not been opened, he wondered what was in iL "Of 
course, everything goes wroagn Theres my pipe up in that chap's room. Never mind, here's dad's ; tluWll do, " and a; c&r&ngly he took up the old 
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gentleman'S long clay ; but as the gin was not 
to his liking, he broke t1ke 
stain down to a suitable lw&tL 
From the shelf he took down a tin quart ctui, 
filled it nearly full of watero and it on 
the Am He lounged back in the 
big chair enjoyin hi ire un i the water 
boiled, then be placed the cau on 
if 
to P 
the table, and W the envelope over the steam. 
In a little time the vapour 
had moistened the fastening of the wrappare and 
Antony carefully opened the 
envelope and unfolded its contents, which 
he prepared to read after snuffing 
the candle. As he held the opened letter In 
his hand he could not rdr&ii 
from exclaiming, 11 rye stolen a march an the old Tn- now, and shan-t 
let him 
JLnow it. " 
Carefully be perused every word of the epistle, then read it again and again; 
then, apparently satisfied, lie stuck the envelope down after enclosing the 
letter; but the thought came to him as to the disposal of the same. He 
oouldiet put it in the coat-pocket, for the coat was upstairs ; 
it wouldn't do to 
place it on the shelf an though left by the poetm- , 
because no one could 
=ibly know where the owner was staying for the laight. However, he 
ought he would put it somewhere 
for to-nightý and chance all about 
to-morrow. First he looked at the Wpot, but that wouldn't suit. then ba 
looked at the big boots with the saver 
buckles. but that idea waz quickly 
p&vwd by. Once spin lie thought of 
his father, but not very affectionately, 
and that tUdn't forward him. He walked across the room, and 
looking on the 
sideboard saw a few books lying there, and taking up 
the top one, which was 
an old byraual, he concluded he might safely deposit the 
letter insidl its 
cover, as "no one reads that. " 
Anton was now quite at ease, and as the 
hour was getting latej he preparad 
for a uigUs redt on the hearthrug, taking one of the strangees topboota 
for a 
Pillow. 
CHAPTFR III. 
Tax bedroom occupied by Eustace ClartimbutlY was something of a curiosity 
in Its way, therefore a description of it may not be unacceptable. An old 
fýur-postsr occupies quite two-thirds of the apartment, and this necessary 
Piece of furniture is decorated with a remarkable patterned arm of chints- 
in fact, one might safely say that Solomon in all his glor never 
U 
anything 
to come tip to the" long curtains and hangings, and per? 
'pe 
he didn't wish to 
have. Then there were two very old rush-bottomed chairs, and a small deal 
table beneath the leadened-sashed, diamond-ptined window. In front of the 
fireplace stood a scre n, blocking up the fire grating, and on the screen was 
fasted various pictures cut from penny illustrated periodicals, and papers of 
i ik-e character, both ornarnental and useful. In the first pis" they served to 
hido the dirty canvas, making the block' look more pleasing to the eye than 
it otherwise might; and in the next pl='Voepiag out the wind, which would 
otherwise have poured through the otiaras texture, On the mantelshelfatoca 
4 few chimney ornaments. Viere were two or three grotesque-looking models 
fit china. which did duty for match holders. Then were two higlilf-polished 
huofs of horsen, a small, fancy cardboard box, a few frames containing what 
were nicant to be portraits, no doubt of some of the members of the Clicks 
fantily-beRds out out of black Paper and pasted on 1, white ground. At one 
end of Lite shelf there stood an old ink bottie iwiAth & Piece of Ivy stuck in it, 
and at the corresponding corner was -a bi-olien-san-cer-contiMiMiV dirty clay 
pipe. The wall was adorned wifh an old engraving, representing a poor 
stlacrer with hin hands clutching hold of the arms of a substantial-looking 
chair In which he was seated, whilat reeling backwards was a melancholy- 
looking individual with long hair, spectscles, high collar, knee breeches, and 
low show, holding in his hands a pair of tonA with between them what was 
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meant to represent a tooth. Next to this valuable engraving hunq ac ollection 
of butterflies and mot4 but the specimens had remained exposed for such a 
length of time tbat each inxftt now looled of the same hue and description as 
its neighbour. Down by ths plam where a fender would be deposited stood a 
pair of boots, of extraordinary aize and manufacture, possibly purchased by 
weight. 
All these attractions bad as yet been unnoticed by the occupant of the room, 
who was seated by the scant table gazing intently on the portrait which some little time previously had been favoured by the admiring glances of Hr. Clicks, 
jun. Antony had i, ot allowed the rieitor a very large piece of candle, and 
gradually the slender luminary burnt itself less and less until a Ricker and a 
sudden flars proclaimed its life was spent. Being in a strange placeand without 
a light in anything but comfortable, but after travelling a good distance man 
is apt to feel tired, and can generally manage under the circumstances to enjoy 
a long sleep-at any rate, such was the cam with the visitor at the inn. 
Antony was &wake IoDý before daybreak and auk clearing away the embank. 
ment he had made during the previous evening. Spade and pick were in 
constant requisition, and lump after lump of the battered &now was thrown 
aside. ' The labourer frequently went indoors to revive his energies with a 
dose of what was there known an " London porter, " and the task of hewing 
down the ridge was in due time aceomplished. Antony next proceeded to the 
stable, and got the horse already saddled for Its muster, for lie feared the 
stranger might want to pay the place of shelter a visik and perform the work 
himself. The animars; feet seemed to bAve especial attraction to Antony; he 
surveyed each one in turn, looking intently at the shoes, and going so far as to 
try which particular piece of steel could be removed the easiest, for lie much 
disliked parting with his cuabomerso soon. However, he refrained from putting 
his theory into practice in this case. but wandered round and round the home 
an though he were of opinion that it was part of his duty towards himself to do 
a something to cause Mr. Ciaremontly to stay a longer period at_Qialky-Comap 
than he intended to at present. It was too latoo to physic the horse, and even 
were it mok Antony had no decoction (excepting that supplied by the brewers, 
and adulterated by himself) wherewith. to jrel6ibe for the animal, therefore 
his thoughts on this soore were in vain. Ile viewed the harness mind had some 
few thotights of dissecting various porLioue of it, but then the strictures might 
be made good enough for a short journey, and he might be unable to persuade 
his guest to believe that the rats had eaten the saddle, so lie decided to leave 
that alone and make a virtue of necessity, or rather compulsion. H&vLg, =, o 
to this determination it was surprising to am with what an air of I& 
he viewed the result of his grooming, and with what care he examined his 
charge to see that everything was as it should be, He even went to far as to 
rub the animal down with the neck wrapper he valued and wore so much, and 
finished off the polish with in application from the furry cap, no doubt fully 
intending to remember these little attentions when presenting the bill of 
charges for payment to the visitor, and perhaps thinking they would in some 
measure compensate the horse for the scanty supply of provender. 
Antony had his visitoes bill made out before the stranger had partaken of 
the modest breakfast had put 
, eilaced 
before him, but the various items he 
down W taken ad of time to consider over, and at last the sum total 
reached such figures as clearly proclaimed that "the most reasonable charges" 
were not known at this establizmeaL Antony partook of the med with his 
visitor, and occasionally tried to enter into conversation, but the latter per. 
sonage did not feel inclined to talk, beyond asking whatever information be 
wished to gain. 
" How far is it to Hardwicke Place, Antony I" asked the stranger, as he 
proceeded to buckle up his boots, ready for another journey. 
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got 6ildal, but (901da. " 
By REFIDY KINGSTOM 
AVTKOR OF "TH19 OLD TOLL KOUSXý" a ALONG STE-WAYS AND KrJ)G1; s- 
"rr'S AN ML WIND THAT BLOWS NOBODY ART GOOD, " XTC, XTC. 
CHAPTER IV. 
As Eustaos Clartmontly proceeded on his journey, he recognised the old 
familiar landmarkL On either 
. 
side soinstIting or the other attracted his atten. 
tion, and called 11 tit Memonse of the past. 
Ilere be noticed an old stile, 
on which, when . y, he bad ant and carved 
his name; there in another lice 
he noticed the old tryffUng tree, wbers many a ba y weeting 
bad taken 
and, as lie turned round a bend in the lane, the 
Wh 
tower of the old c ur& 
boo know so well reared its majestic forna before him. He urged his hom 
gently forward, and before many minutes had elapsed he 
halted in front of the 
sacred edifice. The church was a substantial old building of 
huge stones and 
flints. The front was almost covered with ivy, the windows and doorway only 
being left uncovered by the verdLnt mantle. The old dial, or clock face, was 
almost bid, but the worthy churchwardens bad given it a coating of bright blue 
paint, and bad caused the figures to be fresh gilt, and so old Father ! Litnes 
tale-bearer now peeped out from its leafy framework with something near 
ore 
Lions 
nd 
the 
ads 
The chiming of the old balk him at a must not linger, t erefore a hasty but fond look at the sacred edifice was given, Lad the road taken once 
&gain towards Hard wicke Place, 
The horse, as though conscious of his mastees mission, trotted gaily ; long, 
and although the distance travelled W been great, still the animal's strength 
tired Dot, neither did Us pace falter. Many a cheerful pat was administered 
to the arched neck of the faithful steed, and theme friendly greetings performed 
results not to be attained by the use of spur and whip ; the animal reooguised Uke authority of its master at all times, and bad learned to obey through. the 
medium of gentleness and kindness. 
A cheerful gallop down the Iaae leading from*the main rosA brought Euttaft 
withiu sight of Hardwicke risce, and before many minutes bad elapsed the 1101140 was led into decent quarters, whilst its owner proceeded to one of the luxuriant apartments of the halL Mr. Harden. the owuor and occupier of the rnan&ion, was looked upon by the 
outsideworld "a very fortunate man, chiefly because he was wealthy. He, Lowever, used Lis riclies to good euds; -he patronised many charitable inatitu- tions, looked after the wauts of the poor in tbegurroundi, g ditit,, and with- hold 'Dot the aid sought by the wayfarer. "ill family comi. ted -f his two d-ughter., x-b-i aGertrudL Dothyoung I'd'" were Nas"sed Of some Sulount of personal beauty -, but *hilat Wbel 
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was the type of serene quietude anti goodlinem, her sister Gertrude bespoke 
by her features a nature of coquettish pride and Airtation ; but perhaps some 
excuse could be made. as Gertrude was the younger of the two, and bad been 
petted somewhat during her childhood. 
Mabel would frequently visit the villagem, and present the needy with some 
substantial token of her good nature towards the relief of their sufferings; but 
her sister, although ohs would frequently walk part of the distance with her, 
would not enter the cottRges of the poor, because she used tA) say, " Mabel can 
talk to them in the manner they iteem to like, but I don't know how to preach! " 
The arrangement wan to the mutual satimfoction of the aisters, for Mabel pre- 
ferred baing alone on such oompionp. She aimed not at having her good deeds 
carved on stone in letters of guld, but chose rather the better part of knowing 
good bad been done without the laudation of all empty vanity. 
Upon the arrival of Distace Claremont3y, Mabel was seated sit the piano, 
ng corn- 
d the 
tion 
ses and 
mpari- 
ng the 
s eldest 
a fading 
light; but hh the satisfaction of know t at the g he W 
wrought in his lifetime, although not now ag out for recognition, would 
remain hereafter as finger-postA pointing out the Paths of pleasantness to those 
that follow. 
Mabel had just concluded the first verse of her song when Eustace was 
announced, and Gertrude had fully made up her mind that it was very 
recLuisite she should have a new bonnet. 
Eustam wsis an old friend, and received a cordial welcome. Gertrude 
chatted away, and hardly allowed anyone else to Pay much for some little 
time. She wanted to know where Eustace had lately been staying, aud where 
he had just come from, and received prompt answers in each cast. 
" So you stopped at 'Clialky Corner' last night, difl you ?" exclaimed 
Gertrude ;" ain't it a queer old tumble-down plaze! " 
r" 
Well, it certainly is a queer place in yon. term it. Gertrude, " replied 
ustace but I don7t know much about the tumble-down propeniity. " 
"Don't you really I Well, I do, you see. it belon--. % to p an of course 
we know all about it, " added Gertrude. " Pe-'r7Np%-Wou-kZy-u' don't mean 
" ala", 
the same place as I do. I mean the inn near Beetsmand kept by Mark 
Clicks. " 
; Yer yes, that's the one, Gertrudeý' replied Eustitce. 
be joung lady, however, brought a small portfolio and taking a draving 
therefrom, handed it to the visitor, saying, " ThAts the place I mean. " 
Eustace looked at it, and proclaimed the picture a faithful co 
"That's Mabel's sketch. You dnn't know bow clever she is, 
ET. stce. - 
A quiet remonstrance from Mabel only served to loom Gertrude's tongue 
the more 
"You wait and see for yourself, " &Aded the younger sister. 0 We look 
after everybody and everything-aometimes hold quite a levde one way or the 
other. The postman brings us a lot of tracts, and these are followed up by a 
visit from a 'Rev. Mr. Someone; * then off goes Mabel to distribute them at the cobtagesý and-well, you'll see for yourself. " Mabel remained r quiet, as though enjoying a Bow of thought that shp did not wish disturg and Eustace gradually found himself intently thinking 
of her. The pieces of music lying on the table were slowly turned over one 
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by one by Mabel as though site weris 
looking for a particular copy, And Eingtace 
lield his hand to%-ads her receiving the copies &be placed on one side. 
31r. Harden had been watching his eldest daughter. He had noticed the 
mies mantle the cheeks that hat] 
before been pale, and he rejoiced to believe 
that Mabel found more than a friend in 
Eustace Claremently. 
Are not Tun going W sing again, maw r, asked 
her father. 
If you sewli me to, father dear " she repliecl. 
Arci you fond of music, Eus" I to questioned 
Mabel. 
Z, 
Very land of it indeed, " was the reply. " Music and 
books I look upon 
two of the best companions a, man can 
have. FAch has a voice pecaUirly 
its own; the first raises thoughts that no tongue can 
trandate, and ,, 
imaZiliation realise ; and the second gives language that enriches both heart 
and mind. One builds up a glorious theme of 
indescribable beauty; tile 
other lays the foundation of true wealth. " 
Gertrude was astonished at his sentimentality, as she termed it, and asked 
how long he had turned philosopher. 
CHArTER V. 
Rated building, if bu cling it sy Co. -I, Arched Alley, was a very dilapt 
il ra be 
called, The outside of the structure was certainly composed of bricks, but 
time And London smoke hAd made them so black that they were hardly 
remgnisable. The door did not possess the slightest adornment; the paint 
Once 11J)l)llod had vanished years ago, and it ever there had been a knocker no 
one in the Alley could remember seeing it. There was a hole ia the Centre of 
the door, from which protruded a piece of rope with a large knot At the end 
this was the means %%hereby people in the alley gained admission to No. 1. 
It is surprising how many people can live in one small house when they fed 
so inclined, and in this instance might be found five different families, if such 
A cla"ificUtion can be given to a number of individuals occupying different 
rooms. The people downsUirs were sepirated b. - the flight of steep at,,, 
commencing close at the street door, and terminating in a misty darkness a 
liLtIO 1"&Y towards the low roof. At the top of the steps are three Small rooms. 
_!!! 
eýturn to the righiL One single window lights the apartment. the air is 
A meet unbearable, aud a large fire bums within a brick casement wherein a 
AOVO once was. placed. The furniture consists of a long table and a form; on 
the former are placed the wreck of a pewter messurO slid sundry little articles 
resembling moulds, and upon the form ore seated two men, repulsive in 
appearance sud singular in costume. Yo one would imagine that Any inmate 
of Jýrched Alley was a tradesman, And they would perhaps as little think there 
'We- Ally professors to be found there, but their number for all that wall legion. 
Even from the old ere.,, At the far , cd, dow. to the little &Udr.,, with 
'c"ty 'JlOthi"g P1AJ-iVg in the gutter, could be found - professors... 
two ruen at 'N 
But the 
ro- I 'OrO the greatest PrOf-rs-in factv they were bankers, and 
in their mint All the coins of the realm, from sovereigns to sixpences, had their 
. portraits t4k- " on the shortest notice, and were turned out ## wholesale, 
retail, and for exportation I" In the room adjoining, four professors we at 
work, but they prefer Choi- workmanship to striking metals-they deal in 
gems and jewellery. In one comer site a man with a small lathe in front of him, an cl by Ilia side is p6ced a box containing gems of ss the first water ,P made from celoured 9LL8s` O'cea 01 China- sealing wax, and various chemical compo- 
DitiOnS. The 61 chemist to occupies A seat clear the window, and whilat busy 
making blood stouca, pearls, 014N. torals, rubies, ", he sings for the Smusto 
ment of his 001-r-des, " Rich And rare were the the wore, " although both 
IrOrd$ and tune were greatly at variance with tTroriginal setting. Next in 
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order comes the "artist, " who makes the designs before his follow-wUrkrneu 
take them in hand to give the jewellery the finishing touch. Thli3they-wotk&I 
together, each contributing his share of labour before the article wPA ready fr-r 
the vendor to deal with. Sometimes they only turned out imitations6 býit Rt 
r what 
CRUdle- 
nto the 
turned 
'0 Men 
outside I 
,0th, 
wears a be& r hat with a respectabl broad oth Land upon it, n ite cra at, 
and a pair of black kid gloves. In one hand he carries a bundle of . ta, C in the other a black leather bag. He walks up to the table, pla et C, 
and bag carefully upon it, and refreshes himseff with a long drink Ah 
bottle of vast capacity before saying a word. Then he t4keR off his hat, care. 
fully tucks his gloves in the lining of the beaver, and removeq his renerab! e- 
looking white vig. A vast change has now taken place in the individual*4 
appearance. Before thits divesting himself he might have applied for a 
donation on behalf of the " poor blacks, " or the "sid. and wounded, " with. 
some chance of o'btaining it; but now he might have a cloýer connectiontrith 
the dark-skinned gentlemen, without giving himself very much trouble, if hk 
whereabouts were known to the police I 
" What luck, parson ?" asked the chemist, leaving off in his song, and turning 
round towards the last comer. 
I" 
Fvlr-kretty fair, " replied the person addressed, an he proceeded to rem,, ve 
iis white tAe and put it with the tracts into big cost pocket. "Lookforyvur- 
self ; you don't want any key to undo locks I" 
"Not quite, " replied ihe chemist, making a knowing morement with h: % 
ngers, and then proceeding to manipulate with tho fastening of the I., - 
The other men left off work to examine the newly-acquired trewwres. 
" That'll do, " said the chemist, as he took from the lxý-- r. go I Id bouquet- 
h6' Ider. Then he had to insert bnth hands into the bag to Lrin; ont Wýmething 
more bulky. " Now thaVa what I call a picter, " he exclaimed, showing P. 
finely-cbased silver cup. "Where did you find this, mr worthy r' 
" Never mind where he found 'em, " growled the Zesigner ;" shoTe'em -. a 
the pot at once; " and he proceeded to carry his words into actiou, 'mutteri-I 11 
as he did so, "dead men tell no lies, Bill. " 
Bill quite coincided with his mate'x opinion, but the man at the lathe Kaw I 
'better use might be made of the bouquet-holder, and therefore transferred i-. 11 
to his bench, where sundry applications of a elisel rendered the article beyond 
recognition. 
The distributor of the tracts once more had recourRe to the stone botUe. 
How did you find bWnis V asked Bill, between the hammering. 
Ob, the 'black man' is dying out, so afore I start again I must invent a 
fresh advocate for charity, and people think th4s I sick and wounded' ought to 
be well by this time. At the place where I landed that big cup there were 
two young ladies , one cried over ray narrative about the poor bl&Z, and the other went to find something for the sick and wounded, and I found the cup 
in between the acts, as the saving iL" 
It' *U good I d, " a""' the chemist 
IN 
&. lorLtU', 
" rem"arked the man at the lathe. Beats coining, " added the designer. 
NVait a bit, " interposed the Inder; " clon't be in sach a burry IVs cost 
a lot to get. You know you can! t always get what you want oý your first 
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. 6it. You chaps don't understand the preaching busincp% Its nll very well 
to pit here and speculate what a thing is worth, but when you have the 
working for 
it, Wd a dilrerent matter. A man can't cry at every bouxe he 
g, wj, to, unless he 
fortifies hiaoAf first, and theu he must go hungry for a long 
tilge. and this ruins his constitution, otherwise he don't look half miserable 
ý11,11gb to touch people's pockets. It Lin't five wor& he wants, nor pity, but 
itoL the I chink' he bankers after. " 
#- Quite right, " sai-1 the chemist, Landing the stone bottle round; "but we 
, 1o1A want a vermon. " 
-N,,, but I wants to teach you how to handle the ri--t 'cause I*m getting 
I, rettr well known, ana some one else ought to cke a turý to keep up success. 11 
" itight again, " Yoriferated the chemist ; "every one to " trade. Look 
wre, could you turn out L gem like that r, Irem he handed to the clerical 
pr., fdhaor a brooch set with various stones, which looked to all appearances a 
b,, * xpecimen of handiwork and value. "A man an possesses tongue don't. as 
. rule, have much also. It would puzzle you for a yew to make a thing like 
tiatt. IV* mad* froin part of an oyster *)tell, and a piece of a green medicine 
60ttle, A11.1 the rim of a caudlestick-thaCs what we call vwrL 14ok at the 
gold -feel the weight-and any if it air't natural. Weeve got it preparation 
we p-Lints the brans with, Rod now can defy all the Itakey fortes in a doctor*x 
X1101). .. 
11 It's very g(xxl, " replied the linguixt ; "but in t1six sort of work you gets 
tuech. Luical, and goes by regitLar rules and measurements ; wheren 4 in my 
Imutch iCi a study (or everlasting. Ynu has to give a lerAl, watch how the 
Wte Likes, and then follow up ; then you utuat set up yourotelf as a pattern of 
wnrality ; critin yourself with all sorts of touching anectAlutes and passages 
from good books; and always liuve a tear ready in both eyes--and that watita 
workitig. sometintes with a pin-then again you has to fight your own 
Conscience, " derisivel Y replied the chemist, "we dowt know anything 
alpout hini and we dou't ; vant to, do we, Bill I" 
" Not until we retires from bis'ness, " replied that gentleman. 
" NVOV responded the wearer of the White tic, "I think as I lw)swu all 
Lite qualities to needful to my branch, and youM be up a tree without me, 
I ought to share more of the profits than what I do. I has the hanlest work. 
Don't you see, if I was only once to swear, all the fat would be in the fire, so 
Lo speak, and all my education wasted. " 
The man at the lathe left off work and joined in the argument. "He 
thoughW lie said, "it would be a pity for the cleric to be taken va' his bmtý 
eklxxially m he seented to well cut out for his job, to let the question of shares 
be Plo settled that we shan't have atty inure dispute about 'eut. " 
The bottle of beer was pamed round again, and its magic influences assisted 
in making satinfactory arrangements with regard to " profita, * and when this 
titlentiou was definitely sattled, the " man of education " said lie did not with 
UP be shoturbed whilat lie endeavoured to learn all the choice extracts con- 
tained within the bundle of tracts be had recently purchased. 
But his Ptudies were to be of very short duration, for hurried footsteps ulý 
tho iniserablo staircase declared something of importAince Litt occurred, and before the ininates of the roont W time to Lida away all their criminating 
evidence the door was flurg violently open. 
(To be continu&E) 
Is 
MATTRR AND "Mix-TAs good writing or good speulLing, its value (lActorial 
art) dcpeudxjýmttrily an its matter, and on its manuer only, so far as it best 
sets forth an impresses the matten-4no. Ruskin. 
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11 RePt 6611did, but Osl&#. " 
BY KXKDT KINGSTON, 
AUTHOR OF "THE OLD TOLL HOUSE, " "ALONG BYI-WATS AND HEDGW 
"IT'S AN ILL WIND THAT BLOWS NOBODY A'. NY GOOD, " ETC, rTr_ 
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WIN, Tiat, with all its dismal associations with regRrd to Nature, had passed, 
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-aldng to bloom, the gigantic g their ha, , reaký Qi= elms lifting their ughty headss to heaven, 
r 
and the gentle willows that a their branches over the clear stream 
running through the rark. By the side of the crystal water was a rustic seat, 
and Mabel frequently spent many pleasant hours seated there. She loved to 
witch the water carrying the leaves upon its glittering surface, and gazed after 
them as they flowed one by one from her sight. She used to throw a flower 
in sometimes, calling it a wish, and speculated upon its passý a certain point 
an to whether her desire would be f uIrilled or not, She loved Nature, and 
could always discern a voice of beauty and truth in all her gentle gifts. From 
the simple blade of grass to the magnificent queen of roses, from the modest 
buttercup to the lordly dahlia, from the wild clover of the hedge to the 
princely wheat, and from the insignificant daisy to the fragrant honeyeackle, 
she could perceive that each had a mission to f ulfiI, each had a song to sing, a 
theme to recite, a lesson to teach, a beauty to manifest, and a blessing to 
bestow. 
Beside the pleasant stream sat 31abel and Eustace. The old, old tale, was 
M gain repeated. Fresh castles were raised in the air, and pretty pictures of 
ure happiness were depicted. ' Look, " said Eustieeý pointing to a willow tree 
not far from where they were seated---" Look, Mabel, at that old willow tree, 
how silently and tenderly it seems to bend over that fair lily floating onthe 
8tl-ealu a" h as vIn th fA flower as 10 1 Pli g 
0 Win WI 
=*Iy 
the lily dant 
zin 
U ion 118 hh9 teriD a 
ter d. d now tle wa , ea. 
t oug 1,81 ,g it from g 
the win rust] a t, e ea 3 hat g t! fro the bran es of 
om re u 
r, ntiI 
h in 
to" air 
the tZer. nnot you imag-a t ey are g 11 a nV to ether I 
bends hx The My me to laugh at the old t, ! rhils the its x 
1, din =cc 
towards 
Me 
sweet bloas of Natu an tries with its outstretched to 
embrace it. Were you that lily, Mabel, and I Qxe willow, my bough& should 
bend down and shelter you from every rude blast, and my leaves should 
touch the sweet flower beneath, imprinting thereon the kiss of true love. The 
old tree has stood upon the bank longer than the My has played upon the 
water, and the fair flower will fade long before life leaves the old tree ; all the beauty of the blossomý all its quiet glory, all its magnificent purity, will, alas, 
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aoon vanish, and the old lover will be left to mourn and weep alone Over its bereavement. Four fragment of Nature, how Well I can enter into whet your feelings would then be, and how you would continually weep for your lost love; but were I to niagnify your leaves a thousandfold, and call a&& leaf I tear, even then you could not possess half the sorrow my heart would were I bereft of my beauteous flower-Mabel. " 
" Eustace, dear Eustace, " softly whispered Mabel, "You do not know me as I am, otherwise you would think differently. " 
" Nay, Mabel ; have not I imown you from a child I Did not I then 10, 
you with childish simplicity I Did not I love you with all the fiery nature of 
youth I Why should not I now love you with the strong love of a man I 
" Because there we many bett4w than me, " replied the maiden. 
" Not to my way of thinking, Mabel darling. " 
su" 
I thought you had almost forgotten me, EustacL You have been away 
ch a long time it seems. " 
"The time has appeared as ages to me, " replied Eustace; "every day 
seemed to be : arryiog me further from you, but forgetfulness has been 
stranger to me. 
"Strangers frequently become acquaintances, " added Mabel. 
"Fear not, darling, " replied Euatace. "So long an memory retains her 
mo, and the feeble stream of life flow% so long will I remember you With 
pure affection. " 
" Many like promises have been madeý Eustace dearý but have too soon been 
foryotten. " 
Perhaps, Mabel, at the time they were made the true worth of the fair one 
had not been discovered. You know human nature is not unlike the various 
minerals and stones to be found in the bosom. of Mother Earth. There 
are some real gems. and even in these am bidden virtues; virtues that require 
the earnest gaze of the searcher, and their beauty becomes the more apparent 
as they m the more closely scratinised ; there axe other gems which only 
dazzle the eye with their glitterings-they are valuable because of their 
splendour. Then the reverse picture presents to us the tinselled gems; th7 
glitter and shins like the real Jewels, but it in all mere outward show, there 4s 
no truth in them, they are mere mockeryi and upon close inspection their 
utter worthlessness and deceit becomes apparent, " 
"I fear there am too many of the latter representatives, " replied Mabel; 
"but even the most pure amongst us is not free from empty vanity. " 
The conversation was here interrupted by the appearance of Gertrude, who 
came running up to her sister quite out of breath. " Do come, do come at 
once, " said Gertrude excitedly ;" here's such a queer fright outside in the lane. 
rvo jut been taking stock of him; but you come and see for yourselves, " 
The pwý7 walked over to the hedge dividing the park from the outside lane, 
and cautiously pea in through the bushes, observed a man seated on a emal 
placed under the a, 
UM. 
of a big chestnut tree. He wore an old felt hat of 
rusty brown colour, with the brim turned down well over his face; his coat 
bad evidently seen its best days ; the material looked late velvet, but it bad 
b6en 80 much Worn that both colonr and material could not be named with 
any degree of accuracL; and this garment was adorned with a good display of 
large pearl buttonx. The covering* of his legs were made of leather, and his 
boots were evidently manufactured before the process was thoroughly under- 
stood. Perhaps the gem of his habiliment might be des; gnated the tie he 
wore-it consisted of something like unravelled rope more than anythin; elas, 
with every strand a different length and colour ; whilst carefully placed in the 
Ocntre was an ornament of a shape indeamibable and of a nature somewhat 
auspicious. 
This remnant of the past sat with one leg crossing the other; he bent Ib 
-a 
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head down very low as he leaned over an immense piece of very hard wood 
which he fimly grasped in his left hand. The timber had various devices 
carved upon it; in one place a hideous monster, with wings and wide open 
mouth, occupied a prominent position ; in another, a crafty serpent twined 
itself around a, group of objects; and thus conceivable and inconceivable 
thin crowded on and on, up and down, and nearly all over the inexplicable 
artieCe hold by the human vice. 
The man held in his right hand a small but very sharp penknife, which he 
quickly and skilfully applied to a portion of the carvings. Twitch-twitch- 
twitch-went the knife, and yet to perceptible progress was made with the 
work in hand. 
A small crowd of farm labourers bad gathered round the workman, and twis, 
seemed to displease him, for he occasionally looked up from his work to exclaim, 
" Do go away; what in there to we I Only an old man and & piece of wood I" 
Then faster seemel to twitch the knife, an though the holder begrudged the 
time he had spent in trying to persusda the onlookers not to waiL 
Gertrude could no longer keep quiet, and remarked to her sister, 11 1 should 
like to know what he's doing, " quite loud enough for the workman to hear the 
voice. Once more he looked up, and exhorted the bystanders "to go away, " 
at the same time assuring them there was nothing to ses. Then he somewhat 
reluctantly closed his little knife, and deposited it in one of the commodious 
Cockets of his ancient coat, and begin preparing to take his departure. The 
yat va ýnders took the hint and proceeded down the lane, leaving the carver to 
follow. As the carver turned round to take pp his seat, he saw the two young 
ladies amd Enstace looking over the hedge towards him. 
" Dou% go awky, old friend, " said Mabel, in a tons displaying she really 
meant what she said. 
" No, don't, " added Gertrude; " my sister, I know, wants to fia out all about 
you, and then you'll get bar sym by. " . 6# Be quiet, Gertrude, " said 
talk' 
tapping her sister gently on the shoulder. 
j" 
Well, Mabel, we all know what a good Samaritan you are; but We a good 
ob r. not like you, or we should hold a levde of beggars every day here; ' 
replied Gertrude. 
rm not a beggar, " disdainfully answered the carver, as he looked towards 
the 'at 
. 
y2unger si er. 
Now, I didn't say you were, " retorted Gertrude, " and you mustn! t get 
Crons, or my sister will preach you a sermon about meeknesm or something of 
the sort, and I dare my there's many things you'd prefer to tbat: ' 
The old man pulled his hat over his forehead more, and began to move, but Mabel persuaded him to stay. 
" Dou% take any notice of what she is saying, friend, her tongue is always 
mt so fast; ' exclaimed Mabel; then she added, as she turned to her sister, 
If you would go away, Gertrude ; you are a tiresome girl. " 
4# Then I shaU just stop to Uses you, Mabel. " Mabel unheeded her sister's 
reply, but requedad the carver to show her his work. 
" We too heavy for your gentle hands, fair lady, " re lied he stretching the 
wood towaz* her, "but you can look at it while , hoiTiv- , " How very beautiful I" exclaimed Mabel, inspecting the carving. " Is this 
all your work I" 
yes, toy lady. " 
How long did it take you I 
About sixteen yeam" 
Ob, " said Gertrude, "only fancy that. I wonder what pa would my if I 
took a quarter that time over my woolwork. " 
Hold your tongue, Gertrude, " commanded her sister. 
When will it be finished I" asked Gertrude. 
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That I am unable to answer, " replied the wofkman. 
What is it supposed to be I" enquired Mabel. 
lee now supposed to re resent a javelin staff. " replied the carver, #-&a 
carried by the javelin men ofolden tiMeL It is carved out of a solid piece ot 
walnut wood. which in now many years old. It used to be one Of the bed 
stocks in Warwick Castle. Many a tale could this old timber narrate, And a 
histo of voluminous interest belongs to it 31any a royal personige hag it )7to 
support; and many a warrior has rested himself upon i uu helps t3 at, ch 
ppurtenances. It has adorned the palaces of kings ; the hall of the brave. 
nd the cell of the monk; but now it contents itself with a corner in the 
wanderer's casual room. For sixteen years have I carried it about, and worked 
at it with this little knife; hours, days. nye years have rolled on, and I have still 
laboured at the work you now see. To me it possesses a value untold. All 
the wealth of this country would not tempt me to part with this staff untiL 
my task is done; for the time-honoured wood de*erves to reap a fitting rew&H. 
When I look at the different carvings they remind me of times gone by, and 
of the various circumstances attending that same time i-and thus the hidory 
of my life becomes engraven upon this old piece of wood. " so saying, he 
hugged the staff in his arms as though each recollection endeared him the more 
to his work. 
When *the narrative was ended, Gertrude exe! aimed, " He talks like a book. - 
'And a good one too, " replied Mabel. 
. But not one of superfine binding, " said Gertrude. 
" Those who only admire books because of their gorgeous coveM11 added the 
carver scornfully, I show not only poor taste but piteous ignorance, There's 
many A good book with paltry and dirty covers ; and many a bad one decked 
in old; but before we either praise or condemn we should search earnestly 
to 
Ind 
their true worth, or utter worthlessness. It is likewise with peoR! a; 
miny are dressed in ran and vot the rags may cover greater wealth man lies 
beneath the gaudy dress of th; rich and proud. One may cover true treasures; 
the other only mock jewels. " 
" But, " said Gertrude, I suppose you'll admit that the rich coverings do 
not always cover deceit I 
" Readily, but deceit wrept in wealth is not to pardonable ag when it is 
covered in rags, because we expect great things from great appearances, but 
with the poor we do not look for so many virtues. " 
"Don'tpa think it possible then for thd'pnor to be possessed of good 
qualities I* asked Gertrude. I 
" Yes, " said the carver, " and I often find poor people more contented than 
the rich and proudL He who can look his fellow creature in the face, and 
reams a dishonest action, i4 more entitled to be called rich than to who tries 
to Make himself appear better than everyone else, And stoops., to vice. " 
" That's just where you poor people Always make the inistake, " replied 
Gertrude petulantly, "every one with irooll clothes ain't vicious. " 
" Yon mistake me, miss, " responded the workman ; 11 it's the rich people that 
mv always trying tc) make out their poorer brethren to be all that's bad, whilat 
they corer their own Lulte with the affinenoe they ponse4s. " 
" You're Awfully hard upon us, old boy, " said Gertrude. "I shall get MY 
sister V) argue with you. Here, MaLba. " 
Mabel and Eustace had been q-detly coureraing together dariog- the time 
that Gertrude had been talking to the carTer, but now both of thern tamed 
their attention to the man in the lane. 
Gertrude , took up the conversation. 
of I say, ol7frin. nd, as my sister calls you, whata your name t Do tell me, 
then I shaxet forget you: ' 
I Am known as 'The Bear, '" was the carver's reply; 
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dlTh9 Bear, " shouted Gertrude, in astonishment; "what a borrid mama! 
And I suppose that in the regged statE I see the joke, " added the maiden, aa 
the laughed heartily. 
It Why do you do that work- I" aaked Mabel. - 
"I'll tell you some other titne, miss, " rp. plied the carver. 
it No, tell us now, " said Gerta-ude. "I'm dying to know; besides, you're 
such a good book, Tou kuow. " 
But not one of superfine binding, " retorted the man. 
Never mind that, " replied Gertrude, "Mabel wU1 bind you siresh ; wodt 
you , Mabel" 11 I'm not going to promise anything, " replied Yabel. 
The workman 
lad now shouldered his staff, and promised to call some other 
time, but Mabel extendail Ler hand, slid bade him partake of the offering she 
made. The man pulled his hat well down ever his face, expressed his thanks, 
and journeyed onwarcU. 
11 1 may, Mr. Bcslrý" shouted Gertrude, as the man proceeded clown the lane, 
juat you think o,. r. -hat N. said, and don't be so hard oa us when you 
come &, -&in, then I "I say you're a gtiod Look with gilded leavm' 
Kabel remarked to her ilater that she thought the workman to be a sensible 
man, and, added she, "I talea quite an interest in him; Wit evident he has 
seen better d&YL" 
No doubt, Nabs; poor peclple always say that. " 
Why, Gertrude, it' hardly requires two eyes to see that. 11 he is 
somewhat sufly, it's only rough ultage by the world that makes him so. " 
"But I say, Kabe, ain't be an old fright? " 
I never judge people by their looks, " replied XabeL 
We've had a specimen of ths4" said Gertrude; " otherwise that maa with 
the tracts would not have taken your bouquet holder. " 
Now, Gertrude, We not right for you, to say be took it. when there's no 
"' of each being the case. " 
No proof, Mabel I" exclaimed Gertrude in rurprise-" no proof I Well, it 
was on the table when lie came, and it had vauished when he had gonL I 
don't know what more proof you WL[lt. " I 
" ThalVa not sufficient, evidence to me, " replied . 11abal because I Lave no 
recollection of seeing it an you say. " 
" That's the worst of you, 31abe; every one, 19 a sant in your eyes excepting 
poor me ; and now jou've addel another to your catalogue in old grizzly 
bear. " 
" Don't talk like that, Gertrucle ; no doubt he has good reasons for not 
telling his name, " remarks Mabel. 
: Yes, " said Gertrude ;" perhaps done something to sharno it. " 
Or something too good for ft, " interposed Zabel iiV& as fair to argue 
one ; 
0&UT 
an the other., 
L, mean, Mabel, one way suits you better than the other. 
" 
poor man: ' exclaimed M; Iel what a curious Igo to lead; fancy, what 
years of toil I" 
Well, I think he's an old xtupid, " said Gertrude. 
There we differ, " retpunded her sLiter. 
: And as usual, " added 0ortru, le. 
Here's pa coming, " said 31sibel, as her father advanced towards them. 
I wonder what he'll pay about yoter new acquaintance. Mabe 11" ' "Don't mention it yet, Gertrude, until we know more about the strange 
man. " 
Mr. Ha6rden now joined tLe party, and, tAking Eustace by the arm, told him he had something of importance to converse upon with him. 
(To be continuecL) 
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riviv Wistry and gowrty taint to bt alwago ou 9. arth: 
A Fairy Tale. 
BY ;. REDDING WARN. 
THE Fairies Mensconscia and Prudenza were on their way to pay their respects 
to the Fairy Ilardesis, who was expiring at the deplorably early age (for a 
fai, 7) of scarcely two thousand years. Some accident in the a"angementa 
m& a at her birth had resulted in this premature dissolution-literally dis. 
solution, for, as all the world knows, when at last a fairy does go, she dissolves 
into thin air. It seems that if a fairy dies in the odour of an even temper, she 
dissolves into healthy breezes and freshening windii, while if she departs in a 
condition of fury, she joins the ignoble army of ague logs and marsh mists, 
preferably taking up her residence in the Roman Campagna, and there 
maliciously killing mere human mortals by the thousand 
The Fairy Frudenza is always the first to 37pare and 
ýtart to pay her final 
respects to an expiring fairy-mortal, and as ensconscis is her older cousin, 
she generally stirs about this upright creature when the court of Oberon and 
Titania (these two are now frightfully old themselves) are about to go into 
necessary mourning. Neither fairy was attractive by her dregs, and indeed 
their costumes were riot calculated or trained to throw dust in the eyes of the 
pýsaers-by, as giving an idea of great wealth which they did not positess. 
Mensconscia never has been rich, except in happiness, and the bestowing of the 
nine. Prudenza, on the contrary, has always been well off, bat she has never 
devoted her fairy life to the acquisition of wealth. 
The two fairies were travelling, with Feat precaution, upon two steady 
white mules. Mensconscia, with that rectitude of hers, sat bolt upright in the 
saddle, and observed calmly before her. Prudenza, on the contrary, looked 
about a good deal, and kept at least one eye more or less upon everything. 
" Bless me, " said Prudenza suddenly, "you have lost a shoe !" 
"I shall walk upright and straight forward, gossip, nevertheless, " said 
Kensoonscia. 
I mean that your mule has lost a shoe: ' 
You are wrong, Prudenza-the mule had nothing to do with it. The shoe 
has lost itself. " 
" Anyhow, the shoe is gone, and you must have another, or your mule win 
fall lame, and then, perhaps, we shall not reach our sisteen vanishment in time. 
Tat, tut t Why we cannot have our usual privilege of going anywhere in next to 
no time, when it is a question of a fairy's dispersion. I do not know I Shoe 
you must have:, 
" Do you not think it is necessary in the first place to find a farrier I 
At this moment the ring of iron upon anvil struck the ears of the two 
fairies, and Prudenza cried, " Thank Oberon-here is a shoer I" 
The most miserable dog of a dog ever seen came out from the forge to meet 
them, his tail trailing dolefully, and his head down like a detected thief with a 
scalding conscienCL 
" Ho I sinith I" shouts Prudem: L 
The slow ping of the hammer haltea, and out there came the dolefullest blacksmith ever behold. 
Bless me, " said Prudenza, "this man is a complete kill-joy. " What is your name I 'I asked Mensconsci& 
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Miserrimo, " said the man in a sad voice, looking about him-" generally 
called for short, Misery; and this is my poor dog Jack Poverty. Where Poverty 
4 and Misery far away, my mistresses. We stick to each other, we 
do! and wetare the only friends we have in the world. " 
is ou won 
The dog almost wagged his poor stump of a tall. But he thought worse 
of it, and once more he hid that append& a. I& 
I thought blacksmiths were rather jOITY fellows than otherwise-I imagined 
that the world spoilt them I" uled Mensconscia. 
"The world Ims not spoilt ine. ' said Misery. " Perhaps I am out of it too 
mucli. 11 
"Does your dog snap I" asked Prudenza. 
"He very rarely has anything to snap at. But I haveknownhim toadmire 
a bone. You doet look Yj rich yourselves, you two I" said the blacksmith 
ie ie in a pitying volceý for some ow the miserable are always ready to pity their 
equals. 
" We have enough, anyhow, to pay for a new shoe, " said Prudenza, who 
generally did most of the talking when she and Mensconscia were travelling 
together-tbe last-tamed fairy having such an unhappy knack of speaking out 
in Vain language that the world in general did not like it, 
'Allow me to help you out of your saddles, " said the lean blacksmith- 
Poor man, " whispered Prudenza to her companion. " His ribs felt like a 
g iNron sit h; lifted me down. " ý 
Something must be done for him, " whispered Mensconscia. 
So the two f airies marched into the smithy and sat them down upon a 
remarkably hard plank, which was the bed Miserrimo and Poverty shared 
c,, r 1, 
tolrther, and the Smith prejarl to oboe the mule. 
Why does your honest og lick your hands, Misery I" asked Mensconscia. 
Because he is an honest dog, I suppose, " said the 'blacksmitb. 
Poverty now came and laid his muzzle upon Mensconscies knee, anagazea 
upý, into her face with-oh I such a woeful expression. , 
Bless the dog, " said the Fairy Prudenza. 11 He looks up like a Cliriatian I" 
More to than many promising Christians I have met, " said Mensconscia. 
Hus-o-s-sh I" whispered Prudenys, " there is another of your stujndly, 
straightforward remarks. lte4ly, if I were not so often near you to pun you 
up, there is no knowing what would become of you I" 
46 1 always do speak my mind I" 
"You do, indeed, " replied Pruaenza ruefully, and caressing the dog, who 
very rarel allowed these attentions on the part of his mastees customers. 
0 Donal, 
71 
suddenly Said Miserrimo, as though accepting a wager, but really 
referring to the new Shoe. 
4, Ho., v much do I owe you 11" askeaKensconsda, with a starL 
0 Nothing, " said the Smith. 
Nothing I" interrogated the two fairies with one accord. 
Nothing I" 
He I he j no wonder there is never a bone for your dog, Jack Poverty, if 
that is the price you charge for your work ; take care, honest Misery, you may 
be only vain, while you think you are kind and good. He who gives his work 
away, when he can justly claim a fair price for it, is more a fool, perhaps, than 
an honest man I" 
11 Hush, hush, sister, " said PrudenzA, in quite a tone of irritation, "you are 
go fatally outspoken. My good man "-tLis to Misery-" we. are not much to 
look at I If you want show you must call upon our coming Scintilla and 
Grg, ndiosa. But though we travel in this plain way, we do not go footbare. 
We can afford to pay for our shoes, and even our MUIOL SO, pray tell US, 
what is an honest price for your work I" 
Meanwhile Meuscouscia Lad said to herself, 11 Now, here ha good fellow 
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who is so poor that he can lifford to be generou& Row few there Ire of his kind. Upon the word of an upright and conscientious fairy- he must be 
rewarded. " 
So thereupon turning to the honest blacksmith (who, having sat down to 
wipe away the perspiration on his forehead found Poverty's head in his lap in 
a moment), mensconscia said- 
" We are more important than we seem, ray good man P1 
" Are you I" said Misery, bluntly ;" then you are very different from most of the world-a folks for they generally appear of for more importance than they 
really are I" We are fairies on our travels. " old she. 
'I My dear sir, " added Pruden. -A, 11 allow me to prcsent you to the 'Fairy 
Memsconcia, the guardian Of truth and plain-speaking r, 
Honest Miaery had found his feet very suddenly upon hearing of the fine 
company inside his smithy. But as he had nothing to be afraid of he did not abake in his shoes, or rather he would not have done so had he possessed this 
much u. derstspaing. As a fact, he went through the world barefoot. in 
truth, he found the use of his tongue in a moment. 
o Madam, " said he, " if you have any regard for your poor neck go mob into 
the next town, for they hate plain-speaking, while they look upon fibbing as 
somsthing next door to daily bread. 
u Ha II says Mensconscia, 11 many in honest loaf has a bad neighbour. 
Allow me to present my dear sister, and court cousin, the Fairy Prudeum 
She is of great help to me. She saves me from maur a scrape by throwing in 
good word for me when I have said what it seems is a bad one for myself. " 
iI am very glad to know you, " mid Prudenza. "Accept this hint from 
me--41ways take a fair price for straight work, or when your customer comes 
a second time and finds he has to pay after being let off scot free on the first 
occasion, he will never oblige you with a third visit. Yet another suggestion. 
Think twice 'ere you open your mouth once, and three times out of four shut 
it again, without an observation. " 
"I am sure, my ladies, " said Misery, his face lighting up for a moment with 
a wan smile, "I am very proud to have the honour of meeting your ladyships, 
and I hope whenever you are passing this way. if ever you do, that you will 
just give me and Jack Poverty here a smile spiece. " 
0 And is that all you ask for I" said Mensconscia, with a gentle smile. 
Faith, " says the simple smith, " all I want is work. " 
All you abould want is to be paid for it. " 
"Well, well; ' continued the Fairy M-ensconscia, who had that power of 
bestowing gifts which was denied to the Fairy Frudenza, "I am determined 
that you shall be rewarded. I grant you any three wishes that you may 
utttr. Speak I" 
" Now, ' whispered Prudenza, going up to the blacksmith, " do think before 
you speak, and speak with cam If I were you, the first thing I would ask 
for would be a neat pension. " 
" Three wishes, hey I" asked Misery, not in the least flustered, good honest 
man. 
" Pension, " whispered Prudenza. 
But good Misery began to laugh the laugh of an honest mian. 
" First I wish, " said he, "that whoever sits in my old wooden chair there in 
the corner, may not be able to get out of it again without my permisslon: ' 
So, " said Mensconscia. " What is your second wish I" 
Pension, pension, " whispered rrudenza, pulling the smith's leather apron. "There is nothing nicer than a well-conditioned pension. " 
"Do leave me alone, your ladyship, " said the smith, who hated to be bothered when he was thinking out a thought. 
L". 7 
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A moment, and again he indulged in a thoroughly hearty laugh, slid 
observed, - 
" For my second wish, my lady, I desire that all those who climb into my fine old walnut tree may stop there until I allow them to come down again. " 11 So; ' said Mensconscia, gravely, " and what is your third wish? " 
th 
"Pray, pray- do not forget the la#lng value of a nest pension, " whispered 
s Fairy Prudenza. "A pension in'b2ways so good a thing to fall back upon. " "Have I no arms, Madam Prue I" asks the blacksmith. " Let the pension 
go hang. See, your ladyship" (this to Menscomcia), " here is my old leather 
purse, as empty of money as a misees heart of love and charity. For my third 
wish I desire that whatever goes into the purse shall never get out again while I choose that it shall remain. " 
" So I promW' said the Fairy Mensoonscia, " and now perhaps you will be 
good enough to hoist me carefully upon that mule of mine. You are the 
drollest man in the whole world; but I am acquainted with a good many 
princes who, if they know all, would thoroughly envy you, and be very happy 
to change hearts with you, MiserTimo. " 
I$ The gods forbid; ' cried the smith. "At least let me call my own heart 
my own-it is about all I've got. " 
" Good night, " said the fairies, 61 and better luck: ' 
"Good night, " sang the smitL "But pray your highness" (this to Mens- 
conscia), " speak not out your mind in the very next town, or of a surety they 
will pelt you I" 
-Then he added to the humbler fairy, "Madame Prudenza, if your friend 
opens her mouth too wide, gallop the inulea, Even a fairy could not p1lop 
a mule and have a word to say at the same time. Once more, ladies, a fair 
good night: ' (To be continue&) 
Mith a view of assisting in the Interchange of ideas, we throw our columns 
open to the members for the free discussion of matters affecting the 
interests of the society, so long as such discussion is conducted with good 
feeling, ! eserring to ourselves the right of refusing the insertion of any 
communication we may deem to be of an objectionable character. It must, 
however, be understood that by Inserting such correspondence we are not 
4 
of namsity pledrd to the adoption -of the writeT's ideas. The name of 
a the vniter must a given us in full. not for publication unless requested, 
but in proof of good faith. -ED. 0. F. M-1 
THOUGHTS OF MANY MEMBERS. 
. To the 
mitor of ae OddfWowe Xonthly Mag-ina. 
SiR. -If the letter which appeared in the May number of the Magazine afford 
an7 clue to the feeling throughout the Order, it is apparent that the time has 
arrived for some reform, and that some steps ought to be t4ken to make the 
office of N. G. a more honourable position than it is under the present condi- 
tions by which it is attained. I cannot understand why any objection can be 
raised, especift by experienced officers, to my suggestion that all the minor 
offices should a passed before a member can be qualified for such a 
responsible position. Of course I do not mean by this that he should fill the 
offices of both right and left hand supporter of each chair before he becomes 
eligible, but I do mean that he should fill one for each, and this after he has 
passed the offices of guardian, ward.., sna conductor. This would ensure 
practical experience. Let us look at the question sensibly, and not senti, 
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A Fairy TaZe- 
XT LREDDING WARIL 
Son months pass4 and Misery was no richer than he W been, when all 
the world suddenly appeared to desert the road which passed by his door, and 
Dever a sound was heard on the anvil. His coal had ran out, thieves had 
a oes nd his am a ! while his be : we rip d ?p in 
maaWt 
tolen his boree hahmr, 
t 
n un ecedeted 1, i ner, and th c mney u bl in on the forge, leaving a 
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to Chin a neat z ziýon. 
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i 
rat time a". t 
T1 h two Sar es he re etted his ýhree wishe 
and C. rlv repe ýed rejection of the Fairy rrudentan suggestion 
1 red la GnMugally He ry's eyes wanderea to = old rope which was swinging from 
most convenient rafter, high. up in the forge. 
" Them would be quite enough rope for us both, " he said, looking at what 
remained of the two of them, and running his hands over his own bony arms. 
It was at this point that there came A very sharp rap at the door-an 
uncivil rap, in fact. Bat the knocker at least waited for permission to enter. 
Not the knocker on the door but the one aJ it. 
"You can come in, " 
;; I* the easy-going blacksmith, without in anyway 
diurr&nging himself. 
Up fiew the latch, and In came a huge humpback and a little aged man. 
They were in partnership-that is to say, the little man had a large hump. 
" Humph I You appear to be rather a bit down in your poor mouth, " said the 
new arrival grimly. 
"Not --ny a bit has been in my mouth, or down my throat for some time 
put-thaVs for you, whoever you are I Know that Iwas rich, and now I am 
poor. Anything the matter I" 
For the visitor suddenly knotted himself, while his ugly face became as 
wrinkled as a wintex apple on the wane. 
"Nothing, nothing, " said the visitor. " It is only my way of making merry. 
You will pardon me making merry. It in too much of a joke-you, rich I why 
Ya never had enough to buy the lease of a pig-stye. " 0 
But I had as much as I wanted, " said Misery, 'k and no man c4n be richer 
than content. " 
"Poohl As far asthat goes, loan make you as rich as the sea is deep, " said 
the crooked visitor, who limped areadf ally when he took a step. 
"Upon my word, I should like to taste riches and see what is their Ilavour. 
PrLy, Lreyo%x&fLiryJ I hadtwo of the oorthere sometime ago. Youdon't 
look much liks one, to be sure r' 
"Don't talk nonsense, " said the visitor, turning to quite a pale parchment 
tint "I hate that kind of joke. wono. rmadjinl" 
'. Are you, indeed-it in not a taking name ; and what is a dim f 
"I keep the treasures of the earth, and you can have what you waut-on 
"no simple condition. " 
"What is your simple condition I 
. You must become mine at the end of ten years-you, and all that is 
youm" 
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" Dog includedl " 
it Yes, and then Misery and Poverty uill be oX the face of the earth 
for ever. " 
#' Done, " said the smith. " Whither ilhall we direct ourselves at the end of 
ten re. " 
" 
1111 
make a call here. " 
* You'll find me at home. " 
* when you want money open SU Old leather purse you have. You will 
find It fairly full. Good ulgILL" 
"Good night-mind the mounting stone at the corner. It is bad in the 
dark to most with it. " 
" Thanks. " 
But Misery never dreamed of quitting the smithy. He had as much money 
, as 
he wanted-and that was not mucIL He drank, ate, sang, day and nightý 
and then began again next morning. Meanwhile he Bhoed any bores at tile 
L ce of exactly nothing, and was perhaps the most popular man in the litrict--always 
excepting with the other blacksm ithL 
All the world (of course excepting those blacksmiths) now found Misery a 
capitý fellow. But, alas I ten years soon pass, and one remarkably fine 
morning the. hump and the diin made their appearance, and claimed the end 
of the barpin. 
" Prey sit down in my old chair, " said the blacksmith, when he bad shown 
the djin into the smithy. " You must be fatigued-you have com: such along 
wayto reach up here. No doubt, too, you would like alittl refreshing 
nourishment. I have a superior ham in cutý and the beer is strong enough to 
keep up the walls of Jericho. " 
0 Sirý you are vastly polite, " said the diin. "I will avail myself of your offer, 
and sit down. Doubtless u hare perceived that I go a little limp.,, 
"Y do bobble, 
Pere 
is the chair. " 
t 
" Than you ; and now for your refreshment. " 
Thereu Misery wenL to his forge, and very quickly brought a heavy bar 
ad th of I.. to white beat; then turning with this gleaming wand, he dto e 
" 0-5, ou, 
djin- 
" Business before pleasure-pray let us square accounts I 
Atld thereupon he fell upon the diin and beat him dreadf ally, so that from 
being merely black, he became black and blue. 
" This is exceedingly bad manners, " sa: id the djln, trying to get out of the 
chair, whence, according to the first of Misery's three wishes granted him, by 
the Fairy Mensconscia, he was unable to move. 
X am. completely naUed, " said the djbL " Lot me go. " 
I prefer to lot go myself, " said Misery, still dekeribing with his iron bar 
curves which come to an end on the dj&s body and IiMbL 
"You have no breeding whatever, " said the djin. 
Meanwhile the dog, Jack Poverty, barked himself pretty well off his four 
poor feet. 
11 Let me go I 
The arnith worked harder. 
" Let me go, and rii grant you an extra I 
"Well, come-thaVa civil. Ten years though, and on exactly the same 
terms as upon the last occasion when I had the honour of a visit from you. " 
11 Done, " said the djin. 
"So am I, " said the smith, dropping the iron. 
11 D-)ne, and done for, " observed the djin, makiiiig o1r, and rubbilig himself 
all over dreadfully as he started. 
Misery's joy begin again, and went on. But, alas, when you are happy, ten 
years are but a few jumps, and it seemed the proverbial "next to no time" when 
1-1 
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upon another remarkably fine morning, quite a bost of diinlets or d1ins of a 
luinor condition made their appearance with a warrant of &tt4)rney Irom the 
rno Rter-djin for the immediate delivery Of the goods Once -ore become due, For oue moment the good soul thought himself lost. But Misery must 
nf-c-essarily be f till of contrivances, and he thought of the second wish. The first was now of no value, for yoa C= scarcely ask twenty gentlemen to be 
, bested in one chair. 
4-sin, with all the goodwill in the world, no twenty gentlemen could. So Misery said ý 
-I am sorry your principal Is absent. Ishonotwelll" 
$, Ilo suffers from frequent toothache, " said he who appearedtobe quite the leading foreman. " We have not much time to xPare-will you kindly be 
packing I., 
you must want a little rest after your long journey. My walnut tree is in 
fullbeariDg. Will you have acrackwithme? " 
"You are vastly civil, I protest, " said the former, mAking aLigh shouldered. 
bow. "Boys "-this to the djiDkiOL "Upyoutwarral" 
This they did, very easily, and they had their cmek. But, as you know, 
when they wanted to come down agam, It was a horse of quite another colour. 
The Fairy Mon4conscia had granted, as a second wish, that he who went up into tile walnut tree could never leave it again without the permission of the 
blacksmith himself. 
Misery explained the state of things to the conclave, who examined trimly 
each the expression (of his neighboues countenance. 
I see the night Is coming on, " said Misery. *'These October evenings are 
n to being chilly, and I am afraid you are habituated to warmish quarters, 
uvteI saeure you I will not hand up even a sorap of matting. " 
They stood it until three o'clock in the morning, when a smsrt shower, of 
aliudderingly penetratire chilliness, compelled the diin's representative, 
delegated witlx full power, to offer Misery another ten years' jollification 
under the same terms as those previously granted. 
Another ten years fied with frightful rapidity, and on another fine morning, 
even more remarkable than the other two, the djin and all his army of 
workers arrived, with the view of taking possession of Mi4erimo and Po; erty 
at last. 
This frightful visitation did for a moment completely overcome Mitery. 
But remembering the third wish accor&4 by the Fairy Meneconscia, nor 
forgetting that even supernaturiLl goe,. 
Mrasouages 
are not superior to vanity, he 
ilit for I ree 'determined to make a fi 
Good day, Majesty, ' said Misery. I'm concluded now. You know the 
chair, and your Is are not Ignorant of my walnut tree. I am prepared, 
and I trust you 
M 
find me a willing subjecL But I have one regret. 1have 
always thought you the very cleverest of super-mortals. But, bless me-you 
are not I The prinoes of the air are far more adroit. " 
'Indeed, " says the djin. "I am not aware that tuy cousins are my, 
conqtterom, p 
" Yea; ' replied Misery. "For instance, the Erl-King who, as you know, is 
certainly your equal, to say the least one can for him, actually coiled himself 
up in my old leather purse the other day when he c&Ued--Lnd blew down half 
the smithy. " 
"Not get into your old purset" said the djin. "31y goodfollow-I could do 
that lot on my be&L Hold open I 
In he wont, the smith pulled the string, and the djin was once more oom- 
Pletely ooequered. 
'You are -not clever enough to get out, " Wd the waith. He was right again. 
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11 Gentlemen, " said Misery, I Good day-s, pleasant journey to you. your 
principal steps with me I" 
0 Hang you, " bawls the djin, in &very small voice from the depths of the 
purse. " Take another tem years, and let me out of this I" 
" Well no, " says Misery. " I'm getting ancient; my wants are few; porridge 
in my delight in these later days, and I have enough money left to buy un all 
the oatmeal in bonuis Scotland. I have got you, and I'll keep you, and'the 
world shall be all the better for Misery. Gentlemen of the Guard-royal- 
pod day. " 
" Did you ever I" said several of the Guard-royal. 
" Nev or, " replied the rest of the Guard-royal. 
And they went. 
Now the great djin in those days was completely an incarnate wickedness. 
It was he who prompted sleeping men to waking crimes. 
But the djin being baulked, and no longer in circulation. the world became 
intolemblr good. 
. 
People who bad borrowed money actually returned it; 
C heirs no onger wished the old people dead ; wives never even thought of 
deceiving their husbands; judzes were continually having white pairs of 
Cloves given to them; and even the boys gave up robbing orchards. 
The world became bored to death with goodness, and authors began to write 
histories of all the delightful vice& which were then merely memories of the 
past. 
" My good man-I never meant you to upset the entire World of Society;, 
cried the Fairy Mensoonscia, who W arrived with a crash, to Misery. 
" Madam-what do you mean I" 
"You are boring the whole world with gooay-goodness. Everybody is 
dying of sheer mental imbecility. Do let that unfortunate djin out of that 
wretched old leather purse, or the earth will be unpeopled I" 
" Madam-I am yours to command, but not before I have got my ten years 
as before. " 
"Take twenty, " said the djin. 
"Done " caid Misery. 
Out he came. The djin brought Misery a ringing slap in the face, and 
hurried off in great haste, once more to met the whole world by the ears. - 
Society recovered its tone in a fortnight. 
But, &is& I as years went on Misery found that age and life do not agree, so 
he called in a medical man (who never missecl a patient), and Misery was dead 
within a. short week-Poverty, who with imprudent curiosity tasted the 
doctor's drugs, go! ng out at the -same 
Chne. 
So Misery and Poverty started in the spirit for Fairyland. There kneeling 
at the door, and it being opened, by chance Mensconscia, was passing, and saw 
him. 
" Don't let that man and his dog in, " said sho. " He would set us all awry 
before a week was out. " 
So Misery and Poverty trampeaao. to theRiverStyx, paid an obolus each, and were ferried scriss. 
The King D**n hap ened. to be strolling that way, and the moment he saw 
Lis old e. 
t- ý2 
out to the boatman. 
" Here--chevy me that fellow and his dog back quick to the human mortalL 
I should hAve to abdicate in a month if ever he got his foot in here. " 
"Well Jack roverty, " says weary old Misery it seems. we must stay upon 
earth. " 
And upon earth they have tarried-too fatally. 
So now you know how it is that Miscryand Poverty an ever to be found 
SWODrt Us hUMAU M0rtAlL Unless there is some very great change, they I 
will Never, Never leave us. 
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not 16 OW46L f1why alley. 404 a* b! QkM in"Or 
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W. N. C. 
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07)])TXLLOWS, UAOAZINX. 
Suiryumv. -With deep regret we record the death, on August is. of 114 James Cowlisbaw, of Me 1kiton's Reformation Lodge. He was born in pe 
of the Manor Cos" vbf& castle descanded from the Lovetots to the Ur 
Furnlv*4 and pan" bxm them. to the Talbets, Earls of Shrewsbury. a 
subsequently to the Howards, Dukes of Nortok In whose family the lordst 
of the manor is still vented. Associated with the cud* in its later histm 
and fortunes was the Mona Rousia, a sammor residents of the Talbc 
situated on the Lark Hill, a commanding eminanoo overlooking the to 
of ShodUld. and a rich, divirsiffled, treat of country beyond. The am 
and the Manor Boon an for ever identifisit with the memory of M. 
Queen of Scats. Hat Mary became the envy of bar sex. surpassing 
most accomplished in the olegance and finesey of her lauruge. the gr 
and loreliness of her movements, and the charta of her whole manner j 
behaviour. for has "a spent &beat fourteen years of hw unhappy Uf- 
prisoner within their Procinaft. It was very near this place that Jo 
cowlishav was bosm. His lath was it member. of the Wesleyan Notho 
Society, and all WA children me members of the Methodist Society. 
was also hi bly esteemed as a local preacher. He was born and bras 
up in lh=, 
V' 
ciz Po -stances. and was apprenticed 
to forge blades for I 
knives; but had ultimately to forsake his trade an& "sk employment at 
Manor C4niery. The proprietors was not long before- they saw in Id 
most valuable se-vant, and they appointed him me overseer of their yard. 
*" a modest. U=MmIz& lopmtentlond man. was highly respected 
most warmly appreciated by all the Manor people. anii he leavat bobina 
IL little h-4 of Cowlishaws to carry on tM work their respectal lathe 
gloriously commenced. At the conclagan of the religious fun ". service, 
Grand Mosier o! the District (W. IL Storey) was prepared to read the ( 
felloW service, but. having fail" to give the required notic-, It couI4 ne 
read but the Manor singers song a most consolatory bT=n. 
AZk['IZD Z1r F-P-0-U- COAZX9, STONT STA&Mr. D ID! STILICT. 
Thy neighbour? It Is he whom thou 
Hatt power to aid and6less 
Whose making heart. or burning brow. 
Thy soothing hand may press. 
Thy-neighbour? 'Tis the fainting poor 
Whose eye with went in dim -, 
Nnwra hanger seads from door to door 
Go thou and comfort him. 
Thy asighbour? 'Tis the weaj7 into 
NVhoss years are at their brim; 
But low with sicknese. can. and pain- 
Go thou and comfort him. 
Thvin-eighboar? 'Tistbobewt bereft 
6f *very earthly gen, 'Wulows and orphans helpless left- 
Go thou and comfort them. 
Thy atighbour ? Yonder tailing slare, 
Fettered In tholhtesaidli bý, 
Whose hop" an 1, Ion 
mo 
gravip- 
'Go thou sea reason him. 
7Q7 
TIM "CDM'JýLOWS' XAGA21n" AT TIZZ FREZ MUMS, tc. 347 
Where'er thou meet'st a h=an form 
Less favoured than thine own, Remember 4is thy neighbour born, 
Thy brotheri or thy son. 
Ob I pass not. pase not heeAless by, 
Perhaps thon mud redeem 
The bre"g heart from misez7- Go sh we thy lot -with him. 
94t " Obbfillaius" MagAint" af 14t frtt rthrarits, it. 
pp Jýagaýiný Is now plaml regulgrky on the tables of the Mowing Pýroe 
ubrxnes. 4wo. -- 
Accrington Cotserv&tive Club. 
ot Liberal Club. 
to MeeblLnics, 
Institute. 
Co-op. Reaft-room. 
A, hf; a (Liberal Club). to 
Asbton-under-Lyne [room). 
Blasnavou (Workman's Rewling- 
Boston Working Men's College. 
Brichton. 
Bury Co-op. Provision Society. 
to Atheniewn. 
,, Gladstone 
Club. 
Cambridg46 
Canterbul. 
Chester. 
Coventry. 
Deptford (Liberal Club). 
Derby. [Institate. 
Devises Literary And Scieutifid 
,. (Working 
Men's Club). 
Dumbarton. 
Dundee. 
Dunfermline (C"negio IM", rY)- 
East Dulvrich (St. Clement's Work- 
Ing MeWs Club). 
gh (Warking Men's Club). Eainbur 
Exeter res Utz ". 
of 
=- 
tary :. _room). Glwwow (StIrlings and 3fitchelli). 
Halifax. 
Mechaw", Institute. 
Dam Clough Iwtitut& 
Rackmonavike. Lsociety. 
Roidesa. n (mutual imprcement 
to (Worklog blen's Club). 
Iroadesdou (Swimndug Beth Wit. 
ing-room). 
llolyMoor gias(nmr Cbestafteld) 
Worldmg Men's Club. 
maaerminiier. 
Leeda. 
Leith (Public Institute). [Clul). 
Little Hulton (new Bolton) Li4erva 
Little Rultou Conservative Club. 
IV SL John's Insiftute. I ýftccledem Ckt-Operative Society. 
0, Free L%mq. I Arket ff rou h oung Men's Frien=ILY, 
ý 
r%jw Whittington (Chesterfield) 
Cofree "a Reaffing Rw= 
C rford. 
P tterson (U. S. Americs. ). 
Preston. 
Xjhton Conserrative Club. 
to Liberal Club. 
It Mechanics' Zustitate. Sheffield(Grixoesth UbrL Club). 
Southport (At=%. 
Lo 
Library). 
St. Albants (Liberal Club). I Staftord. [Institute. 
Swansea (Worldng Men's Club and 
St. neiens panoaaam). 
Tonbridge. [Institution. 
Walkdan (Lancesbire) Uteray 
Walkden, The Green Riading-room 
to Conservative Club. ' Wandsworth. 
Wigan. 
Wolyerton science & Art Institute. 
GooD &&D Evm-Gooa In this world cannot be done without evil. Evil is 
but the sh&dow that Inseparably szompanies good. You may have a world 
without absitow; but It must be a world without Dgkt--a mere dim, tI 
ht 
world. If yonwould deepen the intensity of the light, you must be content 
to bring Into Mper blackness and mor distinct and aefinke outline the shaae 
that accomp"Jes it. 
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UNITED EFFORTS 3. 
Wny idly staud, rind live Mime, 
My brother, clay by day- 
lot there not %rork ror wrffizýg- hnu& 
U-Imi 1.1m. world's highway I 
Oil yes I illy g(xxl 1111d filithful rrivild, 
There's; work for me and you ; 
And what cats Ini, our not nuttin, 
When incit are r1rut nud true I 
Unitc(l. eMirtic build Use ship 
That plouglis the stormy nutin 
By many hands the tlcclzg are manit'd, 
An(I thus great ends they gain. 
United efrorts form the bri(IV- 
That spans the road and stream- 
O'cr which the pond'rous engine specils 
By glant pawor of stenin. 
Wlint need liaro I to join the cause I" 
You aoinctimes hear wen Pay, 
m ir tl,, rc wits no place for thessi 
Upcin the greutt highway ; 
Yet Iis but want of carnest thou-lit 
That prompts them thus to sivnk- 
Thero's ticed cf each an(I ercry one 
Who nian's adrancenicut seck. 
The wo(soilsmen of the olden times 
Found siced of frienilly AM, 
Whon hungeed and athird they roamed 
Deneath the forrst slinde ; 
And though but rude their thoughts and wayst, 
Aud oft in feudal strire, 
By unity they ralsed themsdres 
To sochd furms of lire. 
The brare old woodsman loved his clan, 
And lived not all alone, 
But mat in forins of brotherhood, % 
Around the altar stono ; 
And thom the grotindwork (Imb was laid, 
And firk was Corned the plau- 
'Twits in the ancient forest nooks 
Progression firrib began. 
a 
And ou and on, through centuries flcl, 
The work hath still progres. s*d, 
While genentions Nviser grnwii, 
Tlicir happy DIN have blUSed. 
711 
' 
en why stand idly on the road, 
. Nry brother, day by dity, While there is %rurk for willing hands 
Upon. the woricrs highway I 
J. IL Ecans, Cotut I-LG, Lethe. 
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rok my noisy, 'Iootu, ; 6re. wild Bowers bloom, ý; if ýy Illagic spel 1. ý"l ntxlditig Plume, 
p.. 
I 
.! 
1ut 
arkle and gleam, 
, waters swell -. 
beside the stream, 
Blue-bell! 
4. ;. 
the --moling breeze, 
1- mstUng throtigh the 
. -i biýi contented divell 
hummisip of the bees 
lottis awelL 
Over rustic beolge, through clamp morass, 
Thu well-knowij landwarks 1, druanaing. 
II. I. Vi, 
Farthur dou-jo ti, ymi lifomsits dell. 
Wha-re thott oliol'st wave'mist the quiver- 
itig grams, 
, riti. nwrit, 
Short-lived thy Im-auty, alas! sweet ftow'r: 
Was it wrong to pluci thue from thy bu wer 
And kitidred, who loved. thim %vt; ll, 
To beemile, from the passing hour, 
Mijie. oyn, Bltic-lwll? 
lit lifting my heart above X*artla's strife, 
To the Lwid where Death no anum is rifu 
(Of faduless fiow'rx thy blw"otiss tell), 
Not vaitily spenc thy fair yoting liru, 
My sweet IlItte-bell! 
E, Ih e 
Poem only extracted and reproduced due to poor quality of original 
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Ala. % tuy Muse! no aom thy Lhamtke 
Shpll be of shady wood and stmarm! 
One morn I songht the plassaut 
Where I was wont at will to rove- 
With list t and bar, oh. halilems fate I 
An unknown head had closed th'. 
dn. 
'e 
Along tits u1st fmailiar way 
F&; a would my willing footsteps stray: 
[is -. &in I gus with wistrill &, yes. 
While ruemeries dear and bright &rime. 
To "tack nty grief with wittions fair 
or jwy aleal aud wild nowevs tat , 
Here have I he&A Cay warblers sing 
'noei r weitome cerois to the spring-. 
Here found Uke first sweet privarvelt p@4 
'Torax in thin dear secluded 
My Ilan its first faint nummas 
%1) silent heart to Moog swakel. 
I .. oonght once mvoM *aid gaa 13 call tile fairest red and wb i 
1.111wiming all with enrellm SM6. 
Ti closer a losti*nL a 
Issir lorighttimurni = SU 
JR. VI sweet rawant ver eving ' 
114 always thus: in silent 
I turn away-. ganh'& joys haw 
I it YLin for me wil-I rem blem 
I may bet breathe their swat 
With bolt anti bar, oh. b'splas 
At% unknown hand still bol4v 
g'id d 
Poem only extracted and reproduced due to poor quality of original 
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-S. 
. 
Droilwly Lom its 
Such representations as these prove the jealousy which exists towards 
England among the middle classes in Paris. Having travelled much in 
France, wo have often met with much of the samo spirit, though, to do 
justice to the national pnliteness, never offensively expressed. Perliaps, 
after all, this may &rise front it scuse of inferiority in extent of manufac- 
tures and commerce, and lit speculations, which demand large supplies of floating capital. The extension of commerce and development of the 
national resources under the present regime may modify the prejudices 
against England ; but One alone can eradicate them. '%Vo do not, how. 
ever, admire the French nAtiou the less. They are a great and Interesting 
people ; interciting from the geographicL1 position of the country they 
occupy, from the recollections of their past history, and from the weight 
and influence they. exert on tho destinies of the civilized world. London 
and Paris are, by comnion coneent, the two capitals par excellence-the 
twin emporiums of all that modern civilisation can produm The great 
maxs-of our countrymen are sincero well-wishers for the prosperity of 
. 
France. And from tho British shores, this wish for the welfare of this 
gieat tiatiou, and the removal of all remaining prejudice against England, 
is by bone more fervently breathed than by our humble Belves. 
D It OT 11 E RL Y LOVE 
Tit tit world would ))a a world of love, 
If cub one acted as a brother: 
I. Jre*s bitter wood* woodd soon be gone, 
If sneft would feel for one another. 
The golden erJf would quickly fall. 
Which causes so much grief and sAdness I 
While right would triumph ever might. 
And fill the earth with joy and gladness. 
This world would be R world of love, If man were PwAsured bi the standard 
Or thim great instrument-ibe mind t 
Too art by wealth and fully slanders& 
311crit would meet Its do@ toward, 
While Ifewing hopes would "at be stunted I 
lfsa*& actions would outweigh his words, 
A ad wrong with right would be confronted. 
This world would be a world of lav% 
If con4o)ur governed every action r 
If man would sympathite V; ith man, 
I nstn4 of bowing down to faction. 
tabour would meet Its just reward. 
While each te each would act with kindness 
The award would rest be%ide the Ppear. 
Forgetful oreach other's blindOtIL 
This world wouU be a wo; ld of love, 
And peacti low through it like a river, 
it that droad social, lormed war, 
Would not two kin0red nations sever. 
universal joy. would crown 
he good and wise of every station, 
Mile golden w" and famous deeds 
Would be the 111ofy of our nation. 
WM HEATON, 
COURT 439, Luddenden. 
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it fillist N! 1111114-41 that" Illitch as 11m ilitc-lipet I--- -.. V. A. 
milre-r froaso 1.1sa hirtattlH 
a om, -, nmi a pnainmt :! 
r uirestrabied 
i itc-Iiiin 1-if ms, nothim, List meohl sloerration e, r 
4, r derit"'l I Isis nwaki-itet I mitl cultured it-Y11111: 11hirm of I he huart. Tl - =. --L 
111tipeil they nro exercimed, Me more fit are they ror hirther 
There iA . Ito iflttsitm comit-Ord wiLh this happinept; they Im. m. --. -! x 
111111inn gratittiffe. rarlilly r-114: 4-A-M 11c)w i nflu("' cra the 11111ti-Irlm 
endcavisurs to mist and relieve. Their reward ;,! r-imply tile i.. - 
mr. im of harhig Pctc(1 in w-cordn"ce with the rsublimcl requirf-mr: 
divillo autTLO., couvictioll -which, it truly entertahwil fil . 111*ilx 
IIII(I mignitildo of Inealling, ift SlIfficielit to c"llsoloct W every tr;. -!. 
fil every Affliction, Alitl Metts allit exalt tha Iot xThil-11 ix, I-T - -: 1CLY 
eptimatioll, tho rilvat ullellviable and Ilespised. 
TIIR, SN0 WD no 11. 
I comr in brirght angelic rolipa; nn-afil, 
To bloom its garflen or in woo-11and's 
I cume iii Nalilrel; brightest, gentlest Awns, 
A isil bow lily h-%-t11 N cif her cithn or Florin. 
I comi-, an viololem Air ri-sreet Spring's returii, 
And sing iii i4ilt-itep, AViofvr*tt nearly mme. 
I come the Iminleed gravel %v; tllc to prwe, 
Awl imi Vic 11041 ir meallow find it plare. 
I c4mic to #Imik the statesuinit'a nuirl-It, hol. 
Alike I lol, oom I-csMa the cottago wall ; 
J xiied joy lustre on tho linlarn groitwl, 
And on the memirst pems-int'si plot Yin Pmn-'. 
I come tn gliarr on tho bill'i; greem top, 
Awl in tho vile in secii itty silver cup ; 
Ax Im-oils ullmi the rarlands fair I rthivp, 
Aod ort my mtorn'm said to ho tlivino. 
T lm, O, my ili-m-pint-1 
lientl ot-r woul, I)ir: 0i. - 
In forin I wo-li Air man flutt 'o : 
Awl there in lilourtibig ollilmIn I 
Where souto rair forin in tlv-itlj*x ct.!. l 
T prench to -ill, whild nil the prive T r: 
11 From dust I 1wil, turt. to divit, shalt 0.. 
-. 1. 
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Of e Wimmsts lovelf flower, sweut six som ilum, 11 dly tilly Itcut; Nautili,, WIlerij t1u: joilixt fona ]its &JOLpin, 
(y li ll fU d or eu cru oo ld &A 
ffarlpingur of laughiag hourii, 
(Awato to Juser the drooping Imart; 
a 
Light tim strickun dicuk of surrow, 
1W U41: 11 pluklitool 4111016 dellart 
Tell of fritits usul llowurs iww Isiddek 
In the Lxisous jr tiat epAh. 
Sinilhig. ljnrbtiitg wtv 1whig. 
'Xid a isow cm-Afivas Will. 
W"Illilko JiffAlsill" III$ tile caft-mant, 
&-mlisig fiotto it ft-igramw awwt. ; 
And the invok-qol jawh. st Jaisy, 
Standing hout6ly At its Im, 
Wy L". 11641g. ill tho Till ley -, 
VIOW". 1441AIS 1W. 01-ifig tItt%Sf%Il thV bU%4 
Corblilm. jesAtmille. alul blue-WHO, 
K6*xl b) 
imal 
Itt 
ý ... unwr *howom 
Ombards 4nvAnitil; *swalh Uteir Implem -. 
%V&Yiltg k-U191 LIrtl; 
m4s, orspirit-xtir6og sutatlieý 
Waking up the duwy mos n. 
lialies of weary lAcart-i mvirbig ; 
Faith. whid, Pelvetratel tho toluh; 
TcIIA of saluillor hotim "MWIM. 
And of flowerA which ever blurum 
of a new rMelms flawillisg, 
Wheil tho tlt*l their loctuds stliall bnmk-; 
BoAts gimiriml, imuttorinl. 
From their Iting, ]-mg steep soorak. e. 
.. Ilax 
ol 
poem 
ovtjj C: ý-tractcd 
alld TePTO&C 
to 
94 
rosTaT. iss 
Grama X"ttv 01 the Order, Bra. IT' IT- 840c6l P"v- G-3f- W- H. Johnson. 
pw. D. G. )L Joseph Gammon. P-P-G3L Robert Danide, C. S. P. P. G. M. 's 
pocbr, PaInmr, Cook, Taylor, DiproW and 13=don, pad Grends GeorV 
V4yud. Henry Aeyvi6 ArA -Y. others of the Craven and Sir W-, Uiom 
W&U"m WAvp- The mTke was beautifully and iuq-* sly read by the 
1?,,. VMIiA= James. after which D. GX. :. J. Stockall read with gmg 
gaisess the OdUellows' Funeral Serrics, We cannot better conclude this 
ebarg sooolAt then say an 
honest mLabas now gone to his rest. fALperso"I 
wI94 Bro. Ndfield, cormatucing vhtn in ISSI the Zdicor vu a 
tLe Cram LaO-pe, so-I oonticuous until the tim4 of Us death, 
*wan us to wadarse &IL that our 
Bro. Z. D. has Writton. -ED. &Fm.., 
Mlßbg. 
Ida Is too short to make our stsy 
A scene of discord, dar b7 day, 
Or as Vn sometimes found. "1 
A DAftlefield. I ltww elms and class; 
No I rather let love's golden tether 
Embrace and Und us all together, 
And let us thou, vith heart =dvoics. 
Tam co=, 7e, labour, and rejoice; 
That In our OTder may be found 
A neutral, ads, and Ullow'd rpund 
TMere all rosy ense, &part from strifo, 
The hard, harth, grating wheals of Ufa I 
And whtre salbrothers all may stand 
vrAh mai. T. hel*s b.. a. 
L itroug, ur. Lted, noble baud; 
A bud enaved vitb hunaly Powers, 
To bless Ws cbeq%er'd vorld of *=. 
lorwIC14 lpril. ISM Six ; Nzsm=. 
; uTUso%*s Tzv 2tcus or LrrzT]m following rules for Practictl life 
vm vven by Mr. JaSrson, in a Ut aer of advice to his nammko, Thomas 
Jeffimn S=dtý, In 18Z zL Nerar put off till to-morrow wbkt. Tou Cap do 
"y. 2.4"Zover trouble others for what yoo can do Tourself. S. Never 
Irea your vwhey Lefore yon lave it. 4. Never buy what you do not want 
WtOm It Is cheap. S. Pride costs us zaare than burger, tbirst. and cold. L We BATer rvPtnt of havirg oaten too little. I. NoWng is troxiblesoxne 
thM we do wMinsdy. a. Raw much pain bar@ thoie *rZs cost us which 
"M kPpewl! 2. Take Caugs als-ays by Vwir amooth kandles. 10. When 
IM, count tn Wors you tpcck; if vmT vmgzT, count a hundred. -Axon. 
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Lines to the Zurich Congress. 
E 4xituratks lonweky t(; Hing through the turm(Al of the 
years. 
See, at Imt, lite mtýred* catise ye spread in. every land 
'I'llp ltýjlen, of the untionot, with a gmiml neaml through all, 
I vpem to smittt 01.1'remiq, t) down A1141 1441 0-mir lyranU fall. I 
Through imineattoriLl 41sti-kitem, now the. -tioubt-nomi hurst 
I heir way. 
The olm-mry nigist slixpeK and Io I the flawning of the tiny 
A ml use ovioworfreedo, vej, inonsing, Imin the torahbou, evennore, 0 
Scatters all the a- licit shadom and the bitter str; fes of yom 
No Immiersthall livicle them *hen Lite tymutivaiis commatids 
81. all not rotwe Lite Itoor tit snaite the psur, and stain the 
muiling lAnds. 
The unward sweep of I)n w,, rcss lastits not for Litegrn-A or earth g 
*I'Iiq-. y insty hug their gtxL,; unliveditig till Usey In-r6h in their 
nkirth. 
'11l. - patient, deathlem RiCflit shall mount Iser own insperiAl 
thmne. 
And IM Iker imsts of every elime to inamb relentlew on, 
Till waist, sifill %vue. RIMI * 
frand, and lioary shackles of the JwL 
An. - duad and done and cnix-hed to earth, and inen am- frea 
sit Inst 
To live the Hves that seers t1reatned, in lutrinony xublime, 
Unknown upon the face of earth stuce 4? cr the WrLh of time, 
Oh. fair aujil free Lho world wil I he, suid g1sul mi Ituvests then 0 
Fur the neigh-bourhotml and brutherhuod of all the race of 
UIVIN I W. S. IL 
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THI Milita 
th; 4. p, - MWL 
C. adý 4d tavgkw aNd uwt%. 
PI&Pft M Wk 4d ýt, 
md" a ow " of tb* "A%. 
lIbm wb6A ý &W. "Sal 
rl"Ms A IkA "a " garo. 
QwA " to b- 
Hm. j d gaid #w tha 410ý 
Ym *be am 1- m4 4ow 
611 by yaw &=we 0 24 Awom 
I.,, m by im4rAW &swm. 
Kom Volk his tw ye bwk 
LAk is *. N. Od VA" WAR 
Cftk WAh the ImAk d thM bWL 
Wwk *a's a rayw We d pai. 
Pmyqd to W* at& id IM swL 
pftym "let of cw%w U-6 cAft", 
A4=mw mwAdW in 
retwo ift J'A"A 44 
Few aw woo a few ymý. 
H. Ps d a. &gft ý ký 
O, oy is lb. " Ad ow &000 .. - 
mambo% why &%@Wd k be so P 
Wbymwddtmop I Yffw&-Mý? 
we'lo 16*M*W rw ftbft -d a-WA-4 
SaW bl Ow j0d of ~ bhw4 
Pa. km we apdl a tik 
Aw Mwo to iu no io ko good. 
We boo u &a U~. A V- r-A. 
Wel la ~11 U. thmp IWI y. W kV. 
11.016 "^A Ord lAt-S I.. ". 
W41 fin a Uk" 0 IMM. 
Vý-Sw Ibw k. " w Im. VON wvý 
ý ý, as w it.. 6-1k. 
pmgfý 6 *61" wrm. ý 
V4.10 m*khwd. AdF"ww"*: 
Tiq VAA ve love 04 hw Y-w mN. 
W*-V wwk 6. VW 4ý. d 7- 6W--L 
av lb. Id I%bt w ýOdwp aw - 
W. T WI. 4ft 44 raw WNW- as sh go" 
twm dm #0. J. F. t. " --6. 
4--deä--4 w i. Wbt« MM mifb. 
Pbyww - olic d «-ä, 
mm in ihe Chd stn Mth. 
1400 h» » tmen tw IBM 
to iNobm kh .bW. & 
wo ft phý .4 F" 
A*d bä. A m tw mce d rm aud. 
w 
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78 A Gond Word for lVinier. 
thoroughly honest fellow, with no nonsense in him and tolerating 
none in you, which ix a great comfort in the long run. Ue is not 
what they call a genial critic ; but bring a real man along with you, 
and yon will fincl there is a crabbed generosity about (ho old cynic 
that you would not exchango for all the ereamy concessions of 
Autumn. " Spasons of mists and mallow fruitfulness, " uotl aI 
That's just it; Winter soon blows your head clear of fog ýnl makes 
you see things as they are; I thank him for it. The trutli in, 
between ourselves, I have a very good opinion of the whole family, 
who always welcome me Without making ins feel as if I were too 
much of a poor relatiom 17here ought to be some kind of distance, 
never so little, you know, to give tho true relish. 11ey are as good 
conil-any, the worst of them, as any I know, and I ana not a little 
Ilattered by a condescension from any one of thein ; but I happen. 
to hold Winter's retainer this time, and, like an honest advocate, 
ant bound to mako as g(xxl a Rhowing as I can for him, even if it 
mat a few slars upon. the rest of the household. 
CITANGEARM 
When weary nature sinIcs to rest, 
And ramy Sol drowns in the west, 
A ud when the silence of the grave, 
Peate un the world of cold blue wave; 
11'hen dews IhH unobserml space, 
Like tears bedowing natuWa face 
Oh I then I feet as it my son% 
Would fain dissolve and join the whole, 
And to oblivion float away, 
Where melancholy holds her away. 
But when the morning min doth glow, 
A0 nature waketh bright below. 
When vivAmt daimiex unit tba sky, 
With tears of gladurat in each eye, 
When r1aws of pearls, an4 diamonds rare, 
Ilaim on each them, and havithorn fair, 
When with sweet notes on airy wings, 
From unimpaired throats, the welkin rings, 
Olt I then Tkiy soul swift takes her flight. 
And blendoth with the love and light. 
But wheu the cloud hangs overlicail, 
Where thunder atoms am born and bred, 
Or when the lightning cleares the sky, 
by, Or when the whirlwind r 
When cataracts roar, aw spank and xplgah, 
When all seemx one tremendous crash, 
To battle then I'm nerved, and bound, 
My foes by millions Rtraw the ground, 
It is not 1, 'tis nature borns, 
I'm poet and warrior all in turns. 
T. WMLIAMS. 
Court Irkywr6rren, No. &VS. 
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C'ke $Itmnltr Stx. 
WX60 NIOMMIRICt ALYI WM 1009=1, 
AAd NasWa It" awast Wri 
We wqhg for bealsh and ploosers 
Afer two 41661Y Qua. 
We 6whad aw bacits as labow. 
Our Imm*Am oad bmixis were free. 
We ireas to dweU wA L@; Asro 
BeGiAe &be Boo~ Sam. 
0, the VWd* Leisst% 
The pnmiotmk pris6d 14imw% 
Tlw aboory, welcomme lAi"m 
Bogus &0 alummser agg. 
-r. " pwomak Milan& @-Uin& 
Upos the sap-wanwd smA 
wak &on bit tl~j am-rd. 
kad imial tioght of la&4. 
T. md or room ag jokwasq 
to pcr&A libwiy,. 
11-M we" 40 41wou wiik L*6ýe 
lkside &is summor sea. 
1. Ow We md Laiý 
Tho u"dod. God-ý& TWsum. 
Thu briA at ghwim laissm. 
"Oside Ia %mom Sm 
Poem only extracted and reproduced due to poor quality of original 
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94C 30t of 6111b. 
POW, away with thy golden AM 
Tis a myl. tis a shadow, a dream of thine Own; 
I find ! mot iti record on chronicled lw4r, 
rt lives it. thy dream-baunted fancy alone. 
No era of ti-ne bath been wholly dark, 
Each age hath been bleat by some Arsy boom fi'Om 
heaven, 
But none standeth out with such radiant mark 
As to warrant the worship thou often bust given- 
Poem only extracted and reproduced due to poor quality of original 
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z1aillry exAmillill I'll) lynx very 4, 'ruyling litul not, l. rtxl Ole lind of M-4 hanislinicut, many nu-sittlis, 
iam. wa mi or cri- 4w licart And imia or %pit-A Reem, vrero plighted to 
Henry 
V prolserty Mid been found jik whi; liall loved lier even when lie willkilrew býroro the preten- 
i(icraille sum a monq in gold, si. .,, 4 or me swiry rirai. B ut Agnes had now learned to distinguish 
T, from k1mving the numbers, 6-tw-im show lintl worth -, nud she regirded the red. -Ito yet chaerful, 
'*k 11% vrell n-A , in instrixtuent w:: 1 -milireten-ling Slade, in hLi plitin rith of black, with 
lon ArriTtion 
IL'Y'vere smRiwetAl of having it 1 confidence snch m the gay-maimered and gaily-claul, 
Greyling had 
Oics of midier Greyling nor rai6l to inrpirc. And mikuy a time, during the lix py eud'vell- 
nied bome, m they had pass- h .1 lqwnt 
ditys that foAlowed, 11A Agnes enuma to remenRlIr the 11-tinY 
c families retired. to res+. On N.. mlay. 
kit, tried, suld coliTicted, with- 
4 they had nothing to say in 
1 transportation ror seven years. ACAIN I Ible station, and every reqýisito, 
ftluce thetitselves lie their own 
mliditioll (of Wollp 'Yet oil the 
Oir swvct and fair! ob rich and raw 
. it ariseu %vithwit any especial 
rhat day so loug agm, 
'llie aututi; ii sumlihic evurywhere, ill lifit wa* list- glare mid Vie The heather till aglow k W164-11 eal)114 "Itillco for 
lawfully N41111PI tilt-Ill. Mley 
, 'in cloth of gold, The fou-nis were c1id 
141 tho 
Tile W. 1ves r-mic, vit the Aim 
I. Such suns will Aline such wave. -i will shig f 11T lilt) R. 1-1 tenelliligs of , , o For ever, everniore. 101, "ijit-times h-nd it) evil; for 
141101 till nd coul. I Im Committed, 
' 
Oil fit and few ! oth tried aud trite I 
Irred to theiii. ] but their militia '17ho friends who met that -LI-ty, 
4MI pleasure wasgreat, nud we ]Fjach ovio the otheeg oqilrit knew ; ý teitilitatioll. Awl so iii canicA illav Ift'reylbig nilty, Ainic. 4 Reeves af ' 71c, hours 
ficir imst, inJil -it 
last 
q11I not rv imi satch guilt ill tile The twilight kism. -d the Aim. - ; 4 could lle. repire lie wits Tnin, We ;; lill, I 
Alch 
Illy-s mmo agmill 
rensous, if fur lie others, she For ever, evcritwre. ' life Ivith Ili#. 411 nu(I girligh vaitity Itail been, o. 10 (by 11o C11110 Oll, paill it Illiglit, I". Mie 1110 1114! 11 less 
A slimlow teer u., 4 ca,, t, 
C31still., 1,1111 "Ir Yet m And yet we unive ill vaiii, in vaiii, 
r1l him, it Nvn-4 Yery difficult to To cc-ujuru ill, the Irwt -, 11y, mul File elllilýr as lolig " she Like, but milike, the sim INA sthillic, 
Dut tile cvillf. -uco agninAt The waves that licat the shore, ; er ill her mm&; and wlwn the Tbu wiml-, we said, tile we F; 1MV-P 
was 111,0111111111-t4l, llmllillgýcoldd h". I lorror A tile act, r-hicere 
44 Instin Omme th th r unnio 
i. 'tr ghm, 4 imseen empt in 
between, 
g a e Imigia or ill comiection with Iiis 
And, when our ivii p flowed free, C . teeiing, moro 41m-p mid farvent 11-ming 
diqcord% ill an itildvil-ille 
And marred the harmony. irt-th. 14 ti ... uwo ....... oat tjio 11 1 i -11le Inst is ours, not yourx, ' they said, 41 prev l-itated hersulf hito Ote 
14Y liall 1 Tile wavem that ticat the shore, TIloug], like the same, are not the w-me, 
Qh : 1mver, nmr 111(tre V 
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if this mirttmg w-im Wo much fvr him, - lie found how Tory welk be W. 1s; 
and )to felt, too, liuw rud it wom to be blind, and nut obla to sw the face 
of one whona, lie loved so much. 
" Forgive nac, any dor old fricud, " &-thl Dick, hking, his Imnst Am- 
tiountcly-" licticeforward I will be t% jwik to yon r' 
" Clicer tip ywir old liciti-be, every mic 4sf you !" A-sid lie, tben, in x 
%trouger voice, mitt mitirming thent ull, 11 for I ran nffiml to be -Oott to 00 
you, nuil, plenso (Iml, I will cunipcimito yen for the trunble and sufferins 
WhiClk I lIaVC OCCn3iQUCd r 
le, A P. 
0 To live in licarit we leave lpellind is not to die. '%--C4mj-Zr9. 
VicAp I No! thou'rt lising yet- 
For, -while (ond visetnory ImIds thce thint, 
And Icirc we give not to tile 11cad 
is tliincý thou still art ane or its 
Not dead till live forget. 
Living, but far away ; 
Distance livitles onr 11caris fr9m 111ce- 
Bitt Time ithall bring thee here Agaill, 
And brightcr than all Jreamx thall be 
That one glaof mecting day 
Alan I not so thatert dead I 
For it was sailly dear to Me 
To think thy spirit Inight be ncOr 
From Yardes Tertmining baudit ita free, 
Yet Iterc, by Illemory led. 
" Sweet could nor hearts lic known 
Now, Uy sonic keener synipatbyý" 
Bads lily first thoughts when thon wort gone 
But fooll tile figney ceased to 1.0 : 
We felt lily soul was Ilown. 
Dcoill ' No ! tJtuu! rt living yet- 
Distant, but we shall mect again, 
And heart he read by faithful heart, 
When Love more closel draws her chain 
Round hearts for tyer inct. 
.. dm9wL 
All 
CAPITAL AND I-ALOWN. 
umi. ý . 04-SVIN AT a 
ITHI. It' OF TIM R. M. AND L :4 it 
PItUTk'-WrAKT IIALL. IIUM- 
Form M11.1 ra. 1 III 0. "ý] 
m. Altull all. Stawl. wv 0 
let a"Iloph'-frol min. 11F. 
W1., alwarl woul4l fall. 
1111wign, I. mor ann. 
To upenim- flit, .. witt"am'. ie I, -. 
thlip-ton. asoil mkill. 
AmI 1w OSTIAT Wd I. v 
.; Iavt. ; ". .. If '11ý M%qýv 1, rýr. 
N tl". lay .. r 4W 
31ijill Iii6jakv and harAt agi, irua. 
'Gallml 1g. ral- it f. -W. 
Iho *V*11 lmw" 41". 11 
Utorrfr ittecroar: 
V%W Wj" f-l NSUI fVWl 'A'tt' 111; f1t. 
Ated . -ur clasis" (., r f1wit me-pýv 
Anked a trifla, sm-ro. 
Thees. Im wlawot w. - sill n, lm4l. 
(hif jusi waill W" tholy sowt. 
And file 'a.. wa. 0. t . ". 
INIHI. ý mom. or . Ikm 1,401. 
Armngi, d giff load gt4 I 
All Sw to-owlini itirmighi Istruml I, - p4d. 
ijul 11111 
*r1.4 . Vow lin, f--, d w; ýi 
As lat. it turtwel 4.. Wý. 
Till hiso hunger grvw; 
"d miltil ýUluoql again 
.. So. 
(.. oil. I. I. p. l. l. m #. Is. 
su". am, "'Intarl klww. 
: t4d tf We sunt? go .. far. 
Al"44 1. go. 14 r*rFI 
ý. w 4". 1 1.. W-mr*ý rat. 
rit, aI 11114-d Afrw 
Wrave .1!, *&will It. -I wree a Wul. W441m omw witod o"w weather gort. 
r.. Kf. rail avver Is, . 
1,411 whe" *I-at ow h.. m, 
0 what fabrics nst-ols -set' 
That.. Iiý IA-ur't- Fee' 
lb-ol'tAoly woul. 1 at thell I-ray Hot llý art". that (aftolool 
F. r their great stu, ",; AH thr risk Minot run. 
,.,.: Us Isor aw inantier. assay Like a tolsip equaled too all 
lVoiltont-st mawk to. Wrioa. will, 6 Iselleatll dw %, in 
Mar ther final. like pt. mrv sold. 
F, 6 the firso trafle's this aloft not". 
C..; Nc tl; Q1 141V thr t7p, of P-14. 
slivt keels colliptititialk kn--. 
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ME BUTCHER'S. 
2%e OraWje Tree. 293 
THS SILASON 
Tdions suffered from poverty in the 
'bt equalled by that sitfrered by the London and other Isrge towns. In 
'take we inhale Go&s fresh air and ýa of the meadows, fields, gardens, 
husure be forgotten, it we really do 
'rho can and will work) stand in need 
ýkeep hunger from gnawing, and cold 
tp towns, instead of such beautiful 
try many, are obliged to put Fp with 
Perhaps with a large family, in some 
kU of which we so often see unmis- 
lber of the family. I have been led 
inking of a visit I paid to a friend in 
I or three years ago. Leaving my 
is the school children had broken up 
Wing a sort of pride and gratification 
k district where the rising sons and 
" types of health and happiness; 
lawn by the snorting railway engine 
or three hundred others to our great 
I Temarking the salubrity of the day 
t brought us 6 London, wbcre fog 
ý The grocers! and other shops were ktoe, &e., and passers-by all seemed ýniwn berry. Soon after arriving at ied me if I should like to me the 
P. Not exactly comprehending him, 
lay ignorance on the subject of the 
Plied, 11 1 should very much like to do eclock, and half-past five is the time 
A short time ago. " he said, 'four 
I threatened interference of the School 
tod-a-half later, as many of the boys 
I kept at home so as for them not to 
timall purchases of meat. " We now 
tts, and soon arrived at the goal my It was a very busy and popiou3 Wt 
I vras thronged with customers. e 
fee was a corner one--: a small street 
It was now twenty minutes post 
street. there seemed to be boys 
class known as "Street Arabs. " 
icketless, and some both. Still they 
sorts of glunes. Just at this tiMG 
shop two policemen; there was then 
that time wms tip, the "bobble-i" 
had come. I was struck with the huge blocki, jabbles, and trays 
tug of small pieces of meat in the shop, apd these I WA3 told were all 
the Is trimm, gs " of one day. The policemen planted themselves on 
each side of the door, and only allowed two " Arabs" aLa time to 
pass W; each one then purchased his two, three, four, or sixpeuny- 
worth of the small cuttings of the me-at, making numerous comments 
on the sort and quality to those who supElied dient. One urchin at 
last asked for a good firepennetli, to w ich the man serving said, 
" You young Turk you, you want to rob your poor mother of a penny, 
do yoý? It is sispennyworth she sent you for. " The boy at first 
did all in his.. power to convince the salesman. it was only "five- 
penncth, " but on getting his ears pulled, he acknowledged 
his guilty 
intention. by saying, " Please sir, 'tis sixpenneth, I wanted a penny 
for swetew" Xýxnerous other little incidents occurred in the shop, 
but the most laughable was to see tbi urchins kneel down as soon as 
they had -got into Ihe street and take the meat from 
flie basket, 
handkerchief% or whitever they had brought to carry it in, and wake 
an esArsibstion by pinching with their dirty fingers to feel 
if It was 
-nice and tender, " or to tuirm it over half a dozen times 
in dose 
ity wiih their nose to smell if. had. been 16hung too long. 
" 
CýMthen 
replaced their purchases, and were soon off to the various 
aneys, courts, &-c., where their frilends, resided, to take 
home, what I 
Ifterned, in some cases, was to be the Christmas dinner. The police- 
men. too, were quickly off on other 
duty. As we turned to leave, 
I yamuked to my friend, wý have no theatres or other places of 
amusement even at this festire season, neither 
have we any such 
: appearance of poverty as this. 
CMM 421T, CHARLES MARSHALL. 
SeviA Wegern Distrid. 
THE ORANGE TRYX- 
TffE man lies darkling in the boy, 
The Future dinily marks its morn 
flushed with strange ripeness, Fear and Joy, 
Which fit our later life, are born. 
The boy springs brightening in the mau, 
Frolics, at times, as years before, 
Runs gjy and wild, as once be ran, 
Breathes the free life of days of yore. 
11appy the boy in manlike thougbt, 
Uappy the man in boylike play; 
Heart unto heart for ever wTougbt, 
Our earliest and our latest day! 
Thus dark-bright trees by tropic fl, >)dfi 
olingle the coming. vith the old; The deep-lixied fruitage abades the buds- 
The bud lies white amid the gold. 
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UNDER THE SNOW. 
SWEET little 10Tifig thing, 10W, 10W, 10W, 
Down in the culd, Cold grave slke hes: 
Deep 'nenth tho daisy-knoll under the snow, 
Silenced for cTer her carols and cries. 
Sweet little dimpleAl chin, how she would dance I 
- Denr little langbing eyes, bow she would sutile I 
Still are her tiny feet now, and her glance 
Be-tins not on me for a weary long wliilc. 
Dead "I do my neighbours say ? death is a dream; 
Tn Me mit'l Maythne Ain went out to jolay; 
Daily I sce her Ly mentlow And strcam, 
Coticli'd 'inid Lite golden citpR, antiny set they. 
NVcep, Iny eym, sculding tears, vmp, wcep, weep; 
Mced, iny soul; throlo, my beart, beavy with pain I 
When ithall my tenoer one wake from her steep? 
When slinil I grize on my beauty Again 7 
Sweet little loying 111ing, low, low, low, 
Down in tho enlil, cOM grave she lies; 
I)ecp Inca th the daisy-knoll nnder the snor, 
Silmiced for evcr her 4carols; and cries. 
SIMULAR. CotxcjnzxrRx. -A curiona and interesting-coi, icidence 
It. " Ileen communiented by Cnl)L McKerlic, of 014, Coast nard, 
Stranrael. 111le j, dinburgh life-bt)At, it may be rernemberel, was 
exhibit4_41 in Glasgow rin the I lidt Dec., 18GO. 'Ilia wife of tile Captain 
of tile Strathleven, Accompanied by ber children, went to see tile boat, 
And ý put an offering into the subs-cription box. Exactly one year 
After, on the Nth Dec., ISG7, tile captain's vessel wan wrecked, and 
-on the inornbig fol'awing (tile 1701) he And Ilia crew of 14 men were 
providentially resened by the very boat which his wife JIM contributed 
to support. Anothor singtilar coincklence connected with a Life- 
boat is reported in the linixtra. Ilia Aip Devon was wrecked on the 
23rd of October, iipon a dangerous rock off the Lands End, wilen All 
the crew were dro%vned except a sailor of the name &vVe Davis. 
Tile life-boat that rescued Ijim from a lingering death upon tile rock 
was the Sennen Boat, anti strange to say, it bore the name of 11 Georye 
Davis, " in memory of the Itusle. -ind of tile lady who presented the boat 
to the Ufc-boat Justitutiou. 
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Appendix H 
Biographies 
These biographical details have been obtained from society and trade records and 
from Census entries. Possibly, many of the members had several and diverse 
occupations, often simultaneously. Where a piece of work is unsigned, or where 
there is more than one entry for a particular name in the societies' records, priority 
has been given to the relevant archivist's advice, or that of the society's historian. 
In the absence of any biographical details, the extent of the writer's work only is 
given. The location of each source is given here at the end of each entry, but it 
needs to be borne in mind that some material is being re-housed or amalgamated 
into more permanent and comprehensive collections (for instance, the GMB 
collection is being transferred to the Working Class Movement Library and the 
archives of the Foresters are in the process of moving). Finally, as mentioned in 
the Introduction, some of the originals of the poems have been destroyed. 
Key: 
Ancient Order of Forester's Heritage Trust, Southampton AOF 
British Library = BL 
General Municipal Boilermakers & Allied Trades Union GMB. 
Manchester Unity Assurance Society, Manchester, (Oddfellows) = mU 
Trades Union Congress Library, London = TUC 
University of London, Senate House = SH 
Working Class Movement Library, Salford = WCML 
Bailey. W. E.: 'Outward& Homeward Bound', Foresters' Miscell (October, 
1887) p. 206. (AOF). 
Buckingliam. T.: Member of the Maidstone branch of the Oddfellows. His poem, 
'He needs not charity's humbling dole', appeared in a supplement of the 
Maidstone Lodge of Oddfellows (1879). This two-page supplement was 
produced alongside the minutes of an extraordinary meeting of the lodge. (MU). 
Bum, Peter: Member of the Brampton, Cumberland branch of the Oddfellows. 
Possibly a textile worker and a clerk. His poem, 'Lilies of the Valley', appeared in 
the Oddfellows' Magazine (July, 1879), p. 142. (MU). 
Cameron, W. N.: Started work as a stable boy, then shoemaker and foreman, 
possibly in Glasgow and London. A version of his poem, 'Freedom', also 
appeared in a pamphlet titled, 'Poems: Democratic and Local' (1894), 821.8 F24 
Box 15 (WCML). Some of the other poems in this pamphlet were written by W. S. 
Rennie. The poems discussed here may have been produced for a local friendly 
society, but this cannot be confirmed. 
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Coales. Tom: Member of Stony Stratford branch of Odffellows. ffis poem, 'Thy 
Neighbour', appeared in Oddfellows' Magazine, (October, 1886), p. 346. (MU). 
Coles, Thor.: 'An Elegy (National Insurance is as Dead as Queen Anne)', 
Oddfellows' Magazine, (October, 1885). (MU). 
Eccles. J. H.: An active trade unionist and member of Ancient Order of Foresters, 
Court 146, Leeds. His poem, 'United Efforts', appeared in the Foresters, 
, 
MiscellanL (September, 1865), p. 469. (AOF). 
Effie: A garment worker, her two poems, 'The Blue Bell' and 'Muse' appeared 
circa 1860/62. Effie may have been a member of a branch of a garment workers' 
association and a friendly society in Elland, although there appears to be no 
mention of this friendly society in local records. This poem was either 
re/produced for her union, or the friendly society, to celebrate a local event, but 
this cannot be substantiated due to originals lost in flood at archives in 1999/2000. 
G. H.: Believed to be a labourer and a travelling carpenter. 'Stitching with maniac 
haste', circa 1884. (MU). 
Heaton. W. M.: Member of the Ancient Order of Foresters, Court 459, 
Luddenden. His poem, 'Brotherly Love', appeared in the Egresters' MiscellMy, 
(January 1864), p. 145. (AOF). 
Hinchcliffe. John: He became editor of the Foresters' Miscellm in 1872. 
'Keeping a Conscience' appeared in the Foresters' Miscell (October, 1864), 
p. 325. (AOF). 
Hind. 
- 
Thomas: Member of Court 2806 of the Foresters. Ilis poem, The 
Snowdrop', appeared in Foresters' Miscellpy (October, 1867), p. 92. (AOF). 
J. W. N.: His story, 'Two January Incidents: A Narrative of Facts', appeared in the 
Foresters' Miscellany (January, 1879), p. 9. (See J. Northey). (AOF). 
Kingston. Keedy: He possibly wrote four stories for the Oddfellows' Magazine 
during the 1880s. 'Not Gilded, But Golden" appeared in Oddfellows' Magazine 
(May, 1884), p. 12 (MU). This edition is also available at the British Library, 
P. P. 1060. 
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Lang, ton, Millicent: A Leicester garment worker, it is thought that she was a 
member of a trade friendly society, which later formed the basis of two new 
unions, the Hose, Shirt and Drawers Union, and the Sock and Top Union. By 
1870, both unions had total of around 2,800 members in Leicester. Her poem, 'To 
A Snowdrop, found on an Infant's Grave', appeared in a sheet of the Lancashire 
tailors' or garment workers' (circa 1866) (GMB . Her poems also appear 
in 
Musings of the Workroom. Leicester, (London, 1865). (BL. II 649. bb-26). 
Leighton. 
-Robert: 
An orphan and largely self-taught, he became a travelling 
manager, possibly in the building trades. His poem, 'Solitude' appeared in 
Foresters' Miscellany (April, 1870), p. 76 (AOF). 
Mallinson. John: At age 13, he worked as a card setter at a Yorkshire cotton mill. 
His parents (who also worked in the mill) used some of his wages to finance his 
continuing education. He rose to become a clerk for the mill owners. He lived 
and died in the same house at Wyke. He is possibly the author of the article, 
'Classical Allusions', which appeared in Foresters Miscelloy, (November, 1864), 
p. 210. (AOF). 
Marshall. Charles: Born in 1830, he started work full time as a cobbler at the age 
of 11. He married in 1856 and was both member of the Boot & Shoe Makers' 
Union and the Ancient Order of Foresters. He remained a shoemaker for the 
greater part of his life, although records do suggest that he may later have become 
a postmaster. He was secretary of the Rogate, Hampshire, branch of the Ancient 
Order of Foresters, and wrote poetry, short stories and articles for both the 
friendly society and the trade union for approximately twenty years, from the 
early 1860s. His poem, 'The Pauper's Funeral' appeared in St CrisRin's Me Boot 
& Shoemaker) Joumall (January, 1869), while his fiction in the Foresters' 
Miscellany included: 'The Old Wiltshire Fiddler', (July, 1870), 'Frank Newton: A 
Sketch of Village Life', (January, 1878) and 'Street Arabs at the Butcher's and 'A 
Story For The Season', (January, 1878). Although unsigned, it is thought that he 
is the author of 'Old Misery, The Miser', (January, 1864). (AOF). 
Moor. M.: Believed to have been an agricultural worker/labourer. His poem, 'I 
have heard of freedom, men say', (circa 1898), appeared in pamphlet possibly for 
Cirencester Friendly Society, a trade friendly society, primarily for agricultural 
workers. (AOF). 
Newman, Sam: His poem, 'Oddfellowship', appeared in the Oddfellows' 
Magazine (April, 1886), p. 304. (MU). 
Norris, W.: 'Bread pills', W. Norris, extract from Journal of the Amalgamated 
Sociejy of Tailors. reprinted in 1887 by the Oddfellows. (MU). 
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Northey. J.: A brewer of Launceston, Cornwall and one time secretary of local 
Ancient Order of Foresters court. His story, 'The Rival Schoolmasters', appeared 
in Foresters' Miscellapy, (October, 1867), p. 406. It is possible that Northey also 
wrote as 'J. W. N. ' (AOF). 
Owv, an. - 
Henry: Member of the Ancient Order of Foresters, Owgan gained a 
LL. D. His story, 'Making the Best of it: or Peace, Union, and Good Will', 
appeared in Foresters' Miscellany (January, 1864), p. 9 and his poem, 'January', 
also appeared in the same publication, p. 48. (AOF) 
Plummer. John: Believed to be a member of the Oddfellows, he received no 
education until aged twelve. Both deaf and lame, he was employed as a 
staymaker, in Kettering, Northamptonshire. His untitled poem, (first line: 'From 
the glowing forge') appeared on a single sheet of what was possibly, a garment 
and staymaker's society, (1861). (GMB).. He was generally anti-trade unions, but 
a vocal supporter of fair pay. A collection of his poems was published in: John 
Plummer. Factory Operative. Songs of Labour, Northamptonshire Rambles, and 
other poems. (An autobio"a hical. sketch of the author's life. ). (London, 1860), 
11 650. aa. 2 1, (BL). He wrote, 'that my verses are poor, weak and of times devoid 
of originality, I fully admit, but that does not prevent me from appreciating the 
utterances of those whose work I may never hope or dare to emulate. ' (p. xxii, 
Pluim'ner, 1860). 
Rennie. W. S.: Poem, 'Lines to the Zurich Congress'. A version of his poem, also 
appeared in a pamphlet titled, 'Poems: Democratic and Local' (1894), 821.8 F24 
Box 15 (WCML). Some of the other poems in this pamphlet were written by W. S. 
Rennie. The poems discussed here may have been produced for a local friendly 
society, but this cannot be confmned. 
Spawton. Edward: Possibly a postal worker, he was a member of the St Albans 
Lodge of the Oddfellows. His poem, 'Pontypridd', appeared in Oddfellows 
Magaqzine, (January 1877), p. 271 (MU) and 'A Lonely Path', in Oddfellows' 
Magazine (January, 1893) (MU) and in Oddfellows Magazine / Special 
Collections rGoldl F. W. A. 154. (SH) 
Stott, B.: A Bookbinder from Manchester, and an active trade unionist, Stott's 
name is among those who took part in the General Strike of 1842. His poem, 
'Lines to the sacred Memory of John Roach' presumably produced either for the 
Boiler Makers' Union or Oddfellows, (circa 1880). Stott was possibly a member 
of Manchester Oddfellows, lodge 5,511. (MU) 
Urquhart A. Forbes: "Social Notes", Foresters' Miscellany, (January, 1878), 
p. 167. (AOF). 
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Ware. J. R..: Active trade unionist, his story, 'How Misery & Poverty Came to be 
Always On Earth: A Fairy Tale', appeared in the Oddfellows' Magazine, (June, 
18 85), p. 241 (MU). This edition is also available at the Bri ish Library, P. P. 1060. 
Welsh, James: A member of the Oddfellows, he wrote several novels, short stories 
and volumes of poetry., Tbe fourth son of a mining family, he left school at age 
eleven and started work in the pits at the age of twelve. An active trade unionist, 
Welsh eventually became vice-president of the Lanarkshire Miners' County Union 
and member of the executive of the National Union of Mineworkers. He joined 
the Independent Labour Party and in the 1922 General Election, was elected to the 
House of Commons for Coatbridge.. He was defeated in the 1931 General 
Election. He died on 4th November 1954. His poems, 'Labour' and 'The Miner' 
are believed to have been written when he was approximately twenty years of age for the Nottingham Oddfellows. (0900). His poems (although some are slightly different versions to those discussed here) can also be found in Songs of a Miner, 
(London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1917). W81/9808 (BL). 
Whitmore. William: )NUtmore was a member of the Manchester Oddfellows 
friendly society. His poem, 'Priest, wilt thou in this ripening age' possibly 
produced for a Leicester trade friendly society, (1865). GMB 60.606.1 /WHI. 
(GMB). This poem also appear in The Leicester Movement,. or rom the ., voices 
f 
frame and the factory, the field and the rail. (Leicester: 1850) 11P. I 090. d. (BL. ). 
Williams. E. One time secretary of Ancient Order of Foresters, Lodge 4203, he 
wrote poetry for both Foresters' MiscellgLiy and National Union of Boot & Shoe 
Operatives. A working man from Bristol, his poem, 'Quaking Grass', appeared in 
Foresters' Miscellany (October, 1887), p. 92. (AOF). 
Williams. T.: An active colliery worker and trade unionist, his poem 
'Changeable', appeared in Foresters Miscellm (April 1870), p. 309. (AOF). 
Williams, Thomas: Member of Ancient Order of Foresters, but too many 
Williams registered to determine biographical details. His story, 'A Tale of the 
City', appeared in Foresters' MiscellM (April, 1870), p. 79. (AOF). 
Wills, Ruth: The daughter of a soldier, Wills was educated at a dame school until 
orphaned at age seven. She worked in warehouses from the age of eight as a 
garment worker, notably in Corah's, Leicester. Her poems, 'Summer Sea' and 
'The Age of Gold, ' may possibly have been produced for the Circular Framework 
Knitters' Society (believed to be a garment workers' union society) circa 1861. 
This society existed in the Midland counties from about 1770. In the 1850s, it 
became a popular friendly society with rural textile workers throughout the 
region. It was closely associated with the United Rotary Power Framework 
Knitters' Society when the latter trade union was under pressure of investigation 
from the State. Wills' poem, 'The Age of Gold' also appeared in the j ournal of the 
Women's Protective and Provident League, the Women! s Union Journal, 1876, 
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p. 5., (here her name is mis-printed as 'Willis'). GB 1924 WTUL. (TUC). Wills' 
poems also appear in Lays of Lowly Life, (London, Leicester, 1861) 11650-a. 33. 
(BL) and Ruth Wills. Writer of Verse Second Series, (London: 1868), 
11650. a. 34. (BL. ). 
Y. S. N.: Believed to be a female sanitary worker, and possibly author of many 
other stories appearing in publications of the Foresters. Her stories, 'The Pauper 
Funeral', appeared in the (January, 1864), p. 36 and 'Christmas at Bishops 
Langton', in Foresters' Miscelloy (January, 1887), p. 9. (AOF). 
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The Oddfellows' Redmile Lodge was in the Belvoir Castle Distfict of 
LeicestersWire. In 1%93 it had 139 members and possessed L 1893 in 
funds. They met at the ()ld Will, PedniAt tvej-j Wednesday evening - 
the secretary for 1893 was Ebenezer Carr. 
Datco Jj Name of Person A Trade l Nameof Namcof 
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17418671 
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19 Servant Bottesford 
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George Willm. 
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School 
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Date of 
admission 
1ý Name of person 
pTp2sed 
[fpro ;0 
11 
Age Trade W fe Residence Name of Proposer 
Name ; Namc 
, 0: Secoft 
IF 21 1 891 
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